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RESUMO 
 
 

MAROLDI, M. M. Uma teoria da normatividade. Tese (Doutorado) - Faculdade de 

Filosofia, Letras e Ciências Humanas, Universidade de São Paulo, São Paulo, 2016. 

 
 
Este trabalho discute um modo de pensar as práticas normativas como um fenômeno melhor 

entendido através de uma explicação pragmática das praticas sociais. Afirmamos que uma 

estratégia apropriada para entender a normatividade deve aceitar a presença, nas criaturas 

normativas, de capacidades naturais intrinsecamente relacionadas às atividades governadas 

por normas, especialmente o que chamamos de atitudes normativas. Assim, apresentamos 

uma discussão de uma abordagem da normatividade baseada em regras entendidas como um 

tipo de prática intersubjetiva fundada em habilidades práticas e, também, em processes de 

aprendizado. Indicamos, então, por que um modelo pragmático se adéqua apropriadamente a 

um modelo conexionista de cognição. Finalmente, argumentamos que as práticas normativas 

devem ser entendidas primeiramente em termos de padrões internos, funcionalmente 

definidos, instituídos como processos individuais não explícitos e não conscientes. A 

consequência é uma explicação prática, inferencialista, conexionista e implícita da 

normatividade. 

 
 
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Normatividade. Regras. Práticas Sociais. Expressivismo. 

Conexionismo.  

 
 



 

 

ABSTRACT 
 

 
MAROLDI, M. M. A theory of normativity. Tese (Doutorado) - Faculdade de Filosofia, 

Letras e Ciências Humanas, Universidade de São Paulo, São Paulo, 2016. 

 
 
This work discusses a way of thinking the normative practices as a phenomenon better 

understood through a pragmatic account of social practices. We claim that an appropriate 

approach to normativity should accept the presence, in the normative creature, of natural 

capacities intrinsically related to norm-governed activities, especially what we call a 

normative attitude. Thus, we present a discussion on the rule-based account of normativity 

understood as a sort of intersubjective practice grounded in practical skills and learning 

processes as well. We also indicate why the pragmatic model appropriately fits with a 

connectionist model of cognition. Finally, we argue that normative practices should be 

understood primarily in terms of internal patterns, functionally defined, instituted as non-

explicit, non-conscious individual processes. The consequence is a practical, inferentialist, 

connectionist, and implicit approach to the normativity. 

 
KEYWORDS: Normativity. Rules. Social Practices. Expressivism. Connectionism.  
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As Augustine with Time, I knew what a rule was until asked. 
I asked myself and proceeded to become quite perplexed.  

WILFRID SELLARS
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___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

This is a study on normativity and the so-called normative practices, these practices can be 

evaluated and described according to a vocabulary composed by words such as "correct" and 

"incorrect", "appropriate" and "inappropriate", "adequate" and "inadequate" or "right" and 

"wrong". Often, normative practices are also understood as "rule-based" or "rule-governed", 

that is, as guided by rules that prescribe to the individual what to do or how to do a certain 

practice to be considered correct, appropriate, adequate or being right. It is manifest that there 

are several distinct philosophical, psychological, and sociological strategies to explain the 

phenomenon; in Philosophy, for example, we could mention Humean, Kantian, and Hegelian 

models of understanding normativity as relevant discussions to be valued. In the next pages, 

however, we present a pragmatic approach to normativity and discuss some related concepts, 

such as "rules", "norms", and "normative rationality", according to this perspective. In a 

broad sense, it will be claimed a view of an inferentialist account of intentional content and 

the relations (or norms) supporting it. The argument will be extended through a connectionist 

account to cognition as well, which is considered adequate to discuss this pragmatist, 

inferentialist model of normative practices. Specially rethinking the writings from Sellars and 

Brandom, we offer a practical perspective centered on natural capacities and personal 

experiences of some special sort of creatures, and then we argue for an attitude-based 

approach to norms. 

The conception being presented here is essentially practical in the sense that it rejects 

any theoretical understandings of the concept of "rule" or "norm" and, consequently, it 

dismisses all accounts that are focused or based on these concepts. On the practical side, we 

argue that everything needed to investigate normativity and normative creatures are concepts 

as "practices", "skills", "patterns", "know-how", and "attitudes". Thus, the main premise 
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being asserted is that a normative practice is a practice that truly could be called "regulated", 

but in a very different sense from how the classical normativism understands it. A normative 

practice is only a practice in which there is a certain way of performing a cognitive content  

to talk, think or act, in a general sense  because certain (normative) creatures instituted a 

particular mode considered "correct", "appropriate", "adequate" or "right" of performance in 

those cases. The concepts of "rule" and "norm" are not required in the primary understanding 

of these practices, in fact; they satisfy only a secondary role, and only in creatures mastering 

a language. It means that normative beings still could engage in normative practices even if 

they do not possess the concept of "rule" or "normative practice", for example, or without any 

sense of rules themselves, and even if they do not master a public language and do not talk or 

discuss about rules and practices. Normative practices are essentially implicit or unconscious 

ones; they are practices regulated by non-explicit patterns, functionally equivalent in different 

creatures performing the exact same normative practice. Thus, the pragmatism about norms is 

also a functionalist theory of norms, in which norms are a sort of neural pattern (or "implicit 

norm", as we frequently will call it, even though it is not a real norm) instituted by an 

individual to fit adequately the environment, own body, other creatures, and so on. A rule 

exists only as a linguistic expression, when creatures talk about what they are doing; but 

before this ability emerges, they already are normative beings, following regulated practices. 

Therefore, in most cases, as we will see, a rule is a useful fiction used to describe what 

normative creatures naturally can do without any previous theorization or explanation of 

those capacities. We present these general ideas, in this Thesis, through of three steps. First, 

we claim a theory of normative cognition or normative mindedness. Second, we present some 

premises to sustain why we need a social model of normative cognition. Finally, we show the 

main reasons why a pragmatic, connectionist, and implicit conception of normativity can 

satisfy many of our highest philosophical demands. Though this investigation is based on 

discussions of authors as Kant, Hegel, Wittgenstein, Canguilhem, Sellars, and Brandom, we 

are not concerned with defending or discussing any particular interpretation of them; we 

assume an interpretation and extract some consequences from it. We also do not present an 

extensive discussion of normative concepts, normative vocabulary, and so forth; thus, this 

work is not a historical review of the idea of normativity or even a comment on any of the 

authors that thought it before now. 

In Chapter 1, we start presenting one of the core ideas of the present work, the idea 

that human cognition is a normative cognition. It means that human beings think, talk, and act 
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according to normatively regulated contents. The intentional content is normative. To begin, 

we discuss Kant's ideas about cognition and rules. Then, we mention some criticisms related 

to Kant's model and then we offer another strategy to deal properly with normativity; Sellars' 

neo-Kantianism is discussed as an interesting alternative to Kantianism. However, Sellars' 

model is not our model yet, and we will see why. Chapter 2 offers a discussion on some 

important issues in Kant's and Sellars' understanding of normativity with the help of a short 

presentation of Hegel and Brandom's neo-Hegelianism. Brandom's strategy is described as 

supporting a pragmatic theory (some reconsideration will be necessary later). Chapter 3 

presents the well-known discussion from Wittgenstein about rules. We also return to Sellars 

to understand his idea of different sorts of rules and cognitive requirements to each one. 

Chapter 4 discusses a starting point to understand normative creatures appealing to the 

concept of a "normative attitude". We describe these creatures as beings able to develop 

certain skills and possessing natural capacities related to norms and individual contents. The 

function of rules is minimized in that scenario. Chapter 5 presents the central idea of the 

connectionist cognition, and merges it with our practical model. Chapter 6 discusses why a 

theory of implicit norms is required in the current work and sheds some light on the concept 

of "implicitness" as well. In fact, the discussion presented from Chapter 1 through 6 contains 

the basic structure of this Thesis. Chapter 7 discusses some ideas related to the social 

understanding of norms through the differences between dialectic and dialog. Finally, Chapter 

8 summarizes the discussion and offers an inferentialist, connectionist, and implicit practical-

based theory of norms.  
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___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
CHAPTER 1 

FROM KANT TO SELLARS 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Greek Philosophy seeks to reflect the natural, perfect order as found in Cosmos. However, in 
the Modern Era, Science challenges this idea and one of the consequences is a humanism that 
weakens the heteronomy model of self-regulation. Men do not take laws and norms from 
nature or even from God anymore. They find and establish laws, rules, and norms by 
themselves, through individual reason. Modern man is a lawmaker, and different sorts of 
rules are seen as distinct human creations. Kant is one of the authors who claim the relevance 
of rules in human cognition. This Chapter concentrates on showing how Kant starts a new 
model of seeing man as a normative being, giving to the rules a special function in human 
understanding. We discuss shortly some ideas of Kant using Sellars interpretation of it. After 
that, we present a reinterpretation of Kant's ideas through the linguistic Philosophy of Sellars. 
The main objective of this Chapter is to present the relevance of the normative account of 
human cognition, even though Kantian and neo-Kantian approaches will be considered as 
inadequate later. 
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1.1. SELLARS' TRANSCENDENTAL PHILOSOPHY 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Kant is often mentioned as the philosopher to whom concepts became fundamental to 

understanding the human beings' cognitive activities. Human cognition, he asserts, is made 

through concepts. However, the use and justification of concepts is an ability that can be 

performed correctly or not. How to understand the conditions in which the use of concepts is 

entitlement, that is, reasons, justifications, evidence or deductions to use correctly concepts? 

The answer implies the difference between the way one applies a concept and the way one 

ought to apply a concept. It is a normative matter, the discrimination between what is or 

ought to be the case when a concept is used in judgment. This normative interpretation is the 

heart of Kant's theoretical philosophy according to contemporary philosophers such as 

Wilfrid Sellars and Robert Brandom1.  

For both Sellars and Brandom, the human mind distinguishes the correct (or justified) 

use of the incorrect (or unjustified) use of concepts and this is a key feature of the rational 

cognition. It is a humankind capacity to be sensitive to this essential normative dimension of 

the role of concepts and its rules of employment in understanding. Therefore, Kant would 

offer a normative theory of cognition, in a broad sense, claiming that the use of concepts and 

all cognitive activities involving concepts contain a requirement of adequacy and a supra-

individual assessment. The normative feature of rational cognition embraces a commitment to 

the correct use and the rejection of the incorrect one; it is the acceptance and 

acknowledgment of the authority of the correct and justified use of concepts. To understand 

this normative commitment is to understand human beings as beings that recognize and 

                                                 
1 "The many champions of the normative interpretation of German idealism [..] do not seem to realize that this 
interpretation is very old, and that it has been worked out before with greater sophistication and subtlety" 
(BEISER, 2009, p. 10). Beiser continues showing that Wilhelm Windelband and Heinrich Rickert "were the 
founders of the normative conception of philosophy, and indeed the normative interpretation of German 
idealism. The concept of normativity was for them the key to understanding Kant, and indeed philosophy in 
general. If 'normativity' is a buzz word today, it was a mantra in the 1880s. By the 1920s, however, normativity 
had lost its resonance and had ceased to excite philosophers" (BEISER, 2009, p. 10). BEISER, FREDERICK. 
Normativity in Neo-Kantianism: Its Rise and Fall. International Journal of Philosophical Studies, 17: 1, pp. 9-
27, 2009. 
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accept to be bounded by norms or rules in their lives. Consequently, the faculty of 

"understanding" is "the faculty of cognition of rules" (KANT, 2007, p. 304, 7:197, §42).  

We could express the same idea saying that intentionality (the intentional content) is 

normative. For Sellars, however, this idea is related to another core idea of Kantianism. One 

of the primary topics in Sellars' Philosophy is to understand how we came to possess an 

epistemic conceptual framework. He believes that two main strategies could be pursued: a 

naturalistic one (for example, appealing to the evolutionary theory) or a transcendental one 

(for example, appealing to a prior conceptual framework). Surely, Kant chose the last one and 

adopted a transcendental model using the concept of "categories". 

Sellars discusses the categories in the context of the public language. For him, a 

category is understood through "classifications of conceptual items" (SELLARS, 2002, p. 

329) and then "this becomes, in Kant's hands, the idea that categories are the most generic 

functional classifications of the elements of judgments" (SELLARS, 2002, p. 329). Sellars 

endorses a version of this idea, as we see next. He believes that Kant offered a functionalist 

theory of concepts in which to say that a judgment has a certain form is just to say that a 

judgment can be classified in a certain way and then it plays an epistemic function. Thus, a 

judgment is the unity of classification of human experiences (perceptual or not), already 

considering its connections (judgments as evidence for other judgments, implications, 

incompatibilities, etc.). Human beings face the world using a conceptual framework 

(categories) and Kant's transcendental idealism is a functionalism about concepts. However, 

Kant accepted the idea that there is only one conceptual framework for all human beings  all 

shares the same cognitive faculties. So Sellars attributes to Kant the premise that synthetic a 

priori judgments and pure categories of epistemic classifications are fixed, pre-given, 

prefixing our epistemic relation with the world. Sellars rejects that notion because he sees all 

categories as derived from the public language; consequently, they can change. In fact, 

Sellars maintains the idea of conceptual classification of the experience but all classifications 

require a linguistic framework. Language intermediates our relations with the world since 

language imposes on us the categories we use to explore everything. It means to construct the 

epistemic categories to interpret the world that we live in, using our own linguistic behavior 

and patterns behind it, transmitted across generations. Thus, Sellars project is still 

transcendental, but society (public language) operates in a way very distinct of Kant's 

insights. Sellars calls his position "a linguistic version of Kant's position" (SELLARS, 1974. 

p. 58), aiming to show how certain principles given in language as categories has a role of 
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epistemic norms and have empirical content as well. Language encompasses the 

transcendental categories by which human beings' experience is organized. Therefore, it is the 

reinterpretation of the categories of normative intentionality from a Kantian perspective to a 

linguistic perspective.  

Before we show how Sellars advances his linguistic Kantianism, we need to introduce 

two issues he sees in Kant's model. The first one is called "regulism". One of Kant's lessons is 

a deep endorsement of the role of rules in moral and non-moral practices2. Any application of 

the rule should be done because of the rule, then, a rule cannot be contingently or accidently 

followed. Rules express objective values that individuals ought to access by themselves 

because they are rational creatures. This idea leads Kant to adopt an account of normativity in 

which rules are linguistic representations. To follow a rule one needs to be capable of 

explicitly formulating rules for himself. The individual will, thus, is "a capacity to determine 

itself to acting in conformity with the representation of certain laws" (KANT, 1996, p. 78, 

4:427). Kant also claims, "a rational being has the capacity to act in accordance with the 

representation of laws" (KANT, 1996, p. 66, 4:412). 

We discuss in Chapter 3 that all linguistic requirements to explain normative practices 

collide with a substantial argument formulated by Wittgenstein and Sellars. Using a current 

vocabulary, Kant is a regulist on norms. That is, to be able to come to follow a rule is to be 

governed by a linguistic expression that says explicitly what is correct or what should be 

done. However, if an individual needs to possess a language to know how to follow a rule, he 

also needs to possess other linguistic rules to understand the language. A rule would demand 

other rules, indefinitely. Kant identifies and solves this problem in the Critique of Pure 

Reason (A 132-4/B 171-4). He argues that the faculty of judgment cannot be taught; it only 

can be trained. To know how to apply a rule is an innate talent. Anyone learns many rules of 

understanding in his lifetime but applying them is made possible by a faculty of judgment. In 

Anthropology, Kant repeats the problem and the solution that he offers: 

                                                 
2 Kant's ethical theory is deontologist, that is, a normative theory based on rules (called "imperatives" in his 
view). A "categorical imperative" is a proposition that represents an action necessary in itself. "Hypothetical 
imperatives" represent an action as a mean to achieve some conditioned ends (happiness, long life, money, to 
bake a pie, and so on).  
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"Natural understanding can be enriched through instruction with many concepts and 
furnished with rules. But the second intellectual faculty, namely that of discerning 
whether something is an instance of the rule or not - the power of judgment [..] 
cannot be instructed, but only exercised [..] It is also easy to see that this could not 
be otherwise; because instruction takes place by means of communication of rules. 
Therefore, if there were to be doctrines for the power of judgment, then there would 
have to be general rules according to which one could decide whether something 
was an instance of the rule or not, which would generate a further inquiry on into 
infinity" (KANT, 2007, p. 306, 7:199, §42) 

 
 
 
 
 

Therefore, Kant believes that there is no infinitive regress of rules because rational beings 

have a natural faculty of knowing how to apply rules. Doing that, Kant appeals to a 

congenital faculty of cognition. But innatism seems incapable of explaining how individuals 

learn the implications of rules. The ability to apply a rule could be innate, but it is clear that 

the implications of the applications of a rule must be learned. In the next chapters, we present 

some pieces of empirical evidence to argue that human beings are not born with this innate 

ability  they are not naturally able to know how to apply rules, as Kant claims. Furthermore, 

there is enough evidence nowadays (see Chapter 6) to consider that the explicit rules are just 

one unique sort of rule within a rule-governed cognitive architecture. Our conclusion is that 

explicit rules cannot do all work that Kant attributed to them. Consequently, one needs to 

accept that every human being follows a large set of rules that are not explicit in any sense  

some grammatical rules of language, for example. Chapters 3, 5 and 6 show why any 

linguistic account of normativity is a mistake.  

 Regulism is a significant issue but the main difficulty with Kant's ideas comes from 

his model of transcendental cognition. For Sellars, Kant accepted the thesis of cognition 

according to rules to manipulate representations (an anticipation of the contemporary 

cognitivism that takes mentality as a computation on representations; see Chapter 5).3 Thus, 

                                                 
3 In fact, there are many analogies between this interpretation of Kant and digital computers; for example, the 
idea that computers (brains) come from the factory with a set of instructions (cognitive rules). Brooks (2013) 
claims, "the dominant model of the mind in contemporary cognitive science is Kantian" and Kant's 
transcendental method "is also at the heart of contemporary cognitive science". Therefore, he argues that not 
only philosophical premises but also the method of Kant's are now present in cognitivism. To Brooks, Kant's 
cognitive architecture presents three main ideas that "become part of the foundation of cognitive science" 
(2013): (1) the idea of cognition involves application of rules (concepts), (2) cognition as a system of rules to 
manipulate representations, and (3) the transcendental argument. The first one presents the mind as a complex 
set of abilities or functions, such functions as the application of concepts, and these functions seen as syntheses 
processes. The second one is the representational model of mind, and the view of the "mind as a system of 
functions for applying concepts to percepts" (2014, p. 66) and "rule-guided acts of cognition as well as 
deliverances of the senses. This doctrine has become as orthodox in cognitive science as it was central to Kant" 
(2014, p. 65). The last one is the idea that human experiences require innate structures, as necessary conditions, 
and these conditions could be investigated and known.  
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he was forced to reduce the role of training and social learning and assume a fixed and shared 

structure of experiencing the world. The problem is not the transcendental method itself but 

Kant's version of it and its connection with his model of autonomy.  

Kant asserts that norms and moral values are not dependent on human attitudes (they 

are not products of attitudes). To make a decision or apply a rule based only on individual 

reasons is a strategy that dismisses other agents' reasons, that is, it dismisses the validity of 

the application of rules as dependent on social interaction. The community has no influence 

on individual normative decisions. It just helps by teaching the individual how to exercise the 

innate power of reason. Norms ought to be obeyed without any presences of other rational 

beings because an individual ought to follow norms due to his reasonability. There is not any 

sense by which a rule is an interpersonal construction. The other is not the author of my norm 

(an individual does not need to acknowledge other individuals as authors of those norms that 

he should adopt). Thus, Kant endorses a self-closed subject with a powerful reason. It means 

that the transcendental method in Kant does not involve intersubjective relations. However, 

some norms, at least, require another explanation. Sometimes, a violation of a social rule is 

not an offense to the individual reason; it has predictable social consequences. Sometimes, a 

rule is a rule in a specific social context. Norms only exist within an ambience of individuals 

interacting with each other  some norms are intersubjectively valid but not rationally valid. 

Furthermore, Kant affirms that human beings are born with an identical structure that allows 

all of them to reach the same norms and decide which norms are good or not for themselves. 

That is, every human being shares a set of principles and a cognitive framework that assure 

that they can have the exact same rules  this is why all rational creatures must achieve the 

same moral imperatives, despite the relativism we often see in the world. Human beings can 

engage in the same practices because they share the same rules and structures and make 

similar cognition on them. Thus, Kantian transcendental framework is individual and shared, 

is static and independent on the learning of language. Sellars' transcendental philosophy 

based on public language tries to preserve the basic insights of Kant and, in the same time, to 

solve these issues. In the next section, we clarify Sellars' strategy of the normative cognition, 

in which Sellars defends a Philosophy founded in linguistic relations as communal intentions.  
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1.2. SELLARS AND THE NORMATIVE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We have seen some ideas associated with normativity that describe Kant as a forerunner of 

the cognitivism, specifically as the a priori cognitivism thought in terms of transcendental 

categories. From 1950 through 1980, an analytic philosopher reformulated these ideas within 

a linguistic, functionalist format.4 To discuss Sellars' understanding of normativity is 

necessary to begin with his ideas on the philosophical enterprise. 

In one of his most important published papers, Philosophy and the Scientific Image of 

Man, Sellars suggests that current philosophers face two very different images of seeing 

things, especially of seeing the "man-in-the-world". The "manifest image" is that in which 

there is a physical world, macroscopic objects, persons, emotions, thoughts, freedom, mind, 

and so on. The "scientific image" is offered in terms of microscopic particles, forces, and 

natural laws. The manifest image could lead someone to adopt a dualistic ontology; the 

scientific image could lead another one to adopt a materialist conception. For Sellars, 

however, Philosophy must try to integrate both images into a coherent view, a "stereoscopic 

view".  

According to Sellars, the "perennial tradition" in Philosophy is attempting to 

understand the manifest image. It can be characterized as "the framework in terms of which 

man encountered himself" (SELLARS, 2007, p. 374), this is, a quasi-historical dimension in 

which man came to be aware of himself as a man-in-the-world. It means a movement from 

non-conceptual to conceptual thinking. However, it is not a pre-scientific or even unscientific 

naive conception of man. It is empirical; a categorical refinement that man does when 

becomes aware of himself as a man living in the world. Such refinement is made in terms of 

inductive and statistical inferences and its correlations. In this sense, it is also a scientific 
                                                 
4  "But before I could put these perceptions together, I would have to work out a whole new way of looking at 
the conceptual order. The situation was roughly the following. I had already broken with traditional empiricism 
by my realistic approach to the logical, causal, and deontological modalities. What was needed was a functional 
theory of concepts which would make their role in reasoning, rather than a supposed origin in experience, their 
primary feature. The influence of Kant was to play a decisive role" (SELLARS, 1975, p. 285). In fact, Sellars' 
work could be seen as a reformulation of Kant's philosophical ideas of mind and cognition. As Brooks argues, 
Sellars "was perhaps the first to read Kant as a functionalist or protofunctionalist" (2014, p. 66), and he 
concludes claiming that recently Daniel Dennett, Patricia Kitcher, Ralf Meerbote, Thomas Powell, and some 
other have joined to Sellars. 
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image. Nevertheless, it does not include the postulation of imperceptible entities to explain 

the behavior of those perceptible ones  it is limited to the correlational techniques about 

perceptible and introspectible events. The basic type of object in this manifest image's 

conceptual framework is "persons", that is, the objects of this framework are and do what 

persons are and do. And what persons are and do cannot be totally elucidated by causal 

explanations. Although some person's actions are caused, most things that people do are not; 

"when a person has well-established habits, what he does in certain circumstances is highly 

predictable, but it is not for that reason caused" (SELLARS, 2007, p. 381). 

The scientific image of the man covers the conception of physical objects and 

theoretical physics. Most importantly, it postulates imperceptible objects to explain 

perceptible ones. Certainly, there are many different scientific images because there are many 

different sciences that offer some information about the man and the world. The theoretical 

physicist offers an image in terms of physical particles, forces, and fields; the biochemist, the 

social scientist or the behaviorist offers different images. Then, the complete scientific image 

is constructed from several minor images that find support in the world of persons and 

perceptible objects. Even though the scientific image presupposes the manifest image5, it is 

often presented as its rival. For the scientific image, the manifest image is inadequate; at best, 

it is a useful fiction.  

 Would it be feasible to reconstruct the category of "persons" in physical, chemical or 

biological vocabulary without loss of all those features present in the manifest image? To 

conciliate both images, adopting a primacy of the scientific image, it would be necessary to 

show how persons' standards (ethical, aesthetical, etc.) "can be reconciled with the idea that 

man is what science says he is" (SELLARS, 2007, p. 406), this is, to harmonize science with 

desires, impulses, and values to which man ought to conform to the manifest image. Could 

the category of "persons", as free agents, be reconstructed as systems in accordance only with 

nature laws? Should philosophers abandon the manifest image for an exclusive scientific 

reality? Alternatively, should they accept a dualism between scientific objects and minds? For 

Sellars, these alternatives are all unsatisfactory. Aware of the "clash of the images", his 

Philosophy offers an integrated image of man-in-the-world as a complete conceptual 

framework on persons adopted by persons. The man is a being surrounded by rights and 

                                                 
5 "[..] that the categories of a theoretical science are logically dependent on categories pertaining to its 
methodological foundation in the manifest world of sophisticated common sense in such a way that there would 
be an absurdity in the notion of a world which illustrated its theoretical principles without also illustrating the 
categories and principles of the manifest world" (SELLARS, 2007, p. 388). 
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duties and, from this perspective, "the irreducibility of the personal is the irreducibility of the 

'ought' to the 'is'" (SELLARS, 2007, p. 407). Therefore, Sellars places normativity in the 

center of human lives. There is no "person" without "oughts", "shoulds" or "mays". 

For Sellars, to recognize a human being as a person is to recognize such creature as 

belonging to a human community. Human beings are persons because they are part of a 

community of persons. In fact, each person is a member of several distinct groups overlapped 

with each other  for example, language-users community, American citizens or Sellarsians 

researchers. To belong to community is to share with its members the principles that can be 

evaluated linguistically as "correct", "right" or that "ought to be done"; is to share with the 

group thoughts as "'We (one) shall do (or abstain from doing) actions of kind A in 

circumstances of kind C'" (SELLARS, 2007, p. 408). This premise is the defense that the 

persons' framework "is the framework in which we think of one another as sharing the 

community intentions which provide the ambience of principles and standards [..] within 

which we live our own individual lives" (SELLARS, 2007, p. 408). Saying differently, to be a 

member of a community is to share with other members of it some "communal intentions". 

Thus, philosophers do not need to enrich the scientific image with more descriptive 

information; they need to enrich it with information extracted from the communal intentions. 

Philosophers need to combine norms, standards, and values with the framework of objects 

from the materialist science. The category of "persons" does not need to be reconciled with 

the discourse of science; both must be joined. 

 

  

 

 
 

1.3. SELLARS' THEORETICAL PHILOSOPHY: REVISITING CONCEPTS AND 
NORMS  

 
 
 
 
 
Sellars claims that human beings conceive themselves in terms of manifest image. They 

apply concepts and think about themselves in terms of values, principles, and standards. 
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Thus, the framework of "persons" is essentially normative. The scientific image can try to 

reduce normative to non-normative properties but the manifest image cannot be eliminated. 

Normativity is conceptually irreducible. It means that the manifest image of the man-in-the-

world cannot be logically conceived in terms of those objects of the scientific theory. 

Normativity is a phenomenon with both causal and conceptual components. The latter is 

logically irreducible to the former; "although Ought is not logically reducible to Is, Ought 

is causally reducible to Is" (SELLARS, 1952, p. 84). Sellars concludes, "To say that a certain 

person desired to do A, thought it his duty to do B but was forced to do C, is not 

to describe him as one might describe a scientific specimen. One does, indeed, describe him, 

but one does something more. And it is this something more which is the irreducible core of 

the framework of persons" (SELLARS, 2007, p. 407). 

 However, as a scientific realist, Sellars defends that it is achievable to reduce 

normative properties ontologically to non-normative ones, but the discourse that involves 

normative properties in persons' framework cannot be reduced, because concepts, thoughts or 

intentions are not ontologically defined.6 They are explained by the functional role, more 

precisely, the inferential role they play in the "logical space of reasons". This space is a 

conceptual, inferential, judgment-driven, self-conscious, rational, and linguistic structure of 

our human cognition.  

The consequence of taking persons this way is that any theory of rules needs to 

distinguish appropriately propensities of behavior governed by rules from those propensities 

of behaviors not regulated by rules. In the first case, a rule is involved with the behavior. 

Then, a rule functions as a rule only if it is linked to the action; otherwise, it is just a "mere 

generalization". Animal behaviors conform only to these generalizations since animals do not 

act because of the rule; rule-regulated activities are higher processes that demand a more 

complex sort of cognition. Thus, there is a behavioral tie (composed by non-rule-regulated 

responses to the environmental stimuli) and a symbolic rule-regulated behavioral tie as well. 

The latter "constitutes a man's understanding of this world, the world in which he lives, its 

history and future, the laws according to which it operates, by meshing in with his tied 

behavior, his learned habits of response to his environment" (SELLARS, 1949, p. 10-1). 

Dogs or children learn how to respond to the sound "bone", for example, but for children, that 

                                                 
6 Two of main Sellars' experts present different positions about that issue. See O'SHEA (O'SHEA, J. R. Wilfrid 
Sellars: naturalism with a normative turn. Malden: Polity, 2007) for a position similar to the present work and 
see Devries (DEVRIES, W. Wilfrid Sellars. Chesham: Acumen, 2005) for an opposite view.  
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sound will be a word in a conceptual system  "bone" becomes regulated by a chain of rules 

and its connections with the environment.  

 It has been very common now to describe Sellars' work as a distinction between 

"sapience" and "sentience". Sentience refers to the capacity of responding to the 

environmental stimuli in a correct way, sapience requires the ability to insert these stimuli in 

a structure of implications, derivations, and incompatibilities. Mere experiences are 

distinguished from the conceptual experiences in the space of reasons, which involve 

inferences and justifications (therefore, they involve rules). This is Sellars' interpretation of 

the Kantian idea of rationality. In meaningful words Sellars asserts, "To say that man is a 

rational animal, is to say that man is a creature not of habits, but of rules. When God created 

Adam, he whispered in his ear, 'In all contexts of action you will recognize rules, if only the 

rule to grope for rules to recognize. When you cease to recognize rules, you will walk on four 

feet'" (SELLARS, 1980, p. 138). 

Expressions of rules  imperatives as "Do A in C" or ought and should-sentences as 

"You should do A in C"  also may contain terms such as "correct" or "right", which 

distinguish them from those mere generalizations. These linguistic expressions work 

inhibiting the occurrence of events that would falsify them. For example, the rule "One 

should pay his tax" could be built on generalization "Everyone is honest", which can be  

constantly is  false. Since "Everyone is honest" is a generalization frequently false, a rule as 

"One should pay his tax" is built (on "Everyone is honest") aiming minimize or even 

extinguish the facts or events contrary to that generalization (that is, inhibiting facts or events 

that falsify "Everyone is honest"). In this sense, norms serve to guide behavior toward a 

standard or prevent certain behaviors.  

Despite being primarily concerned with language, as the most important normative 

practice, Sellars uses the word "game" to cover any activity in which there is the presence of 

rules. In any game a rule regulates what to do (or not to do) in some circumstance, the 

"moves" within the game. Games also involve "positions", in which a gamer can be at any 

given time. To make a move is to learn how to go from a valid position to another valid 

position, by respecting the rules of the game. Gamers must learn these moves in order to play 

correctly the game.  

Particularly in language games, Sellars distinguishes "moves" from "transitions". 

Moves occur within the game, but transitions involve a position within and another position 

outside the game. To make a "language-language" or "intralinguistic" move, within the 
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language game, is to learn how to make a movement according to a rule of inference valid in 

that language. "Language entry transitions" are learned movements in which the player 

comes to occupy a position within the game coming from outside the game. Observational 

statements are typical: "When Jacques' retina is stimulated by light coming from an orange 

pencil, he says 'ce crayon est orange'  from which he may move to 'ce crayon a une couleur 

entre rouge et jaune'" (SELLARS, 1954, p. 210). The "language departure (or exit) 

transitions" are the opposite; they are learned movements in which the player occupying a 

position within the game goes to a position outside the game. Actions are what Sellars has in 

mind: "When Jacques says to himself 'Je dois lever la main' he raises his hand" (SELLARS, 

1954, p. 210). Thus, perception and action involve learning valid moves in conceptual 

contexts and empirical circumstances.  

As usual in the game metaphor, what defines a piece in the game (to be a "king" if the 

game is "chess" for example) is not the format, size or color of that piece. This definition 

depends only on its function, the roles the piece occupies in the context of the game. 

Moreover, such function or role respects rules. In language, thus, rules specify roles that 

words can play to be valid.  

However, language is more than a simple rule-governed game. Sellars' theory of 

human cognition is essentially language-based. His masterpiece Empiricism and Philosophy 

of Mind is known as the critique of givenness but it also contains other important 

philosophical concepts as well. One of them is the necessity of using and applying linguistic 

concepts to be able to engage in a human community. Sapience always involves a conceptual, 

holistic framework, inferentially articulated, even the perceptual experience and the use of 

concepts in linguistic format is also a condition of thinking. For Sellars, thoughts exist 

ontologically7 and are explained in terms of a "verbal behaviorism"; "According to this 

model, 'thinking that-p', where this means 'having the thought occur to one that-p', has as its 

primary sense saying 'p' and a derivative sense in which it stands for a short-term proximate 

propensity to say 'p'" (SELLARS, 2007, p. 83; SELLARS, 1975). Thus, thoughts are modeled 

by the public language. To learn to think "p" is first to learn to talk "p" or to acquire the 

propensity to say "p", this is, to learn to respond to the environment according to entry and 

exit transitions. After an acquisition of the public language, individuals can have thoughts: "I 

propose that we take very seriously the view that a thought, in the sense in which thoughts 

                                                 
7  For example, see Chisholm-Sellars Correspondence on Intentionality (CHISHOLM; SELLARS, 2001): 
"Unlike Ryle, I believe that meaningful statements are the expression of inner episodes, namely thoughts, which 
are not to be construed as mongrel categorical-hypothetical facts pertaining to overt behavior". 
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occur to one, is the occurrence in the mind of sentences in the language of "inner speech," or, 

as I shall call it, 'Mentalese'" (SELLARS, 1975, p. 303). Therefore, thoughts are mental 

episodes in propositional form, and their intentionality is derived from the intentionality of 

public language (see Empiricism and the Philosophy of Mind especially). Consequently, they 

are also classified in terms of the role they play in Mentalese (within the conceptual structure 

in which they occur). If a word or sentence "p" is a token playing a role "p" in some 

language, thinking "that-p" is to classify this mental episode as "that-p" in Mentalese. 

Thinking "that-p" or saying "p", human beings are giving a functional classification of their 

cognitive relations with the world. And these roles are only acquired by learning. Thus, this is 

an epistemological observation about the use and justification of concepts in public language 

and the linguistic thinking. One can use concepts and then justify them appropriately (in 

words or thoughts) if one uses concepts as taught by the community. Since language is rule-

governed, thought also is. Therefore, Sellars defends a normative framework to understand 

language and thoughts. Although we already said something about exit transitions, Sellars' 

practical reasoning and the structure of human agency are fundamental to anyone trying to 

grasp his neo-Kantianism with a linguistic turn. We start to see next how Sellars applies his 

conceptual framework to reformulate Kant's imperatives and the normative cognition of 

human beings as well.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

1.4. SELLARS' PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY: IMPERATIVES AND NORMATIVES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The grounds of Sellars' account of practical reasoning are the notions of "intentions" and 

"volitions". That is, moral and non-moral practical reasoning are all intention-based. For him, 

intentions are thoughts made using practical reasoning. Because they are mental episodes, 

they share all features that we discussed thoughts; they are conceptually, inferentially 
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articulated practical thoughts, in propositional form, classified in terms of its role in the 

whole structure of agent's intentions. 

 Then, intentions and volitions are commitments to do something. They are expressed 

linguistically to indicate the first-person perspective invariably, but volitions are special cases 

of intentions. They are commitments to act now. Because Sellars uses the verb "shall" as an 

operator to indicate expressions of intentions and volitions, we can exemplify an intention as 

"I shall do A in 1 hour" and a volition as "I shall do A right now". Naturally, intentions can 

imply volitions, and therefore, actions are truly initiated by volitions.  

Intentions form a sort of net composed of implications (SELLARS, 1956, 1951, 1966, 

1967, 1968, 1980). If "A" implies "B", it is reasonable that an intention "A" implies an 

intention "B" as well. To say that an intention "A" implies an intention "B" means that there 

is an "intention-contents implication" or an implication between "purposes". Practical 

reasoning involves choice over those intentions and all its implications, as a process "of 

elaborating alternative scenarios for a choice" (SELLARS, 1980, p. 91). That is a rational 

elaboration, but it is not a logical formalism on moral statements  Sellars rejects any sense 

of "imperative inferences". It is this rational elaboration over certain intentions that are the 

basic structure used to explain moral and non-moral normative statements. Let us start with 

the moral judgments. 

Sellars sought to maintain Kant's insights about morality through a new interpretation 

of the ideas of the German philosopher. Since Sellars defends an intention-based morality, 

moral judgments are cognitive in the strict sense that they are part of the structure of internal 

intentions of the agent. However, within a rational practical choice, the individual needs to 

decide whether a list of intentions and their implications are good, not only valid. In this 

respect, Sellars thinks he faces Kant directly; "The central theme of Kant's ethical theory is, 

in our terminology, the reasonableness of intentions. In what sense or senses, if any, can 

intentions be said to be reasonable, i.e. have a claim on the assent of a rational being?" 

(SELLARS, 1968, p. 207). Consequently, it means to reinterpret Kant's categorical and 

hypothetical imperatives distinction in terms of intentions.  

Instead of the word "hypothetical", Sellars prefers the term "relative" because what 

Kant calls a "hypothetical imperative" is, in Sellars' account, an intention relative to another 

intention. In the example "If S wants E, he ought to do A", the reasonableness invoked by 

such hypothetical imperative comes from the relation between the content of the conclusion 

(intention "A") relative to the content of premise (intention "E"). But it does not mean the 
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commitment concerning intentions A and E per se, this is, it is not a mere commitment in 

terms of a logical form. There are valid arguments  logically  that fail to be considered 

good in virtue of having some false premises. Good arguments are good only if their premises 

(intentions) are reasonable in themselves. According to Sellars, this is what Kant looked for 

in Ethics: what could make practical arguments to be not merely valid but also to be good. In 

Sellars' terminology, what makes an intention "categorically reasonable" or "categorically 

valid"? What could make the hypothetical imperative "I ought to do A" become the 

categorical imperative "Anybody ought to do A"? The answer is found "by seeing how close 

we can come to capturing the distinctively categorical reasonableness of morally sound 

intentions by construing it as a special case of the relative reasonableness ascribed to 

intentions by hypothetical imperatives" (SELLARS, 1968, p. 212). Since the validity of an 

intention can be derived from the validity of other intentions, it means that if Sellars finds an 

antecedent intention categorically reasonable itself, then the consequent intention will be 

categorical as well, making the argument a universal (and good!) imperative. The "obvious 

candidate", he claims, to be a hypothetical imperative with that ambition of being categorical 

is the communal welfare  "if S intends to maximize the general welfare, S ought to do A". 

This is a necessary, universal intention equivalent to Kant's moral imperative formula. 

Nevertheless, if Kant assigned to the individual reason the capacity of finding these 

imperatives, Sellars adds an interpersonal component to the goodness of those categorical 

intentions: that "there are certain things that one ought to do is to have a sense of duty, and 

that obligation, by its very nature, is intersubjective" (SELLARS, 1956, p. 159). Sellars' "we-

intentions" are personal intentions shared by individuals in a community. For example, the 

intersubjective intention that expresses the idea that everyone ought to act to maximize our 

welfare is a we-intention ("It shallwe be the case that our welfare is maximized"), even though 

each person individually acts differently trying to be adequate to this communal imperative. 

Then, a categorical intention is valid as an intersubjective maxim that belongs to the structure 

of community intentions. Sellars asserts: 

 
 

"Thus specific moral principles are categorical oughts, but the categorical validity 
of the intersubjective intentions that any rational being in a certain kind of 
circumstance do a certain kind of action is derivative from the categorical validity 
of the intersubjective intentions that our welfare be maximized. Thus when Kant 
speaks in the Metaphysical Elements of Ethics of the happiness of others as a 
categorical end, what he says is in no way inconsistent with his claim that the ought 
of moral principles is categorical rather than the hypothetical ought which pertains 
to the relation of means to ends" (SELLARS, 1968, p. 226). 
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Therefore, moral consciousness is a form of we-consciousness. A person that feels to belong 

to community needs to engage in these collective intentions, known by social training and 

mutual interaction. The conclusion is that Sellars' moral theory is a fusion of Kant's moral 

deontology, a utilitarianism principle of welfare, and the intersubjectivity of social ought-

statements, founded in the sense of duty and "love" of humanity. However, we said that 

practical reasoning is not composed solely of moral judgments; Sellars believes that the 

metaphysics of morals is just a fragment of practical reason. Now, Sellars ideas are even 

more significant. 

By practical reason, in this broader sense, Sellars thinks any reasoning that ends in a 

"practical assertion", as, for instance, "such and such cases shall be done". It brings 

"particular matters of fact, empirical generalizations, scientific laws and logical principles to 

bear on our values" (SELLARS, 1968, p. 175). Nevertheless, a practical reasoning needs to 

be conceptually linked with practice. However, what is this relation between practical 

reasoning and practice or, as Sellars says, what is the principle "of a metaphysics of practice" 

(SELLARS, 1968, p. 176) in non-moral practical statements? As expected, such account is 

found in intention-talk.  

In Some Reflections on Language Games (p. 222), Sellars distinguishes three 

motivations to do an action; "I may do the action because I desire to do it [..] or because I am 

commanded to do it, or because I think I ought to do it". The first one is a sort of hypothetical 

reasoning. The second is an "imperative" (Do A!), and the third is a "normative" (I should or I 

may do A). Imperatives and normatives require that individuals learn intralinguistic moves 

and then dominate the moves from or to exit transitions, but normatives specifically 

"signalize a commitment to a corresponding universal imperative" (SELLARS, 1954, p. 223). 

Thus, singular normatives must imply general normatives, for instance, cases where "Jones 

ought to do A in C" should imply "Everybody ought to do A in C". Once these general 

normatives are implicitly universal, it is easy to see that Sellars is thinking in communal 

intentions. Normatives are intentions that imply we-intentions, non-moral and social 

imperatives that occur in social contexts in which individuals must recognize its authority and 

relevance to the community. Their objectivity comes from the intersubjectivity in which they 

are inserted (we return to this issue in the next Chapter). To summarize the discussion, 

Sellars' practical discourse includes normatives as a special case of "shalls". They are 

practical commitments (intentions) manifested by overt speech or by actions, that is, they are 

"practical thoughts" that relate concepts and actions together. All practical reasoning is a sort 
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of thought on personal and communal intentions. Then, because intentions are rule-governed, 

practical imperatives and normatives are also regulated by rules. An individual does not 

acquire the propensity to engage in a practical intentional action until he understands the 

conceptual relations and rules behind them. A child needs to learn the propensity of raising 

his hands on saying "Now I shall raise my hand" otherwise he or she does not adequately 

understand the meaning of that practical reasoning expressed by this statement and all of its 

connections. In other words, the faculty of volitions and intentions is learned when one learns 

the "shall-talk", the language of intentions and its implications. Therefore, Sellars' practical 

reasoning is based on commitments or intentions that individuals come to possess in the 

process of acquiring a public language  consequently, the process of acquiring intentional 

states and to be able to attribute a role to them. This is why practical reasoning is not so 

different from theoretical reasoning. Rules guide all cognitive activity of individuals. Before 

finishing, we must say that Sellars, unlike Kant, spends much effort to describe in details the 

process of following rules, linguistic and non-linguistic. Such discussion, fundamental to our 

work, will reappear in Chapter 3. 

 

 

 

 

1.5. FROM KANT TO SELLARS 

 
 
 
 
 
Sellars was a profound expert of the History of Philosophy, from the Greeks to the 

Philosophy of his own time. It is frequently observed that his academic aim was to move 

Analytic Philosophy from a Humean to a Kantian phase. Because Sellars' Philosophy is 

concerned with reinterpreting, in a linguistic framework, Kantian themes, it aims to move 

Philosophy from Logical Empiricism back to a fact (descriptive) versus (normative) norm 

discussion. However, Sellars signalizes towards the possibility of inserting Hegel in this 
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discussion  a task he considered premature to execute himself.8 One of the main ideas that 

Hegel advanced on Kant's is an intersubjective understanding of conceptual content, as we 

discuss in next Chapter. There are no concepts or norms apart from a social perspective. In 

some sense, we already saw how Sellars maintains this idea. There are no norms, relations, 

and consequences just from an individual perspective. There is no "person" without a 

community or language.  
 
 
 
 

"The Robinson Crusoe conception of the world as generating conceptual thinking 
directly in the individual is too simple a model. The perennial tradition long limited 
itself to accounting for the presence in the individual of the framework of 
conceptual thinking in terms of a unique kind of action of reality as intelligible on 
the individual mind. The accounts differed in interesting respects, but the main 
burden remained the same. It was not until the time of Hegel that the essential role 
of the group as a mediating factor in this causation was recognized, and while it is 
easy for us to see that the immanence and transcendence of conceptual frameworks 
with respect to the individual thinker is a social phenomenon, and to find a 
recognition of this fact implicit in the very form of our image of man in the world, it 
was not until the nineteenth century that this feature of the manifest image was, 
however inadequately, taken into account" (SELLARS, 2007, p. 384). 

 
 
 
Sellars' communal intentions, as individual commitments that reflect social commitments, 

open a perspective to see normativity as a collective phenomenon and, especially, permit to 

rethink the idea of a normative cognition suitable with learning processes and interaction 

between linguistic individuals. This premise is the objective of this work, even though we 

will need to abandon some of Sellars' initial premises later. 

Because Sellars' "incipient Meditations Hegeliennes", as mentioned in Empiricism 

and the Philosophy of Mind, was premature, his moral Philosophy is an adaptation of Kant's 

idea of duty because of the rule, but rule as derived from the community. Moral principles are 

rules that must be generalized to become imperatives and then interiorized in all members of 

the linguistic community. And normatives are rules that have relation with universality. Thus, 

Sellars' concept of rule-regulated behavior is "the translation into behavioristic terms of the 

Kantian concept of Practical Reason" (SELLARS, 1980, footnote #3). Of course, Sellars is 

referring particularly to his "verbal behaviorism"  to acquire intentional content (mental 
                                                 
8 John McDowell and Robert Brandom represent the Hegelian-turn in Analytic Philosophy. Even though they 
emphasize different views of Hegel's Philosophy, both ask their readers to take their masterpieces Mind and 
World and Making It Explicit, from McDowell and Brandom respectively, as prolegomena to Hegel's Philosophy 
of Spirit. 
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contents) in terms of learned linguistic transitions that reflect the communal intersubjective 

rules. Rules come from linguistic generalizations that become objective values and universal 

standards in the community. The "shall-talk" and "ought-talk" encompass epistemic, 

aesthetic, moral, logical norms, and all standards, and signalize the presupposition of a social 

agreement. Learning some rules is to change the social structure of implications and 

incompatibilities within the conceptual framework where such norms are. In this sense, rules 

are live and dynamic, not static as Kant claimed. 

Sellars' theory of cognition is a sort of linguistic idealism concerned with explaining 

the normative dimension present in mindedness, a normative intentionality. One needs to 

think, talk, and act normatively to fit in the person's framework of the manifest image. The 

contents used in language and thought are normatively regulated. They are classified 

according to their role in language and thought. And these roles, that individuals need to 

respect to be socially evaluated, are ontologically irreducible. In respect to that, it is common 

to divide post-Sellarsian philosophers into two main groups. "Right-wing"9 Sellarsians, as 

Churchland and Millikan, privilege Sellars' ideas on scientific realism, often appealing to his 

assertion "In the dimension of describing and explaining the world, science is the measure of 

all things, of what is that it is, and of what is not that it is not" (SELLARS, 1963,  p. 173). 

This premise implies a reductive naturalism. "Left-wing" Sellarsians privilege the normative 

characterization of Sellars' logical space of reasons. The main philosophers on this side are 

Richard Rorty, Brandom, and McDowell. However, Sellars himself embraced a via media. 

This work pursues an alternative that defends the ontological reducibility of norms and 

maintains the irreducibility of normative discourse, as Sellars originally intended. 

However, there is an aspect of Sellars' Philosophy, as found in Kant's Philosophy as 

well, that we need to reevaluate soon, as an idea that is discussed in this entire work. For 

Kant, innate principles are the categories by which human beings' experience is organized. 

Sellars still adheres to norms as categories that organize human beings' cognitive experience, 

but from an internalized set of intentions working as those transcendental categories. 

Nevertheless, both philosophers agree about an understanding of cognition in terms of rules. 

The difference between them is that Kant appeals to innate cognitive frameworks and Sellars 

appeals to communal intentions. Thus, Kant explains norms in terms of internal structures, in 

a broad sense, that every human being shares with other human beings to justify how human 

beings engage in the same practices. Consequently, all individuals must share the same 
                                                 
9 These terms, popular now in studies on Sellars, were created by Richard Rorty (according to James O'Shea, in 
a summer workshop in 1974).   
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norms. Sellars maintains this idea with a significant social turn. For him, innatism needs to be 

rejected because it implies givenness. The solution is a defense of the idea that human beings 

only share the same rules because they are in the same community. Then, Sellars is claiming 

that conceptual, aesthetical, linguistic, etiquette and all sorts of norms are shared by 

individuals because they internalize these contents from their social groups. That is, people 

learn norms from social contexts; they acquire norms as a product of social experiences. 

Therefore, different individuals share the exact same rules because they interiorize them from 

the same source (society or linguistic group). Sellars shifted the conception of norms from an 

internal perspective to an internalizable one, intersubjective perspective, but still shared10. 

But Sellars' solution does not need to appeal to an absolute reason as a source of decision and 

judgments, and he also rejects the formalism about normative judgments, appealing to reason 

in terms of intentions built over social interaction and learning. Individuals share the exact 

same rules because they interiorize the same collective intentions. Thus, although different, 

Kant and Sellars appeal to a shared set of norms reproduced in every individual that is 

following that specific norm. This work rejects this idea; there is no evidence that individuals 

share the same norms, neither innate nor internalized, to be able to engage in normative 

practices, as Chapter 5 will discuss. The basic idea that individuals engage in the same game 

or practice because they follow the same rules is inadequate. The alternative being proposed 

here is a reinterpretation of Sellars' understanding of normative cognition that begins with 

Brandom's account of normative practices and his model of intersubjectivity, different from 

Sellars' model. Even though Sellars' account has a relevant practical and social sense, 

Brandom offers a more precise description to understand the discussion, and a sense of 

practical, learnable, and implicitness notion of normativity can satisfactorily emerge from 

him.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
10 In this sense, Sellars offers a strategy similar to Durkheim, a mixed Kantian and social perspective that 
identifies normativity with collective constraint. See Olen & Turner (2015) and Turner (2010). 
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CONCLUSION  

 
 
 
 
 

 

This Chapter has presented two related conceptions of the rule-based human cognition. They 

are based on similar general ideas, but different in philosophical commitments and their 

consequences.  

Kant claims that the faculty of understanding is bounded by concepts (rules) guiding 

the correct cognition (judgment). According to Kant, rules (including moral rules) require 

linguistic representations, by which they impose themselves on human reason. In this sense, 

human beings are the authors of their rules, and any form of external authority cannot bind 

them to fit the normative principles. Consequently, individuals themselves are the source of 

vindication and authority of rational normative cognition. Rational beings identify and 

recognize duties and rules, and then they can decide to embrace them or not. Freedom is this 

capacity of regulating actions according to the rational capacity. Thus, Kant appeals to a 

rational, formal model of normativity, based on individual autonomy. He also minimizes the 

role of any learning processes and personal experiences. Because we consider this individual 

model wrong, we shift the discussion to involve Sellars' neo-Kantianism. Sellars offers a 

model of normative cognition that involves the Kantian background, but he also presents an 

interesting alternative to accepting rules or norms without appealing to innate structures and 

individuality. His model is concerned with the social more than the individual development of 

rational cognition. For Sellars, norms belong to society and culture; in fact, norms belong to 

the intersubjective language. The community itself is the ground of all norms. Therefore, 

Sellars presents an account of normativity as a social phenomenon. But he accepts the 

existence of processes of interiorization of this shared social norms expressed by linguistic 

relations. A premise to be defended in the current work is the relevance of a practical process 

capable of grounding the difference between how things are and how they are supposed to be 

in terms of a social experience, without all the problems we can find in models of 

intersubjectivity based on internalization of shared norms. The next step in this respect is to 

discuss a model of normativity more appropriate to this idea, adopting as the starting point 

Brandom's model of linguistic practice and intersubjectivity, which could be seen as a 

criticism of the model of communal intentions (or shared norms) asserted by Sellars. 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

CHAPTER 2 

FROM HEGEL TO BRANDOM  

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

In Chapter 1, we discussed some ideas related with normativity in Kant's and Sellars' 
Philosophies. Kant's interpretation of rules in rational cognition was reinterpreted by Sellars' 
linguistic version of rationality, especially in practical reasoning. One of the most important 
differences between Kant and Sellars is the role played by the linguistic community in the 
process of institution of intentional content. Hegel also offered some significant contributions 
to this premise. Actually, Brandom presents a version of the Hegelian approach regarding a 
linguistic game, which institutes mental and linguistic content. The objective of the present 
Chapter is to discuss a way of understanding the normative phenomenon as a social, 
linguistic phenomenon, understood through Brandom's model, our starting point to discuss 
the pragmatic account of normative practices. Thus, the Chapter begins with Hegel's ideas on 
social normativity and his critique of Kant's model, and then it finishes with Brandom's 
reinterpretation of Hegel's model, in terms of an assertional game of giving and asking for 
reasons. 
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2.1. HEGEL'S CRITIQUE OF KANT  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As with Kant, Hegel took understanding as an application of concepts and rules founded on 

individual freedom. However, the differences between them are significant to any study on 

normativity.  

Chapter 1 claimed that Kant offered a normative understanding of rational cognition 

and derived normative reasoning from an autonomous individual use of reason. For instance, 

the norm "I ought not to lie" is a statement that can be reached by rational beings as an 

exercise of their capacity to choose freely what it the best for humankind. External issues 

should not influence or force the acceptation of such norm. Human beings ought to obey it 

since reason imposes it: rationality is the source of the authority of norms. Then, human 

beings give the law to themselves, in the sense that they accept and achieve self-authorize 

objective norms by themselves. However, if an individual is the author of his own norm, then, 

it is natural that it should bind him. In the Philosophy of Right, when Hegel discusses forms 

that subjectivity could take in moral philosophy, he asserts "This [supremely subjective point 

of view] implies that objective goodness is merely something constructed by my conviction, 

sustained by me alone, and that I, as lord and master, can make it come and go [as I please]. 

As soon as I relate myself to something objective, it ceases to exist for me, and so I am 

poised above an immense void, conjuring up shapes and destroying them" (HEGEL, 1991, p. 

185, §140). Thus, Hegel's criticism of radical subjectivism argues that subjective convictions, 

based on isolated individuals, cannot help to decide what norms are and which norms are 

correct. If an individual gives the norm for himself, it does not have a sense of constraint 

about him  it lacks the authority that Kant attributes to it. In fact, norms, in Kantian sense, 

are a sort of a personal volition, as a desire or passion. They are not objective. 

Hegel (1991, especially §135) also criticized Kant's categorical imperative as an 

empty formalism about an abstract autonomy. Hegel agrees with Kant that norms should be 

explained by models based on autonomy, but he rejects the premise that the contentless form 

of an imperative is sufficient to extract a normative content. He argues: 
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"The fact that no property is present is in itself no more contradictory than is the 
non-existence of this or that individual people, family, etc., or the complete absence 
of human life. But if it is already established and respected, then it is a contradiction 
to commit theft or murder; a contradiction must be a contradiction with something, 
that is, with a content which is already fundamentally present as an established 
principle. Only to a principle of this kind does an action stand in a relation of 
agreement or contradiction. But if a duty is to be willed merely as a duty and not 
because of its content, it is a formal identity which necessarily excludes every 
content and determination" (HEGEL, 1991, p. 162-3, §135). 

 
"It would be strange, too, if tautology, the principle of contradiction, which is 
admitted to be only a formal principle for the cognition of theoretical truth, i.e., 
something which is quite indifferent to truth and falsehood, were supposed to be 
more than this for the cognition of practical truth" (HEGEL, 1977, p. 259,  §431). 

 
 
 
 
Taken in itself (without relations to ends or any purposes), it is not contradictory that a 

property is considered private or public. A contradiction cannot indicate if an alternative is 

true or not. For example, the sentences "Sartre is born in France" and "Sartre is not born in 

France" are contradictory  they cannot be true at the same time  but individuals cannot 

infer if Sartre is French just analyzing these two statements. The same argument must be 

valid for the practical reason. An individual cannot decide between "I should tell a lie" and "I 

should not tell a lie" only appealing to the form of the sentences. A contradiction between "I 

should tell a lie" and "I should not tell a lie" must come after the establishment of what one 

should consider true about them. Is not to tell a lie an absolute law? Is there a community in 

which to be a good liar is an admirable skill? No one can look to a sentence to decide it, 

without an independent criterion; but Kant's criterion (the form of imperative) is not good 

enough. Hegel's conclusion is that the criterion to judge about principles, rules, and standards 

come from social practices and social institutions. Society does not restrict freedom and 

autonomy: they make them feasible. They are the source of norms because there are 

conquests of the humanity. It means that ethics or even practical norms have form and 

content, and such content is instituted by intersubjective interaction. They have a social 

dimension.  

This strategy is very distinct from Kant's account. For Hegel, since every individual 

perspective has the right to be considered correct by itself, so the form of imperatives is not 

sufficient. Intersubjectivity is required to conciliate individuals' will and others' will, and then 

to reach what is objectively correct. Until that point, every individual perspective is still 

valid. To achieve absolute knowledge, it is needed to be overcome the individual 
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consciousness and reconcile all individuals' consciousness instead. This is a social route to 

understanding normativity. 

 

 

 

 

2.2. HEGEL'S SOCIAL ARTICULATION OF NORMS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hegel's conception of normative contents depends on the articulation of social practices. His 

account of the development of "objective spirit", the last stage in rational consciousness, is 

divided into Anthropology, Phenomenology, and Psychology. The transition from 

Anthropology to Phenomenology indicates the move from animal to rational consciousness. 

Thus, in the Phenomenology of the Spirit, animals' habits, causally explained, become 

intentional actions that presuppose reasons, normatively evaluated. This transition, from 

subjective to objective spirit, cannot be achieved by self-consciousness alone. It only is 

capable of being established by two consciousnesses together. Hegel's Phenomenology 

describes that process, from immediate cognitive consciousness to the absolute spirit.  

Hegel calls "experience" the dialectical movement that consciousness does to achieve 

the "concept". The first moment of the experience of consciousness is called "consciousness". 

In that beginning, the consciousness is directed to external objects as they appear to it, that is, 

objects that are constituted without any participation of consciousness. In the next stage, the 

consciousness advances to the moment "self-consciousness". It ceases to identify the truth 

with the object and begins to identify the truth with itself. At this moment, then, external 

objects and the consciousness coexist.  

 Consciousness' experience of knowledge is always a quest to be satisfied, and such 

satisfaction is found through a negation process. "Life" is this reflexive movement made by 

consciousness towards to its satisfaction. In the moment named "consciousness", 

consciousness desires the object and it is satisfied by overcoming the external object by 

negation. But this still is an animal life. Consciousness penetrates into human life only with 
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the experience of "self-consciousness". To satisfy the desire of the rational consciousness, it 

is needed that the desired object be another rational consciousness  the negation of the 

consciousness thus requires the recognition of another consciousness. Such a process appears 

in Phenomenology's famous discussion of the master and slave dialectic, the first 

intersubjective experience of consciousness.  

Valls Plana (1994, p. 117) argues that recognition in the master and slave dialectics is 

a winning and losing game with a general three-part structure: identification of both 

consciousnesses (let us call A and B consciousnesses), overcoming of one of them, and the 

result to such overcoming. At the start, the consciousness A recognizes that the consciousness 

B must recognize A, but consciousness A does not recognize consciousness B as 

consciousness. A recognizes without being recognized. Since A denies the desire of B to be 

recognized, then, to A, B is still an object. Therefore, this figure is asymmetric, the 

consciousness that treats another consciousness as an object is still a subjective 

consciousness. This experience allows the master to be recognized as a human, but not the 

slave. It is thus not an authentic recognition. It is not a mutual recognition that allows the 

edification of an objective community. Hegel's solution is to change to the slave's perspective. 

The slave finds the universality through labor. Slave and master acknowledge each other, as a 

slave or as a master. The acknowledging of such social roles by master and slave is 

undoubtedly a normative matter. Paul Redding summarizes the idea:  
 
 
 
 

"We might say that while for Aristotle a slave is fundamentally a slave by nature, 
for Hegel to be a slave is to accept a normative social role. That is, rather than 
instantiating natural kinds, master and slave occupy opposed normative statuses 
with crude but clearly defined 'rights' and 'obligations': in short, the master has the 
right to demand of the slave whatever he wants, the slave has the duty to oblige, a 
duty grounded in an initial commitment to become the master's slave in exchange 
for his life. 'Anerkennung,' recognition or acknowledgement, is at the core of this 
form of life: to be a slave is to recognise or acknowledge another as a master, and to 
be acknowledged in turn by them as their slave; and to be a master is to be 
acknowledged as such by another whom one treats in turn as a slave" (REEDING, 
2011, p. 215). 

 
 
 
 

In fact, such asymmetrical relation between master and slave generates some 

interesting figures (stoic, skeptic, and unhappy consciousnesses) which we cannot discuss 

now. It is relevant to understanding Hegel that the solitary consciousness is not successful in 
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obtaining a complete recognition. The experience is fully successful if the consciousness 

presupposes that the other consciousness is obtaining the same recognition. The master-slave 

dialectic requires a mutual recognition, that is, both consciousnesses are independently 

making the intersubjective progress. It just happens that when the consciousness goes from 

the figure of "self-consciousness" to "reason". Consciousnesses enter into the realm of truth. 

At this moment, objective and subjective self-consciousness find each other. Singularity is 

then linked with universality. The objective consciousness fits ethical dispositions to identify 

the good (correct, appropriate) and abandons individuality without universality. Thus, it is a 

sort of rationality that fits the collective. The new consciousness is an independent 

consciousness because it is contrasted with other independent consciousness. Recognition 

becomes the intersubjective process that conducts consciousness from natural to the ethical 

life, the crux of the moment of the spirit. The realm of spirit is the realm of normativity. It 

involves a shift in which the individual molds his will through the universal will. Only inside 

a community can a consciousness find universality and singularity simultaneously. This is 

why individuals need to socialize to reach the objective spirit. Every human life needs to join 

with the community, the whole, the universal, since the absolute spirit is "'I' that is 'we' and 

'we' that is 'I'" (HEGEL, 1977, p. 110, §177).  

Ethics is the basis of the community and the guide to individual actions. It is made by 

people and directed to people. In a community, all individuals' actions have a social 

dimension. Then, every individual action is independently mediated, by the movement of 

freedom from individuals to the collective, to the multiplicity of free consciousnesses. An 

individual is free when he adopts the universal and expresses it in his individual actions. The 

community is then the product of individuals' interaction in historical progress. The result of 

the objective spirit is laws, norms, standards, and customs, as expressions of this universality 

 the realm of ethical life is composed of laws (the formalization of the universalization) and 

by expressions of the self-consciousness that become the ethos of a community. To fit in 

society, to follow social rules, is to fit the universality. It is to become human. Once it 

happens, individuals identify with collective norms and think themselves as responsible for 

maintaining and developing those norms. They accept that communal norms are the 

realization of the universality through individuality. In short, the consciousness acknowledges 

norms and establishes a position on them. Surely, the process that permits this process is the 

mutual normative recognition. Consciousness overcomes its biological condition recognizing 
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itself as a rational human being because it is recognized in a rule-regulated game in which 

people perform social roles. 

Even though there are some similarities with Kant, Hegel reconstructs the idea of 

normativity as a criticism directed towards Kantianism. Especially, Kant's individualism must 

be changed by socially instituted historical-dialectical' processes. Norms are a collective 

matter: they have a social nature. But Hegel still maintains the modern idea of individual 

autonomy once he accepts that norms bind autonomous individuals because they feel 

responsible for instituting and preserving such norms. In this perspective, recognition is a sort 

of dynamic process, as in a game, from which normativity emerges. In this sense, cognition is 

social or intersubjective cognition. Redding claims in a contemporary vocabulary: 

 

 
"To be a rule-following agent is to have been inducted into communal rule-
following practices, and to hold oneself to a rule presupposes that one already 
belongs to a community of rule-following agents by whom one's transgressions are 
likely to be corrected. In Hegelian terms, to be a rule-following agent presupposed 
one's belonging to a realm of 'Sittlichkeit' structured by communal conventions 
('Sitten')" (REDDING, 2011, p. 213). 

 

 

 

This account shares similarities with Sellars (Chapter 1) as well, but despite the fact that 

society plays a role in Sellars' system, Sellars declares himself as a Kantian. For Sellars, 

normativity is not only the process of belonging to a community; it is the process of wishing 

that some maxims or norms come to be communal (universal). However, for Hegel, the 

process of institution of norms is already a mutual process that does not require the Kantian-

Sellarsian desire of the individual that their norms be universalized. Norms already are 

universal since they are intersubjectively instituted. The key to understanding this difference 

is to see the recognition process as a game, for example, as reinterpreted by Brandom 

concerning a linguistic recognition (section 2.4). However, before discussing this 

reinterpretation, it is important primarily to know how Brandom understands the master and 

slave dialects.  
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2.3. BRANDOM'S INTERPRETATION OF HEGEL'S MASTER AND SLAVE 
DIALECTICS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brandom calls "self-conscious" the beings that self-constitute as a creature. A self-conscious 

creature takes himself within a historical, developmental process of self-conception. Making 

explicit what is implicit in such development is an important part of self-consciousness, 

according to Brandom. He believes that an analogous idea can be found in Hegel's 

Phenomenology of Spirit.  

For Brandom, Hegel adopts a pragmatic and inferentialist conception of rational 

beings (in many aspects very similar to Sellars' game of giving and asking for reasons). It is 

pragmatic because the adoption and justification of conceptual norms are instituted by 

practical attitudes within a social process. It is inferentialist because conceptual contents have 

their roles determined according to inferential relations in which they are involved. Then, 

Hegel's concept of "experience" would describe a self-conscious process whereby conceptual 

contents are intersubjectively determined through the acceptance and rejection of 

commitments, incompatibilities, and consequences. Self-consciousness would be a 

conceptual cognitive development through experience  an idea that Sellars and Brandom 

himself share with Hegel.   

To be a concept-user is, in this sense, to practice a sort of classification, that is, a 

capacity to respond to things in a specific way. Brandom affirms that all first three chapters of 

the Phenomenology explain this classification naturalistically by appealing to the concept of 

"desire". However, as we have said, the realm of spirit requires that self-consciousness move 

from desire to normativity, since it is a transition from biological or natural impulses to an 

individual consciousness in a space of relations based on authority and responsibility, 

originating in the community. Thus, Hegel's pragmatic account explains, "what one must do 

in order thereby to count as taking some creature as itself a taker" (BRANDOM, 2011, p. 34) 

in terms of recognition. Thus, for Brandom, "recognition" is a social-normative attitude. To 

recognize someone is treating him as subject to the normative assessment, that is, to attribute 

to him some normative attitudes. According to Brandom, Hegel (and Kant as well) claims 

that to be a normative being is to be subject to norms. It means to undertake normative 
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commitments, and undertake responsibility for them. Consequently, Hegel's recognition is the 

idea that human beings go further than natural beings; they desire to be recognized and they 

recognize other individuals as creatures that assume commitments: "To recognize someone is 

to take her to be the subject of normative statuses, that is, of commitments and entitlements, 

as capable of undertaking responsibilities and exercising authority" (BRANDOM, 2011, p. 

35). To recognize is to be practically disposed to treat someone as taking the things in the 

same way that the recognizer is disposed to take. It involves attributing to the individual 

being recognized the same authority to judge and be evaluated by the same norms by which 

the recognizer recognize himself to be bounded. To recognize someone is to take him as a 

recognizer, as an individual subject to a normative significance. Then, Hegel's desire for 

recognition is the desire that the recognizer treats the being been recognized as an "instituter 

of significances" (BRANDOM, 2011, p. 39). In other words, the desire to be recognized 

institutes the significance by which all things come to be something for some recognizer.  The 

desire of recognition is not the desire of recognition of desires of other individuals, but the 

desire of recognition of commitments of other individuals. 

This is why Brandom sees Hegel as distinguishing two processes of recognition. In a 

"simple recognition", the recognizer does not know specifically the desires of the individual 

being recognized, but the recognizer attributes to him some desire (treating him as an 

individual with desires). However, we said, the recognizer needs to recognize the desire of 

recognizing as having a normative significance. Simple recognition is desire-based and 

cannot explain reciprocity; it is not "transitive" or "symmetrical". The recognizer takes notice 

of the others' desires, but he does not take the recognized as a creature doing the same 

recognizing that he is doing. A "robust recognition" involves acknowledging the individual 

being recognized as a recognizer (with the authority of recognizing other individuals). Such 

reciprocal recognition is fundamental to self-consciousness. To recognize in this sense is to 

adopt a normative attitude toward other individuals, treating them as having cognitive states 

open to normative assessment, to treat them as recognizing commitments (not only desires). 

Thus, it is to recognize the other as an instituter of norms. It is a mutual attitude toward each 

other that accept that each consciousness can institute norms. Therefore, Brandom's 

interpretation of Hegel's recognition claims that recognition arises beyond primitive desires, 

and normativity is its basis. In the beginning, consciousness takes others individuals as whom 

have natural desires to satisfy, but it changes to taken others individuals' commitments. The 

consequence is that normative relations are instituted by commitments taken by robust 
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recognizers. Unlike Kant, thus, a robust intersubjective recognition is the process that 

institutes normative contents. The next section discusses Brandom's reinterpretation of 

Hegel's recognition as a sort of a linguistic recognition. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.4. BRANDOM'S THEORY OF SOCIAL PRACTICES: SCOREKEEPING 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is not a coincidence that Brandom's Making It Explicit starts asking who we are, the human 

beings. As a pragmatist, he thinks that the answer should be based on all that what human 

beings can do. The ability that distinguishes human beings from animals is Sellars' concept of 

"sapience". As we have said, it is a capacity to respond rationally to external stimuli, that is, 

to respond to the world by applying concepts. Rational beings are always playing the game of 

giving and asking for reasons. They are compelled to think, talk, and act according to 

conceptual reasons; and to apply concepts and give reasons are normative activities. Thus, 

sapience involves creatures able to engage in certain activities knowing that they are 

normatively evaluated in such practices. But what is required to a creature be taken as correct 

concept-users or a rational being?  

A computer equipped with a photocell or a trained parrot can look at a red ball and 

say, "I see a red ball in front of me now". Despite that sounds be identical to human beings' 

sounds, are they all the same linguistic behavior? Why do we usually say that only human 

beings understand what they are saying? Because sapience involves the ability missed in 

machines and parrots. Rational creatures understand their conceptual responses as reasons. 

They treat them as reasons to justify their behaviors and choices. Mainly, they know that such 

reasons are posited in a larger structure of incompatibilities and implications  a reason 

authorizes or excludes others reasons, etc. Rational beings understand the conceptual content 

expressed in their sounds in terms of a complex inferential articulation.  
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 That inferential articulation of conceptual content pushes Brandom towards a 

conception of sapience as a linguistic capacity. Reasons are propositional contents. It means 

that a reason is a sentence that can take part in an inference (if reasons are which can be 

giving or asking for in inferentially articulated conceptual framework, then they need to be 

propositional)11. Rationality depends on the use of propositions and the comprehension of 

their inferential roles. But Brandom also takes the "priority" of propositional content 

appealing to Kant, Frege, and Wittgenstein. For him, Kant and Frege argue for the priority of 

judgment as fundamental in rational cognition, and Wittgenstein begins language games with 

sentences. Thus, for Brandom, all conceptual content (in language, practical reasoning or 

other cognitive states) is propositional, that is, the intentional content is a linguistic matter. 

Once those propositional contents are determined by inferential roles, and such roles are 

normative, intentionality is a normative enterprise as well. The intentional cognition is 

normative. 

Brandom also claims that Wittgenstein and Sellars show that a normative 

understanding of intentionality must meet two requirements, to be discussed in Chapter 3. 

First, normative practices must be understood as implicit know-how, in contrast to Kant's 

regulism. Second, a theory of norms cannot reduce implicit norms to natural regularities. 

Since conceptual contents are defined by inferential uses, the route chosen by Brandom to 

satisfy both requirements is pragmatic. To understand what contents are, one needs to 

understand the actions related to such contents. It means that one must investigate what 

agents do in those practices of language use that confer inferential contents to them. Hence, 

inferential intentionality "is not an explanatory strategy that can be pursued in complete 

abstraction from pragmatism about the norms implicit in the practical application of 

concepts" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 132). Inferentialism is a theory of the use of expressions 

that institute contents, a comprehension of the practical attitudes associated with contents. 

Thus, Brandom starts showing how expressions are used to confer their intentional contents.  

An intentional state is a cognitive state with a propositional content instituted by a 

social practice, and Brandom's objective is to offer a model of linguistic practice that 

accounts for that practice. The model chosen is assertion-based, a generalization of 

Dummetts' model of the significance of expressions in terms of appropriate circumstances 

                                                 
11 Brandom's strategy does not explain propositional content appealing to representations that represent by 
themselves. In inferentialism, a proposition is contentful because plays a functional role, that is, the 
representation is a representation of something due to its inferential relations with other representations. 
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and appropriate consequences of application12. From Brandom's point of view, an assertion is 

a dual acknowledging. One making an assertion makes a commitment to the antecedents and 

the consequents of the contents of such assertion. Since commitments are inferentially 

articulated, they are rule-regulated and instituted by assertional practices.13  

Brandom advances his assertional model of social practices as a "deontic 

scorekeeping" model of discursive practice14. It refers to a game in which the moves are 

assertions, and they involve the acknowledging of commitments with the use of contents 

according to the circumstances and consequences specified by its functional linguistic role. 

To be a good scorekeeper is to be able to offer valid assertions and refuse invalid assertions. 

It requires keeping track of the active commitments within the game, that is, scorekeeping 

requires being capable of mastering the conceptual contents and the related inferences within 

the game. Thus, it presents a pragmatic side (the practical moves that scorekeepers make) and 

a semantic side (how scorekeepers' practical moves confer intentional content through the 

practices).  

In short, scorekeeping is a model of linguistic-conceptual practice delimited by 

interpersonal norms. Moves are norm-based according to inferential prescriptions subject to 

                                                 
12 DUMMETT, MICHAEL. Frege: Philosophy of Language (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 
1981. 
13 As could be easily observed, assertions and reasons have the same inferential structure. Sentences are 
assertions if they can be offered as propositional inferentially articulated contents; reasons are propositional 
content that can be offered or demanded as reasons. Thus, linguistic practices are practices of giving and asking 
for reasons, where assertions play the role of reasons. Making assertions or giving reasons are two modes to see 
the same practice. Maroldi (2014) offers a detailed discussion.  
14 The starting point is David Lewis (1979). He describes a linguistic practice as a scorekeeping using the 
analogy and vocabulary of the baseball, thinking about the ways of changing score within the game and 
acceptable behavior through the game. According to Lewis, using that we can track the movements considered 
valid in the game, yet this "rules" are just implicit in the performances of players. Brandom's scorekeeping is an 
adaption of that idea in terms of an assertional game. 
      The baseball scorekeeping (the scorekeeping of the real game) is a complex record of the game, with 
information on players, positions, scores, actions during the game, and so on. Brandom's idea is that linguistic 
scorekeeping depends on being able of keeping the score of the linguistic game of assertions (or reasons), what 
means manipulate the active assertions, rejected assertions, its consequences and implications, incompatibilities, 
etc., for both players talking with each other. 
 

"In baseball the components of the score [ball, strike, etc.] are defined in formal 
terms by the role they play in the process of keeping score  that is, their function in 
determining what count as correct play according to the kinematics of score, as 
codified in the score functions. So it is with the components of deontic score in 
terms of which linguistic practice is to be understood. The deontic statuses of 
commitment and entitlement are defined in formal terms by the way they can be 
used to keep track of the moves made in the game of giving and asking for reason  
that is, their function in determining what counts as correct play according to the 
kinematics of score, as codified in the score function. In this way the notion of 
commitment in linguistic practice plays a role like that of strike in baseball: each is 
an artificial, scorekeeping device" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 183).  
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public assessment. Nevertheless, such norms are implicit  Chapter 3 discusses why Brandom 

takes norms as implicit and Chapter 6 offers a discussion of implicitness itself. The 

articulation of the practices is internalized in each scorekeeper15 as a disposition to 

acknowledge commitments. That is, to perform a conceptual judgment is acknowledging an 

inferentially articulated implicit commitment. They are social products, effects of human 

beings' interaction. Norms exist because individuals' attitudes give sense to them. What 

institutes a commitment is an attitude of taking or treating someone as committed, to attribute 

and acknowledge commitments (proprieties) in their practices.16 Scorekeepers acknowledge 

commitments through the normative attitudes they do in the game. They attribute 

commitments and consequently alter their attitudes relatively to such commitments.  

Brandom adopts a very popular route to explain normative attitudes, a strategy that 

evokes the concept of "sanction". To take or treat something as committed involves 

individuals' dispositions to assessment employing reward and punishment. If one finds a 

violation of any commitment  for example, an assertion wrongly justified  a sanction is 

rightfully available. But Brandom knows that the risk in any account of normative attitude 

that appeals to the application of sanctions is a reduction from norms to causal dispositions  

the path chosen by behaviorism, associationism, and John Haugland's regularism17 (the model 

discussed by Brandom (1994), for instance). He avoids reductionism by claiming that some 

sanctions are normative themselves. An "external sanction" is a non-normative sanction  for 

example, when a father beats his son. An "internal sanction" is a sanction with a normative 

significance; it changes the commitments involved. That is, they are significant within the 

structure of norms such that individuals cannot specify its significance in non-normative 

terms. If one undertakes a commitment to say the truth in Federal Court, he is authorizing the 

Court to punish him if a lie is reported. If he lies, Federal Court can apply a legitimate 

financial penalty because he assumes a commitment with a normative consequence. It is a 

sanction on commitments, a consequence that alters the commitments, in that scenario.  

In a practice of giving and asking for reasons using assertions, individuals undertake 

commitments and impose sanctions. When one acknowledges a commitment, he entitles 
                                                 
15 "Deliberation is the internalization of the interpersonal, communicative practice of giving reasons to and 
asking reasons of others, just as judgment is the internalization of a public process of assertion " (BRANDOM, 
1994, p. 158). It does not mean that norms themselves are internalized; processes do. 
16 In fact, there are "commitments" and "entitlements"  in a broad sense, a commitment is an obligation and 
entitlement is permission  but entitlements are a special sort of commitment. Therefore, by simplification, I am 
using only "commitments". The same happens with attributions of commitments (to attribute or to undertake 
commitments are attributions, but the latter is a sort of self-attribution. 
17 HAUGELAND, JOHN. The Intentionality All-Stars. Philosophical Perspectives, Vol. 4, Action Theory and 
Philosophy of Mind, pp. 383-427, 1990. 
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others individuals to attribute to him that specific commitment (and also its consequences and 

virtual sanctions). However, it is expected that individuals have different commitments and 

then that they attribute different prescriptions. Thus, a commitment cannot be identified with 

real attributions of commitments, but with the objective perspective of relations among 

individuals. Every norm is "social-perspectival", which involves "scorekeepers occupying 

different deontic points of view" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 593). As we will see next, such 

perspectival forms of scorekeeping confer objectivity to conceptual contents. 

In social interaction, norms are implicit in assertional practices, therefore, such 

rational game describes a theoretical philosophy, as commitments to think and talk. 

Nonetheless, inferential commitments are also valid to explain Brandom's practical reason. 

The assertional model is enriched to encompass commitments to act. Thus, theoretical 

philosophy offers an account of norms within the linguistic game of reasons for assertions, 

and practical philosophy offers an account of norms within the game of giving and asking for 

reasons for actions.  

Brandom's explanation of perception and action is based on Sellars' entry and exit 

transitions, discussed shortly in Chapter 1. A perception is an implicit practical ability to 

make an inference that starts with a sensation. A practical reason appeals to an implicit 

practical ability to make an inference that ends in an action. To extend the scorekeeping 

model to encompass reasons for non-linguistic performances, Brandom explains entry and 

exit transitions as attitudes on attributions of commitments. Perception and action involve 

intralinguistic inferences to non-inferential contexts (actions) or from non-inferential contexts 

to inferences (perception). That is, a perception involves the capacity to respond to the 

environment or stimuli undertaking a commitment. An action involves the capacity to 

response a commitment doing an action. (Then, in Brandom's practical reasoning, 

commitments make the role of intentions. In fact, in Brandom' systems, a belief is an 

inferentially articulated commitment that is undertaken or acknowledged by someone making 

an assertion, and an intention is a commitment to an action).   
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2.5. INTENTIONAL INTERPRETATION 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Brandom's account of norms encompasses theoretical and practical commitments because 

there is a normative dimension in human cognition. Intentional contents  in language, 

mental states, episodes of knowledge18, practical reasoning, intentions, beliefs, desires, and 

perception  are explained by commitments; they play the traditional role of "intentional 

state". Commitments are implicit in practices and cannot be reduced to causal explanations. 

Scorekeeping is a linguistic game model used to describe this normative dimension of 

rational beings. But what exactly is it?  

Brandom had learned from Kant, Hegel, and Sellars the idea that normative beings are 

sensitive to rules. Their attitudes involve treating some practices as bounded by norms and 

accepting to be evaluated for them. Normative practices are based on practical attitudes that 

count as implicitly normative, basically, the attitudes of attributing implicit commitments 

within the assertional game of reasons. These attitudes are explained by sanctioning. It could 

be seen as a reductionist history about norms since norms could be reduced to practical 

attitudes, causally explained19. Nevertheless, a real practice cannot offer a genuine normative 

explanation because every practice could be performed according to norms that one person 

recognizes but his discussion partner (interlocutor) does not. That person's commitment is not 

a propriety by which other agents accept being evaluated in their practices. Then, one cannot 

look at performances being done, but performances that should be done. This is not a 

reduction, but a strategy that appeals to more norms to explain norms, aiming to explain "not 

how the score is actually kept, but how according to the implicitly normative scorekeeping 

practices it ought to be kept, how scorekeepers are obliged or committed to adopt and alter 

their deontic attitudes rather than how they actually do (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 628). 

 In Making It Explicit's conclusion, Brandom discusses the normative attitude as an 

interpretative stance. The perspectival dimension of the scorekeeping is a mutual 

interpretation of the practice of attributing assertional-inferential commitments  put 

                                                 
18 Episodes of knowledge are explained by attributions (and self-attributions) of commitments, its justifications, 
and endorsements. See Brandom (1995, 2002) or Maroldi (2015). 
19 See Maroldi (2015). 
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differently, for Brandom recognition is an interpretation (we will return to this idea in Chapter 

8). And to explain commitments as instituted by attitudes of attributions of commitments as 

an interpretation, he adopts a strategy similar to Dennett's20 popular account of intentional 

systems, in which intentionality is instituted by intentional stances, that is, attitudes of 

attributing intentionality. Inspired by Dennett, Brandom distinguishes original from derived 

interpretation. 

Derived interpretations are those in which the intentional contents (commitments) are 

attributed by external interpreters. It does not require the individuals being interpreted to 

attribute attitudes to other individuals. It is easy to observe that there is an asymmetric 

relation between the interpreter and the interpreted, so derived intentionality is not 

autonomous. For example, one can attribute commitments to non-linguistic creatures (to 

attribute commitments that those animals would acknowledge in their behavior), but it is not 

necessary that the external interpreter attribute to those animals being interpreted any 

capacity to be a player in the game of reasons. In this case, the commitments being attributed 

are derivative from the practices of the interpreter himself, not derived from the creatures 

being interpreted. The scenario changes in original interpretation, in which the members 

acknowledge that their own attitudes confer propositional contents. It requires an assertional 

practice (a practice of recognition, in fact) in which one interprets the other as doing the same 

thing as he is doing, that is, taking each other as a rational player. To interpret each other as 

engaged in the same practices that an individual is adopting himself is being an original 

interpreter, is to interpret in accordance with the practices of attributing normative attitudes to 

other agents engaged in them. In those practices, commitments are derived from each 

interpretation of the others.  

The difference between original and derived interpretation is the type of 

interpretation: to interpret others by attributing commitments or by attributing an 

interpretative attitude. Consequently, these strategies describe two models of scorekeeping. In 

the complete form of scorekeeping, the agent adopts an original interpretation toward others, 

and all scorekeepers are producers of commitments or reasons that they can make explicit by 

assertions. In a simplified scorekeeping, scorekeepers also make the commitments explicitly, 

but they do not attribute normative attitude explicitly. The difference between original and 

derived interpretation is between implicit and explicit attributions of commitments. What the 

original interpreter does explicitly, the derived interpreter only can do implicitly. The 
                                                 
20 DENNETT, DANIEL. The Intentional Stance. Bradford Books/MIT Press. Cambridge, MA, 1989; Intentional 
Systems. Journal of Philosophy, 8, pp. 87-106, 1971. 
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difference is in an expressive capacity. In simplified scorekeeping, one attributes commitment 

to others but he does not explicitly attribute attitudes to others. In an original interpretation, 

one does both. Then, in a scorekeeping that exhibits original intentionality, it is necessary to 

use linguistic tools to make explicit such attributions of interpretational attitudes. 

Commitments that govern the use of intentional contents are initially implicit, but with an 

appropriate expressive resource, so that scorekeepers can discuss and theorize about them. 

Inferential proprieties implicit in doings become explicit in sayings. Or, as Brandom asserts, 

"Particular ascriptions of commitment and entitlement, endorsements of consequential 

relations among them, and acknowledgments of and failures to acknowledge deontic statuses 

become topics for public challenge, justification, and debate" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 641). 

This means that such creatures can make themselves explicit as normative beings.  

Norms are implicit commitments in the game of reasons, understood as a linguistic 

game of mutual recognition. Furthermore, we must understand norms through attitudes of 

attributed norms. However, "Does not talk of deontic statuses as instituted by social practices 

involve a residual dualism [between the normative and the non-normative]?" (BRANDOM, 

1994, p. 623). This is, in fact, an important question. Brandom claims that the difference 

between normative and non-normative is a difference only within the linguistic practice. 

Normative is a realm that emerges from non-normative facts and still can explain the non-

normative. Even facts are normatively explained by appealing to commitments. Thus, the 

normative dimension of human beings' rationality cannot be explained without a normative 

vocabulary. It just can be described by norms that scorekeepers recognize it their practices.  

To defend the claim that norms are instituted by attitudes of attributing norms is to 

defend the claim that norms are not causally efficacious. For Brandom, what is in the causal 

realm are always attitudes of attributing norms. However, such attitudes institute a cognitive 

dimension very distinct from natural laws. Norms are explained by recurring to a causal 

interaction between human beings, but norms, as parts of the world, are not explained by 

natural facts  to be a normative being is a natural fact, to talk about what a normative being 

is or does is not. The difference between normative and non-normative is made in language, 

which means that normative statements are statements that create or institute commitments 

(intentions or beliefs). Promises are often mentioned as examples to illustrate that. If 

someone asserts, "I promise to pay you back tomorrow", he means that he is committed (he 

assumes all consequences) and he authorizes his interlocutor to attribute to him that 

commitment and also to acquire a commitment to apply a sanction if the indebted fails in 
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paying his debt. For external observers, everything that can be seen is in the attitudes, a man 

making some noise with his mouth; but language inserts a layer of relations on such sounds 

that is manifested in further behaviors. It alters the attitudes to them.  

The consequence, briefly, is that the normative dimension of cognition in rational 

beings exceeds the non-normative dimension. Rationality is always a normative rationality. 

Another way to say that is to assert that what is in the normative realm is what individuals 

should take as the correct interpretation of his community. There are norms governing the 

correct interpretation. Then, despite the radical necessity for normative interpretation, what 

Brandom means is "norms all the way down" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 44). Human beings, as 

interpreters, need to learn to interpret public practices relative to their community. To be a 

good interpreter is to adopt correctly the various sorts of inferential relations to interpret the 

community. An interpreter is always a normative interpreter. Since birth, he is trained in the 

correct interpretations of the community's practices. Normative beings are trained to interpret 

social practices to suit the norms of their community. But this topic could suggest a process 

of internalization of norms, as Sellars does, for example, that Brandom seems to deny. 

Therefore, a discussion of this difference involves the intersubjective constitution of objective 

norms. 

 

 

 

 

2.6. OBJECTIVITY AND INTERSUBJECTIVITY 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An inferentialist account of linguistic content does not argue that individuals share the same 

sentences and possess the same inferential rules for manipulating sentences. In fact, it claims 

that individuals acquire commitments according to their particular set of repertoires (auxiliary 

hypotheses, as Brandom says), that is, they acquire commitments according to their 

individual background. If contents are expressible always from the individual's background, 

then, they can vary widely. That is, sentences have different significances in different 
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individuals, even among people who share a language  they share symbols and sounds, but 

there is much disagreement about which commitments one undertakes from such symbols 

and sounds. 

Brandom's solution is to take scorekeeping as a game of interpretational substitution, 

as he believes he finds in Wittgenstein's Philosophical Investigations21. Thus, the differences 

between "collateral commitments" in linguistic practices can be solved by intralinguistic 

substitutions, as when an individual makes some inferential substitutions to translate the 

sentence from other individuals. Brandom explains:  
 
 

 
 

"So even in the smooth untroubled cases of communication, if you want to 
understand what I say, you have to be able to associate with it a sentence that in 
your mouth expresses the claim that the sentence I uttered expresses in mine. For 
your understanding it (your knowing what I have committed myself to) involves 
your being able to trace out the inferences that claim is involved in, the evidential 
significance of what I have said, in order to know what I am committing myself to. 
This means knowing how it could function as evidence for you, as well as for me, 
what claims its endorsement would preclude you, as well as me, from being entitled 
to, and so on. Apart from that capacity, you cannot extract information from what I 
say and cannot be said to understand it" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 510). 

 
 
 
 
 
In short, scorekeepers need to be able to extract information from others scorekeepers' 

assertions, and then to make some substitutional interpretations. In Making It Explicit, 

Brandom uses linguistic tools to explain such substitutions (sentential, subsentential, and 

anaphora) using operations that preserve the structure of proprieties (commitments) in which 

they are inserted. The issue itself is important for this work because it involves a discussion 

of objectivity and intersubjectivity.  

Brandom argues that the objectivity of the application of conceptual norms could be 

explained by social practices (for example, scorekeeping) and requires the understanding of 

the representational dimension of conceptual contents, "the expressions used to say what 

claims and beliefs are of, about, or represent, in the sense of what objects must be consulted 

in order to assess their truth" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 584). This dimension of language is 

founded in practices of producing and consuming inferences that correspond to different 

                                                 
21 "That's why there is an inclination to say: every action according to a rule is an interpretation. But one should 
speak of interpretation only when one expression of the rule is substituted for another" (WITTGENSTEIN, 
2009, §201). 
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perspectives of individuals' commitments. Also he analyzes in detail de dicto and de re 

specifications of propositional content to make explicit the way in which the sense of 

objectivity is expressed specifically by de re attributions.  

 According to Brandom, some attributions of commitments (de re ascriptions) reflect 

the social difference in perspectives between an individual attributing a commitment and an 

individual undertaking a commitment. When a scorekeeper asserts a sentence, the listener of 

such sentence can take a commitment with the consequences of that sentence in two different 

ways. The listener can attribute that commitment to the speaker, as a commitment that the 

speaker acknowledges, or the listener can attribute that commitment to himself as well. In the 

first case, the listener treats the sentence only as speaker's commitment, as a commitment that 

the speaker acknowledges, but the listener does not. In the second case, the listener treats the 

sentence as a commitment or consequence that he, the listener, also ascribes to himself, since 

he acknowledges that commitment as valid according to what he knows about the topic, his 

auxiliary hypotheses, and facts about the world. Then, scorekeepers must be able to extract 

inferential information from other's claims in both modes, and sometimes the commitments 

he attributes to himself are different from what he attributes to the interlocutor. These two 

attributions correspond to the difference between what the listener takes as objective (the 

listener takes as true according to his own perspective) or subjective (the listener takes as true 

just from speaker's point of view).  

An individual must be capable of keeping track of the inferential consequences of an 

assertion from his own point of view and the point of view of his interlocutor. Brandom 

claims that de re and de dicto ascriptions make conceptual contents explicit in both modes, 

that is, they must be understood by an individual capable of interpreting the linguistic 

practice keeping track the consequences of an assertion from both perspectives; de dicto 

makes explicit the subjective perspective taken by the listener and de re ascriptions make 

explicit that a listener takes the sentence from the speaker as objectively correct. Here there is 

an example from Brandom: 

 
 
 

"Suppose the Constable has said to the Inspector that he himself believes that the 
desperate fugitive, a stranger who is rumored to be passing through the village, is 
the man he saw briefly the evening before, scurrying through a darkened courtyard. 
Suppose further that according to the Inspector, the man the Constable saw 
scurrying though the darkened courtyard is the Croaker, a harmless village character 
whom no one, least of all the Constable (who knows him well), would think could 
be the desperate stranger. Then the Inspector can identify the objective 
representational content of the Constable's claim by an ascription de re: 'The 
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Constable claims of the Croaker (a man who could not possibly be the fugitive) that 
he is the fugitive.' Of course he does not take it that the Constable claims that the 
Croaker (a man who could not possibly be the fugitive) is the fugitive. The 
Constable claims only that the man he himself saw scurrying through a darkened 
courtyard is the fugitive. For the Inspector, the contrast between the de re and the de 
dicto content specifications is the contrast between saying what the Constable has in 
fact, willy-nilly, undertaken commitment to  what object his claim is about, in the 
sense that matters for assessments of truth  on the one hand, and what the 
Constable takes himself to be committed to, acknowledges, on the other hand. 
Given the way the world actually is (according to the Inspector)  in this case, given 
who actually was scurrying through the courtyard  the Constable has without 
realizing it committed himself to a claim that is true if and only if the Croaker is the 
fugitive. That is the objective content of his commitment" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 
595, my emphasis). 

 
 
 
 
Thus, Brandom affirms that conceptual norms are individual's, but relatives to other 

scorekeepers (relatives to the social perspective of the practice). Commitments are 

inferentially articulated according to their role in practices of giving and asking for reasons, 

hence socially instituted. This social aspect is seen in the perspectival point of view, it is 

reflected in the difference in commitments one attribute to himself or not, and makes explicit 

in linguistic substitutions involving de re and de dicto. This perspectival understanding of 

linguistic practice is what institutes objective contents and their norms.  

Then, though contents only are specified from individuals' perspective, to operate in 

this domain requires the capacity to navigate across different perspectives. In this sense, 

communication and mutual understanding involve the interpretation of two perspectives 

(speaker and audience), that is, the mastery of commitments from two points of view. This 

structure, which can be found in every case of scorekeeping  always present when two 

scorekeepers are talking with each other , is the source of institution and objectivity of 

contents. Objectivity is thus a structural feature of linguistic practice. It is a consequence of 

the form of perspectival interaction between two scorekeepers.  

Thus, the objectivity of norms is based on intersubjective relations. But Brandom 

criticizes traditional forms of understanding intersubjectivity in terms of the distinction 

between individuals' commitments and communitarian commitments (or even commitments 

shared by all individuals in a community)  an example is Sellars' perspective discussed in 

Chapter 1, since Sellars understands intersubjectivity in terms of we-intentions.  

For Brandom, perspectival scorekeeping shows that objectivity cannot adopt a "third-

person" point of view, an evaluative perspective external to scorekeeping  then, objectivity 

cannot be derived from what is correct in the community, to the most of the individuals, or 
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even by the community's specialists. Brandom replaces an "I-we" with an "I-thou" model of 

intersubjectivity, a model in which no one perspective is privileged, just the form of all 

perspectives is22. The consequence is that the only thing that "is shared by all discursive 

perspectives is that there is a difference between what is objectively correct in the way of 

concept application and what is merely taken to be so, not what it is  the structure, not the 

content" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 600, my emphasis). 

Therefore, Brandom is conciliating intersubjectivity without to appeal to 

"mythological" conception of communities as the source of objectivity.  That is, he criticizes 

"the standard way of understanding objectivity as intersubjectivity" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 

593) appealing to the contrast between individuality and community. For Brandom, the main 

cost of adopting a standard strategy is to ignore the fact that certain things permit applications 

that are not the applications of community or from all individuals (general agreement), but it 

is what it is. He argues, "even if all of us agree and always will agree that the mass of the 

universe is small enough that it will go on expanding forever, the possibility remains that we 

are all wrong, that there is sufficient matter undetected by us to make it collapse 

gravitationally" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 594). This is why objectivity requires commitments 

to the facts as non-perspectival, non-individual, and non-communitarian as well. 

One of the important features of such perspectival-intersubjective structure of 

objectivity is the symmetry between one who attributes a commitment and one whom a 

commitment is attributed. In a scorekeeping, every scorekeeper maintains two set of 

commitments, and each scorekeeper treats others scorekeepers in this same dual perspective. 

Such symmetry is what establishes the distinction between what is objective or subjective. It 

assures that individuals' perspectives are not privileged. Thus, there is no individual authority; 

on the contrary, authority is derived from the intersubjective perspective. This is what permits 

both interlocutors treat each other as "instituter" of meanings and norms. It is correct to say 

that the symmetric perspectival structure permits the institution of conceptual relations. 

The objectivity of conceptual norms is a feature of the intersubjective structure of 

scorekeeping. Understanding conceptual contents consist in being able to maintain different 

perspectives. The conclusion is that to say that conceptual contents are shared is just to say 
                                                 
22 We could see Thou as You, that is, as interchangeable terms for the second person. I-Thou relation then is a 
relation between you and me within a linguistic practice or scorekeeping (unlike the "I-community" models). 
The objective is not only pointing the difference from those community perspective's models, but also make 
clear the premise of symmetry as found in the assertional practice. For the present thesis, this is relevant for two 
main reasons: firstly the idea of non-communitarian models of relations and norms (which allows denying in 
some sense the idea of shared norms) and secondly the idea of a dialogical perspective of institution of norms (a 
mutual interpretation). We discuss these ideas in section 2.7 and Chapters 8 once more.  
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that what is really shared is the perspective itself, that is, what is shared is "the coordinated 

system of scorekeeping perspectives, not passing something nonperspectival from hand to 

hand (or mouth to mouth)" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 590, my emphasis).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.7. FROM KANT AND SELLARS TO HEGEL AND BRANDOM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Chapter 1, we saw that Kant offered a theory of normativity appealing to individual reason 

shared by all human beings. Sellars sought to preserve Kant's main ideas, but as a process of 

internalization of collective norms that could be universal. He extended Kantianism towards a 

naturalistic approach by which norms are instituted by human interaction, even imperatives, 

but maintained the basic Kantian philosophical framework. In this Chapter, we have seen 

how there could be a social strategy on norms that does not appeal to Kantian concepts. 

Hegel replaces Kantian sources of normativity by social practices that incorporate 

intersubjective principles. An individual is not directly the author of norms: groups of 

individuals are. Individuals assess norms by means of social interaction. Thus, norms are not 

a product of free individual will. They come from individual's participation in institutions that 

realize their individual freedom. Thus, norms are derived from human beings' history of 

concepts and the public language. 

Brandom adopts a Hegelian perspective regarding an inferentialist game. He preserves 

the idea that norms are instituted by agents and then he describes the process of such 

institution. Sellars' game of asking for and giving reasons become Brandom's game of asking 

for and giving assertions. However, his game is a sort of Hegelian concept of "recognition". 

To recognize is to acknowledge being bound by norms and recognizing that other people can 

recognize norms by themselves, but only in public contexts. This idea permits that 

individuals play the social game because its norms should be active for all gamers. This is 
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why recognition is a linguistic interaction based on implicit rules of language. To make 

explicit what is implicit in such rules is a rational activity that precludes contradictions and 

preserves conceptual relations (as a march of rational human being towards the Concept). In 

such context, scorekeeping is the change from causal animality to normative rationality or 

second nature. (In fact, Sellars' space of reasons is the same idea, a space of inferential rules 

instituted by a group of human beings, but Brandom offers a complete description of this 

process).  

In Brandom's neo-Hegelianism, normativity is absolutely an intersubjective process. 

Individuals' attitudes are governed by norms ("commitment to a particular interpretation", 

BRANDOM, 1994, p. 648). When an interpreter specifies or engages in a linguistic practice, 

he already does it in normative terms. Human beings are always within a normative game of 

reasons. A normative interpretation is the capacity of individuals to interpret, in terms of 

implicit norms regulating such interpretation, other individuals as rational player and 

interpreters  "normative stances all the way down" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 638).  

 One of the most important differences between Kant and Hegel is the key to begin to 

understand our interpretation of normativity. Kant treats the isolated agent reaching 

imperatives to guide his life; Hegel treats a social agent. Brandom undertakes this premise 

from Hegel. He understands normativity as a process of institution of norms. Individuals are 

instituters, they accept to be bounded by norms because they are their real authors  but 

unlike Kant's understanding of this issue (seeing human beings' as authors of norms since 

they can achieve objective norms). In a collective perspective, individuals are authors of 

norms because they really make them. Norms are not in a virtual realm waiting to be 

discovered. For Hegel, if one is breaking a rule, he is going against a realization of a rational 

social spirit.  

Brandom also thinks that social experience is always mediated by concepts, as Kant 

and Sellars did before him. Even habits are conceptual in some sense. According to Brandom, 

there is an instant in which non-normative practices become normative. In this instant  

which he does not describe, but starts in the first years of human life  individuals begin to 

recognize what they are doing as normative beings. They recognize they are takers and 

attributers of commitments.  

 But there are two issues to be distinguished. From the one side, the problem is to 

understand how the interaction among individuals institutes conceptual norms, is what 

scorekeeping tries to describe. From the other side, the problem is to understand how an 
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individual, living within a set of norms already instituted, comes to possess or acquire norms, 

in a broad sense. One could think that Brandom can admit the same strategy as Sellars in this 

respect, as a process of internalization of communal norms. However, he does not appeal to 

the community as a source of norms. The community is the way to acquire norms, but not 

because individuals internalize norms that belong to a community. The commitments that 

scorekeepers acquire are not the communal commitments of his social groups. Consequently, 

implicit norms are not shared by all scorekeepers, even when they are engaged in common 

practices. They share only a mutual perspective of social interaction by which objectivity can 

be understood. Two scorekeepers are not able to communicate with each other or understand 

each other because they share concepts or norms; they are able to do that because they are 

interpreters with a capacity to extract information from other people's assertions and convert 

to contents, that they acknowledge (or not), and, most importantly, they maintain a distinction 

between what they are committed to and other scorekeepers are committed to. Two 

scorekeepers do not possess the same inferential rules (relations that imply commitments, that 

is, consequences, incompatibilities, etc.), but they can communicate with each other because 

they can chart the perspective of other scorekeepers without loss of their perspectives. Since 

what a scorekeeper knows can be different from what other scorekeepers know, attributions 

of commitments can be attributions of different commitments or point of views. Every 

scorekeeper knows the intentional contents are perspectival in this sense, that they cannot be 

taken as correct from a perspective of one isolated person. What gives content to all 

intentional states are the uses of those contents by scorekeepers within a perspectival practice 

of giving and asking for reasons. The principles or rules that regulate intentional contents are 

dynamically instituted every time that a scorekeeper uses any concept in a thought or a 

sentence.  Obviously, those uses depend on real things, knowledge of the world, empirical 

facts, and so on. Thus, norms are not individual norms; they are not external norms either. 

Implicit norms are the sum of scorekeepers interacting with each other.  

Every human being comes to possess a set of numerous conceptual relations very 

different from any other human being. It is a fact that not all individuals share identical 

inferential relations among concepts. Individuals become normative beings, but not because 

the community makes their norms and all individuals interiorize them in the same way. In 

some moments, to be part of a community (being trained and so forth) permits individuals to 

become beings with implicit norms. Those norms present in training and learning, even being 

most of them implicit and informal, emerge individually in each individual. For Sellars or 
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Durkheim, for a point of contrast, community is the source of norms, community is what 

made norms be imperatives. Brandom's account is more natural, the claim that certain 

processes emerge as normative in certain creatures. A community is not a being or an 

institution that possesses norms itself. Brandom appeals to the social but does not appeal to 

society. Norms are not my norms or communal norms; however, it is obvious that intentional 

contents are individualized in some sense, that is, individuals have internal states that are in a 

basic sense their individuals' states. Norms are, in this basic sense, their norms, but 

individuals always know that their sets of norms are constrained by other individuals' set of 

norms. Norms are an intersubjective construction. They need to be appropriate to reflect uses 

in social processes. The way to understand how this comes to happen is what this work starts 

to discuss in next Chapter.  The idea of non-internalization of norms also reappears in 

Chapter 7 and 8. 

Brandom (1994) several times says that norms are in the "eyes" of a scorekeeper who 

attributes a commitment to another scorekeeper, but in the book's conclusion, when original 

interpretation is finally explained, we understand that that is just a methodological 

intermediary step. In original interpretation, all we can find are implicit proprieties that 

normative creatures institute in their linguistic scorekeeping games. Thus, norms are 

understood only in terms of normative practices  we cannot explain what a norm is outside 

this perspective of a normative game. Implicit norms are what permit creatures to engage in 

certain games that institute and maintain the games themselves. To engage in a norm-

regulated practice is an ability that presupposes neither the mastery of explicit norms nor the 

sharing of norms. We will back to this issue in Chapter 8.  

One of the main premises of this work is that the process of becoming normative 

beings can be elicited by a combination of two ideas. Firstly, Chapter 3 discusses Sellars' 

governed-pattern rules as an option for understanding such a process  this Chapter and the 

next one introduce more consistently the basis for explaining the necessity of adopting a 

practical strategy for understanding norms, a bit more radically than Brandom's interpretation 

does. Secondly, to elaborate a model for understanding how implicit norms can arise from an 

objective intersubjective model (as in Brandom) by the adoption of a connectionist process to 

development of implicit skills (Chapters 5 to 7). Such an account also seems adequate to an 

approach based on learning, as also will be discussed. Nonetheless, the first step is to 

introduce Wittgenstein in our discussion and go back to Sellars' ideas of normative behavior. 
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CONCLUSION 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hegel's model of intentional content is a criticism of Kant's understanding of a priori, formal 

model of autonomous subject. However, Hegel preserves the idea of individual autonomy, but 

as an autonomy mediated by social interaction of free creatures. A contemporary version of 

Hegel's ideas is found in Brandom's Linguistic Philosophy. Brandom's discussion can be seen 

as derived from Sellars' general thesis, which argues that rational beings are playing the game 

of giving and asking for reasons. Accordingly, human beings apply concepts and giving and 

asking for reasons in a space structured by inferential relations or norms. Within the game, 

linguistic practitioners need to be able to justify and ask for justifications (or reasons) for all 

intentional contents, and those contents are articulated in terms of antecedents and 

consequents. Since these reasons, given by assertions, have functional roles considered valid 

or invalid in the game, the roles that sentences perform institute the intentional content. It 

means that the transitions involving contents are explained by practical uses of sentential 

contents by linguistic creatures, making them clear by attitudes. Thus, deontic scorekeeping 

is the name of this assertional game occurring within the game of reasons. Assertions play the 

role of reasons because they represent individual commitments in the game. Therefore, 

commitments are norms instituted by attitudes of normative beings in a fictional linguistic 

game. To acknowledge that each performance inside this game is normatively evaluated is to 

adopt a certain normative attitude, understood only in intersubjective contexts of 

communication and mutual understanding.  However, Brandom's model replaces Sellars' idea 

of a social perspective based on communal intentions (norms, contents or relations) shared by 

different individuals.  Individuals do not share anything, and the objectivity of those relations 

present in intentional contents comes from different perspectival point of view. Thus, 

Brandom's model of intersubjective content is practical-based and it does not require any 

notion of shared norms; it also admits an interesting notion of implicit norm, an idea 

fundamental to this work. 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
CHAPTER 3

WITTGENSTEIN AND SELLARS ON RULES

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We are in a position to assert that the normative phenomenon is a social phenomenon, even 
though we cannot explain it yet. The present Chapter claims that the phenomenon of 
normativity has acquired its contemporary shape only through Wittgenstein's later work. His 
ideas still impose barriers to standard accounts, and they are important guidelines to 
understand rules and normative practices, in a broad sense. The discussion starts with a 
description of Wittgenstein's understanding of rules. Then, we return to Sellars account of 
normative to show how he corroborates Wittgenstein's main ideas and, additionally, he 
extends some Wittgenstein's insights with the help of an interesting and original discussion of 
rules. The final part of the Chapter anticipates the way taken in the rest of this work. 
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3.1. WITTGENSTEIN ON NORMATIVITY 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is a fact that language, as a rule-governed system or game, was a current topic in 

Philosophy at the 20th century, especially in Analytic Philosophy. Language games and rules 

also are in the center of Wittgenstein's writings. However, his ideas on normativity changed 

in the course of time23. In Lectures from 1930 32 in Cambridge, for example, he rejected the 

thought that training could be fundamental to the process of establishing relations between 

rules and applications, and then he offered arguments against a notion of normative practice 

based on learning; at that time, training had only a "historical interest". Gradually, he starts to 

include comments on the importance of practice and training in his discussions on rules and, 

finally, introduces the concept of "technique". In his final writings, he constantly cites 

training and the different ways by which a child learns normative practices and language 

games. Even so, commentators have argued that training has no significance in Wittgenstein's 

thought, which it serves only to illustrate the grammatical analysis or to attack misconceived 

philosophical ideas. Against this standard interpretation, this work defends that training plays 

a fundamental role to understand norms, and Wittgenstein observed that fact very well. 

Nevertheless, instead of analyzing the evolution of Wittgenstein's ideas, we must concentrate 

on the Philosophical Investigations, taken as the last stage of his thought from 1930 to 1940.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
23 See Medina (2002) to a complete description of this itinerary. 
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3.2. SOME NOTE ON MEANING AND UNDERSTANDING 

 

 

 

 

 

The Philosophical Investigations discusses several issues on the relation between linguistic 

and mental contents. In the beginning, meaning is the main subject. Is meaning something 

that comes instantly to the mind, to guide the use of words? Wittgenstein's analysis of 

untypical cases shows that the answer is clearly "no".  

The empirical fact that meaning happens "in a flash" suggests the existence of a 

mental state as the source of the application of the word; what could such a state be? A 

picture? Could it be the understanding? Wittgenstein rejects mental states as the foundation of 

meaning because mental states could come to the mind and the application of word still be 

different; his conclusion is that "nothing is more wrong-headed than to call meaning 

something a mental activity! Unless, that is, one is setting out to produce confusion" 

(WITTGENSTEIN, 2009, §693). Then, he describes meaning as just use (see Philosophical 

Investigations §43 and §138-141). This means that the use of words is meaningful if a 

speaker understands it. If language is a sort of game, to correctly use a word is to know how 

to use it, as a piece in that game  similar the use of towers in chess, for example. Of course, 

such use of pieces in games can be taught. People learn how to play language, that is, how to 

use words in a conversation or text, to teach the range of valid uses in the language game of a 

certain community. However, the premise of meaning as use cannot yet explain the initial 

feeling to the effect that words came to the mind in a stroke ("And how can what is present to 

us in an instant, what comes before our mind in an instant, fit a use?", WITTGENSTEIN, 

2009, §139). 

The discussion of meaning is the starting point for other topics, especially for other 

games or rule-based practices. In fact, the discussion of the relation between words and 

correct use and between rules and correct application is analogous to the discussion of the 

relation of meaning to the mental. Thus, the discussion of meaning as use evolves to other 

complex examples of activities normatively evaluated, such as how to continue a sequence of 

numbers. Just as with meaning, the question becomes one of the mental states: how could 

knowing how to continue a series of numbers be explained by a mental state forcing the 
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correct application? Could it be a formula or a sequence itself coming to mind? Alternatively, 

could there be a phenomenological account of this knowledge, as a feeling or sensation? 

Once more, the conclusion is that to know how to continue a series is not only to possess any 

"concomitant processes or manifestations of understanding" (WITTGENSTEIN, 2009, 

§152); there is anything else since an internal state could be inside the head and the sequence 

being made also be wrong; one knows how to continue a series when he is able to continue it 

correctly. 

An interesting case is the process of reacting to symbols producing the corresponding 

rule-governed sounds: the case of "reading". Wittgenstein's discussion of reading involves 

many examples: beginners and regular readers, human beings as reading-machines, reading 

aloud and loud, pretend to read, and reading without any understanding. Again, it is usual to 

explain them by appealing to readers' internal experiences. Then, Wittgenstein analyzes 

mental and psychological explanations, causal mechanisms (reading as a regularity based on 

causal relations), and phenomenological events or individuals' states (intuition, for instance), 

and rejects all of them. Mental states cannot explain the relation between rules and 

applications; causal processes cannot explain the normative dimension of such practices, that 

is, they cannot explain the breakdown of cause-effect relations (for example, one can 

continue a series wrongly even he knows the right way); phenomenological accounts cannot 

assure the correct application of a norm. The conclusion is that normative practices cannot be 

clarified appealing to any internal states of readers. The linguistic analysis shows how rule-

based practices do not involve internal states as "intermediaries" between rules and 

applications.  

Wittgenstein is not denying the presumable existence of internal experiences 

correlated with experiences of reading. Nonetheless, he is asserting that internal states or 

mental experiences are neither sufficient nor necessary to describe what, in public language, 

we call "reading". Probably, reading is accompanied by some subjective experiences, such as 

the experience of understanding, but they are not the criteria that language users have taken to 

apply the word "reading" to describe that specific practice. We should try not to think of the 

understanding required to participate in a normative practice as a mental process at all 

(WITTGENSTEIN, 2009, §154). A normative practice is an activity that demands practical 

ability. The use of the word "reading", for instance, is performance-based  in the same way, 

knowing the meaning of a word or how to continue a numerical series are activities, and the 

claim to know them also is vindicated by regular behaviors. New readers progressively 
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develop abilities until behavioral regularities are observed by the community in which the 

practice occurs. These skills are instituted by the social experience and training of readers, by 

which individuals start to be publically evaluated and could justify themselves.  

 

 
"Following a rule is analogous to obeying an order. One is trained to do so, and one 
reacts to an order in a particular way" (WITTGENSTEIN, 2009, §206). 
 
"[..] what has the expression of a rule [..] got to do with my actions? What sort of 
connection obtains here? Well, this one, for example: I have been trained to react in 
a particular way to this sign, and now I do so react to it" (WITTGENSTEIN, 2009, 
§198). 
 
"After all, one can only say something if one has learned to talk. Therefore, in order 
to want to say something one must also have mastered a language; and yet it is clear 
that one can want to speak without speaking. Just as one can want to dance without 
dancing. And when we think about this, the mind reaches for the idea of dancing, 
speaking, etc." (WITTGENSTEIN, 2009, §338). 

 

 

 

In some situations, individuals react by doing things as it is expected that they do. For 

example, they do not react to signposts as unknown objects, but as graphical signals or 

indications, because they were trained to react to them in this way24. They acquired the skill 

of reacting to mere ink marks as signposts, and the description of practices of following these 

"signposts" makes sense of such symbolic signification, that it, how ink marks strike those 

individuals. We must return to these ideas in next Chapter. 

Thus, to understand a normative practice just means to acquire a capacity to perform a 

practice; it is ability, not an internal state. Wittgenstein rejects any theories that explain 

normativity appealing to intermediary processes. The practical justification of rules denies 

that such processes are the source or the essence of normative skills. An internal state apart 

from practice cannot explain the normativity of that practice. The Philosophical 

Investigations' rejection of intermediaries and internal mechanisms has been broadly 

                                                 
24 "Let me ask this: what has the expression of a rule  say a signpost  got to do with my actions? What sort of 
connection obtains here?  Well, this one, for example: I have been trained to react in a particular way to this 
sign, and now I do so react to it.  
But with this you have pointed out only a causal connection; only explained how it has come about that we now 
go by the signpost; not what this following-the-sign really consists in. Not so; I have further indicated that a 
person goes by a signpost only in so far as there is an established usage, a custom" (WITTGENSTEIN, 2009, 
§198). 
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discussed through two main arguments, well-known nowadays as "regulism" and 

"regularism".25 Let us explicate the concepts using Brandom's famous formulation of them.  

Brandom (1994) reads Wittgenstein as rejecting the model of rules as explicit rules 

(regulism), as discussed in Chapter 1, because Wittgenstein denies that explicit rules can 

create an "autonomous stratum" (could exist without any other norms). In the Philosophical 

Investigations, Wittgenstein appeals to a regress argument. Rules are not self-applying; they 

need to be correctly applied to play the role of rules. But explicit rules cannot be applied 

without a domain of other rules that would indicate how explicit rules should be applied. 

Wittgenstein presents this idea as a regress of interpretations. Since one can always interpret 

rules in many different ways, to possess an interpretation of the rule is not sufficient to follow 

a rule; the interpretation requires another interpretation.  

 

 
"'But how can a rule teach me what I have to do at this point? After all, whatever I 
do can, on some interpretation, be made compatible with the rule.'  No, that's not 
what one should say. Rather, this: every interpretation hangs in the air together with 
what it interprets, and cannot give it any support. Interpretations by themselves do 
not determine meaning" (WITTGENSTEIN, 2009, §198). 

 
 

 

Wittgenstein's conclusion (Philosophical Investigations §202) is that obeying a rule is a 

practice. According to this interpretation from Brandom, then, Wittgenstein claims that we 

stop the regress by appealing to rules in a practical sense. A rule acquires a sense of 

normative assessment if it permits the identification of its practical applications. The regress 

problem forces us to replace regulism by a pragmatist conception of rules, which means to 

accept a primitive notion of correctness implicit in the practice itself, rules "that precede and 

are presupposed by their explicit formulation in rules and principles" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 

21). It means we should understand normative practices regarding rules implicit in practices.  

Nonetheless, there are strategies  behaviorism and associationism are the most 

popular instances  that indeed postulate norms implicit in practice, but as regularities 

(regularism). In that proposal, an implicit norm is just a description of a regular behavior. The 

                                                 
25 For example, see Robert Brandom (1994), José Medina (2002), and Meredith Williams (1999). 
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problem with regularism is that it eliminates the sense of normativity itself, which 

Wittgenstein wants to preserve.26 

 

 
"This was our paradox: no course of action could be determined by a rule, because 
every course of action can be brought into accord with the rule. The answer was: if 
every course of action can be brought into accord with the rule, then it can also be 
brought into conflict with it. And so there would be neither accord nor conflict here.   
That there is a misunderstanding here is shown by the mere fact that in this chain of 
reasoning we place one interpretation behind another, as if each one contented us at 
least for a moment, until we thought of yet another lying behind it. For what we 
thereby show is that there is a way of grasping a rule which is not an interpretation, 
but which, from case to case of application, is exhibited in what we call 'following 
the rule' and 'going against it'.  
That's why there is an inclination to say: every action according to a rule is an 
interpretation. But one should speak of interpretation only when one expression of a 
rule is substituted for another" (WITTGENSTEIN, 2009, §201).  

 

 

 

"Gerrymandering" is the name given to the argument that intends to explain or justify any 

behavior by means of different regularities, without treating any of these regularities as 

having the property of correctness. In fact, gerrymandering is the idea that normative 

activities can be made non-normatively. As Brandom claims, "The immediate difficulty with 

such a proposal is that it threatens to obliterate the contrast between treating a performance as 

subject to normative assessment of some sort and treating it as subject to physical laws" 

(BRANDOM, 1994, p. 26). The regularist cannot explain the difference between what is done 

and what ought to be done, a distinction that Wittgenstein maintains. Brandom's conclusion is 

that Wittgenstein shows why we need a theory of norms implicit in practice that preserves the 

idea of normativity itself, an account that does not "lose either the notion of implicitness, as 

regulism does, or the notion of norms, as simple regularism does" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 29). 

Therefore, the Philosophical Investigations shows that the regress argument stops at the 

acceptance of implicit norms, a sense of primitive self-applicable norms embedded in 

practices, without being mere regularities. However, Brandom asserts that Wittgenstein, as 

quietist, does not offer such theory (and even would reject any attempt to solve the issue with 

                                                 
26 Meredith Williams says, "The Regress [..] shows that in the end meaning must be something other than an act 
of interpretation or that which requires interpretation. The Paradox builds on this to establish a more radical 
conclusion, namely, that the very distinction between correct and incorrect collapses from within the Classical 
View: We have no standard for correctness at all" (1999, p. 159). 
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a theory). Brandom's solution, as we already saw, treats the idea of an implicit norm in terms 

of an implicit interpretational game27. 

 Thus, to say, "there is a way of grasping a rule which is not an interpretation" is to 

deny the need for a discursive understanding of rules, and to support a pragmatic approach. 

To grasp a rule emerges from individual experience of knowing how to engage in practices, 

the acquisition of skills anchored in some sort of implicit norms. Once one learns, by formal 

or informal training, how to use a word or continue a series, one has the mastery of the rules 

that involves such games, as abilities needed to describe the process of engaging in them. In 

Zettel, Wittgenstein asserts, "Any explanation has its foundation in training. (Educators ought 

to remember this.)" (WITTGENSTEIN, 1975, §419). The training is the way in which 

trainees come to establish the difference between what is and what should be: correctness. 

Therefore, individuals could affirm, "now I can go" or "now I can continue" not 

because they possess mental states or causal mechanisms, but because such expressions are 

part of their linguistic game; it means that, by previous experience, individuals can be judged 

to have developed certain skills. They take themselves as ready to perform that activity as 

experienced in particular circumstances. They state, "Now I can continue the odd series" 

because of their history as human beings: they know the circumstances under which they can 

say that sentence. Consequently, the idea of "infinitely long rails" that correspond to the 

unlimited applications of a rule does not imply an internal state or in acquisition, once and 

forever, of a rule that "traces the line along which it is to be followed through the whole of 

space" (WITTGENSTEIN, 2009, §219). Intentional states depend on what satisfies them, 

established by historical and social modeling. Of course, the domain of skills is incremental 

and fallible. That is, the abilities acquired to engage in certain practices are progressive, 

subject to failure, and do not depend on the acquisition or internalization of a "rule". It is 

instead a sort of improvement of a natural capacity. Therefore, Wittgenstein's aims to show 

that the there is nothing behind the use of words and, in that same perspective, there is 

nothing able to fix the range of whole applications of rules. Even if schemas or rules were 

interiorized by individuals, these schemas or rules still could be incorrectly applied  there is 

always more than one interpretation. We must return to this idea later.  

 

                                                 
27 "The pragmatist starts rather with a notion of norms implicit in practice and is obliged then to develop an 
account of what it would be for such things to become propositionally explicit, as claims or rules. One of the 
primary tasks of this book is accordingly to offer an account of what it is to take some propriety that is implicit 
in a practice and make it explicit in the form of a claim, principle, or rule" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 26). 
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3.3. TECHNIQUES, KNOW-HOW, AND TRAINING 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
According to Wittgenstein, there are no internal states or events intrinsically functioning as 

the source of understanding of normative practices. Implicit norms are skills proved in 

practices  one could think that understands a rule but does not, because the process behind 

applications of rules is not understanding, but some sort of ability developed by training. The 

grammar of skills indicates a practical domain or technique embedded in a form of life, 

within socio-historical processes. All engagement in rule-governed practices involves 

information about past cases; each application brings the history of situations related to that 

practice, and the training behind that (see Chapter 5). In this preliminary sense, rules are 

embedded in practices. Normative skills are know-how (and not know-that). They do not 

involve mastery of explicit relations, that is, they do not require an explicit understanding of 

rules (see Chapter 6). In fact, Wittgenstein's regress indicates that training plays the identical 

explanatory role that interpretation, as an intermediary, does. But the language used to 

describe normative practices describe only skills, acquired through training processes in 

which a master teaches a pupil how to fit that specific practice by approvals/disapprovals, 

until the pupil acquires the expertise required to act by himself. 

It is a feature of nature that human beings react to training by acquiring the skills 

necessary for engaging in different activities. What a child comes to learn depends on his 

natural capacities (ability to imitate parents, to reproduce sounds, etc.), combined with 

experiences, to produce responses that are genuinely normative forms of life. It is one of the 

premises of this work that natural capacities and training can explain normativity, as we will 

start to show in next Chapter.  

If one interprets normativity in terms of skills, one begins to take a practical turn. To 

be able to engage in practices that possess "rules" is only the effect of being trained. The 

training is well-succeed if the pupil is able to continue the practice as trained. But there is no 

perfect scenario; training is incremental and fallible. Unusual cases (not covered by training) 

can produce mistakes. In other words, there is no predetermined range of application. Since 

processes of learning are partial, a cognitive structure is required that permits generalizing or 
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extrapolating training to new cases, based on the samples on which the person was already 

trained. Nevertheless, despite such ineliminable vagueness, there is an objective constraint: 

communal practical agreement. Games are considered correct according to non-individual 

standards and expectations, "Shared human behaviour is the system of reference by means of 

which we interpret an unknown language" (WITTGENSTEIN, 2009, §206). This does not 

mean that what most people do is the correct, but rather that, the content of rules cannot be 

separated from public practices in which it is inserted. Communal practical processes institute 

the content of rules  scorekeeping, for example. However, such contents are not "causally 

determined"; they are "logically determined". This means that the process of training cannot 

institute causal relations. To say that a rule compels or forces a particular application, by 

means of a causal determination, is a "mythological description of the use of a rule" 

(WITTGENSTEIN, 2009, §221). 

In the Philosophical Investigations §198, Wittgenstein's interlocutor asks if training 

establishes a causal connection between a rule and its application. Thus, the interlocutor 

suggests that the training institutes a causal regularity  a conditioning or mere habit  a 

regularist account in which to learn is to establish connections between stimuli (causes) and 

responses (effects). This would replace a normative must by a causal must, and thus make it 

subject to the gerrymandering argument. However, this does not mean that we could not 

imagine a sort of training that can appropriately satisfy Wittgenstein's criterion, as will be 

discussed further. 

Wittgenstein offers some worthy ideas about processes of training and their 

connection with the logical determination of rules in Remarks on the Foundations of 

Mathematics. He asserts that it is natural to think that the training is successful if the pupil 

acquires a technique, that is, that by training the pupil comes to do the same thing repeatedly 

 thus, so the regularity reached through training is a condition of acquiring a technique. By 

regularity, he means an "agreement in action" (WITTGENSTEIN, 1978, VI.39)  or, as he 

says in another place, "a consensus of action: a consensus of doing the same thing, reacting in 

the same way (WITTGENSTEIN, 1976, pp. 183-4). Finally, he claims, "one learns the 

meaning of 'agreement' by learning to follow a rule" (WITTGENSTEIN, 1978, VII. 39). 

However, "rule" and "regularity" are not the same. They are just cousins: when someone 

learns one of them also learns the other. "Rule" and "same" are interchangeable as well. Thus, 

a pupil starts doing only what the teacher shows or asks for him how to do, mechanically, and 

then the pupil starts to observe that the regularity being shown to him is part of what is being 
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taught. The regularity being shown is what pupil takes as "do the same". Thus, the regularity, 

the agreement in a form of life, the notion of "rule" or doing the same are acquired in 

practical processes of doing what the training indicates as should be done. They are all related 

concepts. 

Moreover, it is needed that pupils observe (as a non-explicit ability) that the outcome 

(application) is an essential part of the technique or regularity being learned in the training 

process. In mathematics, for example, the result of proofs or operations is necessarily 

incorporated in what is being learned. They are constitutive of mathematical techniques being 

learned. If one reaches a different result, one has not acquired the technique yet. 

Only when the pupil acquires the regularity that includes the results of training, he can 

say that the technique was acquired: "'I realized that it must be like that'  that is his report" 

(WITTGENSTEIN, 1978, VI.7). At that moment, the behavior is not mechanical anymore 

because it incorporates all the relations expressed in training. Put differently, the regularity 

established by training creates the conceptual space in which the pupil can continue these 

activities. The training institutes the content of an (implicit) rule. Training, regularities, and 

applications create the logical space of the rule, not the opposite  it is not the rule that 

creates the logical space of applications. This is why training is part of the institution of the 

use of concepts and rules. The conclusion is that "the adoption of the concept" and "the 

determination of the concept" are interchangeable. The determination or institution of concept 

by learning processes makes clear that the relation between the product of the training and its 

associated practices are not contingent; training institutes what is learned. Consequently, each 

application according to the technique becomes constitutive of such content. 

Furthermore, Wittgenstein claims that training allows that "I [the trainer] impress a 

procedure on him [the trainee]" (WITTGENSTEIN, 1978, I.39), and that procedure can be 

repeated until the pupil is convinced about it. This impression of conviction is more that the 

acquisition of technique, as we claim in the next Chapter. The pupil comes to acquire an 

attitude about how to deal with certain situations. The process to come to be engaged in rule-

based practices is thus a practical process of establishment of a normative nature (or a second 

nature). Such processes create the conceptual space and the distinction between what is 

"grammatical" or "empirical"; "The limit of the empirical is concept-formation", that is, "the 

transition that I make from 'It will be like this' to 'it must be like this'" (WITTGENSTEIN, 

1978, IV.29).28 That transition, much different from causal processes, enables us to insert the 

                                                 
28 See On certainty §309, §319, §321.  
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individual experience in a structure that can be evaluated according to relations as used by the 

community. The structure is acquired in experiences that incorporate practical elements 

founded in formal and informal training process, or social experiences of interaction.  

The consequence of this practical approach to logical/intentional space is to take 

grammar as immanent in public practices. Logical or conceptual necessity is instituted by 

practices ("An intention is embedded in a setting, in human customs and institutions. If the 

technique of the game of chess did not exist, I could not intend to play a game of chess", 

WITTGENSTEIN, 2009, §337). Intentions, beliefs, expectations and other intentional 

contents are instituted jointly with the experiences in which they are learned. They arise from 

practical perspectives. Thus, training is the process by which one comes to acquire autonomy 

in means of the intentional and normative space, it is to accept freely being restricted and 

regulated by agreements in forms of life, as grounded in language. To introduce someone to a 

form of life is to forge his natural capacities by inserting him in such space. Previous mental 

contents are not needed. What is necessary is to be capable of engaging in practical processes 

of experiencing the world that insert the creature in conceptual frameworks instituted by the 

interaction of individuals, their regularities, and training (we will see, in the final part of the 

work, especially in Chapter 5 to 8, why these ideas has an impact in our discussion about 

cognitivism). Therefore: 

 

 

 Despite the ordinary tendency to think that rules determine the application and that 

every step is given with the rule, there is a practical requirement as the valid 

criterion to know if one is able to engage in a practice delimited by rules. In this 

sense, follow a rule can be just "the way we always use it, the way we are taught 

to use it" (WITTGENSTEIN, 1978, I.2).  

 Rules are a type of implicit know-how; they are skills in non-theoretical form. 

 The content of concepts and rules (intentional contents) is instituted by social 

practices.  

 

 

Together, these ideas point towards a pragmatic understanding of normativity. We should 

investigate the practical processes related to norms, not norms themselves. In a sense, this 

account echoes much of Hegel's and Brandom's ideas. So-called "rule-regulated" processes 
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should prioritize the social over the individual, without abandoning singularity. What is 

required to become a rule-follower is reached only on social environments; it depends on 

experiencing social forms of life.29 But Wittgenstein inserted an important element in that 

discussion. An important practical aspect of the process of becoming a normative being 

involves learning.  Even though the specialists in Wittgenstein's works ignore what he says 

about training and learning, our work suggests that both ideas must occupy the center of any 

philosophical account of normativity. What is needed is an exposition of practical process 

sufficient to explain the modeling of normative individuals' repertoires.  

Before discussing that, we need to look to Sellars again. His discussion of normativity 

is deep and goes beyond what was presented in Chapter 1. But we return to him now with 

two specific objectives: on the one hand, to show how some of Wittgenstein's premises are 

reinforced or better investigated by Sellars' writings; on the other hand, to discuss Sellars' 

ideas about three sorts of rules and their potential connection with a pragmatic approach to 

norms.  

 
 
 
 
 

3.4. SELLARS ON REGULISM AND REGULARISM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once Sellars argues that language is a rule-regulated activity, he thinks that it is fundamental 

to clarify what a "rule" means. For him, a rule is a "general 'ought' statement" (SELLARS, 

1969, p. 507) that "finds its expression either in what are classified as non-declarative 

grammatical forms, or else in declarative sentences with certain special terms such as 

'correct,' 'proper,' 'right,' etc., serving to distinguish them, from generalizations" (SELLARS, 

                                                 
29 Bloor says, "He [Wittgenstein] treats cognition as something that is social in its very essence. For him, our 
interactions with one another, and our participation in a social group, were not mere contingencies. They were 
not the accidental circumstances that attend our knowing; they were constitutive of all that we can ever claim by 
way of knowledge" (p. 2, In: BLOOR, D. Wittgenstein: A social theory of knowledge. London, UK: MacMillan 
Press, 1983). 
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1980, p. 299). This seems a very conservative and standard position, but his discussion points 

to much deeper issues. 

Language, as a rule-governed game, was an idea extensively explored by Sellars' 

contemporary philosophers. However, he asserts, this attention led the philosophers to two 

kinds of mistake: descriptivism and a priori rationalism. The descriptivist claims that 

concepts, even normative ones, belong exclusively to the empirical or descriptive sciences. 

The a priori rationalist argues that normative concepts are meaningful due to some intuition 

or special evidence just given to the subject. Since both positions are extremes, Sellars looks 

for an account that avoids reducing norms to empirical regularities and avoids treating norms 

as supernatural entities. That is, a viable via media that would conciliate empiricism and 

rationalism needs to show that norms do not belong exclusively to the empirical sciences 

without taking norms as objects or non-natural entities, inaccessible to empirical sciences. 

Thus, Sellars denies that the concept of "normativity" belongs exclusively to either naturalist 

psychology or rationalism. His objective is to provide a naturalistic account of norms without 

falling into either a naive or radical naturalism or anti-naturalism. One important part of his 

discussion is his criticism of both regulism and regularism about norms30. 

 For Sellars, a language is a system of expressions subject to syntactic, semantic, and 

pragmatic rules. This seems to imply the premise that to learn a language is to learn to obey 

such rules. However, this idea is the first one that he rejects. According to him, language is, in 

fact, a rule-governed practice, but if to acquire language requires from us to know its rules, it 

would be necessary to know those rules before to learn the language itself. As we can now 

deduce, this idea generates a regress; to possess explicit rules would be necessary to possess a 

language and its rules. This is Sellars' formulation: 
 

"Thesis. Learning to use a language (L) is learning to obey the rules of L.  
But, a rule which enjoins the doing of an action (A) is a sentence in a language 
which contains an expression for A.  
Hence, a rule which enjoins the using of a linguistic expression (E) is a sentence in 
a language which contains an expression for E,  in other words a sentence in a 
metalanguage.  
Consequently, learning to obey the rules for L presupposes the ability to use the 
metalanguage (ML) in which the rules for L are formulated.  
So that learning to use a language (L) presupposes having earned to use a language 
(ML). And by the same token, having learned to use ML presupposes having 
learned to use a meta-metalanguage (MML) and so on.  
But this is impossible (a vicious regress).  
Therefore, the thesis is absurd and must be rejected" 
(SELLARS, 1954, p. 204). 

                                                 
30 Sometimes, Sellars uses both terms in a different sense from our actual discussion, but this is not fundamental 
to us now.  
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The regress arises from the false conception that if understanding a word requires from a 

speaker to know the explicit rules for using that word, the speaker would need to know how 

to use the word themselves that is governed by the rule before applying the rule, ad infinitum. 

Therefore, the regress seems to indicate that knowing explicit rules must not to be necessary 

to engage in certain practices with rules. 

An empiricist way to avoid regress would be to consider those speakers of a language 

do not need to know the explicit rules of the use of words to use them. For example, to know 

how to use words could be just a conformity or causal regularity: 

 

 
"Now, at first sight there is a simple and straightforward way of preserving the 
essential claim of the thesis while freeing it from, the refutation. It consists in 
substituting the phrase 'learning to conform to the rules ...' for 'learning to obey the 
rules ...' where 'conforming to a rule enjoining the doing of A in circumstances C' is 
to be equated simply with 'doing A when the circumstances are C'  regardless of 

of 'obeying' so that this distinction involves an element of stipulation.) A person 
who has the habit of doing A in C would then be conforming to the above rule even 
though the idea that he was to do A in C had never occurred to him, and even 
though he had no language for referring to either A or C" (SELLARS, 1954, p. 204). 

 
 
 
 
Then, the empiricist way of avoiding the regress is to admit a distinction between two sorts of 

behaviors, behaviors conforming to a rule and behaviors of obeying a rule; the latter case 

involves using the language in which the rule is formulated, the former does not. To learn a 

language would not imply the need to know a metalanguage. The main difficulty with this 

strategy is that it admits as valid even those cases in which the speaker conforms to the rule 

just accidentally. Put concisely, it cannot avoid dispositionalism and arguments against 

gerrymandering as well. That is, it is unable to explain normativity because the own idea of 

normative assessment fails. It also makes impossible how to explain cases of error. A speaker 

could want to use a word wrongly even knowing the correct uses (he could be disposed to use 

a word in a way not used or approved by his linguistic community). The correct use thus 

requires more than knowing valid and invalid cases; it depends on the normative evaluation 

in which language is embedded. Thus, mere regularity is not sufficient to affirm one is 

following a rule.  

 An alternative to the empiricist approach is followed by a theorist that Sellars calls 

"Metaphysicus", a realist about norms. He stops the regress by claiming that to engage in 
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rule-governed practices requires obeying rules, but also claims that one could obey such rules 

without the use of language  he wisely separates rules from expressions of rules. Doing that, 

Metaphysicus can argue that a rule can be some non-linguistic entity, for example, an 

intuition or an innate non-linguistic concept. According to Sellars, such efforts cannot prevent 

Metaphysicus from being confronted with the previous problem. Moreover, norms, 

accordingly this conception, are a version of the Myth of the Given, a well-known object of 

Sellars' criticism.  

However, even being wrong, Metaphysicus point to a solution, because he defends the 

idea that to learn a rule-based practice or game is, in fact, a matter of obeying rules, but an 

obedience that does not need to involve language and metalanguage. Thus, we came in the 

heart of Sellars' account of normativity. Certainly, there are rule-governed activities in which 

an individual is engaged without to be able to make its rules explicit. Then, it is necessary to 

provide an account that admits normative practices but denies that such practices require the 

obedience of rules, understood as the conscious expression of the rule. Consequently, Sellars 

denies that anything is required in the linguistic domain in which a rule is formulated 

expressions of rules are not essential to engage in those practices. The language itself is an 

example. It is a normative practice (it is not aleatory), but several language rules are followed 

by speakers in a way that they ignore any consideration about the explicit formulations of 

such rules.  

Sellars' creative solution distinguishes three types of behaviors. Those that conform to 

rules are behaviors that just coincidentally or accidentally correspond to rules  the sense of 

normativity is not relevant to them because there is nothing playing the role of a rule that 

motivates behavior. For example, one can drive a car at the legal speed in an unknown 

country without knowing the limit speed there, by luck or prudence. Of course, these 

behaviors are not discussed because do not involve any sense of norms. The other two sorts 

are behaviors that occur somehow because of rules. In behavior that obeys rules, the subject 

possesses an awareness of the rule, the circumstances of application of the rule, and has the 

intention to apply it. With this, we have all of the cases in which a rule is playing its role as 

an explicit rule, and individuals follow it because the domain is governed by the rule, which it 

is necessary to know in order to apply it in some circumstances. For example, I know in 

explicit form the rules that regulate transit in Brazil, and I follow them because I know and 

want to follow them. As we have said, behaviors of obeying rules appealing to explicit 

knowing of the rule and promote an intractable regress, while mere conformity with the rule 
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precludes the identification of any sense of normativity. Sellars responds to this by 

identifying a kind of behavior that occurs because of the rule even in without any explicit 

formulation of it. It is a result of a propensity to do what a rule recommends doing without 

the mastery of its linguistic formulation. He calls these "pattern-governed behaviors". 

 
 
 

"The general concept of pattern governed behavior is a familiar one. Roughly it is 
the concept of behavior which exhibits a pattern, not because it is brought about by 
the intention that it exhibits this pattern, but because the propensity to emit behavior 
of the pattern has been selectively reinforced, and the propensity to emit behavior 
which does not conform to this pattern selectively extinguished" (SELLARS, 2007, 
pp. 86-7). 

 
 
 
 
Sellars' favorite example is the "dance of bees", that is, the "dance" that bees do in the hive to 

indicate the direction and distance that the hive is from the food. However, in addition to the 

natural occurrence of some pattern-governed behaviors in animal species, pattern-governed 

behaviors can emerge from training. Kids learning their first language are trained to conform 

to the rules that only the adults know and are following, but kids still know nothing about 

these rules. This idea permits to understand a very large set of normative behaviors in those 

practices that rules are unknown in any explicit sense. 

 

 

 

 

3.5. RULES OF CRITICISM AND RULES OF ACTION 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From Sellars' rejection of empiricism and a priori rationalist theories of language as a rule-

governed game emerges a way of understanding linguistic behaviors as rule-based, but not 

behavior that is in obedience to explicit rules. Pattern-governed behaviors are governed by 

rules, but not by explicit rules. Patterned behavior is not exclusive to humans; animals could 
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perform them, naturally or because of being trained in such behaviors. Nevertheless, there is 

another distinction between animals and human beings, concerning the type of rules that they 

can follow, which Sellars presents in a complex discussion about rules of criticism and 

actions. 

 Sellars starts with the Kantian distinction by which linguistic statements containing 

the word "ought" are divided into categorical and hypothetical imperatives, as seen in 

Chapter 1. The hypothetical imperatives have the form "If one wants X, one ought to do Y" 

and they are not explored by Sellars. Categorical statements have the form "If one is in C, one 

ought to do A", in Sellars' formulation. Then, in categorical statements, if individuals do "A" 

in situations "C", then they need to recognize the concepts of "being in C" and "doing A", this 

is, they need to master the concepts and circumstances in which that statement should be 

taken as valid or invalid. In other words, individuals need to have a capacity: to be able to 

acknowledge that in "C" he ought to do "A". Sellars calls this sort of rule a "rule of action" or 

"performance", but often an "ought-to-do" rule. 

However, there is another type of categorical statement that does not specify what 

ought to be done in a specific circumstance but how something ought to be. These are rules 

that specify what ought to be the case in a situation by means of an endorsement of a state of 

affairs. They have the form "Xs ought to be in state , whenever such and such is the case". 

Since such rules do not require that individuals master the concepts of "being in state " or 

"such and such is the case", they can be attributed to animals or even inanimate objects, as 

Sellars' example "Clock chimes ought to strike on the quarter hour" (SELLARS, 1969, p. 

508). Such statements are rules that could be applied to clocks in the sense that one could 

think that clock sought to strike in such and such circumstances. Thus, these rules are broader 

than rules of actions; they are not limited to human beings or high-level cognitive creatures. 

Sellars calls them "rules of criticism" or "ought-to-be". 

The first consequence of this division, then, is to accept that rules are not all identical. 

Rules of actions or criticism prescribe different sorts of behaviors and require distinctive 

capacities from their agents. Rules of actions have the form of conditional imperatives ("If in 

circumstances C, do A!", in which "C" is a state of things and A an action) and, according to 

Sellars, are present in behaviors of obeying rules. Rules of criticism have the form of 

imperatives ("It ought to be the case that B" or "Xs ought to be in state S, whenever such and 

such is the case", in which "B" is a state of things) and, for Sellars, occur in pattern-governed 

behaviors. This distinction would have no philosophical relevance if Sellars stopped at this 
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point. However, there exists an interesting relation between these two types of rules, a 

fundamental idea to which the perspective this work appeals. Rules of criticism imply rules 

of actions; someone who recognizes a rule of criticism should come to adopt the 

corresponding rule of action. Let us consider this idea in detail. 

Rules of criticism are not themselves rules for action: they do not tell us to do 

something. Nonetheless, they imply rules of action that individuals can follow to satisfy the 

correspondent rules of criticism. An example is Sellars' rule of criticism "Clock chimes ought 

to strike on the quarter hour" and its corresponding rule of action "(Other things being equal 

and where possible) one ought to bring it about that clock chimes strike on the quarter hour". 

A more illustrative example is "These rats in my laboratory ought-to-be in state , whenever 

C". This is a rule of criticism because it does not require that rats (subjects of the rule) 

possess the concepts of "C" or" ", but requires that I, the trainer (subject to the corresponding 

rules of action) master the concepts of circumstances "C" and states " ".Thus, this is very 

distinct from Sellars' rule of criticism. Similarly with "One ought to feel sympathy for 

bereaved people" and its correspond rule of action "(Other things being equal and where 

possible) one ought to bring it about that people feel sympathy for the bereaved". In Sellars' 

example, in both, rules the subject is the same. But those situations in which rules of criticism 

and their corresponding rules of action have different subjects require additional explanation. 

Rules of action do not presuppose that subject of rule masters linguistically the concepts 

involved in the expression of the rule; rules of criticism do. Then, when the subjects involved 

in parallel rules of action-criticism are not the same  rat and rat's researchers, for example , 

there is an odd relation that helps to understand the previous discussion about pattern-

governed behaviors. 

Intentions can express intentions to do something (I shall do A) or that something is 

the case, as a state of affairs (It shall be the case that-p). The latter has a relation to the former 

because they imply intentions to do something ("I shall do that which is necessary to make it 

the case that-p"). There are rule-regulated behaviors that some creatures come to adopt 

neither by obedience nor by explicit awareness of rule, but because other creatures are the 

subjects of rules of criticism that imply rules of action. This indeed is typical of cases that 

involve trainers and trainees. Let us suppose that a boy name "Carl" believes that his dog 

should go to the doghouse every time that he says "house". To make it happen, Carl knows 

that is necessary to train the dog, then, he knows that he should train the dog to go to 

doghouse every time he makes the sound "house". The idea is that the rule of criticism 
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adopted by Carl should imply the rule of action that he should undertake if he wants to be in 

accordance with that rule of criticism. In fact, the idea is that, if it ought to be the case that a 

dog ought to go to the doghouse when his owner commands it, and Carl knows that the dog 

goes to the doghouse just after a process of training, therefore, Carl knows he ought to train 

the dog. (The implication between both rules is made explicit by the argument "It ought to be 

the case that a dog ought to go to the doghouse when/if his owner commands it"  "One 

ought to teach the dog to go to the doghouse when the sound 'house' was said towards him"). 

What is significant in this example is that the dog's behavior, as a response to Carl's 

sounds, is not accidental, conditioned or mere luck, nor has it occurred because the dog 

knows the rule "If Carl says 'house' I should go to my doghouse". It is a pattern-governed 

behavior implemented by training just after Carl adopted a rule of action to satisfy his rule of 

criticism. There is a rule behind the dog's behavior, but it is a rule that only Carl (as trainer) 

knows, and the dog (the trainee) does not. 

As we already have advanced, besides some pattern-governed behaviors arise by 

natural selection, Sellars asserts that some repertoires of such behaviors arise by training as 

well. That is, pattern-governed behaviors, in some animals, are not always the product of 

natural evolution, but come to be instituted by creatures with the aim of instituting them. 

Rules of criticism can also be revealed in behavior in which some creatures that recognize 

this sort of rule infer from it the correspondent rules of action. They understand that fact and, 

by training, they can transmit and implement such patterns in other creatures  even in 

different species. Therefore, Sellars is arguing that the dog learns to go to the doghouse when 

Carl says "house" not because of the dog masters the rule, but because Carl does and then 

adopts another tied rule to reach the purpose prescribed by his intention. In this sense, Carl's 

dog still acts because of a rule  an indirect rule, we could say. The dog's behavior follows a 

pattern modeled by a rule that only the dog's trainer knew. Similar processes happen with 

children learning English or Portuguese. They are trained and come to acquire behavioral 

repertoires according to lessons of their masters, even though children do not know the rules 

of language in advance. Many other norms in community are transferred among individuals 

in that same way, when the master teaches the pupil the patterns to reflect the master's rules  

for Sellars, the community teaches and model children's behavior to reflect the community's 

(masters) rules of criticism, and such molding maintains the normative structure of 

community. 
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"Trainees conform to ought-to-be's because trainers obey corresponding ought-to-
do's" (SELLARS, 2007, p. 87). 
 
"Patterned-behavior of such and such a kind ought to be exhibited by trainees, 
hence we, the trainers, ought to do this and that, as likely to bring it about that it is 
exhibited" (SELLARS, 2007, p. 87). 

 

 

 

Though dogs and children are capable of learning patterned-governed behavior by 

training, it is obvious they are very different cognitive creatures. Children are different from 

dogs because they also go beyond basic pattern-governed behavior. Human beings can be 

initiated into normative practices, adopting patterns of behavior taught by their trainer, 

however, after that inception, they reach a conceptual comprehension of these patterns. That 

is, human beings start learning how to adapt to rules of criticism imposed by trainers and, 

when they grow up, they start to follow rules of actions by themselves. Adults reach the 

logical space of reasons. They acquire the explicit formulations of their patterns. They also 

become able to recognize the cases in which they should apply rules and why to do that. For 

example, when children start to learn Portuguese, by corrections and incentives, they learn to 

put the subject at the beginning of sentences. That is, they learn Portuguese without any idea 

of a rule as "In Portuguese, often the subject ought to be at the beginning of sentences"; they 

do not know this rule. Nevertheless, they acquire the skill of using words (the patterns) to 

reflect this rule. This practical skill, some years later, in school, will be related to as an 

explicit rule of language. Thus, the process of comprehension of explicit rules is a posterior 

step  and one that maybe never happens. In this sense, human beings follow rules "blindly" 

in their early years31, when they are not conscious of themselves as conceptual-normative 

beings, capable of discussing their patterned behavior using sentences that express their 

pattern of behavior. Everything changes once they acquire a linguistic repertoire to talk about 

things, to explain relations, concepts, and so forth. This is why 

 
"the members of a linguistic community are first language learners and only 
potentially' people,' but subsequently language teachers, possessed of the rich 
conceptual framework this implies. They start out by being the subject-matter 
subjects of the ought-to-be's and graduate to the status of agent subjects of the 
ought-to-do's. Linguistic ought-to-be's are translated into uniformities by training. 
As Wittgenstein has stressed, it is the linguistic community as a self-perpetuating 
whole which is the minimum unit in terms of which conceptual activity can be 
understood" (SELLARS, 1969, p. 512). 

 
                                                 
31 "When I follow the rule, I do not choose. I obey the rule blindly" (WITTGENSTEIN, 2009, §219). 
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Adults are not bounded only by patterns anymore; they start to understand themselves as rule-

followers and expressive beings as well. The space of reasons, the normative space, involves 

reaching a cognitive level in which subjects evaluate and discuss their rules of criticism and 

(correspondent) their rules of actions. Thus, pattern-governed behaviors that reflect a non-

conscious dimension of normativity can begin to be explicitly debated. Therefore, the idea 

that ought-to-be's imply ought-to-do's is an acknowledgment that "language users exist at the 

level of agents. Roughly, to be a being capable of conceptual activity, is to be a being which 

acts, which recognizes norms and standards and engages in practical reasoning" (SELLARS, 

1969, p. 511). 

One of the consequences of Sellars' account is to take training to be a practice of 

sanctioning that insert new practitioners in rule-governed practices, until they are able to 

master the normative space by themselves. Sanctions reflect relations of intentions 

(commitments, permissions, etc.) in which individuals are trained. But social experience does 

not model behaviors according to the individual desires of the trainer; training and sanctions 

start to be seen as the way that trainers have of imposing general rules. Then, human beings 

come to differentiate from other animals because they recognize themselves both as beings 

that follow rules and that train others to do the same. Of course, this self-recognition (and 

recognition of others) requires language. Language users take themselves to be followers and 

instituters of inferential relations and train their offspring to transfer their normative structure 

to them. They transfer their normative ability as well, the tendency to be norm-regulated 

creatures. Thus, training (even in the simple form of correcting) can be seen as a way of 

exercising the natural ability to be normative beings and expect the same attitude from their 

peers. This is why training is so important to normative beings comprehension of 

themselves:"For brutes or bits of the inanimate world to qualify as engaging in practices that 

implicitly acknowledge the applicability of norms, they would have to exhibit the behavior 

that counts as treating conduct (their own or that of others) as correct or incorrect" 

(BRANDOM, 1994, p. 33). 
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3.6. FROM PRAGMATISM TOWARD A CONNECTIONISM 

 

 

 

 

 

This Chapter has discussed the idea of "norms" from the point of view of Wittgenstein's and 

Sellars' philosophical works. In different ways, both take similar perspectives that could be 

seen as critiques of causal reductionism and theoretical approaches to norms. They also argue 

that the process of becoming a normative being depends on relations being established 

between individuals' skills and the practical activities in which they occur. Intentions, 

commitments or implicit norms  the name is not important  involve relations with 

experienced situations. Norms are embedded in situations and forms of life. Since there are 

no rules disconnected from experience, then, practices and training can explain the 

emergence of them. 

 However, we propose that we should be more radical than Wittgenstein and Sellars 

about the role of personal experiences, in those processes of institution of intentional 

contents, employing an extension of the consideration of the importance of practical skills 

and learning. Our normative responses to the world are modeled by all conditions of 

application acquired in the course of experience. An individual reacts blindly because he does 

not need to think about what to do or how to do; he does what he does, according to what he 

usually was trained to do. A reinterpretation of Wittgenstein's metaphor of "infinite trails" 

must contain the idea that a trained person knows what to do not because he possesses a rule 

in his head, but because he is able to do what external observers call "rule-based" activities. 

In fact, to follow a rule is only to behave according to skills instituted by experiences that are 

socially constrained. The mastery of techniques signalizes patterns or implicit rules. We are 

suggesting here an approach in which Wittgenstein's grammar and Sellars' space of reasons 

are instituted by normative attitudes (Chapter 4), cognitive experiences (Chapter 5) 

appropriate to a sense of implicitness (Chapter 6) and dialogical interpretation of social 

relations (Chapters 7 and 8).  

Because Wittgenstein's last works permit very distinct interpretations  even by 

behaviorists or classical cognitivists, the special opponents of our thesis  we do not identify 

any of voices in that book as Wittgenstein's own voice; instead, those voices help us to think 
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about connectionism and some sense of implicitness. The preface of the Philosophical 

Investigations' says that we need to think by ourselves. This is what we will do here, next.  

Sellars did not stress the concepts of "technique", "skills" or "know-how". He 

preferred to discuss different cognitive abilities required to perform activities identified with 

distinct sort of rules. By doing that, he believed he would be able to offer a naturalistic theory 

of the development and acquisition of patterns and norms of behavior. For him, rules are rules 

only if they have a sense in relation to an action. However, this sense does not mean that rules 

must always be linguistic ones; there are non-explicit rules (rules not working as an explicit 

rule for the subject). In pattern-governed behaviors, it is relevant to consider the "system", 

that is, the entire conceptual framework in which the creatures are situated. Sellars claims that 

"an organism may come to play a language game  that is to move from position to position 

in a system of moves and positions and to do it 'because of the system' without having to obey 

rules and hence without having to be playing a metalanguage game" (SELLARS, 1954, p. 

209). This means that pattern-governed behaviors do not occur because an individual has an 

intention to follow certain rules, but because he is adopting a pattern of behavior according to 

the intentions of other individuals that possess the rule themselves, the trainers or adults 

(linguistic users); then, he is contributing to the maintenance of patterns of the normative 

system. Such idea disobliges philosophers to adopt a conception of normative practice in 

which norms need to be explicit in order to be taken as valid norms. Moreover, Sellars 

argues, there is no human community without rules of criticism and pattern-governed 

behaviors. 

The basic instrument for transmitting rules in a community or group is training, in a 

very broad sense  corrections and informal feedbacks are training. However, training should 

not be thought of as the transmission of explicit instructions or explicit norms. The idea of 

"implicit norms" we must preserve can be seen as arguing that implicit norms are instances of 

Sellars' pattern-governed rules. The thesis to be advanced is that all commitments that people 

acquire in their social experiences are non-explicit patterns that somehow reflect such 

experiences; and because they occur in interpersonal relations, such patterns tend to be 

relations that mirror interperspectival points of view, but without having to be the product of 

collective or communal commitments, as Sellars argued. Patterns are individual since all 

commitments depend on individual backgrounds only acquired in individual circumstances. 

They reflect objectivity in a form similar to Brandom's interpretational scorekeeping. 
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In rule-regulated behaviors, it is evident that there is a large implicit structure with a 

tiny set of ought-statements. In other words, there must be an unconscious structure behind 

many normative attitudes. Expressivism, in a general sense, is the idea that part of such 

structure can me made explicit  for Brandom, indeed, this is the task of Philosophy. We must 

reinforce this premise and also we assert that, once this implicit structure becomes explicit, 

patterns become rules (that is to say, implicit norms become sentences or assertions). 

These premises raise a question: why should someone believe that pattern-governed 

behaviors are different from mere regularities? The answer can be formulated once we 

appreciate the distinction between the use of rules by full, adult, language users, and children 

(or animals) acquiring patterns. The training institutes behaviors that reflect non-individual 

relations different from regularities because involves normative attitudes toward them, that is, 

involving beings been taken as followers and as the instituters of intersubjective relations 

irreducible to laws or causes. Implicit norms, as patterns, are not provoked only by relations 

causal but by relations within larger conceptual structures as well. A strategy that accepts 

such premises is satisfactorily complemented by a connectionist approach to cognitive 

experience, as will be discussed further. 

However, how does one explain where those rules that trainers are imposing in 

training come from? How do trainers themselves acquire rules of criticism? Sellars would say 

that such rules are products of historical evolution, relations transmitted from generation to 

another by public language  and when language materializes such relations, it becomes a 

"transcendental linguistic". If this were so, Sellars' model of internalization of communal 

intentions is appropriate to explain how new language-users are inserted in normative 

practices without to know discursively rules involved in their practices. Though the premise 

of a transcendental linguistic is very attractive, this model is not compatible with 

connectionism and the notion of "implicitness" that will be suggested soon, because the 

premise to be defended later involves individuals' process of experiencing the world that 

denies the necessity or a role for the notion of "communal intentions".  

 Of course, now, that we have discussed more ideas about Wittgenstein and Sellars, we 

must return to scorekeeping. Brandom is a Sellarsian, but he does not employ any ideas 

related to Sellars' pattern-governed behaviors. Both accept the idea of some non-explicit 

rules. Nonetheless, Brandom rejects communal intentions for a model in which the 

objectivity of norms does not come from the community, but from his model of linguistic 

interaction or the form of assertional practice. So, one of our issues is not only to show how 
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to accept implicit norms as patterns but how to take implicit norms as patterns objectified 

within a community without treating them as a construction of normativity made by an entity 

identified as "the community". Since we give up the idea that patterns are internalized as 

rules that only trainers know and implement in other individuals because they reflect 

communal intentions, there is no objection to explaining implicit norms as patterns. Put 

differently, patterns could still perform the role attributed to implicit norms in Brandom's 

scorekeeping, if we reformulate some grounding premises of it. Such a model would have the 

advantage of explaining how an implicit norm can be self-applying, through the practical 

ability, which Brandom seeks. The way to get there is to discuss how the concept of "implicit 

norm" can be made to fit such a description. Moreover, we do not need to appeal to any sense 

of awareness of rules. Even though implicit norms, in some moments, can become explicit 

rules, this is not required for classifying a creature as a "normative being". The consequence 

is that some of the trainers are unconscious trainers, who do not possess the norms that they 

are teaching, but perform in terms of them as an implicit practical ability. Thus, in this sense, 

implicit norms are not real norms; norms exist when they are made explicit. 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
 
 
 
 
 
From Chapter 1 through the current Chapter, we have discussed some ideas to make clear the 

way we believe is the most adequate to understand normative practices. Modernity started an 

intellectual movement to defend the ideas of liberty, universality, and rationality, which in 

some sense led towards to the general idea that norms are creations of human beings. 

However, the role of community and social interaction, as responsible for instituting norms, 

was not completely appreciated until Hegel's Philosophy. From the perspective presented in 

this work, a human being interacting with another human being is an essential feature of all 

normative frameworks. However, the enormous difficulty remains of understanding how a 

sort of social recognition can institute norms; as we saw, Brandom was the alternative we 
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chose  even though there are some gaps in his description of the normative phenomenon. In 

this Chapter, we discussed some ideas from Wittgenstein on normativity. According to him, 

skills are fundamental to understand rule-following practices. This idea was merged with 

other previous two ideas. The first premise presented in this thesis was a defense of the 

normative understanding of normative cognition; the second one was a social route to it; and 

the decisive movement was a practical turn, inspired by Wittgenstein and Sellars. The latter 

also offers an extensive discussion of rules, as we already saw. From Sellars' writings, we 

learn to think about certain neural patterns of behaviors that are related to the domain of some 

implicit knowledge. Adults know many explicit rules, but children do not; however, these 

children have non-explicit patterns functioning as the exact same role of their parent's explicit 

rules.  

 Next Chapters will extend many of the ideas discussed through an explanation of 

normative practices appealing only to learning and natural capacities. It will be suggested that 

the best way to understand Hegel, Wittgenstein, Sellars, and Brandom's works is by the 

adoption of a connectionist approach to cognition, and then a reinterpretation of the concept 

of implicit norm, as an implicit pattern acquired by individual experience. In this sense, the 

strategy is a sort of deconstruction of all theoretical explanations of the normative, better 

understood as a practical, connectionist, and expressivist approach to natural abilities.  
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___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
CHAPTER 4 

NORMATIVE ATTITUDES AND PRAGMATISM ON NORMS 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We have started to describe a pragmatic approach to normativity and have presented some 
implications of it. Firstly, this Chapter discusses the existence of natural capacities 
intrinsically related to norm-governed practices, that is, we postulate a sort of natural 
normative attitude. The Chapter argues that this hypothetical attitude is an innate capacity, 
present in all normative beings. Then, we distinguish what we call the original normative 
attitude from the social normative attitude. In the final part, the Chapter discusses the general 
premises of the pragmatism on norms being presented in the present work, and then we 
indicate the way it could be understood as a social, practice-based phenomenon. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

 

The Kantian sense of autonomy rests on a deontological model, based on reasoning as a 

transcendental condition of understanding. Hegel's suggestion is a model of autonomy 

grounded on individuals' interaction, or recognition. According to him, norms are instituted 

by historical processes and human beings' interpersonal attitudes  after Hegel, we can find a 

significant philosophical and sociological expansion in studies about norms from this non-

individual perspective. In fact, Hegel and Kant exemplify two very common strategies to 

explain normativity: from community to individuals' minds or from individuals' mind to 

community. Frequently, the first one is often an entification of the community, society or even 

State; the latter becomes a sort of philosophy of consciousness.  

Brandom's normative pragmatism is a strategy inspired by Hegel's model of the social 

determination of contents and norms. His account maintains the idea of individuality without 

being limited by it, but he disclaims norms as relations objectified by the community as well. 

In this sense, this strategy could be seen as a correction or even a reversal of Sellars' notion of 

communal intentions and the naturalistic evolutionary dimension to it that Sellars adopted.  

 Brandom's idea of a "normative scorekeeping" is a functionalism about norms. That 

is, a norm emerges from individuals interacting with each other, and a norm acquires a role or 

function within such social relation involving them. Norms arise to satisfy certain natural 

features of some particular creatures, the normative ones. These creatures acknowledge 

norms, what means that they acknowledge themselves as normative beings and also 

acknowledge some other creatures as normative beings as well. Consequently, their behaviors 

are motivated by what we can call their "normative attitudes". Brandom asserts that both 

Kant and Hegel adopted the idea that rational beings have not only awareness of their natural 

desires but also awareness of their commitments or norms. That is, they are creatures that 

acknowledge themselves as creatures that take responsibility by their norms; they freely 

accept to be bounded by the authority of their norms. Moreover, that acknowledging is the 

acceptance that they undertake themselves are subject to norms or, putting in another 

vocabulary, that their attitudes are subject to norms. However, Brandom is more concerned 
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with the notion of "expressivism" than to offer any account or definition of what a normative 

attitude is and he fails to present an adequate explanation of the origins of implicit norms or 

commitments. The starting point of our main argument is Brandom's scorekeeping, an idea 

that depends on a characterization of the concept of "normative attitude", because such an 

attitude is the recognition of commitments within practices; it is the foundation of the 

intersubjective experience. But Brandom explains the role of these attitudes, in processes of 

institution of contents and norms, without ever saying, in detail, what a normative attitude is, 

in either biological or social terms. One of the objectives of the present Chapter is to shed 

some light on those normative attitudes, by appealing to Wittgenstein's and Georges 

Canguilhem's writings.   

 

 

 

 

4.2. WITTGENSTEIN AND CANGUILHEM'S INSIGHTS ABOUT NORMATIVE 
ATTITUDES 

 

 

 

 

Some interpretations of Wittgenstein's Philosophical Investigations are skeptical, while some 

others eliminate or even give an over importance to norms. The pragmatic idea of norms 

discussed here, in contrast, maintains the importance of norms in human beings' lives through 

a new understanding of the concept of "norm" (or "rule"), reinterpreted in practical terms 

(Chapters 5 and 6). In a broad sense, the premise to be defended here will be an attenuation of 

the relevance of that concept as fundamental to understanding what we can call "rule-based 

practices". The account starts by analyzing some of Wittgenstein's fragmented ideas about a 

notion that we believe to be very similar to the notion of a "normative attitude" we are 

looking for. 

In his Remarks on Foundations of Mathematics, Wittgenstein claims that the training 

permits that "I [the trainer] impress a procedure on him [the trainee]", and that procedure can 

be repeated until the pupil can "be convinced of that" (WITTGENSTEIN, 1978, I.39). This 

procedure enables the acquisition of the technique, but it is even more than that simple 
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notion. The procedure provokes in the trainee a type of attitude regarding the practice being 

taught to him; "Our children are not only given practice in calculation but are also trained to 

adopt a particular attitude towards a mistake in calculating" (WITTGENSTEIN, 1978, 

VII.61), Wittgenstein argues. Then, the ability to engage in normative practices depends on 

practical processes that institute a form of life, in which a normative attitude raises through 

the process or experience of the trainee. Despite the fact that Wittgenstein does not describe 

or say much about this attitude, there is a relation between the idea of the normative attitude 

and another of his famous discussions, the explanation of "seeing aspects", especially as 

found in Philosophical Investigations, Zettel, and Remarks on the Philosophy of 

Psychology32. Seeing aspects is a sort of attitude changing that occurs instantly, that is, a 

figure is seeing as something in a flash. Then, instantaneously, the individual experiences a 

specific aspect, as a sort of personal modification understood as an attitude of seeing as that 

certain aspect (and not other)  see Zettel §205 or §299 or Remarks on the Philosophy of 

Psychology §520. Wittgenstein says, "I observe a face, and then suddenly notice its likeness 

to another. I see that it has not changed; and yet I see it differently. I call this experience 

'noticing an aspect' (WITTGENSTEIN, 2009, §113).  It is a similar question how to 

experience an aspect or a rule. Regarding the rule-governed activities, the normative attitude 

 the attitude occurring when an individual starts to follow a rule  is this same change, but it 

occurs after the "experience of "because" (WITTGENSTEIN, 2009, §176-7) and acquisition 

of technique. The meaning of a word or the ability to follow a rule depends on certain roles 

these experiences acquire in human beings' lives. Words acquire meaning, and relations 

become rules because they come to be used by individuals according to some functions. 

Then, it is not the sound of a word or the expression of the rule the meaning of the word or 

the understanding of the rule; and it is not some internal states as well. Through the 

experience, some contents become meaningful or intentional. Therefore, the normative 

attitude is the transition from empirical to meaningful (or grammatical) sense of experiencing 

the world.33 

                                                 
32 An interesting perspective is found in S. Schroeder's A Tale of two problems: Wittgenstein's discussion of 
aspect perception (In: COTTINGHAM, J.; HACKER, P. (Eds.) Mind, method and morality: essays in honour of 
Anthony Kenny. Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 352-371, 2010). Schroeder says, "what Wittgenstein 
invokes as 'just as remarkable' as experiencing the meaning of a word is, amongst other things, the experience of 
instantaneous aspect perception (the 'lighting up' of an aspect). At one point he explains that his interest in the 
discussion of aspect perception is indeed largely due to his hope that it might shed some light on his older 
problem of instantaneous experiences of word meaning" (SCHROEDER, 2010, p. 364). 
33 The similarity with the Gestalt Therapy is evident. 
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Other authors have also investigated, sometimes in more detail that Wittgenstein, the 

idea of a "normative attitude". Surely, one of the most important of them is Georges 

Canguilhem. In his book The Normal and the Pathological, he discusses norms from a 

biological point of view, mainly within the medical context (the normal and the pathological 

as a debate primarily about physiology and pathology)  he was a doctor and a philosopher. 

Canguilhem claims that pathology was traditionally explained through two basic 

strategies. On the one hand, it was defined through an ontological account by which disease 

is a sort of evil that enters into the organism, caused by worms, germs, witchcraft, etc. All 

these accounts are qualitative that consider the existence (or the absence) of some quality in 

the organism causing the disease or pathology. On the other hand, there are quantitative 

theories, by which the pathological is not ontologically distinct from the normal, but it is a 

hyper/hypo relation with it. The pathology is then a difference in quantity, a reduction or 

increment of a physiological state of patient  for example, in this kind of explanation, 

diabetes is reduced to the numerical difference of quantity of glucose in the blood. 

Canguilhem rejects both strategies, though he devotes more attention to statistical accounts 

(the premise that the normal is a midpoint, a number or a universal state that has a value that 

is objectively "good", "correct" or "incontestable" to the organism). Any reduction of the 

definitions of pathologies to chemical or biological values is a simplistic account. For 

Canguilhem, only the own organism can determine what is normal or appropriate for himself, 

its biological norms. Therefore, pathology is a state of the organism that it itself takes as 

abnormal or defective; it is not an "ideal" state. In this sense, "life is in fact a normative 

activity" that depends on "an unconscious position of value" (CANGUILHEM, 1978, p. 70) 

within the organism. 

Canguilhem's premise is that in medicine norms are not the median or what doctors 

attribute to patients as the "correct" or the "objective end" to be achieved. It is not a universal 

state either. What is relevant is what the patient himself considers normal or abnormal. The 

patient himself takes some states or behaviors as being negative (or negative values), and 

spontaneously struggles against them, aiming to repair them by returning to what he regards 

as his original state. Thus, "normal" is a concept that emerges from the dynamism of 

biological individual's processes; the normal state of a living being is "the normal relationship 

of adjustment to environments" (CANGUILHEM, 1978, p. 85). 

 Thus, the disease itself generates the normativity of health. It is "the appearance of a 

new vital order" (CANGUILHEM, 1978, p. 113), that is, a new biological norm, produced by 
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the responses of that organism in this new situation. Therefore, "it is life itself" that imposes 

the concept of "value"  it "makes the biological normal a concept of value" 

(CANGUILHEM, 1978, p. 73) , not medical judgments. It means that, spontaneously, the 

organism actualizes its biological norms. It continuously seeks the restitution of his original 

order, but not because that old order is the "correct" one; what the organism seeks is an order 

more adequate to him (without pain, for example). The organism himself establishes his 

biological order (or norms) as a living being.  

Although Canguilhem's discussion on norms is conceived in medical terms, we can 

see that the author seeks a non-reductionist theory of normative life. He defends an organic 

normativity that is not merely akin to natural laws or causal relations. It is an effort of all 

organisms ("Even for an amoeba, living means preference and exclusion", CANGUILHEM, 

1978, p. 76). The biological is normative; it involves instituting (to be a norm-instituter) and 

following (be a norm-follower) self-imposed norms. The conclusion is that normativity, as a 

biological phenomenon, can be seen as an individual reaction to the environments by the 

adoption of a regular position. Nevertheless, it is obvious that normativity, as the 

phenomenon of life in this strict biological sense, is still a primitive concept and, perhaps, it 

could be expanded to non-biological investigations as well. Twenty years after The Normal 

and the Pathological was published as a doctoral thesis in medicine, Canguilhem added a 

significant postscript extending his original discussion of biological norms to the relation 

between the normativity of life and social normativity. In that short text, he suggests a 

profound connection between biological and social norms. 

What is the difference between social and vital norms? We saw that, from 

Canguilhem's biological perspective, there is no ontological difference between an individual 

following a "correct" norm and an individual who does not  to be clear, the difference is not 

this: the individual who is following a norm possesses the norm, and the individual who is 

not following the norm does not possess the norm. The individual who is not following a 

norm is not sick, broken or stupid. He always seeks a more appropriate norm to his individual 

relations with the world  for example, if someone judges that the best for him is to kill other 

people and be subject to further punishment, it does not mean that the person does not 

possess the rule that command not to kill ("You ought not to kill"). However, seeing this 

example, it is not hard to see that a norm instituted by a single subject can be socially 

rejected, even though it still is a norm; we should not call the individual that self-prescribes to 

himself an individual norm as a "sick" or a "non-normative" creature. He is an instituter of 
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non-social norms; he is a normative creature in which individuality and autonomy are more 

important than sociability  but this does not involve having or not having public rules. It 

only means that that certain organism act individually, and this individuality can be in conflict 

with the individuality of others. But "Why does he do that?" is an issue to be discussed by 

Ethics and Psychology, not by a pragmatic theory of norms.  

A personal norm34 is inferior or deficient because it is not an intersubjective norm. It 

is non-socially, non-objectively assessed; no plural perspective endorses it. In biology, this 

subjective norm can cause self-prejudice or self-injury  for instance, the individual can die if 

he establishes that the norm to him is to drink much alcohol to feel good. But because 

subjective norms sometimes go against other individuals (their intentions, desires, beliefs, 

etc.), some individuals go beyond their nature (personal desires) and adopt non-individual 

perspectives  but it does not mean adopting the perspective of the community. The premise 

we are arguing in our work is that some creatures can adopt supra-individual norms, that is, 

they still are creatures with their subjective perspectives and personal point of views but their 

attitudes institute and maintain norms accepted by other individuals  surely, that individual 

must accept norms instituted by other individuals as well, as a product of mutual interaction. 

Their normative attitudes are patently individual, but mirror patterns of agreement established 

as objective by practical interactions. Therefore, the normative attitude, when it involves 

other individuals, is beyond the normative biological attitude. Nonetheless, in both cases 

these attitudes are not a tendency to excellence or perfection  they are not commanded by 

the supreme authority of reason. New norms, biological or social, can be worse than the old 

ones (the previous behaviors and attitudes). In Medicine, the normal is a well-established 

condition and the pathological is a new norm. But socially, the new norm is that instituted 

non-subjectively. If a norm does not attend to the communal perspective, to its practical 

agreement, it is probably considered inferior  even though it can be rationally justified by his 

individual author. In sum, when an individual does not respond by doing things objectified by 

the structure of mutual recognition in the linguistic community, he is instituting another 

different norm (he is a self-instituter, but not a social-instituter anymore). This individual still 

is a normative creature; however, certainly he is also a non-social creature because a "norm" 

is a non-individual concept. It needs to be extensible to all creatures in the same scenarios 

                                                 
34 An individual norm is not a real norm; thus, to say "personal norm" is nonsense. Nevertheless, we are only 
arguing that it is a norm in the sense that it is a norm for that particular individual because it performs a role of 
commitment to him (and any other individual cannot share it). Norms are individuals, but reflect the collective, 
in some sense.  
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and conditions. This is what normative attitudes recommend: to treat norms from 

perspectives that can be assessed by individuals in different scenarios. 

According to these ideas, a norm always acquires a negative sense, a sense of 

intersubjective restriction; but it also presents a positive sense, the sense of being the same (to 

be a creature that accepts being a rule-follower and a rule-instituter, a social agent despite his 

individual commitments). The restriction, then, is an individual restriction (an individual 

reason or conscience, we can say), but it should be understood as part of the process of 

mutual recognition immersed within an egalitarian role that different content-instituters can 

occupy in the social economy  in other words, reasons indicate which norms one must 

accept when individuals understand themselves as normative beings. The basis of this 

account is a premise shared by Hegel and Brandom, the idea that a theory of norms should 

unify the institution of norms with the activity of following norms. This explains why social 

norms (unlike biological norms) are individual and collectively restricted at the same time.  

Biological or social attitudes always oblige the individual to adopt a position, to 

establish a perspective for him. Specifically, social norms force individuals to evaluate their 

norms considering other individuals, what they do, talk, and think  it means that a social 

norm is not subjective anymore, as biological norms are. The social normative attitude is not 

an attitude dependent on normative contents; it is formal normativity. This is not a regression 

to Kant, however; social norms are not being accepted because their logical form compels us 

to act in certain ways. We saw that Hegel and Brandom's neo-Hegelianism criticize this 

empty formalism. Though individuals can institute their biological norms, they cannot 

institute the social norms that appeal to their individuality. They need to establish social 

norms beyond their own biological' tendencies, always mediated by other individuals (other 

biological tendencies or desires). Thus, a norm is reached by a form that is intrinsically 

embedded in mutual, transitive recognition. A norm is a biological norm if it regulates the 

interaction between a single creature and his environment; it is a social norm if regulates the 

form of interaction of an individual with other individuals. However, social norms always 

possess some initial content (often, extracted from the individual interaction of the creature 

with his environment). Thus, norms are composed of form and content. They are functions  

or, as Canguilhem says, norms or contents have a "functional plasticity", but they are not 

unrestricted, invariable, or personal. 

In short, we are proposing to see the normative attitude as the capacity to pursue a 

functional stability that involves a solid position to an organism to establish his relations with 
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the environment, or relations involving an organism and another organism. It requires a 

capacity to establish individual norms (to command the environment) while reconciling them 

with social attitudes. The formalism present in these attitudes is a mysterious cognitive 

mechanism that guides individuals to act, think, and always talk according to the non-

personal point of views that they know that exist. Normative creatures simply do that. They 

live in environments making contact with other normative organisms, if they are in touch 

with them. It is the natural perspective of knowing that uses of contents and norms that can be 

made rightly or wrongly (non-individually, the perspectival form of interaction between "I-

Thou" relation, as discussed before) that lead them to overcome individuality. Relations 

between organisms and contingencies institute norms, and normative creatures know that. 

The consequence is that normativity is always embedded in social environments, even being 

some individual instruction. Patterns rise after individuals' reactions to the world, bodies, and 

other agents.  

Of course, there is a set of rules that one needs to know to be taken by other humans 

as part of the society. In fact, everyone masters a set of skills learned through individuals' 

experiences. This dynamic set of skills is frequently acquired from other persons as well, and 

it is natural to suppose it changes over time. If every person masters just individual skills 

(there is no set of metaphysical rules), everyone has an individual set of skills that can be 

identified with rules; the social order is maintained because the practical attitudes of all 

individuals can be, and are,  conciliated with those attitudes of others.  

In this sense, a norm is a functional state that emerges from the relation between the 

organism and his environments, the sum of all his experiences (system). It is neither an object 

nor a goal to be achieved. Following a norm  or the normative state, that is, a state in which 

there is a motivation to do things because there is an interpersonal evaluation  is an ability 

that some creatures possess of interacting with environments in a way that transcends their 

individuality, their biological conditions. This is why a norm can never be an "is", but is, in 

fact, an "ought to". Any norm depends on how other individuals unlike me engage in their 

experiences with their environments. Such a functional theory of norms is adequate to the 

pragmatism about norms we are elaborating. It means that functionalism about normative 

attitudes clarifies some of Brandom's ideas, maybe all of them, and permits some further 

development related to the training processes, connectionism, and implicitness as well. 

To start down this route, it is important to make clear that a normative attitude is not 

an ability of pure imitation. Undoubtedly, imitation is a natural skill important for the training 
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processes, sociability, and normative practices, but the normative attitude is more than the 

ability to imitate. The process of following a rule is not a process of imitation, even though 

sometimes it begins by means of that way (before patterns are established). Individuals start 

imitating other individuals, but the normative behavior is more complex because it involves 

not only to do the same other are doing; it also involves doing what other are doing because 

normative creatures have a natural ability to institute and follow norms.  

The normative attitude is the natural attitude of freely accepting being subject to 

norms, not by obedience or fear, but because normative creatures take themselves as 

instituters of norms. The normative attitude is a natural attitude of acceptance of this fact, that 

is, the idea that some creatures take themselves as normative beings. But the "normative 

attitude" (especially social attitude) remains somehow as a metaphysical or inaccurate, vague 

concept, mainly to those researchers familiar with the Neuroscience and the Philosophy of 

Mind. Turner (1994, 2002, 2014), for example, claims that many concepts used in social 

theories commonly are inappropriate to the recent knowledge of human brains. In fact, he 

believes that concepts as "attitudes" or "culture" perhaps could be eliminated, as scientific 

terms, even though they cannot be easily removed from the popular language.  He comments 

on "attitudes":  

 
 
 

"In recent work, the analytic autonomy of attitude  the idea that attitudes are 
mental objects having various properties that can be theorized about  has been 
undermined by cognitive science, and it has been argued that 'attitudes' are better 
thought as nodes in connectionist learning networks. What is the methodological 
significance of such claims? The significance becomes clear when we consider the 
argument that attitudes are real in the sense that they are mathematically isomorphic 
with the structure of predicatively useful measurements (leaving aside the fact that 
the predictive utility was 'situational' and attitudes never rose to the level of a 
coherent model of mental life). What disappears, once we have evidence about what 
is inside the black box of cognitive process, is the 'realistic' notion of an attitude as 
an independent entity" (TURNER, 2002, pp. 5-6). 

 
 
 
 
We agree with Turner that philosophical concepts cannot be used apart from what Science 

shows about reality, but we do not think that concepts as "norms" and "attitudes" can be ruled 

out of Philosophy. However, we agree when he says, "'attitudes' are better thought as nodes in 

connectionist learning networks" (2002, p. 5), as we will see in Chapter 5. Therefore, the 

conceptual progress of the present work aims at a social conception of norms, especially as a 

pragmatic, connectionist approach to them. One cannot understand what normative practices 
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are, or even the concepts of "norm" or "attitude", without investigating practical experiences 

of the subject in the world. The normative attitude, whatever it is, is an experience of being in 

the world, the normative experience of being in the world. We are normative beings; we live 

within a structure of norms. The basic idea to be discussed later is that normative beings are 

creatures presenting a tendency to see patterns in everywhere, then, they interpret everything 

by means an explanation grounded in the existence of patterns behind the world and 

themselves.  Behind the patterns, which creatures are always looking for, there are patterns of 

behavior as well or, if we prefer, there are norms. We argue that these patterns are 

unconscious most of the time and emerge from natural (normative) attitudes of these 

creatures.  

To be a normative creature requires a cognitive framework and the capacity to satisfy 

some requirements. The subject needs to be able of comprehending training concerning the 

environment, outcomes, etc. Furthermore, he needs to possess many other natural reactions 

and abilities of his species, for example, to respond to stimuli, to know how to imitate, to 

react to sanctions, to learn how to produce sounds, etc. Thus, these natural reactions and 

training together institute his second nature. Training, in fact, particularly permits people to 

fulfill those natural reactions and skills. Thus, this works defends that the most important 

natural ability of human beings is the normative attitude, which involves learning, training, 

etc. Creatures who present such attitudes are trained to see norms everywhere  in the same 

way that our brain sees visual patterns everywhere.  

 

 

 

 

4.3. PRAGMATISM ABOUT NORMS 

  

 

 

 

There is evidence that rules play a role in human cognition. Thus, one can try to explain 

language, thinking, and behavior in terms of what a rule is and how it works. Although we 

can find no agreement on definitions of rules or their function in intentional contents, there is 
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substantial confirmation that in fact there exists some sort of "implicit rule", as we will 

discuss in Chapter 6. We also have claimed that rule-governed practices seem to depend on 

training processes and the capacity to do things (the ability to the development of practical 

skills). However, all traditional models that accept rules as real entities inside the brain need 

then to suppose that individuals share the same rules, that is, two different social agents can 

engage in common normative practices because both of them possess (inborn or by 

acquisition) the exact same rules. Consequently, they need to be able to do the same 

processing of such rules and share the same internal cognitive structure. In other words, 

people follow the same rules because they are creatures with the same cognition or 

mindedness. Since there are no reasons to adhere to this conception of human minds, we 

presented a functionalist account, as an alternative that involves fewer theoretical and more 

practical requirements. The result is a pragmatic-inferentialist-functionalist-connectionist 

account of normativity.  

  There are two major ideas to be defended in this section, as the heart of this pragmatic 

account of norms. The first one is the premise that to apply a rule is just a sort of 

classification process; the second idea is the acceptance of the implicit understanding of rules, 

as implicit patterns. By the one hand, to take norms as a tool to make a classification should 

be seen as an extension of the idea of treating meaning and concepts as use (as a functional 

classification). Normative practices depend on applications being done, and applications of 

rules are practical classifications in some circumstances. In this sense, to follow a rule only 

means to engage in practices in which one was trained to react in a given way, classifying that 

situation of a certain way rather than other. On the other hand, the concept of "implicitness" is 

made relevant by the fact that there is a regress argument in non-implicit theories of 

normativity and the empirical fact that some creatures can engage in rule-based practices 

without knowing any explicit rules for carrying out those practices. The end of the regress is 

arrived at in the fact that normative skills are, somehow, implicit in behaviors. As Fogelin 

(1987, p. 159) says, "The metaphor of acting blindly is, to my mind, an elegant way of 

pointing to the fact that when we follow a rule  as opposed to interpreting a rule  our 

actions come without reflection, as a matter of course". For now, the notion of "implicitness" 

can be understood just like that idea that to follow a rule is to act "without reflection", but we 

will return to this important issue further. The premise of what follows forward is that 

implicit norms are acquired by training and can be explained by an adequate (and specific) 

model of cognitive architecture, by investigating the origins of implicit norms from the 
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investigation of individuals' experiences and brain architectures. Acculturation, thus, could be 

seen as the process by means of which a person acquires some patterns of behavior (or 

implicit norms); making them explicit is inessential to the process.  

A normative practice is the one that external observers can describe as if it is regulated 

by some guidelines, restrictions, procedures, standards, and so forth, which we can subsume, 

by simplification, under the word "rule". We believe that one of Wittgenstein's important 

ideas, in the Philosophical Investigations, is the defense of the idea that rules guiding 

practices is an idea subject to criticism because all rules can be wrongly interpreted, and then 

wrongly applied. Thus, the possession of the rule is not a guarantee that someone can 

correctly engage in a practice or game  this is quite similar to Kant's criticism of the 

empiricist understanding of concepts. Even if we would accept that rules are internalized by 

individuals, rules still could not explain the practical abilities individuals have which enable 

them to engage in the corresponding rule-based practices. The relation between rules and 

rule-regulated behaviors comes from the fact that acculturated individuals know how to 

conciliate both rules and behaviors that satisfy those rules. According to this, there is a 

relation between rules and applications, if we understand by a "relation" only the simple 

claim that normative beings master the corresponding rules applications, in practice, and that 

sometimes they are capable of justifying their actions by citing that correspondence. In this 

naive sense, it is obvious that there is a relation linking practices of the normative assessment 

and explicit norms. However, it is very hard to explain those cases in which individuals 

engage in rule-regulated practices following unknown rules. Because we adopt an account 

grounded in practical skills, we can now understand the concept of "rule" or "norm" 

differently. To grasp a rule is to be trained to do something, in a certain way, and there is 

nothing beyond training and the patterns acquired unconsciously through experience. Most of 

the time, thus, there is no sense of rules behind practices; what we can find are just implicit 

norms, which are not real norms, as we will see.  

Therefore, the fundamental idea is that a relation between the rule and the practice 

occurs just in those cases where an explicit rule exists  those cases where we can appeal to a 

formulation of the rule. That relation involves the behavior modeled by experience united 

with the linguistic expression that makes that specific behavior explicit. However, most real 

cases present in forms of life do not involve any such expression of rules. Even when we do 

not possess explicit rules to describe the behavior or practice, such behaviors or practices still 

can be considered rule-governed, because there are implicit patterns in their foundation. The 
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consequence of that idea is to acknowledge that some creatures can engage in practices 

regulated by rules without any notion of rules, an argument we have stressed since the 

beginning. Thus, rules are sometimes posterior to practices themselves. Thus, we do not need 

to appeal to the concept of "rule" to explain the majority of rule-regulated practices. Since 

this work is also implicated in a version of expressivism, we could say, then, that the rules are 

the owl of Minerva of normative practices. Rules are important in explanation and 

justification, and discussion and criticism about practices, but they are nonessential (they are 

even irrelevant) in many practices and in our assessment or interpretation of those practices. 

A traditional theory of norms argues that an individual follows a rule because he is 

guided by it, that is, the rule is the cause of action (or the action is the manifestation of the 

rule). Reference to the explicit rule is frequently used to justify behaviors, to teach or correct 

other individuals, and so on. Then, according to the guardian of the classical theory of norms, 

a rule models an action, it defines or guides behaviors  in other words, rules contain their 

own applications, they create the space for their own applications. In contrast, here, we are 

asserting that rules are not essential to engage in practices called "rule-based". As we will see, 

there are no rules, in a strict sense, behind the capacity to engage in those practices. We are 

able to engage in those practices because we are cognitively equipped with natural resources 

that permit us to do that. But even implicit rules are not rules that guide behaviors. They are 

patterns acquired in our experience of living in the world. The development35 of a practical 

skill is an ability to posit the stimuli extracted from experience in a structure of relations that 

are evaluated by other individuals. Thus, a rule does not create the applications; what we call 

a "rule", when it is implicit, encompasses and mirrors relations acquired in the experiences of 

some special creatures, the normative ones. 

An implicit rule is dependent on practice not because it creates its applications, but 

because applications create rules. Practices institute rules (not the contrary way). Thus, rules 

are not causes of normative actions; they are their final products. This is why we must 

emphasize the process of instituting a rule, not expressions of rules themselves. The correct 

focus should be on practices, especially learning processes, which occur in creatures with 

certain capacities. When human beings are starting to learn activities, they do not learn a 

technique according to a rule; they learn a technique that reflects a rule, that is, they acquire 

an individual pattern, already socially modeled in the experience in which it is embedded. 

                                                 
35 We should not say "acquisition" of a skill because this word suggests that something is internalized by the 
subject, what is a false premise. 
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 If we accept the relevance of implicit rules or patterns, we also must accept that a rule 

is not a formulation or expression of such rules and patterns. It is something else. An implicit 

rule is never self-closed, but the formulation of rule intends to be. Because the grammars of 

the rule and a formulation of the rule are independent, then, an implicit rule cannot be 

identified with formulations of rules. It can be seen as a concept for describing a capacity to 

engage unconsciously in certain practices; such capacities can be made explicit using a 

language, when one tries to translate into words what people already do.  

Expressions of rules often are used to justify behaviors, but this is not a guarantee of 

agreement or even the claim that rules are ontological entities shared among individuals. 

Sometimes, individuals use explicit rules to make intelligible their behaviors, but this is a 

form of explanation, not a description of a cause. This ability to justify behaviors is a 

secondary ability. Normative creatures do not need to make their practices intelligible to be 

considered normative beings. Explicit norms are part of their explanations; they play the role 

of reasons in the game of reasons, but that explanation is optional: the behavior itself is the 

genuine explanation. Expressions of rules make explicit what is implicit in behaviors. 

Expressivism is the ability to discuss what normative creatures do, but what they do is 

demonstrated doing, not by references to rules. 

 Implicit rules are an important concept for an understanding of normativity. The term 

denotes a non-propositional, unconscious cognitive state of a subject, developed in his 

process of experiencing the world by the development of patterns, understood simply as 

relations between such states and those experiences (Chapters 5 and 6). An implicit rule is the 

establishment of patterns of classification of individuals' experiences  not a description of 

the acquisition of instructions on how-to-do things. Normative creatures do not internalize 

such instructions or guidelines. They institute to themselves cognitive patterns of interacting 

with the world. Thus, implicit rules are not guides; ontologically speaking, they are nothing 

else than brain connections. Therefore, an implicit rule is also a trick concept  rules are 

always linguistic entities ("explicit rules"), otherwise, they are patterns ("implicit rules"). We 

will continue to name patterns as implicit rules to preserve the vocabulary, but making clear 

what an implicit rule is not a rule in the traditional way.  

In this perspective, learning is not the determination of rules; it is the modeling of 

practical abilities that could come to correspond to external assessments or public standards. 

This is the reason why learning processes are primordial to normative beings and their 

practices. Nevertheless, normative skills are not explained or taught by examples or explicit 
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rules. Examples themselves institute norms. They are required in order to train people in their 

abilities, because they also are constitutive of their patterns. That is, when one acquires a 

concept or an implicit norm, the process frequently involves examples. However, they are not 

explanations of those activities; they are constitutive of neural patterns that individuals 

establish to deal with their experiences and situations. Then, trainers do not need to formulate 

rules by examples; all instances or samples help trainees to instantiate his own internal 

pattern to confront with their experiences, by frequently doing what their trainer expected 

they do. Sometimes, teachers do train pupils by citing explicit rules, but these are cases just 

confuse us since they let us think that formulations of rules are essential in that process. They 

are not. In most cases, we never cite expressions of rules, examples, and so on to teach 

normative practices; and even when we cite them, they are not fundamental to learning them. 

 As we discussed in Chapters 5 through 9, learning is a process a bit different from 

what traditionalists say about it. It is not always based on examples or explicit formulations 

of concepts and norms. Many times, an explicit rule is present through the process, but the 

trainer does not explicitly cite it. Therefore, we argue, examples are not "examples of rules"  

it is false that to give an example is to give an example of a rule. Examples are examples of 

applications (practices); they are examples of how to do things or how to take a relation 

between things and the world. Learning teaches pupils how to mirror in their own 

experiences relations from other people, and they can decide if they accept what they are 

offered. 

 Accordingly, we are reversing the classic understanding of normative practices, from 

a rule-perspective account to a pattern-perspective account, or a pragmatic account. It is 

based on the premise that rules do not contain its applications; applications themselves permit 

to generate or institute rules. In this sense, rules cannot be a sort of entity (neither physical or 

psychological nor transcendental). Rules are, instead, a useful fiction to describe what we do 

and how we expect others do as well. But people do not consult the rules to act; they just act. 

Then, discussions about rules should be discussions about what do to or how to do it, not 

discussions about the metaphysics of rules. Pragmatism about norms amounts to a theory 

about capacities and attitudes. In this account, to follow a rule is to acquire some special 

uniformity that performs a role in an intersubjective system. Regularity is part of that process, 

but individuals become normative beings when such regularities are part of a system that can 

be externally assessed (classified as "right" or "wrong", for example). The natural tendency to 

acquire patterns becomes an attitude of classifying individuals' regularities from a non-
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individual point of view. That is, it is the ability to understand our own natural capacities of 

instituting regular behaviors that respect or assent to the way that other individuals classify 

their regularities in the same way. The process is individual, but interpersonally mediated. 

Any individual acquires by himself his repertoires of regularities, but he also acquires non-

individual "instructions" about such regularities, and he acquires some background (relations 

and uses) about how other individuals behave in similar cases and situations. That is, 

individuals' regularities are taught jointly with corrections and incentives that illustrate how 

the regularities should be functionally classified in social environments. This is why the 

process of becoming a normative being (to acquire regularities that are perspectival 

classifications) requires only an individual model of intersubjectivity. It does not require any 

internalization of rule or even the acceptance of shared rules. It is a process of individual 

habituation according to some non-individuals' evaluations. We believe that such description 

is compatible with Brandom's version of scorekeeping. 

 Of course, the fact that individuals engage in the exact same practices is not evidence 

that they do so because they have the same rule inside their heads. To be able to participate in 

a community or culture means to be able to engage in the same practices, but this only means 

to have the same patterns. Since these abilities are acquired in processes of learning that most 

of the time does not involve explicit rules, there is no reason to conclude that individuals 

learn or interiorize identical rules. Their experience is individual; so are their patterns. 

However, they come to be "the same" in terms of a similar functional classification  

different patterns can fall into the exact same functional classification. Normative beings 

definitely establish different individuals' internal mechanisms for engaging in their life 

experience, and they construct different relations between things and possess different 

commitments or intentions, but still can do the same things, not because they are guided by 

common rules, but because they do things that fall into analogous classifications of situations 

(patterns playing the same role). The consequence is that there is no reason to assume that we 

do the same because we have the same rules36. As we already discussed in Chapter 3, 

scorekeepers do not share anything  even explicit rules are not shared, because their 

representations can be internally different in each person. Pragmatism on norms adopts a 

functionalist that avoids all sharing. 

 

 

                                                 
36 A similar perspective can be found in Turner (2002, 2014). 
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4.4. FROM PRAGMATISM TO THE CONNECTIONIST APPROACH TO 
NORMATIVITY 

 

 

 

 

 

Observing how children learn activities that adults call "normative", and considering all 

previous philosophical discussion, we adopted a pragmatic approach to norms, understood as 

a normative functionalism that does not require  although does not reject either  any 

ontology of norms. To clarify this approach, we postulated a natural sort of disposition of 

being (normative attitudes) that distinguishes normative creatures from the non-normative 

ones. Biological normative attitude is a requisite for being a normative creature, but it is 

present in individual contexts; social normative attitudes also can be seen in interpersonal, 

objective contexts.  

 Social normative attitudes depend on language because only linguistic-conceptual 

relations produce the objectivity required for social norms. That is, language is the most 

accurate product of human cognition that exhibits those relations that we can find as the 

result of interactions between agents. Thus, language is the appropriate mechanism or 

cognitive tool for seeing human beings' normative relations working, for seeing those 

relations in living. However, it definitely does not mean that norms are linguistic norms 

(symbolic entities). The implicit understanding of norms does not require a metalanguage to 

formulate norms, that is, the language only exhibits norms in itself, and it makes explicit 

those unconscious patterns. Thus, explicit norms could not exist and language still would 

exhibit appropriately their normative relations. This is why we consider the capacity of 

understanding what is implicit by making it explicit  or expressivism  a fundamental notion 

to any investigation of normativity. Human beings, as expressivists (or "logical beings", as 

Brandom prefers), are capable of making explicit their implicit conceptual relations, and 

therefore, they are capable of making explicit their own identity as normative creatures. They 

can make their second nature explicit. Human beings can make their forms of life explicit, 

and most of what involves the sense of correctness or incorrectness, and so on. That 

normative awareness is, in fact, an explicit and implicit matter; the explicit awareness 

requires representations of norms (in propositions or sentences); but the other part of our 
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normative awareness is implicit and unconscious. When one learns any practice from explicit 

rules  for example, listening to the transit instructor saying, "the correct attitude is to drive 

on the right side of the highway" , that person is learning how to do something according to 

a rule really prescribed by transit institutions. But other rule-based practices are very 

different; some of them do not have explicit rules or even a vocabulary to express the ways 

that their participants think to be "correct" or "good". This indicates the necessity of 

corroborating an implicit, unconscious or tacit knowledge of norms. Moreover, because the 

activity of following norms is naturally unconscious, in a sense unexplored yet, an individual 

only needs to think about a norm when is violating or discussing it. That is, normative 

behaviors are better understood when we focus on failures or their justifications and self-

understanding of what we do. When a person is following an implicit norm, he is not 

thinking-out-loud about it. (It will be more appropriate to discuss on expressivism after we 

offer some others relevant ideas, especially about the distinction between implicit and explicit 

in Chapter 6). 

 It is important to mention that this pragmatic approach to norms is also a 

phenomenological approach as well  there is a complex discussion in Brandom's Making It 

Explicit about it, and we do not need to introduce it here, for now.37 According to the 

interpretation being assumed in the present work, in a general sense, norms exist only as a 

phenomenon for an individual agent subject under certain conditions (mastering a public 

language, already trained, etc.). Norms then are grounded on implicit relations that exist as 

patterns only to that specific individual (as a phenomenon to that individual), instituted by 

interaction. We will return to this later. 

 A consequence of this way of seeing normative practices is this. Animals do not 

follow rules because the rules are not "their" rules; they follow rules of instructors or that 

external observers attribute to them. But animals cannot themselves reflect about what they 

are doing; they cannot reformulate or abandon their rules, they are incapable of seeing 

inconsistencies with them, or of identifying relations between rules (consequences), nor can 

they understand the process of maintaining a rule, and so on. Thus, animals are unable to be 

really committed to rules because rules do not mean to them what rules mean to us, as 

normative beings. In short, animals do not accept being bounded by norms because they do 

not acknowledge themselves as normative beings. As trainer or external observers, we 

attribute and teach norms to animals, but our norms projected onto them. To use the 

                                                 
37 See Maroldi (2015). 
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Wittgenstein's expression, animals do not acquire the "logical determination" or concept-

formation of their own habits. Their regularities never become autonomous and 

intersubjective blocks of construction of their form of life. They are not instituters of norms. 

Therefore, animals are not normative beings, in the sense we are attributing to such creatures. 

When a dog follows a rule as "Go to the doghouse if I say 'house!'", that is not his rule  even 

though it can acquire the sense of implicitness and unconsciousness discussed before. 

Because of the lack of a self-understanding of themselves as normative beings, the notion of 

instituters and maintainers of rules is absent. 

Practice is a regular activity that requires learning processes (informal or formal) and 

does not demand an explicit mastery of its foundation. Some creatures are normative beings, 

that is, they are creatures that institute and acknowledge some of their activities as "correct" 

or "good", despite their personal preferences. Consequently, we claimed that the better choice 

to explain that is using a social perspective of what we do, appealing to processes that involve 

interaction among individuals. The next step was to argue that the correct way to comprehend 

norms is from a practical point of view, in which norms are concepts describing individual 

patterns of behaviors that are publically (non-individually) assessed. This means that some 

norms exist as explicit statements, but they do not explain most of the behavior that we call 

"rule-regulated"; implicitness is the key to investigating this set of different practices. 

However, if implicit norms are not "norms in the head", what are they? 

 An explicit rule is a codification of a practice; an implicit norm is a pattern. That is, 

according to our pragmatic approach, implicit norms are individual processes of 

establishment of relations between individuals and their experiences. Implicit norms, then, 

are patterns of individual habits or regularities limited by non-individual constraints. Thus, 

individuals do not share "norms". Each individual presents some personal repertoires of 

behaviors that they know (implicit or not) that are socially restricted; they know that their 

behaviors can be evaluated as "correct" or "good" from other agents (non-individual 

perspectives). Therefore, this account is a sort of deconstruction of the classic concept of 

"practice", as also made by Stephen Turner (1994, 2002, 2014) in another format. Turner's 

thesis is that "practices", generally, cannot be explained in terms of shared norms, contents or 

structures. He says, "Practices without sharing, to use a phrase favored in the nineteenth 

century, are habits  individual rather than shared. Habits are simply the part of the 

phenomenon described by the term practices that remain when the idea of people possessing 

the same shared thing is eliminated" (2002, p. 23). For Turner, a habit is a "residue" of the 
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concept of "practice" that remains when we eliminate mistakes as the ideas of sharing or 

collective norms. We agree with that. It means that when we deny norms as explicit norms 

and entities in the head, all that remains to be investigated are the concepts of "pattern", 

"regularity", and "habit". Normative practices should be understood as a sort of special 

regularity or habit made explicit by an adequate discussion of patterns and implicitness. Thus, 

what needs to be explained is how the concept of an "implicit norm", understood as 

regularities or a non-causal habit, can be satisfactorily explained as a normative, individual 

pattern. However, we cannot do that without paying attention to Cognitive Sciences and other 

Sciences of the brain.  

 Our pragmatism about norms is a theory about rule-governed practices understood as 

a sort of theory of individual habits acquired by experiences. Connectionism is relevant to 

understanding this account because it can explain what happens with individuals when a habit 

is acquired and it becomes a normative pattern (implicit norm). The basic idea, in 

connectionism, is that humans' brains are neural networks that learn with their experiences, 

establishing multiple connections (or relations) between neurons. Thus, it appeals to 

individual learning processes and denies shared rules  in fact, connectionism also enables us 

to exclude the concept of "rule". Strictly speaking, there are no norms; there are patterns and 

brain connections. The consequence is the possibility of seeing norms as a concept that 

describes functionally the practical ability of exhibiting a pattern in certain activity, as seems 

appropriate to describe what happens with our natural capacities. But even in the absence of a 

unique, shared "rule", there would be a practice that we commonly call as a "rule-regulated" 

practice. The purpose of acquiring a skill or pattern is to do something (it is not to acquire a 

rule). Therefore, through connectionism, we can explain what an implicit rule can be by 

discarding the obligation of treating implicit rules as real rules. Connectionism does that by 

an emphasis is practical processes, especially learning, and not in norms; it focuses in the 

process of acquiring normative repertoires, not in norms as the final products of such 

acquisition. Thus, implicit norms are not norms, and all the relevant cognitive processes can 

be naturalistic explained. In sum, connectionism considers mindedness as an individual 

process of experiencing the world; that idea is adequate to all premises that we are defending 

here related to the inferentialist scorekeeping process; all that is shared in human interaction 

is a normative capacity to engage in certain practices maintaining a mutual perspectival form 

of interaction. Then, an implicit norm can be individual because it is not an entity shared by 

different subjects. It is a pattern, and connectionism shows how different patterns can 
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instantiate identical behaviors. Thus, the idea that different people do the same because they 

share a rule can be reformulated, being understood only as the idea that different patterns 

implement functionally analogous capacities or skills (and this is why we call all similar 

capacities "rule-governed", even in the absence of shared rules). The consequence is not to 

assume any ontology about norms and not to describe the process of following it as a case of 

possessing something. When someone learns a pattern, he decides if he should act according 

to it  this can involve several personal reasons: one could be fit the group, to accept parental 

authority, or only avoid some public humiliation doing something different or subject to 

criticism. Any person, then, possesses much individual information (from experience, history 

of living, environment, training, etc.) which enables them to decide if he must undertake that 

pattern. This is what next Chapter shows. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCLUSION 

 

 

 

 

 

This Chapter argues that some creatures have a natural tendency or ability to impose norms 

themselves, as a biological exigency of the organism; but these norms can be adapted to be 

social norms. This idea can be seen as corresponding to two sorts of recognition or normative 

attitudes. As we have argued, the ability to follow a rule is a natural ability to establish a 

practical skill to react to a particular situation, according to certain patterns of behavior that 

we can call implicit norms. In fact, they are individuals regularities acquired from personal 

experiences, individuals' processes that consider the natural tendency to respect other 

individuals as well. In this sense, a rule is not a cause of a behavior; it is a generalization of 

an individual regularity manifested in social terms. Non-individuals relations are embedded 

in practices due to social experience. Thus, rules do not cause behaviors; they are products. 

We do not derive applications from rules, but the correct applications are constitutive of rules. 
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When a person follows a rule, he or she is performing according to experience and training, 

thus, performances manifest rules. To follow a rule is to engage in a regular activity mediated 

by a custom, usage, or an institution. Rules are instituted by social interaction, a premise 

compatible with pragmatist and connectionism. 

Moreover, rules are not self-applying; they can always be interpreted in a different way. It 

means we cannot accept a linguistic or representational theory of normativity. The solution is 

the rejection of explicit rules, by the adoption of some sense of the implicit or unconscious 

definition of norm. We suggest explaining implicit norms appealing to functional patterns, 

without the concept of the rule itself.  There are rules implicit in our activities and what we 

can do is to catalog them, making them explicit. We acquired implicit skills that are 

responsible for instituting and maintaining certain practices. This strategy also avoids the 

necessity of accepting rules in the head. All we need is to focus on the experience of the 

subject. We will call normative behaviors as pattern-governed behaviors; they emerge from a 

personal pattern as functionally found in social groups, and acquired by training and 

experience. The self-conscious agents, agents with the linguistic competences and knowledge 

of explicit rules, know the rules; the implicit agents do not. Therefore, a rule is present only 

when an individual is well trained (or presents certain regular practices) and can make 

explicit, in words, the self-instituting functional, implicit patterns they are following.  The 

strategy can be feasible by using a connectionist cognition model and reformulating the idea 

of implicitness. The outcome is a strategy that combines pragmatism, inferentialism, and 

connectionism, as we start to discuss in the next Chapter.  
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

CHAPTER 5 

PRAGMATISM, CONNECTIONISM, AND NORMATIVITY 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The objective of this Chapter is to present a detailed discussion on the rule-governed 
approach to norms understood as a practice grounded in practical skills and, mainly, in 
learning processes as well. We indicate why the pragmatic model being discussed in this 
work fits well with a connectionist model of cognition. The Chapter starts by explaining an 
overview of connectionists systems and then we show the reasons to support the idea that it is 
adequate to understand the phenomenon of normative practices. We also present some 
important relations between connectionism, skills, learning, and implicitness. 
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5.1. FROM PRAGMATISM ABOUT NORMS TO CONNECTIONISM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From Chapters 1st through 4th, we had discussed two strategies to understand normativity. 

The standard account argues that norms are internalized and shared by all individuals or 

members of a social group engaged in the same rule-based practice. The pragmatic alternative 

denies norms in this sense for an explanation of norms based on personal skills and practical 

abilities. This approach has his philosophical roots in such contemporary authors as 

Wittgenstein, Sellars or Brandom, but one could even think of Hegel's concept of 

"experience" in these terms. The pragmatism about norms proposes to understand norm-

governed practices takes rules not as principles, commands or instructions codified or 

represented in the brain, but as information acquired through situated experience, especially 

in its implicit form. To be able to continue a sequence of numbers, for example, does not 

require any explicit representation of the sequence (a formula or a rule, etc.); the sequence 

can be continued because individuals are trained in doing sequences, numbers, and so on. 

There is a higher probability that one trained to continue the series could successful continue 

it. Wittgenstein's "logical determination", the logical must, is one of these ideas that can be 

thought regarding certain individuals' process of obtaining abilities and know-how. 

In this respect, what we are calling "pragmatism about norms" is a theory about 

normative practices that needs to be understood as a sort of individual theory of habits 

acquired by social experience. By "habit", we do not mean a behaviorist or an associationist 

psychological definition of the term, but a way to avoid any commitment to non-practical 

conceptions of normativity. Wittgenstein, in the Philosophical Investigations (§339), argues 

that to explain norms using mental processes is similar to explain thought using "incorporeal 

process": it is a primitive language game. At the same time, he says, causal theories cannot 

explain rule-following, which is usually regarded as a paradigm of normativity (Chapter 3). 

Wittgenstein, Sellars, and Brandom also presented arguments against traditional or empirical 

theories of norms, but all these arguments were accomplished practical positive aspects of 

normative practices. Thus, this Chapter will begin by showing how a practical turn on 
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normativity can be understood. In some sense, norms are related to human beings' cognitive 

architectures. Thus, if the pragmatic approach is also connected to individual learning and 

human capacities, then, it is a good idea to consider what neuroscience, and especially 

connectionism, says about human's brains. Chapter 6 will continue this investigation by 

considering how to understand implicit and explicit knowledge and learning. Chapters 7 and 

8 will put together pragmatism, connectionism, and implicitness, in terms of a re-

interpretation of Brandom's use of the notion of "scorekeeping". Chapters 5 and 6 should be 

considered as parts of one lengthy argument that involves the philosophy and the sciences of 

mind.  

When introspectionism and behaviorism declined, scientists of mind sought new 

theories. One of most important of these theories is called "cognitive science", and it 

postulates the existence of brain's processes to explain intentional behavior. In this new 

science, digital computers promptly become the popular model of mind, the standard model. 

But cognitive science rapidly becomes a battlefield, an odd science constituted by ideas as 

different as classical cognitivism, connectionism, genetic algorithms, artificial intelligence 

and artificial life, emergence, and many others. Nevertheless, the present work believes that 

the best way to accommodate the ideas discussed before is by adopting a connectionist model 

of human cognition. Connectionism is relevant to understanding normativity because it can 

explain what happens in the brain when skills are acquired, that is, it is a neuronal 

explanation of the skills and thus a skill-based account of human cognition. In 

Brains/Practices/Relativism: Social Theory after Cognitive Science, Stephen Turner makes 

clear that connectionism "is the best model for what social theory traditionally called 'habit', 

and that there are not sufficiently plausible competitors to connectionist/habit models for 

explaining the 'tacit' parts of culture" (p. 1). Turner's main point is that social theory 

(including what one can call "norm-regulated practices") cannot be explained anymore 

without the cognitive science. A second point, for Turner, is this: since connectionism is the 

best model to explain the social theory, and it is an individual process of cognitive 

development, researchers need to think social theory in terms of individual's processes. The 

third point is that connectionism implies the acquisition of skills or habitus and then it rejects 

the idea that normative practices require the acquisition of rules.  

Despite its achievement, cognitive science still is a disorderly science. In this Chapter, 

we will concentrate in two principal branches. Classical cognitive science is based on the idea 

that cognition demands the possession of internal representations and internal rules to 
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compute on such representations. Connectionism is a neural-inspired model in terms of nodes 

and its connections, without any conception of rules or representations. That difference is the 

key to understanding a pragmatic theory of norms. Since the discussion of classical and 

connectionist approaches to human cognition is usual now38, we limit the discussion to offer 

a brief characterization of both approaches and their core features. Thus, we show why 

connectionism is more appropriate to understanding a practice-based account of norms. The 

argument to be offered is that a connectionist model could be used to understand humans' 

neural operations that can explain the skill-based performances. Concisely: we show that the 

best route to extend the practical turn initiated by Wittgenstein, Sellars, and Brandom is a 

connectionist approach to normativity.   

 

 

 

5.2. ON CONNECTIONISM 

 

 

 

 

 

The cognitive science is an important revolution in human knowledge. Frequently, it is seen 

as a substantial alternative to behaviorism since it claims that intelligent behavior involves 

some brain mechanisms, that is, the basic idea of cognitive science is that 

mindedness/cognition involves computation. Then, instead of observing public behavior to 

postulate abstract laws without postulating any internal processes, the cognitive scientist 

thinks concerning internal informational processes and its relations with public behavior 

(language, action, memory, perception, reasoning, and so forth). This is why cognitive 

science is constituted by such distinct disciplines as Neurosciences, Philosophy, Psychology, 

Linguistics, and Computer Science, which investigate human and animal cognition in terms 

                                                 
38 Nowadays, there are several works about Wittgenstein and Cognitive Sciences, especially in the fields called 
"Embodied Mind" and "Enactivism". However, as far as I know, there is no work dedicated to investigating in 
details the philosophical relations between Wittgenstein and Connectionism or even Brandom and 
Connectionism.  
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of cognitive agents' internal mechanisms according to the specificity of each discipline (brain, 

language, computational models, etc.).  

It is well known that the computational metaphor is predominant in the studies on the 

mind since 1950. To cognitive science, it is the best choice because it postulates a functional 

similarity between neurological structures and computational systems. Cognitive scientists 

design a computational model (in terms of abstract entities, relations, and procedures) and 

build it using a computational language, aiming that the model is able of performing a 

specific task. It interacts with inputs, and if the outputs are not satisfactory, the designer 

changes the model and rethinks the computational architecture. However, although almost all 

cognitive sciences share the computational model of mind, not all cognitive science adopts 

the same sort of modeling or the exact same informational architecture. It is convenient to 

distinguish two very different accounts: classical (or traditional) cognitive science and 

connectionist (or neural) cognitive science.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

5.3. CLASSICAL COGNITIVE SCIENCE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Classical cognitive science is a computational theory of mind that claims that cognition is 

manipulation of symbols according to internal processes or a language of thought. It argues 

that human minds contain internal entities that represent or mirror the external world and, 

more importantly, it includes rules to guide computations (operations) on these entities. Put 

differently, classical science cognition is the idea that rules govern thought, language,  

memory, etc., that is, intentional states and intentional actions are manifestations of internal 

processes and internal rules (linguistic or non-linguistic). These rules most of the time are 

taken as implicit and innate, and they would be in every human being because they are 

encoded in the human brain. 
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"The traditionally dominant cognitive science model of the mind constructed mental 
processes on the analogy of a rule-governed machine. Capacities were explained in 
terms of rules whose properties could be inferred from activities. This worked 
nicely for grammar and basic mathematical thinking. The strategy could be 
extended to other activities as well, and this seemed to suggest that the mind was a 
very complex computer with various pre-preprogrammed routines" (TURNER, 
2014, p. 122). 
 
"The central intuition behind cognitivism is that intelligence  human intelligence 
included  so resembles computation in its essential characteristics that cognition 
can actually be defined as computations of symbolic representations" (VARELA, 
THOMPSON, AND ROSCH, 1993, p. 40). 

 
 
 
 

 
Thus, a representation is a representation of something, and cognition is making operations 

(or computations) on these representations. Computation, is this case, depends on a set of 

instructions (operational system, rules) within the brain (computer). Thus, cognition is 

representation of the world and operation on representations, the contemporary version of 

classical representationalism. The model has as one of its consequences the idea that mind is 

the mirror of nature (objective world), which is internally represented, and thinking is to 

make operations (computation) on the mirroring.  

The most enthusiastic philosopher that argues for the classical model of cognition is 

Jerry Fodor, especially in his works with Pylyshyn39. It is not the objective of this work to 

discuss extensively classical cognitive science's pros and cons. Nonetheless, it is important to 

point to some of the major difficulties to the acceptance of the theory. We can mention two 

major problems: the inexistence of any empirical proofs to accept rules inside the mind and 

the difficulty to explain where the rules come from (From physical world or nature? From 

God?). There are several other important issues to the theorist of the classical conception. Are 

all rules innate or part acquired)? Where are they? Are they in the DNA? How are rules 

represented in mind? How can cognitive science explain the fact that an individual can 

violate a hard-coded rule? How can cultural relativism be explained? How can the fact that 

rules change in time be explained?  

 Fodor (1975, 1987) presents a full version of the classical representational theory of 

mind, claiming that cognition is computation on representation ("My point will be that not 

only considered action, but also learning and perception, must surely be viewed as based 

upon computational processes; and, once again, no computation without representation", 

                                                 
39 Some interesting criticisms of classic cognitive science (including Fodor's discussions) come from Clark 
(1993), Varela, Thompson, and Rosch (1993), and Bechtel & Abrahamsen (2002). 
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FODOR, 1975,  p. 34). According to Fodor, mental representations are internal mental states 

that represent because they are in a causal relation with the world. Then, mental contents can 

be explained by internal representations in causal relations relative to each other and in causal 

relations relative to the external world. Thus, mental contents are reduced to causal process. 

This is why classical cognition science prefers a representational theory of language, mind, 

and cognition as is found in Wittgenstein's Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus. In fact, classical 

cognitive science seems completely incompatible with Wittgenstein's Philosophical 

Investigations.40  

One of the main issues with the traditional cognitive model is that it is a 

representational theory of cognition. The Philosophical Investigations' regress argument is 

frequently taken as an anti-representationalist argument (see Williams (1999) and Thornton 

(1998)). The correct use of mental symbols has the same specification of the correct use of 

written or spoken symbols: they need to be correctly applied. It is useless to change the focus 

to mental representations41.  

Another argument from Wittgenstein against Fodor would be the impossibility of 

explaining normative content by appealing to the causal explanations involving 

representations. By the one side, if mental states are contentful independent, it is impossible 

to relate them to public behaviors and the external world. That is, if mental contents are 

separated from their applications, it is impossible to link them together. By the other side, if 

mental states are contentful dependent on the world, the dependence cannot be a causal one. 

The best answer is to deny that we need to explain the relation between mental states and 

public behaviors. The relation between meaning and language is direct; the same occurs with 

meaning and mental events. We have a natural capacity to acquire skills, to learn how to use 

language, and to learn how to engage in social practices.  

To be a social being presupposes the mastery of social rules. If classical cognitive 

scientists explain intentional behavior in terms of rules carried out in the brain, then it is an 

example of a strategy that supposes "internal mechanisms" and rules as causes to guide 

human beings. For classical cognitive science, human beings are born with instructions to 

process information; therefore, rules (or schemas, frameworks) are constitutive of human 

                                                 
40 Two important books about Wittgenstein and some ideas of cognitivism are Meredith William (1999) and 
Tim Thornton (1998). Thornton's book is dedicated to showing why the later Wittgenstein is an anti-
representationalist, and William's book discusses general classical cognitivism and Wittgenstein denial of it. 
41 See Thornton (1998), Williams (1999). For an interesting computational view, see the roboticist Rodney 
Brooks (http://people.csail.mit.edu/brooks/publications.html), for example, BROOKS, R. A. Intelligence 
Without Representation. Artificial Intelligence Journal (47), pp. 139 159, 1991. 
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beings experiences, that is, human beings' experiences depend on these resources, these 

guidelines to transform information. Internal mechanism determines how individuals 

experience the world (transcendental argument). Chapters 3 and 4 discussed and revealed 

some problems with this range of strategy. Then, if we cannot reduce norms to internal 

mechanisms, rules are not in the individuals' heads. In contrast, Wittgenstein's grammatical 

analysis describes abilities, not described in terms of internal mechanism, but as skills. And 

skills require experiencing the world, as the condition to build the skills. Clearly, the brain is 

fundamental to rule-based behavior, but we need brains immersed in social environments, 

and in lived experiences. Rules within the brain cannot explain normativity; forms of life can.  

We can say that this sort of idea dominated Computer Science from the beginning to 

the 1990s, or more (it is the main branch in mind studies yet). As we said, cognitive science is 

the result of philosophical representational theories of mind, not only Cartesians, but from 

empiricists and Kant as well (for some curious reason, Descartes is often mentioned by 

cognitivists as a representationalist, and Locke or Kant, for example, are not), which separate 

mind (subject) and world (object). Thus, for decades, computation was a sort of Cartesian 

computation or, in other words, processing of information according to rules on 

representations of the world (a Cartesian model of cognition). In this sense, cognition is seen 

a sort of calculus (a mere form of traditional computation), and the brain is seen as a 

traditional computer. Varela, Thompson, and Rosch (1993) mention "The Cartesian Anxiety" 

in cognitive discussions  which include classical cognitivism  like the idea that there exists 

information to be found by individuals and that is extracted and processed by human 

cognition. However, they ask, 

 

 
"Why should it be threatening to question the idea that the world has pregiven 
properties that we represent? Why do we become nervous when we call into 
question the idea that there is some way that the world is 'out there,' independent of 
our cognition, and that cognition is a re-presentation of that independent world?" (p. 
133). 

 
 
 
 

 
To them, the reason of that anxiety is the wish to find a foundation to start human knowledge. 

Thus, the anxiety arises from human's tendency to looking for fixed, secure sources to build 

knowledge. The idea that we can process information because our mind is a "mirror of 

nature", the foundationalist premise, is behind our models of the objective world and classical 
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cognitivism. In the same way, they also see Kantian model of mind as a version of that 

general idea; within the domain of our mind, we can find the pregiven basis for all valid 

knowledge. This is one of the reasons that many scholars nowadays see Kant as a forerunner 

of the Cognitive Science.42   

The traditional mode of conceiving norm-regulated practices is considering practices 

as the products of rules. However, it would be possible to rule out some consequential 

problems to this approach by denying innate rules. Then, one could suggest that human 

beings immersed in society internalize rules. We will see more about this strategy in Chapter 

7. However, the suggestion is not in a better position, especially because it requires that 

everyone that is engaged in communal practices needs to interiorize (in your head) the exact 

same rules. This is the argument that everyone needs to share rules (or even the same 

cognition) to be able to engage in the same practices. There is no evidence that there exist any 

rules, innate or acquired, within the brain, and there is much evidence that brain works in 

another way. Smolensky, Legendre, and Miyata (1992) say that, despite the theories of formal 

logic and other classical theories of mind as a symbolic rule-based digital computer, "What 

we know of the brain compels us to think of human information processing in terms of 

manipulation of a large set of numbers, the activity levels of interconnected neurons" (p. 1). 

Thus, if classical cognitive science is not the best option for understanding human practices, 

should we be satisfied with Wittgenstein's quietism? Or, as the neurophilosophy enthusiast 

Paul Churchland said43, is not there another perspective "destined to be revolutionary"? 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
42 This is how this work has argued about Kant, for example, in Chapter 1, which tries to describe Kant as a sort 
of (proto) cognitivist. As we have discussed, he claims that mind is a set of innate capacities that constitutes 
what we now call "human cognition", the processing of concepts and rules to mold human experience 
(categories are the pregiven forms of experience, form of processing information). Brooks claims, "The idea, put 
in more contemporary terms, is that to discriminate anything from anything, we need information on which to 
base the discrimination; but for information to be of any use to us, we must also bring capacities to discriminate 
to it" (2014, 0. 65). 
43 "This novel perspective on the nature of human cognition, both scientific and moral, comes to us from two 
disciplines  cognitive neuroscience and connectionist artificial intelligence  that had no prior interest in or 
connection with either the philosophy of science or moral theory. And yet the impact on both these philosophical 
disciplines is destined to be revolutionary" (CHURCHLAND, 1998, p. 107, my emphasis). 
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5.4. CONNECTIONISM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Connectionism44 is an approach to cognition that shares with classical cognitive science the 

idea that cognition is processing of information. However, it rejects any rules embedded in 

the brain  this is why we find Fodor as the most intense critic of connectionism45. The 

central difference between a connectionist network and traditional computation is that the 

latter is a sequence of rules (an algorithm or procedure) written by a programmer, stored in a 

memory; the former has nothing similar to this idea. In connectionism, models learn during 

the training without rules and even representations. 

 It is important to observe that connectionism is a neural-inspired approach to 

cognition, that is, connectionist models are conceived regarding a structure that intends to 

work in the same way that the human brain really works (with neurons and synapses). Thus, 

connectionism dismisses internal representations and internal rules and replaces them by 

abstract nodes  that express neurons  and connections between nodes  that express 

neurons' synapses. Thus, a connectionist network ("Parallel Distributed Processing" or PDP is 

another designation, or a "neural net" as artificial intelligence's researchers call it) is a 

computational system that uses mathematical/statistical models to simulate the informational 

process in real human's brains. This process is made by a structure composed of simple units 

interacting with each other in parallel processing  then, more than one connection can be 

activated at the same time. These nets are trained (it is an example-driven cognitive 

modeling) to perform a specific task, and then, according to mathematical functions, the 

connections between the units are changed (strengthening and weakening) to reflect the 

responses (outputs) that the system presents in facing the stimuli of training (inputs). When 

the training is repeated, the net, as a whole structure, improves its ability and comes to be 

able to execute that task, even though there are no rules within the model to say how to 

                                                 
44 Clark (1993), Bechtel (1998), Bechtel & Abrahamsen (2002), Rumelhart (1997), and Ramsey, Rumelhart & 
Stich (1991) are good introductions to Connectionism. 
45 See, for example, FODOR, J.; PYLYSHYN, Z. W. Connectionism and cognitive architecture: a critical 
analysis. Cognition 28, 1988, 3 71. See also CHALMERS, DAVID. Why Fodor and Pylyshyn were wrong: The 
simplest refutation. In: Proceedings of the 12th Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society. 
Cambridge, Mass., 340-347, 1990. Available online at http://consc.net/papers/f-and-p.pdf. 
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perform such task. Rumelhart, a specialist in connectionism, summarizes the basic 

components of the system: 

 

 
"There are seven major components of any connectionist systems:  

 a set of processing units;  
 a state of activation defined over the units;  
 an output function for each unit that maps its activation state onto an output;  
 a pattern of connectivity among units;  
 an activation rule for combining the inputs impinging on with its current state of 

produce a new level of activation for the unit; 
 a learning rule46 whereby patterns of connectivity are modified by experience; 

and 
 an environment in which the system operate" (RUMELHART, 1997, p. 209). 

 
 
 
 
 
O'Brien and Opie add some complementary information: 
 
 
 

 
"A connectionist network is a collection of interconnected processing units, each of 
which has an activation level that is communicated to the rest of the network via 
modifiable, weighted connection lines. From moment to moment, each unit sums 
the weighted activation it receives, and generates a new activation level that is some 
threshold function of its current activity and that sum. A connectionist network 
typically performs computational operations by 'relaxing' into a stable pattern of 
activation across its constituent units, in response to the input it receives. This 
relaxation process is mediated by the connection weights, because they determine 
how, and to what extent, activation is passed from unit to unit" (O'BRIEN AND 
OPIE, 2002, p. 315). 

 
 
 
 
 
The strength of a connection between two nodes depends on the frequency of use 

(how many times the connection is activated in training). Thus, the rule could be thought, as 

the weights of the relations between the nodes and the nodes themselves, this is, the rule 

could be thought of as distributed in the structure, as the total configuration of the net already 

trained. But there are not any real internal representations of the rule47. There are no 

                                                 
46 These rules of activation or learning are mathematical functions to reconfigure the system, but they do not 
capture the sense of rule that we are discussing here, that sense of command or duty expressed as "To do X in 
the circumstance Y". 
47 "The internal representations developed by connectionist models are typically opaque: Because all the 
knowledge of the system is stored in its connections, this knowledge may only be expressed through 
performance a central characteristic of implicit learning. Further, the internal representations themselves are 
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representations as a mirror of the external world, and the distributed representation is the 

entire structure modeled by training. Furthermore, the nodes and connections cannot occupy 

the role of traditional representations because they encode just parts of information. When a 

trained network generates activation patterns, as responses to the inputs, what is "stored" in 

the net is implicit in the pattern (it is not explicit as rules or symbols). The acquired pattern is 

the implicit information  and there is not necessary make it explicit to be activated. This is 

very different from classical cognitivism, in which there are rule-based computations on 

explicit representations and symbols. If, in the classical model, representations represent the 

external entities, in connectionism the pattern acquired is not a representation itself, but it 

presents a set of relations within the whole structure that acquire a capacity to execute that 

specific task. The structure of net shares a structural form48 with the acquired skill, without 

any internal representations. That structure (that can represent without any representation) is 

the core of what we call "experience". The pattern acquired in experience by connectionist 

nets is a sort of spread or distributed representation of the task been executed, a direct relation 

between a pattern and a set of inputs. And the pattern already is formed considering these 

inputs from experience. The process is commanded by the structure of the net, then, the 

capacity to execute a task is internal to the own network itself. In this sense, the network 

adapts itself to the task been executed; it is modeled according to the task been executed. 

Without representations or rules, it is not needed to focus on the causal relations, but in the 

structure itself and the process of acquisition of patterns. 

 

 
"By altering these connection weights, one alters the activation patterns the network 
produces in response to its inputs. As a consequence, an individual network can be 
taught to generate a range of stable target patterns in response to a range of inputs. 
These stable patterns of activation, because they are generated rapidly in response 
to the flux of input impinging on individual networks, constitute a transient form of 
information coding, which we will refer to as activation pattern representation" 
(O'BRIEN AND OPIE, 2002, p. 316). 

 

 

Then, the knowledge in connectionist models is not representational. It is "stored" in the net 

in terms of connections' weights linking the units processing information. Thus, the acquired 

knowledge (patterns acquired by training) "can only manifest itself by the influence it exerts 

                                                                                                                                                        
often distributed and therefore have a very rich and possibly time-varying structure, in which the features critical 
to the task are not represented explicitly" (CLEEREMANS, 2003, p. 30).  
48 It is not mirror, but a sort of "structural resemblance" (see O'Brien and Opie, 2002). 
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on the activation level of the units of the network" (MCCLELLAND AND CLEEREMANS, 

2009, p. 180). It is non-mediated by explicit representations. (We will return to this issue in 

next Chapter). 

Connectionist networks present the capacity to be modeled (to have the connections 

changed) according to the stimuli; plasticity is one of the attractive advantages of this 

approach. In fact, there are two positive consequences of such plasticity. First, systems are 

not limited by very specific, restricted domains  a net could be used to perform two different 

tasks, for example. Second, since the system has a distributed (non-located model of 

operation), if some part of the net fail (a brain damage, for example), then the system may 

still operate well  serial processing cannot do that. 

Other than by a physical structure (the brain), nothing else is necessary to explain how 

human beings think, act, and talk. What is necessary is to experience the world, interacting 

with environments, and establish neuronal connections. Inputs are not symbols, rules or 

propositions; they are just stimuli in the form of electrical or chemical impulses that serve to 

model the networks. Learning, based on success and errors, is the process of changing the 

weights and the connections of the net. If one is more comfortable with using the concept of 

"rule", we can say didactically that a rule is the outcome of the experience or training. In this 

case, a rule would be a concept that we use to describe learning-based activities. Of course, 

there are cases in which formal or explicit rules are even necessary  law, for example. Since 

connectionist models can also be used to interpret language and symbols, as we will discuss 

in the next section, the connectionist approach serves to explain both types of rule-governed 

behavior (without any rules and with explicit rules). The first one is what we call "implicit" 

case: there are no explicit rules present in the process of learning. The second case occurs if 

there is an explicit rule, and the process of training becomes the process of being trained to 

act according to what is being said explicitly by the rule. 

There is a risk of confusing connectionism with associationism or even with 

behaviorist-like approaches. We will not begin a discussion about it here. In fact, there are 

association-based systems with the same features of connectionism. However, is important to 

make clear that connectionism is not an associationist approach because the net acquires a 

real sense of normative practices, even though there are no rules or associations. As Turner 

(2002, p. 126) argues: "The connectionist machine learns [..] and by differentiating what is 

only minimal differentiated by associating differences with one another, the medical systems 
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[the connectionist model he is analyzing] can learn to differentiate and indeed differentiate 

more skillfully than human beings". 

 Behavior simulated in neural nets can be seen, in some sense, as ruled or pattern-

based (we means not aleatory), but differently from associationism, there are more than 

merely built associations in the model; and differently from classical cognitivism, rules are 

not stored in memory because there is not any real rule. What connectionism shows is how to 

understand norm-regulated practices in systems that do not have the rules that they are 

supposedly following. "According to the neural-network conception, such skills are 

"embodied in a vast configuration of appropriately weighted synaptic connections" 

(CHURCHLAND, 2007, p. 41). A brain scanner made in a human being, in a real situation, 

will not show any norms, but only the brain configuration itself.  

 

 
"Connectionist devices achieve their computational competences not by applying 
rules to the representing vehicles they generate, but by deploying learning 
procedures which gradually shape these vehicles so that they come to resemble 
aspects of the task domains over which they operate" (O'BRIEN AND OPIE, 2002, 
p. 318).  

 
 
 
 

Turner cites a connectionist model that interprets X-ray images of breast cancer: 
 
 

 
"This is not an example of rule following because the connectionist machines, like 
the diagnosticians, having learned from a series of actual cases, will continue to 
diagnose in the light of the particular set of actual experiences that have been 
produced by feeding the data and outcomes into them, and consequently each will 
diagnose somewhat differently in the face of new experiences" (TURNER, 2014, p. 
127). 

 
 

 

It is usual to describe this connectionist feature as a "sub-symbolic process". The model 

learns from the experience without being programmed by a designer  of course, some 

instruction is necessary but is very different from rules founded in a digital computer. There 

are no algorithms or procedures. Then, not limited by static rules, every experience changes 

the net  of course, after thousands of experiences, a new experience will have less impact; 

the net become more stable, but it is never fixed.  
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Connectionism is a striking format of knowledge. It is so unusual that sometimes is 

very tough to explain the behavior that emerges from the training. Sometimes, it is hard to 

predict the time necessary to teach a net how to perform a task, or to predict the result the net 

can do, and even predict the probable mistakes. However, this is not a deficiency of 

connectionism. The same difficulties are found in human beings' learning of social practices. 

Those challenges are inherent to normative behavior.  

Connectionism extends the pragmatic point of view being adopted in this thesis, that 

is, practical skills are proved in practices and norms do not mean "norms in the brain". A 

normative activity is an activity that occurs in the relation between involving some beings 

and their environments, and emerges from that experience (informal or formal learning). We 

can say that "emerges" since there is a profound attraction between connectionism and 

emergentism. It is a fact that connectionism is one of the main models used by emergentists 

to explain many normative practices, for example, first or second language learning. In Minds 

and Machines, for example, Michael R. W. Dawson investigates the relations between 

connectionism and some issues of empirical approach he calls "synthetic psychology". He 

claims: "Emergent phenomena also occur in domains for which we presently have few 

accepted rules; ethical systems, the evolution of nations, and the spread of ideas come to 

mind" (p. 3, my emphasis). Emergence is a very complex concept49, but emergentists about 

cognition defend the idea that cognition depends on the processes that emerge within some 

systems and cannot be inferred from the sum of parts of the internal mechanisms or effects of 

the mechanism's parts of the system. Connectionism can explain how this happens. Through 

some initial general structure and mathematical models, connectionism shows how complex 

behavior emerges in systems without innate contents or rules; it shows how the whole 

structure resulting is an emergent process. As Clark and Karmiloff-Smith (1993, p. 504) 

summarizes, "Knowledge of rules is always emergent" and does not depend on 

representations. In short, to connectionist models, cognition (global system's properties) 

dynamically emerges from single linkage among units, and these emergent properties can be 

seen as skills. These complex cognitive capacities arise from the systems as a whole (this is 

                                                 
49 "There is no unified formal theory of emergent properties. It is clear, however, that emergent properties have 
been found across all domains  vortices and lasers, chemical oscillations, genetic networks, developmental 
patterns, population genetics, immune networks, ecology, and geophysics. What all these diverse phenomena 
have in common is that in each case a network gives rise to new properties, which researchers try to understand 
in all their generality" (VARELA, THOMPSON, AND ROSCH, 1993, p. 88). 
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why there is a structural flexibility in the systems, without any particular dependence of fixed 

rules and representations. 

  
 
 
 
 
 

5.5. ECUMENICAL CONNECTIONISM AND SEMANTIC INFERENTIALISM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is a known fact that connectionist nets are good for performing some tasks, but not all tasks 

(see, for example, Clark and Karmiloff-Smith, 1993). Connectionist models are not good for 

performing some of the important cognitive skills that human beings easily can do, as 

conjugation of verbs, for example. Children learn a language more easily (less training and 

more accuracy) than any connectionist models we have today. Some researchers could think 

that this is just a transitory technical problem of the connectionist science, to be overcome 

soon. Other researchers prefer to think that human cognition is not always connectionist 

cognition, proposing "mixed" or "hybrid" models. They suggest that a mixed model has more 

chance to fit the human cognitive framework (see, for example, Clark and Karmiloff-Smith, 

1993, p. 504). Then, there would be two levels of cognition. The lower processes could be 

made intelligible by general connectionist models. The higher levels would require 

representations and would be performed according to the traditional symbolic processing. 

However, there is still another possibility. 

 On the one hand, there is an "eliminative" or "radical connectionism"50, as Gerard 

O'Brien and Jon Opie named it in Radical connectionism: thinking with (not in) language. It 

argues that cognition never involves symbolic processes.  

 

 

                                                 
50 "Radical connectionism claims that cognition never implicates an internal symbolic medium, not even when 
natural language plays a part in our thought processes" (O'BRIEN AND OPIE, 2002, p. 313).  
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"[radical connectionism] shares with classicism the view that all of human 
cognition, including our capacity to deploy a natural language, depends on 
computational resources much like those that underpin the cognitive achievements 
of infra-verbal animals. But radical connectionism differs from classicism in that it 

in our natural language, we don't think in language whatsoever" (O'BRIEN AND 
OPIE, 2002, p. 314).51 

 

 

On the other hand, there is an "ecumenical connectionism", as O'Brien and Opie called it, 

which argues that connectionist models really can perform both functions. Ecumenical 

connectionism accepts "connectionist networks to implement classical-style computation" (p. 

314). In The Algebraic Mind, Gary F. Marcus comments the similar idea when he says, "some 

models can be both connectionist and symbol-manipulating at the same time. For example, 

symbol-manipulating models standardly make use of logical functions like AND and OR, and 

it turns out those functions can easily be built in  or, implemented in  connectionist nodes" 

(p. 1). To the ecumenical connectionist, the evolution of natural language allowed a new way 

to compute information and thus a new sort of cognition. O'Brien and Opie say: 

 

 
"Even though much of human cognition (especially perceptual cognition) implicates 
a non-symbolic representational medium, rendering it continuous with cognition in 
other animals, our brains somehow bootstrap their way to genuine symbol-
processing by way of natural language, and are thus in some respects 
computationally unique. We do, at least in part, think in natural language. Moreover, 
doing so enables us to enter realms of abstract thought that are inaccessible by any 
other means" (O'BRIEN AND OPIE, 2002, p. 314). 

 

 

 

In this case, the ecumenical connectionism suggests that there are some sub-symbolic 

processes and there are some symbolic processes as well, all of them executed by 

connectionist nets. The sub-symbolic level can explain several cognitive activities, including 

many of normative practices. In the symbolic level, there are entities representing the external 

world and its relations, used to perform activities as language, for example. This level adds 

important perspectives to the studies of human beings' cognition. 

This work adopts an ecumenical connectionism since it is the best way to understand 

the pragmatic approach discussed here. It could seem that it is incompatible with 

                                                 
51 Despite this, they show in that paper how one could understand "how is it possible to engage in abstract 
thought without exploiting a symbolic representational medium" (O'BRIEN AND OPIE, 2002, p. 314). 
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inferentialism, but it is not. Ecumenical connectionism is not a denial of symbolic 

computation, but a symbolic computation model made by connectionist networks. Also, it is 

appropriate to understand the "semantic inferentialism" being proposed here.  

According to Brandom, as we discuss more in Chapters 7 and 8, there is a deep 

difference between "semantic inferentialists" and "representationalists". A semantic 

inferentialism accepts the role of representations in cognition, but arguing that representations 

are not intrinsically intentional. They are intentional since one attributes intentionality to 

them. This happens when one attributes uses to them, within the system they belong. Thus, 

representations occupy a role in higher-level cognition, but the role that a representation 

assumes is not innate, intrinsic or immutable. This functional theory of representations is 

adequate to ecumenical connectionism. We can think that representations represent something 

because they acquired roles in lower-levels cognition, that is, they can represent because they 

have uses or functions acquired in the experience of the subject in the world.  

Accepting an ecumenical connectionism unified with a semantic inferentialism, thus, 

we can appropriately simulate lower and higher-level cognitive processes (non-symbolic and 

symbolic-manipulation). The old-fashioned concept of fixed "representation", however, is 

dismissed. But to adopt an ecumenical connectionism is important for another philosophical 

reason. Unlike Sellars and Brandom, we do not deny a pre-linguistic cognition52. To them, 

sapience is linguistic matter (a linguistic awareness). Contra Sellars and Brandom, we claim 

that there is much more cognition under symbols. Language is not a requisite to basic 

cognition (animals' experiences show that). In the ecumenical connectionism being adopted, 

brains develop nets to interpret any representation, and probably these nets evolved on basic 

levels of cognition. Then, it is not the symbolic level that allows to human beings come to 

follow rules. However, the capacity to interpret symbols is important to permit an impressive 

improvement in basic cognition, as we will see. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
52 In fact, Varela, Thompson, and Rosch (1993) argue many times that cognitivism (classical or even the 
connectionist model) implies in non-aware processes to the subject and, consequently, a fragmented conception 
of "self".  Unlike them, this work takes this idea as a positive one, and non-conscious processes are essential to 
the perspective being claimed here. There is much evidence to argue that implicitness and non-conscious 
processes exist. See Chapter 6 further.  
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5.6. EXPERIENCE, SKILLS, AND CONNECTIONISM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This Chapter has claimed that connectionism is the best choice for extending the pragmatic 

interpretation of norms that we have offered. This practice-based, connectionist approach can 

be conciliated with a description of normative practices regarding learned-based practices and 

skills. But the analysis can go further.  

Connectionist nets can simulate several rule-governed practices without the concept 

of "rule". To simplify, we can say that all knowledge of the "rule" is not symbolically 

represented in memory, but it is distributed in the nodes, connections, and weights of the net. 

Clark and Karmiloff-Smith claim that knowledge of rules, in connectionism, emerges not 

from symbolic expressions (of the rule), but from "a multitude of subsymbolic 

representations whose complex interaction produces behaviour which, in central cases, fits 

the rule" (1993, p. 504). Adopting the internal perspective, the perspective of the net itself, 

there is nothing working as "rules" behind network's behaviors. We could say that there are 

rules only adopting an external perspective, the perspective of external observers (for 

example, the designer of the model). They can call rule-governed those regular behaviors. 

This is what we do most of the times to our animals, infants or unknown people. We say that 

they are following rules, but we do that only based on their skills and our understanding of 

our patterns. We project on them our rules, or, saying better, we project on their behaviors 

what we think that fits that behavior. But there is no implicit rule; an "implicit rule" is a very 

inappropriate expression. In fact, from a connectionist perspective, it is a non-sense. In 

Chapter 6, we argue that "implicit rules" are ontologically inexistent, as rules, but 

epistemological necessary, as a concept. 

Through the training, the net comes to perform the task because the connections and 

weights are modified; then, the environment plays a fundamental role in this model. In fact, 

connectionism simulates the human beings' cognitive processes by considering the personal 

experience involved in the progress of the individual cognition. It means that these nets learn 

according to the frequencies of occurrences considered "valid" or "successful" in its relation 

to the environments. Connectionist networks mold their structure and process to reflect the 
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experience itself, not to reflect innate or acquired rules, associations or laws. In this sense, 

learning is a way of collecting and classifying the information involved in the experience  it 

is cognitivism yet, but a different one. Putting differently, the experience can be seen as the 

process that institutes and creates individual normative and non-normative cognition. The 

experience itself creates the normative framework, the instances of skills. In this sense, norms 

are adaptations of beings to their environment and other beings. 

 

 
"The learning in question is not to be found in a rule that is learned (though there is 
a basic 'learning' algorithm that a connectionist system needs to start with), but is a 
product of the changes produced on the system as a whole  a web like system of 
'connections' in which connections are built up or eroded by experience, by the 
particular inputs and feedback from outputs that alter the weights of the 
connections. What is fed in, and up to a point at least the order in which it is fed in, 
determine the properties of the system of connections as a whole, its skills and 
biases. And like skilled practitioners generally, they vary with respect to the degree 
that they get the right answers, and with respect to their biases [..] This is indeed 
characteristic of skilled behavior, which is not merely the assimilation of some 
package of rules but depends on the experiences that made up the skill. We can say 
that the machines can diagnose 'more skillfully' because we can compare skilled, 
unskilled, and machine diagnosticians with respect to their capacity for 
differentiating correctly" (TURNER, 2014, p. 127). 

 

 

 

Using our previous vocabulary, experience creates the logical space of the norms and the 

logical space of non-norms  that is, what can be socially considered correct or incorrect. The 

same processes involved in experiences create rule-governed knowledge and errors, to be 

understood as just a different pattern (see the discussion on Canguilhem in Chapter 4). Then, 

in fact, an individual fails to follow a rule not because they do not "have" the rule, but 

because his or her configuration is different from what is socially expected. To use 

Canguilhem's ideas, he or she made a new norm, different from the social norm. 

In this perspective, rules are not interiorized. If one accepts that rules are internalized, 

one needs to accept that there is an external structure to be internalized  to explain how 

everyone can share the same structure is what Turner calls the "downloading problem". But 

connectionism suggests that trained networks are individual and, most importantly, do not 

share the exact same structures. There are not two identical nets and, even so, different 

individualized nets can to the same normative task. What is necessary is to acquire a pattern 

to satisfy the requisites that that certain task requires; it is not required that a structure or rules 

be shared. This is appropriate to real situations because it is evident that people engaged in 
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common normative practices frequently offer distinct reasons to justify what they are doing. 

This fact reflects the idea that every individual acquired that normative behavior under very 

particular conditions (environment, trainers, cognitive capacity to make decisions, memory, 

etc.) impossible to be replicated. They do not have the same rules; they only have skills to 

perform the same task53. Then, if we used the word "internalization", it was just as an 

intermediary step in our explanation. There is no internalization; all that is needed is skills 

acquired by training.  

Normativity is better understood as a practical ability to response to the situations 

choosing a way instead of other, and we have explained it as the arising of practical skills, 

necessary to perform that specific practice in question. Thus, normative judgments (including 

moral ones, as we will reevaluate in Chapter 9) are just practical abilities that can be 

investigated by considering the processes that link environment and the agent. In other words, 

to be able to follow a rule is a product of the experience of the subject, best explained by 

connectionist models of cognition. More than that, this connectionist approach to the concept 

of "experience" fits well with Brandom's neo-Hegelianism adopted in this work. Neural nets 

implement the implicit normative realm, that is, individuals develop neural nets in their day-

by-day experiences, acquiring abilities to handle social and non-social situations. Then, a 

pragmatic-connectionist approach to normativity argues that conceptual contents are 

individual's experiences in social contexts, that is, personal, dynamic processes to understand 

functionally intentional contents as used by different individuals. Connectionism involves a 

plasticity of the brain, assuming that each individual can instantiate different neural process. 

Thus, we can reinterpret Brandom's scorekeeping according to a connectionist perspective 

since scorekeeping could be based on a model of experience involving environments, 

individuals, contents and relations, and internal cognitive mechanisms. All we need is to 

explore a bit more the concept of "experience" from the ecumenical connectionist 

perspective, as we will do in Chapters 7 and 8. 

 We have learned from Psychology that there are beings that adapt to the environment 

by making associations or establishing causal relations with it (or any other process of 

conditioning). However, the perspective we adopt is Sellars' approach to logical space of 

reasons. To be in this space of reasons is not just to make associations or causal connections. 

The space of reasons is primarily the space of justifications. From this perspective, the 

alternative to associations and causal relations is to consider that there are beings that initially 
                                                 
53 Donald Broadbent experiments show that women and men use different parts of brains when are reading, but 
surely they can have the same ability to read. 
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just to adapt to environments if mediated by more experienced beings. By "more experienced 

beings", we mean beings already living in the space of reasons. Then, we propose to think 

about connectionism like Sellars' pattern-governed behavior, as previously discussed in 

Chapter 3. What the trainer (usually a teacher or parent) is doing when he informally teaches 

one, the connectionist designer is doing when he presents samples and marks them as correct 

or incorrect. Thus, the experience is always individual, and neural connections are always 

individual, but individual experience involves conceptual relations expressed by the positive 

and negative sanctions of the trainer, an individual already trained in those practices. We must 

return to this further. 

Another feature of the pragmatic approach is flexibility. The experience of the 

organism to adapt to the environment and develop an internal structure depends on learning. 

Since experience depends on the cognitive structure and the personal process of adapting and 

collecting information, it is natural to think that different learning can produce different 

experiences. The cognitive structure needs to be malleable to absorb different types of 

learning and different sorts of experiences. In a word: plasticity. Of course, both cognitive 

structure and environments determine the type of skills that each being can acquire, and 

consequently the type of normative practices the being can engage. Different modes of 

training produce different neurological foundations, but they result in performing the same 

activity. Of course, connectionist nets do not always require formal trainers; all that is 

necessary is an environment and a process to adjust their internal mechanisms according to 

the stimuli and responses. The experience often is, in fact, an informal training. If any 

experience involves formal rules or explicit knowledge, it is a different level of cognition 

(symbolic level), to be discussed from Chapter 7 through 9. 
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5.7. NEITHER KANT NOR REDUCTION 

 

 

 

 

 

Most of the contemporary philosophical discussions about normativity involve Kant or neo-

Kantianism about norms  Christine Korsgaard, John Rawls, Robert Hanna and many other 

offer theories of norms based on Kant's ideas. However, is the connectionist model of 

cognition that we are adopting compatible with Kant?   

 We start with a positive answer: "Can we accommodate some of Kant's concerns 

within the evolutionary connectionist framework articulated here? We can" (CASEBEER, 

2003, p. 136).54 Nevertheless, our objective in this section is to show why it is not possible to 

accommodate Kant and connectionism, as Casebeer claims; in fact, Hegel, Wittgenstein or 

Brandom are much more appropriate to be adapted to connectionism than Kant.  

Firstly, connectionism denies that human cognition is rule-based and denies the need 

for internal representations, which would be two major problems to Kantianism. However, I 

would like to stress a more interesting issue.  

Many of social practices are rule-regulated. Let us consider, for example, to play 

chess. If one plays chess, he or she should know some of the rules of chess. Somehow, these 

rules must be inside the head of the player, even if he or she cannot put the rules in words. It 

is natural, then, to extend this premise to all rule-regulated practices. Any normative practice 

contains a set of features  even implicit or unconscious  that every individual must be 

capable of doing to engage in that practice. Kant adopted this strategy about knowledge. 

According to him, the conditions of possibility of the knowledge are the concepts or 

categories shared by everyone. Individuals are human beings since they share the same 

cognitive structure, the same categories.  

As we know, there are several well-discussed problems with Kant's thesis, for 

example, the (proto-cognitivist) idea of postulating an innate structure as the transcendental 

condition of human beings experience the world. It is important to understand that, in the 

                                                 
54 "A functional evolutionary ethic, and the neurobiological connectionist capacities that fit hand in glove with 
it, can save the important parts of Kant's theories while remaining true to the neurobiology of moral cognition 
and the empirical facts about successful ways to produce human flourishing. It can also be extended down the 
phylogenetic tree in a way that a Kantian account cannot" (CASEBEER, 2003, p. 137).  
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connectionist approach, to understand normative practices, nothing is being shared by 

individuals engaging in the same practices. Though human beings have the same brain, with 

the same physiological structure, the neural nets that each brain instantiate is different 

because depends on personal experiences. In other words, there are not identical neural 

networks that every human being needs to have in the brain to be able to follow a rule-based 

practice. Even different nets can implement the same "rule". Thus, connectionism shows that 

two individuals engage in the same normative practice do not need to share the exact same 

rule (do not need to share any rule, in fact), but they need to model their neural networks to 

be able to perform those practices. Therefore, connectionism is very appropriate to those 

theories denying the idea of sharing, for example, Brandom's inferentialist scorekeeping (see 

Chapters 2 and 8, especially), in which there are never the exact same commitments and 

entitlements shared by two interlocutors. By denying shared frameworks, we safely can say 

that connectionism is deeply anti-Kantian.  

The lack of dependence on shared rules, in connectionism, also clarifies the 

differences that occur in general learning processes. Skills emerge from different experiences.  

However, since a skill had been acquired  as demonstrable in practice  the history of 

learning is irrelevant. A child can learn to use the operator "+" with five years old, another 

child can learn to use it with just four years old (for example, being involved in a better 

method of training), but once they can use "+" correctly, the differences in learning become 

indifferent.  

Another interesting opposition involving Kant and the connectionism can be 

discussed in terms of Ethics. Kant's famous theory of Ethics depends on a priori reason and a 

capacity to choose what is right or wrong just based on internal judgments. In Chapter 1, we 

saw that Kant does not consider personal experience or even social presuppositions in the 

process of obtaining the categorical imperative. Nonetheless, connectionism shows that 

normative contents are instituted as normative, that is, they are not naturally normative. 

Imperatives depend on the experience acquired in confronting what is external, including 

other normative beings. Thus, connectionism can be understood as maintaining the idea of a 

normative attitude, as we argued to be present in Kant, but this attitude is totally apart from 

any shared normative framework, concepts or innate categories. Reinterpreting the normative 

attitude in terms of connectionism, we affirm that the normative attitude is the attitude to 

acquire certain social patterns according to experience. But to acquire social patterns do not 

mean to acquire the same rules or concepts. Rules or concepts (acquired or innate) are useless 
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to explain the normative attitude. Kant's main error is to adopt a transcendental theory of 

norms to explain the normative attitude; his error is to describe innate concepts that human 

beings need to be born with to be normative beings. Since normativity is a phenomenon that 

cannot be separated from social experience, Kant's theory cannot work very well. Initial 

conditions are irrelevant; simply it does not matter if individuals are born with categories. 

Connectionism shows that for the most of normative practices depend on training, the 

processes required to adjust the weights of connections. This is to say that neural nets evolve 

mainly according to experience and training or, to use other words, neural architecture and 

experience of the world. This is much more Humeanism55 or Hegelianism than Kantianism. 

According to this interpretation, even though experience and learning are individual 

processes, the skills acquired are socially restricted. To be "socially restricted" does not mean 

that we interiorize social restrictions as rules, schemas or frameworks (as Sellars or Durkheim 

thoughts and as Vygotsky or Mead also thoughts, and we discuss in Chapter 7). Learning 

processes are individual, but individuals are socially evaluated by their judgments, thoughts, 

and actions. Then, contents are contents just in social contexts. We, as social beings, treat 

individuals as individuals, as intentional systems; contents are social when we treat other 

individuals judging them as able to do what we can do, with the same capacities we have, as 

individuals we think they and we are. Our constraints are self-constraints imposed by 

individuals that are normative beings and constraints imposed on their skills as a means to be 

part of something bigger, a group or society.  

In fact, we suggest that one of the most important features of human cognition is that 

human beings' neural nets are modeled by environments considering other human beings 

(mutual, symmetrical scorekeeping). That is, a human being's experience is also a process of 

acknowledging others as human beings. Human experience is not just an adjustment with the 

world, but also an adjustment with the world that contains other humans. And it forces us to 

confront the world as other agents do or we think they do. Thus, what connectionism shows is 

that human beings' experience is the individual process of establishing a relation with the 

                                                 
55 "'Connectionism' refers to the claim that the appropriate model for the computation that occurs in the brain is 
not, as a once dominant viewpoint had it, the operation of logic machines that process symbols, but rather is the 
parallel distributed processing that is used on a variety of actual computer applications (such as flight 
simulators) and requires very substantial computing power. The 'symbolic processing' model worked as follows: 
the mind acquires, either by genetic pre-programming or learning, rules for processing inputs, in a way that is 
familiar from ordinary computing, in which symbols come in well-defined forms and the computer program 
operates as if computational 'rules' are 'applied' to them mechanically to produce predictable outputs. 
Connectionist models work differently. The computer is given a learning algorithm, but no detailed 'rules.' The 
computer is then 'trained-up' by feeding it data and then giving feedback for 'correct' answers. This is very much 
a Humean rather than a Kantian machine" (TURNER, 2002, p. 26). 
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world from the social point of view, an individual and social cognition at the same time. 

Human beings not only learn, but also learn to react as other do. They adapt to the world as 

others do  and this does not involve shared rules. Thus, a norm illustrates a relation between 

an individual, the world, and other agents. We will return to this in Chapters 7 and 8, as a 

"social connectionism". For now, we should say one more time that the manifest image, 

where people are and live, and all normative relations lie, cannot be understood if we do not 

accept that the normative emerges from some natural capacity of certain cognitive creatures, 

and they use a specific vocabulary to refer and describe this layer of their form of existence. 

 Finally, it is important to make clear that connectionism is a form of cognitivism yet, 

but an emergent, dynamical, non-representation, and non-rule-based model of cognitivism. 

Thus, this model still sees human beings as thinking and acting according to some internal 

properties (configuration), even though these properties are dynamically instituted only using 

the experience of being. In some sense, the categories that structure the relation between 

mind and world are constructed by experience, they are not fixed or innate, but emerge from 

experience.  Our cognition still determines experience, but the cognition itself is always being 

established. Our cognition includes time, space, body, other people, etc., that is, it is a form of 

dynamic, multifaceted cognition. Thus, our model of existence is not prefixed, 

predetermined, but is partially constructed. Cognition is not about an objective, pregiven 

world, the processing on a given world, but it depends on interaction. It is a context-

dependent, variable cognition. Cognition is a continuous adjustment of the subject-world. 

Besides the fact that connectionism dismisses the concept of representation and rules, there is 

the idea that simple components can reach an emergent state that corresponds to some 

expected behavior. The emergent state is a global one, not restricted to internal rules or 

representations; however, the emerged patterns can be seen as corresponding to external 

properties (experience). The state of a network reflects the world and context without to be a 

mere "mirror" of nature. The learned configuration of the system cannot be reached without 

the processes that institute it, the history of the formation of the rule.  
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CONCLUSION 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From Chapter 1 through Chapter 4, our discussion proposes a practical understanding of the 

concept of "rule" (or "norm"), grounded on skills somehow acquired in personal processes of 

experiencing the world. The main idea behind this view is the premise that, if we know more 

about ourselves as cognitive systems, then, we can understand the way our internal processes 

are instituted and how they work and, finally, understand normativity. Thus, it is essential to 

say something about learning processes. As we suggested, connectionism shed some light on 

rethinking higher-level human capacities since the models can execute many of human's 

cognitive tasks by the adoption of a different conceptual framework. 

A connectionist network is a computation system of interconnected units simulating 

artificial neurons that can be trained to classify a pattern and execute a task. In this approach, 

there are no hard-coded rules stored in the model or even any internal representations. The 

pattern-governed behaviors arise as an emergent phenomenon due to the interaction between 

agent and environments (a sense of "self-organization"). Therefore, connectionism shows that 

a system does not need any rules to be able to engage in activities that external observers call 

rule-regulated. It shows how to understand knowledge as non-propositional, non-ruled, non-

explicit knowledge, a sort of pattern recognition activity. Consequently, it is feasible to 

engage in normative activities just by personal experiences and (formal or informal) learning 

processes. In other words, one can engage in rule-governed practices by having a brain and 

the capacity of modeling nets to react adequately to inputs, producing appropriate outputs. 

Then, connectionism offers a way to understand practices that we call "normative" and 

without appealing to norms (neither innate nor internalized). Rule-governed practices are 

practices we can engage in acquiring skills based on failures and successes in specific 

circumstances. Thus, the best way to understand pragmatism about norms is by the adoption 

of connectionist ideas. It shows how to understand normative practices as know-how or 

practical ability; more than that, connectionism presents an individual account of cognitive 

content, which helps us to defend a non-shared or collective theory of norms. Individuals can 
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talk with each other and understand each other, but they are not sharing rules. This discussion 

will continue in next chapters. 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

CHAPTER 6 

IMPLICIT AND EXPLICIT KNOWLEDGE AND PRAGMATISM 
ABOUT NORMS 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We have argued that normative practices should primarily be understood regarding practical 
processes and internal patterns, functionally defined. These patterns can be seen as implicit 
rules, instituted as non-explicit or unconscious individual processes. In this Chapter, we 
discuss the idea of implicit processes as a sort of processes that can be conciliated with 
connectionist models. Then, what we call an implicit rule is not, in fact, a rule, but an implicit 
pattern. This is the last part of our practical, inferentialist, connectionist, and implicit 
approach to the normative phenomenon. 
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6.1. INTRODUCTION 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

"The point to note here is that in all of the experiments on implicit learning that we 
have run, we invariably find that our subjects are conscious of the fact that they 
have learned something. That is, they are aware of the existence of some cognitive 
change that has taken place during learning and of the fact that they know 
something they did not know before. This is manifested by the fact that when 
subjects are asked to give confidence ratings when they make decisions or solve 
problems in our experiments, these ratings always correlate with performance. 
Subjects know they know something; they simply do not know what it is they 
know" (REBER, 1993, p. 136, my emphasis). 

 
 
In an important paper named Beyond the Exclusively Propositional Era, written 25 years ago, 

Bechtel and Abrahamsen claim that contemporary epistemology has assumed that knowledge 

is explicit knowledge, that is, knowledge is always represented by propositions. However, 

they argue, "there are several strands of cognitive science research which suggest that a 

simple propositional format may be insufficient as a sole means of representing knowledge" 

(BECHTEL AND ABRAHAMSEN, 1990, p. 224). In that paper, then, they discuss five 

alternative approaches to confront the dominant epistemology.56 To them, because the 

traditional epistemology chose knowledge as a propositional one, a rule-governed 

epistemology is also chosen together  the knowledge becomes the manipulation of 

propositions according to rules or general schemas. Nevertheless, those alternative 

approaches to epistemology that they present are not sentence-like approaches; they are not 

rule-based models of knowledge as well. In fact, they are a sort of "pattern recognition" 

models. This is why they mention "connectionism" as one of the alternative approaches that 

permit to understand knowledge as a non-propositional knowledge (as discussed in Chapter 

5). For sure, still today, non-propositional knowledge, as the implicit knowledge that we are 

appealing to in this work, is accepted only by a small group of researchers in Epistemology, 

Psychology, etc. Explicit or propositional knowledge is easily observed in language, books, 

                                                 
56 "(1) Ryle's notion of knowing how and Hanson's and Kuhn's account of theory-laden perception in science; (2) 
extensions of simple propositional representations in cognitive models and artificial intelligence; (3) the debate 
concerning imagistic versus propositional representations in cognitive psychology; (4) recent treatments of 
concepts and categorization which reject the notion of necessary and sufficient conditions; and (5) parallel 
distributed processing (connectionist) model of cognition" (BECHTEL AND ABRAHAMSEN, 1990, p. 223). 
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etc., but non-propositional knowledge is not. However, the evidence suggests that this fact is 

not a final reason for denying some form of implicit knowledge. 

 We can start by asking what exactly an implicit process, an implicit content or an 

implicit knowledge is. In a broad sense, what does "implicit" really mean? How to measure 

or verify a piece of knowledge presented as a non-explicit one? 

Contemporaneous synonyms of implicit knowledge, especially as used in empirical 

psychology, are "non-propositional knowledge", "unconscious", "without awareness", "non-

reflexive", "incidental", "unintentional", "intuitive", and "tacit"; consequently, the explicit 

knowledge is called "propositional", "conscious", "reflexive", or "intentional". All these 

words indicate that the concept of "implicit" is an open, multi-definition concept yet. 

However, in a general way, it often means two main things. The most common form of 

understanding what the term "implicit" means is to treat it as the opposite of the term 

"explicit". Then, one can consider the implicit as what is not explicit in any aspect, that is, 

something that it is not explicit as a theory, as a formula, a schema or a graph, and it is not 

made explicit by words, and so forth. The second common mode is to understand the term 

"implicit" as referring to some process or knowledge that is not conscious. What is 

unconscious is somehow implicit, and what is conscious is explicit  though we know that 

"unconscious" or "conscious" are very imprecise, complex concepts that mean different 

notions in different areas and by different researchers.  

According to Turner (2014), the concept of "implicit" (or "tacit", as he prefers) has a 

long existence as a philosophical concept: Aristotle's Hexis, Hume's habit or custom, Ryle's 

know-how, Bourdieu's habitus, McDowell's second nature, Searle's background, Polanyi's 

tacit, Wittgenstein's form of life, etc. We certainly could add to this list Dreyfus and Dreyfus's 

expertise57 and Brandom's implicit norms as well (the last one, to be reconsidered in Chapter 

8). Most of these authors mentioned employ notions as "practical abilities" or "skills" to 

explain what they think the concept means and, despite the differences in them, all accept the 

existence of a non-explicit knowledge. Polanyi's famous analysis of Plato's Meno, in The 

Tacit Man, is a typical example. According to Polanyi, the explicit knowledge is sometimes 

insufficient to know the complete solution of a problem. He claims that there is some 

knowledge about that we cannot tell, an idea expressed by his famed words, "We know more 

than we can say" (POLANYI, 2009, p. 4). Polanyi is suggesting there is a cognitive process 

behind the explicit knowledge  that is, there is a tacit knowledge. Thus, the problem of 
                                                 
57 DREYFUS, HUBERT; DREYFUS, STUART. Mind Over Machine: The Power of Human Intuition and 
Expertise in the Era of the Computer. New York: The Free Press, 1986. 
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Meno is solved by appealing to "something hidden, which we may yet discover" (POLANYI, 

2009, p. 22-3). Wittgenstein's form of life is another concept that seems to indicate certain 

characteristics of human beings and their specific mode of living that should be accepted as a 

natural and non-theoretical knowledge. Moreover, Wittgenstein's discussion of "seeing as" (or 

"seeing aspects"), as found in the Philosophical Investigations and the Remarks on the 

Philosophy of Psychology, is often discussed and interpreted as a non-explicit mode of 

knowledge58. Kuhn's is frequently taken by another author that accepts the non-propositional 

knowledge (see BECHTEL AND ABRAHAMSEN, 1990; TURNER, 2002, 2008, 2014). 

According to Kuhn, Science involves seeing scientific facts about the world in a specific way. 

"The idea that a scientist needs to learn to see the world in a particular manner suggest that a 

part of what a scientist knows is know-howing how to see as a practitioner of that science 

would" (BECHTEL AND ABRAHAMSEN, p. 228), and to learn how to see the world in this 

specific way is not restrict to the possession of a theoretical knowledge. One does not become 

a scientist only by reading all books of Science. Merely knowing a set of propositions is not 

enough, but being able to replicate a paradigm; thus, this task depends on apprenticeship, a 

certain way of understanding a scientific temporal scenario and a form of information 

embedded in a setting. 

One of the more direct and known defenses of the non-propositional knowledge is 

Ryle's concept of "know-how", used to contrast with the concept of "know-that". To Ryle 

(1945, 1949), when we examine individuals' verbal and non-verbal behaviors, we observe the 

presence of non-propositional know-how, that is, propositional cognition is only one sort of 

human cognition. There also exists a practical ability to perform some tasks without 

involving any formal, explicit knowledge. Ryle's know-how became very popular in Analytic 

Philosophy. However, since his account of non-propositional knowledge is related to his 

logical behaviorism  the assertion that we should investigate the intelligent behavior only in 

terms of behaviors and logical statements by sentences that describe behaviors and observed 

things, without adhering to any notion of internal states  Ryle was rejected in Contemporary 

Epistemology and especially in Psychology just after the fall of behaviorism.  

Even expressing very different definitions, all of these authors accept that implicit is 

what it is in the kernel of skills and practical abilities, which cannot be explained by 

                                                 
58 "One context in which some philosophers have seriously explored the possibility of nonpropositional 
knowledge is in the analysis of perception. Wittgenstein (1953) [Philosophical Investigations] was one of the 
first to explore this issue,  probing at what the difference might be between seeing something, and seeing as a 
particular kind of thing" (BECHTEL AND ABRAHAMSEN, 1990, p. 226). 
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appealing to explicit rules, as we have discussed. Reber says, "During the 1970s [..] it became 

increasingly apparent that people do not typically solve problems, make decisions, or reach 

conclusions using the kinds of standard, conscious, and rational processes that they were 

more-or-less assumed to be using (1993, p. 13). Bechtel and Abrahamsen (1990) remind us 

that we do not know how to describe in sentences all those steps that we do when we make a 

judgment, for example. They also mention an interesting analysis about knowledge of formal 

logic, as investigated individually by Bechtel. He argues that many students learn formal 

logic without grasping the principles involved in the arguments  Bechtel does not introduce 

explicitly, for the students, the modus ponens' rule, for example; even so, students are still 

capable of handling the formal arguments involving that rule. Bechtel says that he has 

 
 

"occasionally taught students who begin to identify forms and judge their validity 
accurately only after long practice using computer-aided instruction. What they 
seem to acquire through this process is the capacity to recognize different forms, a 
form of knowing how. It is not at all obvious that what they have learned is encoded 
propositionally" (BECHTEL AND ABRAHAMSEN, 1990, p. 247). 

 

 

Also, he concludes:  

 
 
"What this suggests is that knowledge of formal logic may involve a form of 
knowing how that relies on pattern recognition capacities. Since pattern recognition 
is precisely the sort of activity a PDP system is good at, and that is difficult for a 
rule-based propositional system, this suggests that knowledge of logic may involve 
nonpropositional knowledge" (BECHTEL  AND ABRAHAMSEN, 1990, p. 248). 

 

 

 In regarding these ideas, we can say that the main reason to accept the existence of 

implicit knowledge is the fact that people engage in many practices without any explicit 

knowledge of them, without knowing the rules involved with such practices, without formal 

training, and being unable to explain those practices by using words (as if words could mirror 

the sources behind them). The pragmatic thesis, then, overestimates this notion. It focuses on 

skills that individuals learn directly from experience, without any assistance of formal rules, 

theoretical support or even systematic procedures guiding them. However, any theory 

concerned with explaining implicit knowledge needs to be able to articulate explanations 

about the origins of this sort of knowledge, just like explanations on the relation between 

implicit and explicit knowledge, social and content relativism, causal relations between 
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implicit knowledge and the external world, and many other important issues. But the answers 

that can be offered to these questions can be divided into a few basic groups. From the source 

or foundation point of view, implicit knowledge can be individual or collective. That is, it 

could be thought of as a personal knowledge (mental, cerebral or bodily) or it could be 

thought of as social knowledge (acquired and shared from society or even from a 

transcendental realm). Thus, these options permit understanding the direction of implicit 

knowledge, if it comes from outside (society, for example) to the individual mind, or if it 

goes from the individual mind to the outside. And from the point of view of its configuration 

or conceptual structure, implicit knowledge can be based on some cognitive concepts (rules, 

representations, intentions, consciousness, etc.) or non-cognitive or pragmatic concepts 

(skills, know-how, expertise, patterns, abilities, etc.). These differences can indicate if the 

theory of implicit knowledge will be psychological or cognitive, in a broad sense, or if it will 

be more practical or skill-based, in a broad sense as well. Of course, it is always possible to 

find mixed models. We have seen, in this work, an account of implicit knowledge as 

individual knowledge, and from a moderate pragmatic perspective. 

Even though the implicit knowledge and the implicit learning processes have had a 

crescent interest in the last two or three decades, it is not a new topic in Psychology.59 But 

today, there are several experimental investigations being done about the field of implicit 

knowledge, especially about implicit learning and its relation to the explicit knowledge, 

commonly discussed in language acquisition studies. However, as declares Cleeremans 

(1993, p. 2), it is important to note that many issues related to implicit knowledge "are the 

object of a continuing controversy". There is no consensus if implicit learning is conscious or 

unconscious, if it is independent of explicit learning, etc. Nonetheless, Cleeremans also 

claims, 

 
"despite the variety of theoretical positions about the status of knowledge acquired 
implicitly, the fact remains that in many situations, learning does not proceed in the 
explicit and systematic way characteristic of traditional models of cognition [..] 
Rather, it appears that a substantial amount of our knowledge and skills is acquired 
in an incidental or unintentional manner" (1993, p. 3). 
 

                                                 
59 See especially the Implicit learning and cognitive efficiency: from Thorndike to Reber (p. 302) in Narduzzo 
and Warglien (Narduzzo, Alessandro; Warglien, Massimo. Conducing experimental research on organizational 
routines. In: Marcus C. Becker (Ed.). Handbook of Organizational Routines. Cheltenham (UK): Edward Elgar 
Publishing Limited, 2008). Implicit learning first studies in psychology can be found in Thorndike and Rock 
(Thorndike, E. L; Rock, R. T. Learning without awareness of what is being learned or intent to learn it. Journal 
of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory and Cognition, 17, 1 19, 1934), Jenkins (Jenkins, J. G.  
Instruction as a factor in 'incidental' learning. American Journal of Psychology, 45, 471 477. 1933), and Hull 
(Hull, C. L.  Quantitative aspects of the evolution of concepts. Psychological Monographs, 123, 1920). 
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Wallach and Lebiere (2003, p. 215) say that implicit learning studies "focus on the 

conjecture that people seem to learn more about the structural properties of a stimulus 

environment than they are able to convey, resulting in empirically demonstrated dissociations 

between observable task performance and verbalizable knowledge". Nick Ellis (1994, 2005), 

an expert in first and second language learning, makes very clear the relevance of 

distinguishing implicit from explicit knowledge, mainly by considering his extensive research 

on the acquisition of grammatical knowledge of the past tense use in English. He writes:  

 
 

"Some things we just come able to do, like walking, recognizing happiness in 
others, knowing that th is more common than tg in written English, or making 
simple utterances in our native language. We have little insight into the nature of the 
processing involved  we learn to do them implicitly like swallows learn to fly. 
Other of our abilities depend on knowing how to do them, like multiplication, 
playing chess, speaking pig Latin, or using a computer programming language. We 
learn these abilities explicitly like aircraft designers learn aerodynamics" (ELLIS, 
1994, p. 1). 

 
 
 
 

Thus, even without a consensus about what implicit is, and still finding several different 

empirical alternatives to investigate it, empirical research has convincingly shown that 

implicit learning is a real phenomenon, and denies it is a mistake. 

 As Rod Ellis (2009) and Reber (1989, 1993) argue, there is an empirical research 

concerned with understanding the differences between implicit and explicit learning in terms 

of individual unconsciousness of the acquired knowledge, that is, when individuals learn 

without knowing what they are learning  they know they are learning something but cannot 

put into words that knowledge they are learning. However, in this work, we are more 

concerned with understanding the difference between implicit and explicit learning as 

involving or not the acquisition of some sort of implicit rules. Rod Ellis sums this difference 

with these words: 

 
 
 

"(1) Implicit learning proceeds without making demands on central attentional 
resources [..] Thus, the resulting knowledge is subsymbolic, reflecting statistical 
sensitivity to the structure of the learned material. In contrast, explicit learning 
typically involves memorizing a series of successive facts and thus makes heavy 
demands on working memory. As a result, it takes place consciously and results in 
knowledge that is symbolic in nature (i.e. it is represented in explicit form) "(2009, 
p. 3). 
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This is approximately the same idea from Wallach and Lebiere: 
 

 
 
 

"On a coarse level, at least three theoretical approaches that aim at explaining 
implicit learning by differentiating mental processes and their resulting structures 
can be distinguished. Researchers like Reber [..] define implicit learning as a 
'situation neutral induction process' [..] that results in the acquisition of 'abstract 
knowledge' about the structure of an environment. In line with this rule-induction 
hypothesis, Lewicki et al. [..] propose that implicit learning leads to abstract 

abstracting from specific surface information. According to the rule-induction 
hypothesis, the assumed abstractive nature of implicit learning is hypothesized to be 
grounded in the (unconscious) acquisition of rules that capture covariation patterns 
of physical stimuli, rather than recording details of a single episode. By contrast, 
researchers following a position that can be described as the episodic chunks 
hypothesis explain implicit learning as the encoding and retrieval of representations 
of literal instances of stimuli and their successive order [..] without assuming an 
underlying inductive abstraction process. In a variant on this position, the 
distributed fragments hypothesis, Dulany [..] equates implicit learning with the 
acquisition of  '...evocative mental episodes. It consists of the establishment and use 
of evocative relations among non-propositional but fully conscious contents', 
arguing for the distributed character of the representational basis of implicit 
learning" (2003, p. 216-7). 

 
 
 
 
 

Although Wallach and Lebiere list these three theoretical approaches, there are only two main 

lines of research really involved, as we can see: i) the acquisition of some sort of abstract 

rules by a "rule-induction hypothesis" or (ii) a different model in terms of some sort of 

distributed knowledge, without any induction of the rule. Saying differently, there is the 

hypothesis that implicit learning allows an acquisition and internalization of rules, or a denial 

of this idea, thus understood as an acquisition of the cognitive ability that does not require 

any rules. As it should be very clear now, in connectionism, knowledge is always implicit 

knowledge, without any internalization of rules. Once this work has assumed that implicit 

knowledge (or implicit norm) is somehow related to the practical human skills, and because 

we are adopting a connectionist approach to it, it will be interesting to analyze two different 

perspectives about the subject, one of them a rule-governed account and the other a 

connectionist-like approach. 
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6.2. RULE-REGULATED ACCOUNT OF IMPLICIT LEARNING 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the field of implicit learning, Arthur Reber's (1967, 1976, 1989, 1993; REBER & 

SQUIRE, 1994) studies on artificial grammar learning are classics. As Cleeramans (1993, p. 

3) says, Reber "provides a detailed analysis of about 40 detailed empirical studies that 

document the existence of implicit learning". Reber also was one of the first authors 

investigating the implicit learning empirically, and one of the first authors admitting that 

human cognition depends equally on both factors, that is, human cognition is based on 

implicit and explicit knowledge. "We have pointed out on several occasions [..] that the 

critical feature is not that subjects be totally unaware of the underlying structure of the stimuli 

but that their conscious knowledge be insufficient to account for their behavior", Reber 

affirms (1993, p. 72). In Implicit Learning and Tacit Knowledge: an Essay on the Cognitive 

Unconscious, he defends this position asserting that there are two very different, dissociable 

modes of acquisition of knowledge  implicit/unconscious and explicit/conscious , and tries 

to explain this differences regarding a naturalist debate.  

Reber's approach to implicit and explicit learning is made through experimentation. 

He pursues to understand implicit learning "as a kind of evolutionary exercise" (p. 8), which 

means he uses concepts extracted from the evolutionary biology theory to investigate the 

cognitive functions, for example, by using concepts as "adaptation". Mainly, he investigates 

implicit knowledge using the analysis of natural human evolution. According to him, there 

are sufficient reasons to believe that the distinction between implicit and explicit knowledge 

can be explained by a study of the "phylogenetic histories" of both sorts of knowledge. In 

other words, he analyzes some empirical and theoretical evidence for the existence of implicit 

learning based on "formal principles of ontogeny and phylogeny" (1993, p. 73).   

Reber shows that there is a covariation60 between implicit learning and conditioning. 

From the evolutionary perspective, it is expected that implicit cognitive processes tend to be 

                                                 
60 "First, part of the standard model of evolution holds that the more primitive phylogenetic structures and 
functions, being the successful outcome of eons of adaptation, display less variation from individual to 
individual. Hence, those structures and functions responsible for implicit process will be displayed by a basic 
functional level of performance that is as close to being universal as any known cognitive process. Second, the 
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more primitive61, robust, and resilient than all explicit processes, and that they also present 

"greater resistance to interference from neurological insult and clinical disorder than the 

explicit processes" (1993, p. 7). He argues that processes that are more primitive (as the 

implicit processes) are easier to be found in populations, unlike the explicit processes. 

 He discusses (1993, p. 88-106) some premises that can be used to distinguish implicit 

from explicit knowledge. Implicit knowledge should present robustness, age independence, 

low variability (individual and in populations), IQ independence, and commonality of the 

process in cross-species. Moreover, they are "general" or "universal", functionally defined, 

based on tacit knowledge and "reflective of the structure inherent in the stimulus 

environment" (REBER, 1993, p. 26). The consequence of these premises, thus, pulls Reber 

towards a sort of "classical representational realism", as he admits. He concludes, "There are 

fairly good reasons for concluding that the structure that is out there 'in the world' is the 

structure that ends up 'in the head'" (REBER, 1993, p. 26, my emphasis). Therefore, we start 

to see that this very account is what we are rejecting through this entire work. Reber's 

approach embraces a standard perspective that can be seen as orthodoxy about implicit 

norms. In another paper (Implicit Learning and Tacit Knowledge), he declares: 

 

 
"Some two decades ago the term implicit learning was first used to characterize 
how one develops intuitive knowledge about the underlying structure of a complex 
stimulus environment (Reber, 1965, 1967). In those early writings, I argued that 
implicit learning is characterized by two critical features: (a) It is an unconscious 
process and (b) it yields abstract knowledge. Implicit knowledge results from the 
induction of an abstract representation of the structure that the stimulus 
environment displays, and this knowledge is acquired in the absence of conscious, 
reflective strategies to learn" (REBER, 1989, p. 219). 

 
 
 
 

Also, he concludes that implicit learning presents three main features: 
 
 

 
                                                                                                                                                        
educational programs and theories of instruction that dominate pedagogic practice in our society concentrate 
almost entirely on the explicit and overt functions. Such a focus in a society with the inequalities of ours should 
lead to an increase in the population variance on virtually any explicit cognitive function one chooses to 
measure" (REBER, 1993, pp. 7-8). 
61 "First, consciousness and phenomenological awareness are recent arrivals on the phylogenetic scene. Hence, 
consciousness and conscious control over action must have been 'built upon,' as it were, deeper and more 
primitive processes and structures that functioned, independently of awareness. On these grounds it is assumed 
that the processes studied under the rubric implicit learning, operating independently of consciousness, are more 
primitive and basic that those that are dependent, in some measure, on consciousness and conscious control" 
(REBER, 1993, p. 7). 
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"(a) Implicit learning produces a tacit knowledge base that is abstract and 
representative of the structure of the environment; (b) such knowledge is optimally 
acquired independently of conscious effort to learn; and (c) it can be used implicitly 
to solve problems and make accurate decisions about novel stimulus circumstances" 
(REBER, 1989, p. 219). 

 
 
 
 

 
A difficulty with Reber's understanding of implicit learning is how to understand what he 

means with "underlying structure of a complex stimulus environment." In the same 

mentioned paper, he defines implicit learning as "the process by which knowledge about the 

rule-governed complexities of the stimulus environment is acquired independently of 

conscious attempts to do so" (1989, p. 219, my emphasis). Thus, it is secure to say that, to 

Reber, implicit learning is the process of acquiring implicit knowledge as described in terms 

of a sort of abstract set of rules, a rule-like knowledge.62 Therefore, it is clear that Reber's 

approach accepts the existence of implicit knowledge, but he does that it in terms of the 

acquisition of some implicit rules. Agents acquire, through implicit learning, some implicit 

procedures or implicit rules; then, in fact, despite him admitting the existence of the implicit, 

he also admits a theory of internalization of public rules. His approach contains the idea that 

rules exist "in the head", acquired by experience, that is, it defends that public rules are 

interiorized (or downloaded) by each, and these rules are implicit or unconscious within his 

mind. He finally argues: 

 

 
"The various uses of these rules can be codified into one of three types or, better 
perhaps, locations. Within the traditional experiments in cognitive psychology [..] 
there are rules that are "in the subject," rules that are "in the stimulus display," and 
rules that are "in the cognitive scientist who functions as the experimentalist and 
theoretician" (REBER, 1993, p. 112). 

 

 

 

                                                 
62 Another example of the same approach to implicit learning can be seen in Lewicki, Czyzewska, and Hoffman 
(1987, p. 523). They claim, "subjects are able to acquire specific procedural knowledge (i.e., processing rules) 
not only without being able to articulate what they have learned, but even without being aware that they had 
learned anything" (my emphasis). A third example is Stephen Krashen (1981). Rod Ellis (2009, p. 5, my 
emphasis) sums up Krashen's positions with  these words: he defends a "subconscious internalization of 
grammatical rules that occurs as a result of comprehending input that is slightly beyond the learner's current 
knowledge and 'learning' (the conscious formulation of explicit rules of grammar)". 
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Rules are "in the subject", he asserts. Then, though Reber accepts implicit or unconscious 

knowledge, he adheres to a version of that standard account of norms and all of its problems 

that we are discussing in the present work (the downloading problem, individualist evidence 

of learning by connectionism, lack of good evidence to accept rules "in the head", etc.). Thus, 

Reber presents many empirical pieces of evidence to accept a theory of implicit knowledge, 

but his account of it is philosophically incompatible with the pragmatism about norms being 

defended here. Cleeremans discusses a different approach, which seems to fit well with the 

idea being presented in this work. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.3. NOT RULE-REGULATED ACCOUNT OF IMPLICIT LEARNING 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We have seen an approach to implicit learning in terms of acquisition of implicit rules. 

Adopting another perspective, in the book Mechanisms of Implicit Learning: Connectionist 

Models of Sequence Processing Neural Network Modeling and Connectionism, Cleeramans 

specifies a computational framework that permits an appropriate reflection on implicit 

learning as a sort of informational processing. That is, he believes that it is feasible to 

improve knowledge about implicit learning by modeling some computational system, in a 

certain paradigm, to execute those tasks considered typically as samples of implicit learning. 

To be able to do that, he reviews and discusses three "consistent" paradigms aiming to 

investigate implicit learning: they are artificial grammar learning, process control, and 

sequential pattern acquisition. Then, he offers an account in terms of connectionist 

architecture to model a system to perform tasks of sequence learning. "But I hope to show 

how this work helps not only to resolve issues specific to sequence-learning, but also to 

deepen our understanding of implicit learning in general" (CLEEREMANS, 1993, p. 4). 
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 Cleeremans defines implicit learning as "an essentially unintentional process by which 

a system acquires information about the structure of the stimulus environment in such a way 

that the resulting knowledge is general enough to be used with new instances" (1993, p. 14). 

According to him, implicit learning should be "independent of conscious control and leave 

little or no directly verbalizable knowledge" (CLEEREMANS, 1993, p. 19). Then, he 

discusses a few principles, regarding processes and structures of information, which, for him, 

are present in any sample of implicit learning. The principles he mentions are: distributed 

knowledge (among many units), graded constraint satisfaction ("implicit learning 

performance is often sensitive to the constraints set by the entire distribution of knowledge 

units (including the stimulus)", p. 21), knowledge tuning ("Learning consists of the gradual 

strengthening of knowledge units to satisfy task demands", p. 22), and context sensitivity 

("Processing is unselective: Events are processed in context", p. 23). Because authors as 

Reber (1989, 1993) or Lewicki, Czyzewska, and Hoffman (1987) admit the importance of 

processes of covariations underlying implicit learning, Cleeramans adds, as a requisite, that 

any plausible mechanisms intending to explain implicit learning should also "Allow for the 

detection of covariations in some elementary and unselective way" and "Yield a knowledge 

base that reflects the organization of relevant covariations and is capable of influencing task 

performance" (CLEEREMANS, 1993, p. 19).  

Models such as classifier systems or exemplar-based regularity detection, for 

example, are compatible with all of these constraints, but connectionism also is an adequate 

candidate to explain the implicit processes of learning. "The association-driven learning 

mechanisms found in connectionist models," declares Cleeremans (1993, p. 29), "are based 

on detecting and elaborating task-relevant representations of covariations in the stimulus 

material. Learning consists of strengthening relevant knowledge units (here, connections) as a 

function of task constraints".  

In the last Chapter, we said that connectionist models dismiss the internal 

representations for considering that content or knowledge is stored in its connections, as 

fragmented or distributed information, a characteristic required by implicit learning, 

according to Cleeramans. Thus, even though Cleeramans does not emphasize this specific 

point, his account becomes different from Reber's rule-acquisition model. Adopting a 

connectionism strategy, Cleeramans tries to show how models can learn implicit rules in 

terms of changes in the weights among units of processing, present in those models. There 
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are no internalized rules in such models; therefore, we cannot see rules in them. We already 

saw how rules are understood, in this model, as distributed within the system.  

As we are often claiming, rule-based implicit learning models are not adequate to the 

pragmatic requirements presented here. On the other hand, Cleeramans account is an 

alternative to discuss our account because it is based on connectionist ideas, as ours is. 

However, we have taken an inverse route from Cleeramans. He starts the discussion by 

modeling systems for performing tasks that would require implicit rules, and then he shows 

that, since it is feasible to do so, implicit rules, as understood and simulated by 

connectionism, can exist. Firstly, we said that skills and learned-based theories are the best 

choices, philosophically, to understand ourselves as normative beings. Secondly, we found a 

theory of mind to support our premises. We do not learn how cognition works by 

investigating connectionism; instead, we hope to show why connectionism is the natural 

theoretical consequence of one adopting a pragmatic or practical approach to norms (implicit 

or not). 

 

 

 

 

 

6.4. A NOTE ON UNCONSCIOUS PROCESSES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One way someone can understand the concept of "implicit" is a process or knowledge  

that can be separated from personal consciousness (or, to use Cleeremans (1993, p. 2) words, 

the acceptance that "information processing can occur outside consciousness"). Although the 

role of consciousness usually was in the center of psychological investigations since the 

beginning, in the last decades, the empirical studies of implicit cognition has advanced in a 

joined investigation with consciousness studies. In this short section, we do not intend to 

offer any theory of consciousness, but to discuss some epistemological ideas in this debate 

based on implicitness and the connectionist models, without involving any ontological 
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premises. The nature of consciousness is irrelevant for anyone adopting the pragmatism about 

norms because it is concerned with those primary processes involved in the implicit and 

explicit learning of knowledge and the functions that some patterns acquire for individuals. 

 Researchers of implicitness frequently have accepted that implicit knowledge is an 

unconscious knowledge. Lewicki, Czyzewska, and Hoffman, for example, refer to "ubiquity 

of nonconscious acquisition of knowledge in human cognition" (1987, p. 523). Krashen 

(1981, p. 1) claims, "subconscious acquisition appears to be far more important [to develop 

ability in second languages]". Reber says, "explanations of behavior based solely on 

conscious factors do not provide satisfactory accounts" (1993, p. 70), and he concludes, "the 

unconscious mental processes are the epistemic foundations upon which emerging conscious" 

(1993, p. 88).  Nick Ellis presents a similar view. He asserts, "the vast majority of our 

cognitive processing is unconscious" (2005, p. 306). In another paper, he says that "implicit 

learning is acquisition of knowledge about the underlying structure of a complex stimulus 

environment by a process which takes place naturally, simply and without conscious 

operations" (NICK ELLIS, 1994, p. 1). To Rod Ellis (2009, p. 7), implicit knowledge 

contrasts with explicit because "explicit language learning is necessarily a conscious process 

and is generally intentional as well". A near idea is found in Hulstijn (2002, p. 206). For him, 

explicit knowledge "is a conscious, deliberative process of concept formation and concept 

linking". McClelland and Cleeremans (2009) declare, from a connectionist perspective, "The 

fact that connectionist models rely on knowledge stored in connections is important for the 

study of consciousness since it makes it clear how processing can be guided by learned 

knowledge without that knowledge being accessible to inspection" (p. 180). That is, since 

connectionism is a non-representational approach, there is no notion of representation, rules, 

schemas or theories available for individuals to access or consult. ("The information 

contained in the pattern of connectivity that characterizes a trained network can not be 

accessed directly by the network itself", MCCLELLAND and CLEEREMANS, p. 180). 

Clark and Karmiloff-Smith (1993) argue in this exact same train of thought. For them, in 

connectionism, knowledge always remains implicit, what means that it is inaccessible to the 

net itself; connectionist models "have no self-generated means of analyzing their own 

activity" (p. 504). Then, the acquired knowledge is not conscious, in this sense, at least (as 

oppositely it is assumed be conscious in the explicit knowledge, which is defined by explicit 

representations that individuals can consciously access).   
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In a very general sense, psychologists who investigate implicit knowledge consider 

consciousness a special state of mind that permits to do some peculiar tasks, as testing and 

extracting conclusions from hypothesis. Maybe we can make some epistemological progress 

if we return to Sellars' distinction between sentience and sapience, as briefly discussed in 

Chapter 1. Both concepts describe types of awareness, but they are very different. Sentience 

involves perception and classification, but sapience involves classifying by admission of 

certain relations. To be a sentience creature, thus, the being needs to be aware, and to be 

sapience the being also needs to accept and to take some normative conceptual relations 

between things (or, in different words, to master certain linguistic uses). Even worms can 

manifest awareness understood as sentience, but only human beings present consciousness 

understood as sapience.  

 I think that Richard Rorty (1979) was one of the philosophers that better understood 

Sellars' notion of sapience; Rorty claimed, in his masterpiece Philosophy and the Mirror of 

Nature, that Sellars' sapience is an awareness of things as things. This is opportune to 

understand Sellars' thought because Sellars really proposes a conceptual consciousness 

understood as a sort of (classificatory) knowledge, not as a psychoanalyst concept of 

"consciousness". Furthermore, the consciousness is not the Cartesian consciousness, used as a 

foundation of knowing  any foundation is a version of the Myth of the Given. 

Consciousness, as sapience, is the capacity of classifying something as something; it is an 

epistemological functionalism. This is why Sellars needs to adopt a linguistic model of 

consciousness as well, since this capacity depends on public language and all those relations 

established only in and by the language. As we also saw, sapience depends on a linguistic 

intersubjectivity.  

Therefore, by "consciousness", in this work, we must mean an awareness or 

classification of the environment, the external world, the body, and other people, available to 

be directly consulted by the agent. Specifically, it is a conceptual awareness. It is the ability 

to interact with the environment, others consciousnesses, etc., understanding and applying 

public concepts, being able to dominate the relations that involve these classifications. In this 

sense, it is a functional theory of consciousness  a functionalism that dismisses us from 

investigating consciousness' nature or its emergence. Because this consciousness is a capacity 

that requires a human brain, it is a functional mind/brain capacity. Thus, those capacities that 

are not explicitly conceptual classifications are, then, implicit or non-conscious 

classifications. That is, some of those relations that we usually understand in our everyday 
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experience in the world are unconscious in this strict sense; they are functional classifications 

that we cannot put into words. However, unlike Sellars, Brandom and other adepts of the 

linguistic consciousness theories, the pragmatic approach to norms discussed here is 

primarily non-linguistic and even unconscious; consciousness, as an implicit capacity, is not 

limited or occurring only in language  because in connectionism there is no idea of 

representation and rules, the information (pattern) is distributed, and there is no propositional 

state behind the action (as a cause)63. Thus, the idea of a linguistic consciousness can be 

dismissed. Implicitness can be seen as unconscious and non-linguistic implicitness. Finally, if 

the primary focus in Science is usually on consciousness processes  only non-scientific 

activities, like arts, accept the importance of unconsciousness , there are empirical studies on 

implicit learning showing that there is much evidence to support that individuals have much 

more unconscious than conscious knowledge, contents, and processes. Human beings' 

consciousness is not the whole of human beings' mindedness. 

 Thus, critics such as Varela, Thompson, and Rosch (1993) ignore evidence of implicit 

processes and then non-awareness cognition. According to them, all forms of cognitivism 

(connectionism as well) postulates processes that are not available to the consciousness and, 

what would be worse, processes that never could be brought to consciousness.  It implies that 

"cognitivism is thereby led to embrace the idea that the self or cognizing subject is 

fundamentally fragmented or nonunified" (p. 48).  It means that there is a cognitive structure 

under conscious level, a sub-personal or sub-conscious level". However, different from them, 

and with the support of issues discussed in the present Chapter, it is exactly what we are 

arguing. Human cognition is partly without any consciousness, and perhaps human beings 

will never be able to understand this sort of process. The consequence is that some cognition, 

seen as a processing of information, is independent of the "self"  though this idea could be 

uncomfortable for many people. In this sense, in fact, some information is a background 

processing. 
 

 

 

 

                                                 
63 Ramsey, Stich, and Garan (RAMSEY, WILLIAM; STICH, STEPHEN; GARAN, JOSEPH. Connectionism, 
Eliminativism, and the Future of Folk Psychology. In: Philosophy and Connectionist Theory. RAMSEY, 
WILLIAM; STICH, STEPHEN P.; RUMELHART, DAVID. E. (Eds.). Hillsdale, N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum, 
1991) claim, "In such models [..] there are no discrete, semantically interpretable states that play a causal role in 
some cognitive episodes but not other. Thus there is, in these models, nothing with which the propositional 
attitudes of common sense psychology can be plausibly be identified" (pp. 217-8). 
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6.5. IMPLICIT AND EXPLICIT PROCESSES AND LEARNING 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cleeremans argues (1993, xi) that most of the inquiries about implicit learning are centered 

on the nature of the knowledge acquired. However, any pragmatic or connectionist approach 

to norms should be more interested in investigating the processes involved in the acquisition 

of knowledge. These processes are not mystical or unknowable, but they arise from the 

architecture of the mind and its incredible capacity to model and to organize functionally the 

knowledge experienced. As we claimed, the processes of acquisition of implicit knowledge 

should be thought of as capacities for interacting with environments and with other people, 

and then be considered as internal processes of extracting information from them as skill-like 

information, non-theoretical or explicitly represented, and not taken as an extraction process 

of external rules or models. What is acquired from the experience is a particular functional 

structure to deal with a given situation. Individuals do not extract direct knowledge from the 

exterior, but they absorb it fragmentary, informally, and as non-explicit pieces of information, 

but still orderly enough to permit modeling the internal structures to reflect the ordinary 

experience. Thus, ontologically, implicit rules are not real rules. (Explicit rules are rules, but 

just as approximations of certain patterns written in flesh and blood on individuals. Let us 

return to this issue next Chapter). 

We have manifested more than once our concern about a misunderstood idea 

involving pragmatism on norms, fondly taken as a classic mode of conditioning. In fact, the 

cognitive revolution discussed shortly in Chapter 5 caused a deep shift in areas like learning 

and intelligence. As Reber argues, "One of the consequences of this dominance by the 

cognitive sciences has been that learning and conditioning are now typically interpreted 

within a cognitive framework" (1993, p. 3). However, as we have claimed, it is properly 

doable understanding the skill-based practices concerning information processing, notably as 

connectionism, and then to deny any associationist interpretation of those practices. The 

pragmatic and connectionist route contrasts not only with the conditioning model but also 

with other classical approaches to knowledge. 
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 The most popular strategies to explain the knowledge, historically, come from a priori 

or innate rationalism, and empiricism and neo-empiricism. Obviously, not all philosophers 

adopted one of these two dominant strategies. Sellars, for example, recognized the 

importance of trying to find an intermediary theory between rationalism and empiricism. 

Unfortunately, this is an interesting idea that contemporary philosophers did not assimilate 

well; they continue now to characterize the debate in terms of an opposition between these 

two "irreconcilable" approaches.  

Sellars' Myth of the Given, discussed in Empiricism and Philosophy of Mind, claims 

that empiricists confuse epistemic and non-epistemic dimensions of experience and, at the 

same time, a priori or innate rationalism adopts an unacceptable given. Connectionism 

transforms this rationalism-empiricism debate by embracing a conciliated alternative. Of 

course, there are choices to be made: "how much information a connectionist model can 

accept as innate?" is one of the hard questions.  

Enemies of all varieties of empiricism, particularly those radical nativists, argue that 

an innate basis is needed to explain how the poverty of stimuli can produce complex 

knowledge. We think that connectionism refutes this objection. Nonetheless, it is not in itself 

the rejection of innatism. Probably, a model of human knowledge that gathers innate 

processes and processes of information acquisition extracted from the environment would be 

more appropriate, as we suggested in Chapter 5. But connectionism favors modes of 

knowledge acquisition in a more empiricist sense (as a theory of functional habits, we can 

say). Precisely, it favors pragmatic approaches to implicit norms understood as learning-

based approaches. When Turner (2014, p. 80) affirms that cognitive neuroscience allows 

discussing "the plausibility of the learnables account" to the practice theories, he is certainly 

thinking about connectionism. As philosophers, we need to cease minimizing and scorning 

learning processes and empirical discussions about them, and consequently to extract real 

knowledge from them. 

 This thesis admits that there is an independence of the implicit knowledge and so of 

the implicit learning, about the explicit knowledge and the explicit learning. In other words, 

we accept a distinction between implicit and explicit cognition. Nevertheless, until this point, 

we are using "learning" as a general term to describe what is acquired in formal and informal 

processes of learning, implicit or explicit. Now, an appropriate distinction is required. Even 

though we reject Krashen's (1981) model of internalization of rules, we will adopt his 

distinction between knowledge "acquisition" and knowledge "learning". "Acquisition" is the 
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result of the implicit, informal, or everyday experience, and "learning" is the explicit process 

of learning. Thus, "acquisition", to us, is the process of producing implicit knowledge, in 

terms of connectionist models, and "learning", to us, is the capacity to talk about implicit 

knowledge or to acquire information in some symbolic form. Consequently, by "implicit 

learning", we mean the process of acquiring implicit information. By "implicit knowledge", 

we mean the product of implicit learning. Naturally, we are concerned with discussing the 

process of implicit rules acquisition  not what implicit knowledge is, how it is stored, and so 

on. 

Clark and Karmiloff-Smith, two specialists in connectionism, argue that knowledge of 

rules, as understood by connectionism, is always implicit. Then, connectionist models cannot 

analyze their own knowledge in terms of any symbolic or rule-governed processes. They 

express this epistemological negative claiming that:  
 
 
 

"Nonetheless, this style of representation is not always sufficient. No system in 
which rules are always merely implicit and emergent can, in our view, exhibit the 
kinds of higher order flexibility and creativity found in humans. Only explicit rules 
have the genuine, systematically manipulable components that make radical 
flexibility possible. [..] It is only by having representations (rules, theories, etc.) that 
are (a) explicit and (b) can thus themselves stand as data structures to be operated 
upon, that a system can fluently adapt in rule-following behaviour to changes in a 
particular domain" (CLARK AND KARMILOFF-SMITH, 1993, p. 504) 

 
 
 
 
Unlike Clark and Karmiloff-Smith, we do not consider the implicit knowledge implied by the 

connectionist model as negative or even insufficient in any sense, and we cannot see the fact 

mentioned as a reason to defend a mixed model that incorporates a symbolic layer. Though 

we agree that symbolic processing is essential to high-level cognition, as in "creativity found 

in humans", in our interpretation, that layer is not required in most of the rule-governed 

activities, since we assume a theory of implicitness as functional consciousness. In other 

words, we deny that rule-based practices require symbols. The symbolic layer improves 

human capacities, it is a fact, but it is not essential for someone to come to follow rules. 

Unfortunately, in this respect, our position is speculative and metaphysical, and then we 

cannot offer a real argument to prove our point but by showing evidences with animals and 

infants regarding their capacity of engaging in practices regulated by what external observers 

would call "rule-governed practice"  even among those animals or infants who do not know 

anything about rules. They do follow what external observers would call "rules". 
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Thus, implicit learning does not require a symbolic language. It refers to some 

changes regularly observed in the responses of some individuals, often after some sort of 

practice of training (typically, some practice of supervised reinforcement). Common cases of 

implicit learning involve a teacher that knows the expected patterns (let us say, that the 

teacher knows the "rules") to be followed by the trainees, and then the teacher manipulates 

the environmental information helping the trainees to reach, by themselves, some patterns 

functionally equivalent. The teacher generates stimuli according to the "rule" that he knows, 

even though he is not doing that explicitly (see Sellars' pattern-governed practices in Chapter 

3). An "implicit rule", acquired in such circumstance, is a personal skill to react to that 

information being experienced, as an individual pattern (sometimes functionally equivalent to 

social demands); an "implicit norm" is a self-instituted pattern by an individual to react to 

some particular situation (see Chapter 4).  

Thus, when a trainee modifies his behavior according to some stimuli of the 

environment, did he acquire an implicit rule? No, he did not; neither ontologically nor 

epistemologically. Implicit learning is not taken as constituted by rules at all. Just explicit 

learning should be. However, in those cases where there are explicit representations of the 

rules, the answer is clearly different. Ontologically, there are no rules, but epistemologically 

there is a concept of "rule", as a sentence or other symbolic mode of representing a well-

established reaction to facing a certain situation. Both implicit and explicit knowledge 

involve the capacity to respond to the stimuli in an appropriate mode, but, in the explicit 

knowledge, there is an explicit representation of the internal configuration or pattern, which 

we can call a "rule". In explicit knowledge, the trainee can offer, as a reason or justification, 

the symbols or sentences linked to what has been learned; this is the rule. Furthermore, this 

symbol or sentence can be used as a source of future predicable behaviors. But the only way 

of knowing if a trainee acquired an implicit knowledge is asking him to demonstrate that, and 

he would only say, "Well, this is how I do in these cases, as I have learned". This is why the 

approach being suggested here should substitute "rules" by "learnables". Rules are learnables 

that some creatures can make explicit to make their lives more interesting, to do Science or 

Philosophy, to discuss themselves, to understand what they are doing and thinking, what they 

can do about it, and so forth.  

Though we disagree with many of Reber's ideas on implicit learning, particularly his 

adhesion to the model of internalization of implicit rules, there is one of his ideas that we 

consider important. He says: 
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"The stance that gives the unconscious and the implicit priority is one that, one 
might argue, strips away something fundamentally human from our characterization 
of ourselves" (REBER, 1993, p. 69). 
 
 
"[..] there are good reasons for endowing the unconscious and implicit systems with 
cognitive priority for taking the, for want of a better term, implicit stance 
("unconsciousness stance" has an unhappy ambiguity, indeed it is almost an 
oxymoron)" (REBER, 1993, p. 69). 

 

 

 

Reber is asserting a privilege ("priority") of implicit cognition over explicit cognition. This is 

compatible with a privilege of practical cognition that we are arguing since the beginning. 

The normative attitude, the practical-based approach to social practices, the inexistence of 

internal and shared rules, the defense of a pre-linguistic approach to cognition, as discussed, 

are appropriate to a defense of an "implicit stance", to use Reber's expression. Such attitude, 

as we interpret, must be understood as a more primitive mode of cognition than explicit 

cognition. It is inseparable from that normative attitude we are claiming that can be found in 

human beings. More than that, implicit cognition it not a secondary mode of cognition; in 

fact, it is essential to human beings be able to come to engage in high-level cognition, and it 

is a pre-requisite of any explicit knowledge as well  an analogous idea can be found in 

Polanyi (2009). Thus, the implicit knowledge arises from experience, without any individual 

consciousness. Individuals know that they are learning something and they are conscious of 

the process of learning, but unconscious of which knowledge is being learned. They are 

guided by natural impulses, the normative attitudes, understood as implicit attitudes. 

It is obvious that this hypothetical implicit cognition, as non-propositional, and based 

on implicit attitudes, provokes some philosophical problems. One of them is proposed by an 

interesting suggestion of Turner (2014).  

 
 
 

"If knowledge is, in the famous formula, justified true belief, the definitions 
excludes what is known as tacit knowledge, the unarticulated is inarticulate 
knowledge that enables the scientist to perform experiments, make discoveries, and 
also to understand the reasoning in an area of science. What is tacit is by definition 
not 'justified' and cannot be justified until it is no longer tacit, nor is the tacit 'belief', 
in the usual sense" (TURNER, 2014, p. 8). 
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Bechtel and Abrahamsen (1990) assert that the "justified true belief" model of knowledge 

pushes us towards an explicit model of knowledge. A "belief" is usually a propositional 

attitude (it requires a proposition, as an object of the attitude). "Truth" or "true knowledge" 

should also come only from propositions. "Justification" is often taken as logical justification. 

 This problem was shortly manifested in Chapter 5, in the means of the discussion 

about connectionism, because there are no explicit representations in these models. 

McClelland and Cleeremans summarize the idea by saying, 

 

 
"the knowledge acquired by a trained connectionist network is stored in the form of 
connection weights between processing units. The information contained in the 
pattern of connectivity that characterizes a trained network can not be accessed 
directly by the network itself. Instead, this knowledge can only manifest itself by 
the influence it exerts on the activation level of the units of the network. In this 
sense, such weights are not representational: they do not constitute objects of 
representation in and of themselves" (MCCLELLAND AND CLEEREMANS, 
2009, p. 180).  

 

 

 

Thus, in connectionism, the knowledge, understood as implicit knowledge, is non-

representational and distributed through the entire net. It is unconscious knowledge. 

Consequently, it cannot be accessed, discussed, and verified by the traditional Plato's 

definition of knowledge.  

The problem is not only the acceptance of the existence of tacit or implicit knowledge; 

the problem is to accept it and still to accept that knowledge is Plato's justified true belief. 

Brandom (1995, 1997, 2002), for example, reinterprets knowledge in terms of his conceptual 

apparatus (commitments and entitlements). For him, knowledge is justified true belief, but it 

only means to master a web of concepts and its relations, being able to assume commitments 

and to present entitlements according to the normative rules (to acquire commitments and to 

know how to justify them and to taken them as true). Therefore, in this specific formulation, 

the problem is gone. Brandom accepts Plato's notion of knowledge and constantly mentions 

"implicit rules", but for him, all sort of knowledge is a linguistic knowledge. Implicit norms, 

for Brandom, then, are not distributed information, as connectionism vindicates. In next 

Chapter, however, we will show how to accommodate Brandom's scorekeeping with a 

connectionist model. But since the premise of the present thesis is that implicit cognition is a 
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sort of non-conscious knowledge, we need to abandon Plato's definition, even Brandom's 

reinterpretation of it.  

If the traditional way used for defining the knowledge is inadequate to our account, 

how to describe the connectionist, implicit knowledge? The answer requires avoiding any 

theoretical explanation for a pragmatic one, avoiding a foundationalist description of implicit 

knowledge as well. Wittgenstein's bedrock is practice itself. We should not explain and justify 

knowledge using language, but in practical terms. If one asks why I do as I do, I say, "this is 

what I do, as I have learned. I do not know what rules you are talking about. What I do is 

enough". In this sense, we are adopting a practical epistemology, without denying the 

relevance of the theoretical one. 

The notion of "implicit cognition" means non-formally structured information about 

the environment, other agents, and the body itself. It is unconscious in the mere sense that it 

is not available to be presented or made explicit by the language. To simplify, implicit is, in a 

general sense, information that is not available for a linguistic access. Instincts and feeling, to 

everyone assuming that they are also information, are examples of implicit knowledge  one 

could say, "I am not feeling well today, but I do not know exactly what is" or "I am sad, but 

there is no reason I can find to explain that". In contrast, the explicit cognition means 

linguistic, theoretical, formal, or articulated information about environments, individuals, and 

own body. Both implicit and explicit cognition arise from the exploration of the experience 

by the learner, and the explicit learning introduces a symbolic layer. As semantic 

inferentialism and ecumenical connectionism require (see Chapter 5), representations are 

posterior to all implicit learning. Implicit knowledge is not propositional.  

Accordingly, this work uses the expression "implicit learning" to report two 

interrelated things. First, the description of a real phenomenon: the capacity of acquiring 

knowledge that cannot be expressed by words. Second, to describe this phenomenon 

regarding a connectionist perspective: the description of the neurological processes behind it. 

Surely, there are many consequences of this position. Because implicit and explicit 

knowledge are more than two modes of knowing, the distinction reveals an opening to 

expressivism. Robert Brandom's two main philosophical theses are inferentialism and 

expressivism. The latter can be synthesized by saying that human beings can make explicit 

(by language) what is implicit in what they do  we can observe the difficulties to Brandom 

since what is implicit should be linguistic or it would never be conscious; this is the price of 

adopting a linguistic theory of mind (and this is why we reject that assumption). We will 
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return to expressivism soon; therefore, it is not needed to discuss it in details now. However, 

it is important to say that expressivism, unified with the connectionist approach being 

adopted here, means expressivism in terms of the information processing (making explicit the 

implicit information or making unconscious information available to consciousness). That is, 

it discusses what we can make explicit in terms of the investigation of what implicit 

knowledge is, according to connectionism, and how connectionism can shed some light on 

the discussion about how to make explicit the implicit. Connectionism shows there are no 

implicit rules, thus, what we make explicit is an implicit, non-linguistic, non-conscious 

configuration or pattern, that is, we make explicit that distributed net of information spread 

out through the whole structure itself. Thus, the concept of "expressivism" becomes the idea 

that an expressive creature is someone that can make explicit those learnables acquired by 

him in his implicit learning.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCLUSION 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Since Chapter 1, we are describing some difficulties to understand normativity according to 

classical models of internal rules guiding thinking and action. Then, we gradually describe a 

practical, skill-based model of normative behavior in terms of functional patterns, acquired 

by personal experience and understood as implicit knowledge. As we said, connectionism is 

an experience-driven modeling of implicit cognitive processes. Wittgenstein, Sellars, Ryle, 

and other philosophers offer a good reason to accept some sort of implicit knowledge in 

human cognition. Thus, the theory of normativity presented in this work is a pragmatic and 

connectionist approach to implicit norms (or patterns), understood as a sort of implicit 

knowledge or non-theoretical skills, focused on learning, specifically implicit (or 

unconscious) learning  non-linguistic or non-explicit acknowledged by individuals.   
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Implicit knowledge and implicit learning, investigated from an empirical perspective, 

are still recent fields of research. The idea that implicit knowledge is a sort of knowledge 

similar to explicit knowledge is a problem, because individuals start to treat implicit 

knowledge as they treat explicit knowledge. But they are different. Implicit rules are only 

unconsciously part of the process of practice construction. They are patterns of classifications 

of personal experiences, that is, relations or commitments that individuals acquire before the 

world. On the other side, explicit rules are expressions of implicit norms. We have an implicit 

normative know-how and can express it using sentences. In this case, explicit rules include 

certain conceptual relations that rational beings respect and infer from them; implicit rules are 

practical rules. Therefore, the language makes explicit that relation. Explicit expressions then 

play a role in cognition because they are representations of implicit rules, and human 

cognition can make operations on them. Explicit awareness is the awareness of 

representations of norms, but there is a normative awareness that is implicit and unconscious. 

In this sense, explicit rules are a second layer in the hierarchical model of cognition being 

suggested. One can play chess and not think about playing chess; a discourse on playing 

chess is unnecessary to play chess. 

 The premise of this work is a demystification of the concept of rule, replaced by a 

practical and expressivist view. Sellars says in Empiricism and Philosophy of Mind that the 

philosophical consequences of the Myth of Genius Jones could let one to adopt a 

metaphysical or even a materialist approach to mindedness (that is, Sellars' approach to 

mental content could be extended by a neo-Cartesian researcher or by an eliminativist one as 

well). In some sense, this work contains the same idea about implicit patterns. The implicit or 

unconscious knowledge of norms could be understood from a naturalistic approach, for 

example, an evolutionary biology or another scientific approach. But the approach does not 

preclude any metaphysical interpretations of it. It means that pragmatism about norms could 

be taken as a reductionist or non-reductionist strategy. In the next Chapter, we make clear our 

non-reductionist theory of normativity.  
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

CHAPTER 7 

SOCIAL SKILLS AND DIALOGISM 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Transcendental theories of normativity become very popular and still are the dominant view 
nowadays. As we said, classical cognitivism is the main conception of this sort of approach. It 
claims that there is some pre-given mode of experiencing the world, that is, there are prior 
mechanisms to interpret and model the experience. However, several other distinct models 
from the social psychology and language-based strategies become important as well. The 
latter is our primary objective in this Chapter. We begin with some ideas of learning and 
sociability and then we discuss Vygotsky's and Mead's ideas on social mind. So, we show 
how Bakhtin's alternative concept of "dialog" is very close to our general description of the 
scorekeeping model.  
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7.1. THE VALUE OF LEARNING IN THE SOCIAL COGNITION 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We have described some of the main philosophical ideas aiming to give a practical theory of 

normative practices in which norms are skills acquired through interaction between 

individuals and environments, especially by the social learning taken as a structured learning 

 although it does not need to be a formal one. Now, we discuss a few issues on learning that 

help us to clarify our primary argument. 

 There are important philosophical and scientific books in the Philosophy of Learning 

nowadays and Sterelny's publications are certainly some of very fascinating of them. His 

perspective is evolutionary, but a little distinct from the classical views on that topic. In The 

Evolved Apprentice, Sterelny presents a discussion on the evolution of the human cognition 

and the human social life centered mainly on the evolution of learning. Before that, in 

Thought in a Hostile World, he already emphasized that learning mechanisms are more 

important than any pre-installed modules for manipulating information, an opposite idea to 

the classical cognitivism. According to the author,  

 

 

 
"human cognitive competence is a collective achievement and a collective legacy; 
at any one moment of time, we depend on each other, and over time, we stand on 
the shoulders not of a few giants but of myriads of ordinary agents who have made 
and passed on intact the informational resources on which human lives depend. 
Another is that human cognitive competence often depends on epistemic 
engineering: on organizing our physical environment in ways that enhance our 
information-processing capacities. The picture of human nature that I develop here 
therefore has important affinities with some strands of social epistemology and with 
the work of Andy Clark and his allies" (STERELNY, 2012, xii). 

 
 
 
 
 
Therefore, Sterelny's ideas found an echo in the social epistemology and non-classic 

cognitivism that argue that individual cognition is inseparable from all other external 

conditions like the environment and the presence of other individuals. It means to take human 
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cognition regarding brain abilities that have evolved only in social contexts. One of the 

consequences of such approach is a non-individualistic evolutionary theory of mind that is 

focused on an "apprentice learning model". As it is expected, Sterelny's discussion involves 

biological vocabulary and several other areas of Science that are beyond our concern. So, we 

ignore the technical debate and discuss all the core ideas. 

 We start seeing Sterelny's non-individualistic perspective of human cognition. As we 

already indicated, he is not a nativist about the hypothesis of how human competencies are 

acquired. Appealing to Archaeology, Paleoanthropology, and Ethnography, Sterelny does not 

concentrate his attention in understanding how changes had occurred in human' life, but in 

their impact on human beings during their evolutionary history. Thus, he describes the 

consequences of those changes in hominids appealing to topics as "family" or "cooperation". 

He disagrees with the individualist thesis often accepted by researchers that suppose the 

necessity of individualism as the mode by which agents could maximize welfare, resources or 

their own interests. According to Sterelny, for the success of adaptation is more important 

than individual behavior the relevance of the access to social and environmental information, 

that is, individuals need to access and use information extracted from the exterior to be well-

succeed. In this sense, an environment is not only the place where individuals are and 

adaptations occur but also from where individuals extract information, process it, and change 

themselves (or change the environment). So, the primary idea is that humans can adapt 

because they can manipulate external information and modify the environment to help in 

their evolving capacities. It implies a model of cultural or social learning named "the 

apprentice learning model". Though we also are claiming individualism in normative 

practices, Sterelny's books help us to understand the function of cultural (or social) learning 

mechanisms through the human evolution history. 

 For Sterelny, the human evolution is not an evolution of specialized structures 

(typically, innate modules task-driven); it requires the occurrence of "positive feedback 

loops" in human experiences (including those activities we can find in the social life). 

Feedbacks allow to humans "being able to accumulate and use cognitive capital" 

(STERELNY, 2012, p. 20). Thus, one of his theses is that certain adaptive processes of 

human nature are best explained by these feedback loops (not by innate structures). Sterelny 

argues that an account of the success of such loops requires showing how is possible an 

organized, well-succeed mechanism of learning derived from the environment, since 

evolution occurs in social environments by social learning. By social learning, he means 
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some advances in human's capabilities and skills, especially those technical skills (they have 

roles in activities that permit evolution). Learning how to learn, the species changes itself.  

Sterelny identifies two forms of positive feedback loops. The first one involves the 

relations between informational cooperation and life history, when agents use other agent's 

information for their self-benefit. This transmission of information among agents (cross-

transmission) allows the development of individual skills. The second one is when an 

individual adaption can make an impact on the environment, such as organized for the social 

learning  for example, changing some general habit. In this case, agents do not need to 

develop new skills by themselves; they can learn because they are part of the environment in 

which the change has occurred. These basics form of informational feedback permit to the 

individuals acquire a set of skills directly from their social environment (from the social 

learning). In some moment, genetic variations occurred as well; some of them still increase 

the social learning by improving the individual capacity of learning from the social structure. 

Consequently, the social environments started to be involved by "templates" for guiding 

individual actions, developing the skills of individuals living in it. 

 
 

 
 

"As cognitive capital at a generation becomes increasingly important, there is 
increased selection for cognitive capacities that enable juveniles to pump 
information from their seniors. At some stage deep in our history, hominin lives 
became utterly dependent on the reliable preservation of these rich bodies of 
information" (STERELNY, 2012, p. 34). 

 
 

 
 

 
Therefore, instead of focusing on the individual cognitive capacity needed from adaptation, 

Sterelny proposes that feedbacks on individual cognitive capacities, in social environments, 

favored evolution. By acquisition of information from the environment and the transmission 

of it to other individuals, the social cognition started. 

However, to understand why learning is so important we need to see which selective 

advantages come directly from it. Since environmental conditions are changing all the time, 

social or cultural learning plays a substantial role because humans needed to learn about their 

environment and the others. Learning also favored the raising of skills  there is more chance 

someone survives if all individual in his group knows how to fish, for example. The 

development of learning of skills allows to human beings become cognitive creatures, 
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surrounded by social activities, and learning how to learn these skills and activities. We 

surely became creatures that learn. 

The history of learning evolution is really deep64, but a few points are instructive to 

explore. In the beginning, creatures learn by using some cognitive mechanisms that initially 

evolved for other purposes, but in the course of time, distinct mechanisms evolved to help the 

social learning. Such mechanism could include the use of tools as language, for instance. 

Humans were able to use symbols to think, and these symbols start to play a role in 

environments where a culture began. It also permits to organize information of settings. All 

those individual cognitive adaptations evolved to reflect the social learning and culture. For 

Sterelny, the use of public symbols changed human beings because it allows to the 

individuals not only be a member of social groups but start to see themselves as members of 

these groups. They start to identify themselves with other individuals (around 120,000 and 

50,000 years ago):  

 
 

 
 

"One way that human groups differ from animal societies is that human groups are 
groups for themselves, not just groups in themselves [..] People belong to groups; 
they recognize themselves as a member of a group and often treat that fact as a 
central feature of their lives. Individuals identify with their communities and 
identity with their distinctive norms and customs. Culture, mediated by the use of 
symbols, welds people into members of a community who identify as members. 
Humans are not just members of communities; they think of themselves as members 
of communities [..] Human groups are 'symbolically marked'; they share distinctive 
norms, customs, rituals, and the like. Symbols are badges or insignia of group 
membership and identity. Mutual knowledge of these shared aspects of life 
underwrites individual identification with groups in which they are embedded" 
(STERELNY, 2012, p. 49). 

 
 
 
 
 

This idea is worthy because norms, values, rituals, etc. are collective matters  only within 

social groups they emerge. It does not mean that before the existence of symbols the human 

groups did not possess "norms", however, they start to recognize (be conscious) of some 

activities as regulated just after these symbolic cognitive activities. Thus, Sterelny claims that 

this new sort of social groups, which uses symbols, generates a new world of meaningful 

collective information. He then concludes that children learn moral cognition "through an 

enriched version of the expertise-by-apprenticeship model" (STERELNY, 2012, p. 164), and 

                                                 
64 See mainly Chapter 2 from Sterelny (2012). 
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we can expect the same for other social norms. In this sense, we could claim that norms are 

only rich skills learned from social environments. From our expressivist perspective, symbols 

do not permit norms to exist, but they allow some creatures come to exist as normative 

beings. However, the use of symbols already demands some conventions or mode of using. 

Since the use is a precondition, some norms or customs are previous the use of symbols; 

individuals need to be able to engage in some regular activities before learning how to use 

symbols. If the use of public symbols is a characteristic of social groups, there is some 

cognitive activity working before their existence (to be a regular skillful member of the group 

having some non-symbolic but still regulated cognition). Therefore, the use of symbols 

requires some capacities, for example, the capacity that we are proposing by inferentialist 

terms. Norms are evolutions of skills. Individuals learn norms from social environments, by 

informal and formal training. They learn norms in the same way they learn skills; they 

observe, make hypotheses, evaluate examples, see some pieces of instruction, reinforcements, 

punishments, and then norms emerge as implicit skills. In this sense, learning of norms is 

learning by practices, by some activity or action that occurs in an environment already 

structured to that.  

Thus, Sterelny's evolutionary perspective corroborates our premise of the role of 

learning in the formation of normative beings. He sees four special virtues in the apprentice 

learning model. First, learning can start with a mere "side effect of adult activity" 

(STERELNY, 2012, p. 35), that is, without formal teaching or any special adaptation from 

student65. Second, the model permits to conceive a "high-fidelity, high-bandwidth knowledge 

flow" (STERELNY, 2012, p. 36). Third, it fits well with ethnographic data since formal 

educational and explicit teaching "are not prominent parts of traditional society" 

(STERELNY, 2012, p. 36). Fourth, "the model can be shown to illuminate the archaeological 

record" (STERELNY, 2012, p. 36). 

For us, the third aspect is truly the most relevant for our argument. Sterelny says, 

"Apprentice learning does not require explicit instruction or formalized institutions" 

(STERELNY, 2012, p. 36), for example because the student finds a structured learning 

environment, seeing experts in actions. "In short, while the role of explicit teaching in 

                                                 
65 "One advantage of the model is that apprentice learning can evolve incrementally, from a baseline in which 
juveniles have quite minimal individual adaptations for social learning, and where adults have no cognitive 
adaptations for teaching, but where the social environment favors skill transmission as a by-product of adult 
economic activity" (STERELNY, 2012, p. 37). 
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traditional societies is often quite limited, adults can and do structure and engineer the 

learning environment, even without explicit teaching" (STERELNY, 2012, p. 36). 

Surely, the flow of information in ancient times was very distinct from ours. The 

acquisition of skills was limited to extract information from environments about resources, 

parenthood or security. Gradually, this scenario changed when some conditions were 

modified to include culture. Individuals start to recollect information on clothes, modes of 

using unknown symbols or learning new skills. A new sort of information emerged in the 

form of norms, rules, customs, values, beliefs, social attitudes, and so forth. At that moment, 

the scene is changed. Firstly, there is a new realm of culture that does not come from nature; 

it comes from the way of life of some creatures that institute some relations (see our Chapter 

2); the acquisition of culture is not only the possession of repertoires of responses acquired by 

conditioning. Secondly, these relations cannot be directly seen or touched, just lived.  

 In this new socio-cultural scenario, all control and coercion are socially made. Groups 

and its members are committed to certain ways of acting and cooperating. It emerges certain 

"commitment devices", as Sterelny calls  in an evolutionary perspective, the notion of 

"commitment" is distinct from ours. Sterelny discusses them relating to the problems of 

cooperation and benefits of being part of the group. Of course, there are commitments that 

are not related to such benefits, for example, norms of etiquette (one has not legal or social 

rights suspended just because eats with open mouth). The explanation of why someone 

follows a rule of etiquette is more psychological than philosophical  a short discussion will 

be presented in our final conclusion. For now, it is enough to say that individuals acquire 

different sorts of norms because they live and are part of a social group. Mechanisms 

regulating how people acquire commitments are unknown yet, but it is evident that they 

involve the sense of being part of the group or being against it.  

Our objective to introduce Sterelny's ideas is to emphasize the importance of learning 

and the social dimension of cognition. More importantly, his ideas reinforce our premise that 

norms are skills, now supported by an evolutionary perspective. To summarize the previous 

discussion, according to Sterelny individuals evolved to handle this new social cognitive 

requirement and so they learned new ways of being adapted to these new groups and their 

rules, values, and culture. We are tendentious to be part of a group and learn its skills (values 

and norms). Therefore, an underlying cognitive structure (for example, the structure that we 

are presenting here) and learning process are adequate to that, without any innatism66. 

                                                 
66 See Sterelny's (2003, 2012) to an overview of the criticism of nativism on norms. 
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Everything innate is our tendency of being normative beings, the normative attitude.  We are 

creatures who make ourselves individual's agents just by means of society.  

 

 

 

 

7.2. SOCIAL CONCEPTIONS OF THE MIND  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
High-level cognitive tasks are discussed by strategies as cognitivism, associationism or even 

behaviorism (which are focused on internal processes) and situated cognition or social 

constructivism (which are focused on interactional processes). We suggest seeing 

connectionism as looking at both sides at the same time, or as a social connectionism. Thus, 

we are asserting that internal and external factors are both relevant to understand the 

normative practices. In fact, the model being presented is a social model because each 

individual constructs in society his neural structure to face the world and other individuals. 

Therefore, the investigation has guided us toward a social constructivism, a sort of distributed 

(situated or contextualized) model of cognition binding biological capacities established only 

within social environments. Despite that, we are not adopting a radical model of socialization. 

Human beings' cognitive development is not absolutely innate neither entirely made by a 

social construction. 

 We saw how classical cognitivism is centered in individual processes, resources or 

structures that some creatures are naturally equipped with and use them in the course of their 

lives. That is, some innate processes (as software wired in the brain) run at the appropriate 

time and their owners evolve some cognitive abilities. This reason is why the strategy is less 

concerned with contexts and interaction. The human developing is pre-programmed and lacks 

a deep social dimension for such this development. One of the main influences on scholars 

adopting these ideas is Jean Piaget. This distinguished psychologist of development argued 

that human beings pass through a natural sequence of stages of development and social 

contexts and mechanisms like emotions are not relevant in such progressive path. Against this 
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idea, which we are rejecting since the beginning, we present three related strategies to 

illuminate our social model of individual development; they come from the influential studies 

of Vygotsky, Mead, and Bakhtin.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

7.3.  VYGOTSKY, MEAD, AND BAKHTIN 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lev Semenovitch Vygotsky was a Russian psychologist in 1920s and 1930s who conceived a 

currently popular theory of the emergence of mind based on socio-historic-cultural conditions 

and dialectical processes. For him, one concerned to understand scientifically the mental 

functions needs to study the mind development, and this requires an investigation of 

intersubjective or mediated processes.  

Vygotsky's social theory of mind intends to go beyond traditional ways of conceiving 

mindedness in his time. He believes to be useless the focus only on internal brain 

mechanisms or in conditioning as well, that is, a new psychology should be established as 

free from both dominant branches of that science in its beginning, introspectionism and 

behaviorism. The first one, centered in processes accessed by introspection, cannot be 

scientifically described. The other, focused on stimuli-responses mechanisms, excludes 

consciousness from the investigation. However, for Vygotsky, consciousness does exist  it 

does not mean to see it as an immaterial reality but instead as a process that can be 

investigated if one understands the emergence of individual capacities immerse in social 

environments. Consciousness is not a subjective or internal phenomenon, nor a merely 

structured behavior. It is a function that emerges from the process of experiencing social 

contexts. An experience is not a reaction to stimuli; it is a capacity of reflecting about the 

experience (when someone reacts, he also reacts to his reaction). The mind is a set of mental 

processes that emerge from internal and external experiences of an individual in social 
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environments. The consequence is the absolute necessity of looking at external conditions of 

socio-historical life to understand the individuals. To explain our inner processes we need to 

investigate our external processes. Therefore, the theory is non-behaviorist (mindedness is 

not a repertoire of behaviors) and non-cognitivist (individual's mental development is not 

previously programmed into the brain, and it does not happen in isolated environments). 

Mindedness depends on other individuals, and the head concept for understanding its 

emergence is called "mediation." 

According to Vygotsky, there are some innate processes (pre-linguistic thought, 

associative memory, attention, perception, etc.) developed themselves concerning the stimuli 

model. However, high-level processes (those that require the use of concepts or rationality) 

are different: they are dependent of categories as language and thinking and so they cannot be 

reduced to other lower processes. In other words, high-level cognitive functions are not the 

continuity of lower ones and require an emergence to arise. The mind comes to be from a 

dialectical participation in external contexts by mediation, which is a social concept 

(basically, it means relations among people). Therefore, higher mental structures firstly 

emerge intersubjectively (culturally) and so subjectively (individually).67 The notion of 

"mediation" is fundamental because it is not only an associative stimuli-responses premise; it 

is a real mediation process that depends on an interpretation made by that individual 

experiencing and living some social situation. 

 A consequence of this view is the assumption that a child initially learns those 

intersubjective, mediated relations internalizing the social. However, internalization does not 

mean only to put inside what is outside; it is not a mere conversion from exterior material to 

brain mechanisms. In fact, the mental reality emerges jointly with all these relations, that is, 

mindedness is built through mediation; the mind is the totality of all those social relations, 

which are internalized. Even processes as volition, emotions or will are socially mediated 

since children learn about them through mediation with another person. Of course, different 

historical-social processes allow the emergence of different internal processes  for example, 

the use of concepts is internalized by the observance of some very specific social practices, 

such as classification. Therefore, the culture is what is being internalized; individual mind 

always involves the historical knowledge of social groups, the history of their social 

                                                 
67 "[E]very function in the cultural development of the child appears on the stage twice, in two planes, first, the 
social, then the psychological, first between people as an intermental category, then within the child as an 
intramental category. This pertains equally to voluntary attention, to logical memory, to the formation of 
concepts, and to the development of will" (VYGOTSKY, 1987, p. 145). 
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experiences, and all accumulation of that general wisdom. Every social experience is 

meaningful because each experience is constitutive of an individual psychological 

framework. In this sense, an important (and famous) concept is "the zone of proximal 

development", which can be understood as the difference between that a child can achieve 

learning alone or with support or mastering of an adult  it emphasizes the importance of 

development in direct touch with other individuals. The child develops more (construct more 

knowledge) when he receives this external information. 

 We see the deep  self-admitted  Hegelian influence on Vygotsky's thought, 

especially by means of Marx's and Feuerbach's ideas of individuals as products of social 

relations. Vygotsky echoes Hegel when says, "thus we might say that through others we 

become ourselves" (1987, p. 105). There is no place for innatism because mindedness 

depends on cultural mediation (acculturation). There is a march of human beings through 

history and it allows them to construct themselves, their values, and their norms as well. 

Mindedness is instituted. Vygotsky's mediation is also a Hegelian inspired concept, an 

autonomy intersubjectively reached. An individual become autonomous, free or critic when 

appreciates the socio-historical conditions in which he or she emerges as an individual. To 

sum up, a person is a dialect construction. Through the commerce of ideas, intersubjective 

connections between people and their experiences in social environments allow the 

emergence of the personal consciousness. Intentionality, therefore, is primarily social  the 

so, normative dimension seems to be a consequence. However, in this work we are refusing 

the idea of "internalization". Before we say something about that, let us take a short look at 

an exciting project that also deserves to be quoted. Another influent voice in Psychology was 

George Herbert Mead, the founder of Social Psychology, a movement that was immersed in 

the American Pragmatist. Vygotsky and Mead present similar projects: both authors aimed to 

establish a psychology of higher mental processes free of introspectionist and behaviorist 

theses; and both were not concerned to describe the mind's capacities exhaustively  they 

focused on explaining the social development or emergence of these capacities. For our 

objective, therefore, Mead and Vygotsky are interchangeable.  

 Like Vygotsky, Mead's perspective claims that mind's origin and structure depend on 

social institutions and environments, and Psychology must be naturalistically discussed in 

terms of a process of adaptation of the individuals to these environments  higher mental 

processes evolved playing functions in the interaction between individuals and environments. 

Even consciousness and self-consciousness are social processes that can be elucidated 
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through scientific methods and investigations. However, Mead's also is a non-reductionist, 

thus, mental functions require a semantic or intentional vocabulary. We cannot explain mental 

processes mechanically, but only as processes that emerge as abilities in social environments 

and intentional contexts. It means the presupposition of certain relations involving an 

interacting among individuals. Furthermore, the evolution of mental functions changes the 

environment as well. In this case, evolutionary theory needs to be joined with social contexts 

and environments (as Sterelny has argued as well). Self, other persons or objects are 

constituted by means of practices of interaction. Things become intentional because we are in 

the process of interaction with them.  

Both Vygotsky and Mead suggest a social formation of human mind (individual 

genesis through intersubjective processes). Despite some differences involving these two 

important projects, both authors admit a theory of internalization. To possess (have) a mind, 

consciousness or self is to internalize those external, intersubjective relations into internal, 

intra-subjective processes. However, Vygotsky concept of "internalization" never is really 

explained. For that reason, some scholars appeal to Mead as being complementary of 

Vygotsky, since the process of internalization is discussed by Mead's Social Psychology.  

For Mead, intentional contents emerge from communication and interiorization. In the 

beginning, internalization arises from rudimentary mechanisms that involve only gestures. It 

requires a form of interaction between child and another person that involves child's ability to 

pointing, etc. By the same process, objects can be seen as set of stimuli and correspondent 

reactions to it in the course of the experience. After gestures, internalization continues by 

internalization of the meaning of public symbols. To come to be a full individual depends on 

the acquisition of a public language, not because consciousness is to possess a language but 

because to be an individual (or self) involves adopting or internalizing the interpersonal 

attitudes from others towards the individual, also together with his own linguistic and non-

linguistic behaviors. According to Mead, the individual becomes an object for himself, and 

other individuals become objects for the individual when such external relations (including 

other's attitudes) are internalized. Glock (1986, p. 140) concludes, 

  
 
 

"Following this picture, internalisation, conceived as the switch from the gesture to 
symbolic interaction, is no mysterious process by which social relations are 
somehow transferred into the brain. Instead it amounts to a transition from one kind 
of consciousness to another: something which others are aware of in ego and ego is 
aware of in others becomes a part of ego's awareness of himself. This 'something' is 
the relevance of ego's own actions". 
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Thus, the process of internalization involves three stages. Initially, the child becomes aware 

that his actions promote impact in another person, and vice-versa. Then, the child starts to 

internalize the relation governing symbols, that is, internalize the normative relations or 

expectations from external individuals. Finally, the child can think by own. 

 Therefore, the individual mind is directly related to the capacity of seeing the own 

actions and thoughts as the point of view from another individual mind, that is, the capacity 

of assuming the role or perspective of others. Individuals internalize external relations when 

they can consider the other's perspective. At first, this idea could be taken as analogous to 

Brandom's idea, as discussed in Chapter 2. However, we now present some irreconcilable 

differences.   

One of the immediate problems of Mead's account is that the meaning of gestures or 

sounds also requires contexts (tone of voice, for example), therefore, it is impossible to 

ensure that all gestures possess the exact same meaning in two different interlocutors. Even if 

we accept that gestures do not need to share any meaning for being understood, symbols 

surely do. So, it is hard to see how normative relations are internalized as objective matters68. 

In Brandom's model of intersubjectivity, conversation is symmetric but meaning is 

asymmetric (and cannot be symmetric in any inferentialist account). Mead's solution appeals 

to the ideas as "anticipation", "expectation" or "being in the role of the other"69; however, this 

is not an appropriate justification for internalization or sharing. In fact, it is not a guarantee 

for any normative application or use. We saw how Wittgenstein tried to show that the there is 

nothing behind the use of words and applications of rules, that is, there is nothing able to fix 

the range of all uses or applications. Schemas interiorized still can be incorrectly applied 

(there is always more than just one interpretation). Thus, we suggest seeing the mediated 

process as a concrete mutual interpretation, truly perspectival, but no internalization; it is a 

functional perspective as claimed since the beginning. Communication and understanding, 

the processes of navigating from linguistic and non-linguistic behaviors from one to another, 

                                                 
68 "How does ego manage to relate to his own gesture in the same way alter does? Here, it is tempting to assume 
identity of meaning as a basis of identity of attitudes and argue that ego relates to his gesture as alter does 
because the gesture means the same for alter and ego. But this is to put the cart before the horse, because now 
our account of the evolution of meaning presupposes the very notion we try to support. We therefore seek a way 
of constructing role-taking which does not presuppose meaning" (GLOCK, 1986, p. 140). 
69 "Meaning is that which can be indicated to others while it is by the same process indicated to the indicating 
individual. In so far as the individual indicates it to himself in the role of the other, he is occupying his 
perspective, and as he is indicating it to the other from his own perspective, and as that which is so indicated is 
identical, it must be that which can be in different perspectives. It must therefore be a universal, at least in the 
identity which belongs to the different perspectives which are organized in the single perspective, and in so far 
as the principle of organization is one which admits of other perspectives than those actually present, the 
universality may be logically indefinitely extended" (MEAD, 2015, p. 89)" 
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establish the normative mind itself without internalization and sharing. Brandom' 

scorekeeping is perspectival  it requires to be in other's person perspective  without 

appealing to none of these two uncomfortable ideas of sharing and internalization. (And 

connectionism allows us to see how this could be feasible). 

 Many scholars have criticized Vygotsky and Mead as if they see children as passive 

or empty receptors of culture by means of an orthodox concept of "internalization" like 

assimilation. However, what is internalized helps children to construct their own mind, so 

internalization allows they think for themselves and demands their internal, individual 

cognitive processing. For Vygotsky and Mead, the formation of mind depend on  a process of 

internalization that also is a sort of modeling, that is, minds are modeled by the way we are 

using concepts, thinking, etc., acquired by social interaction  internalization allows to 

establish some technique to construct concepts, contents, and so on. Even if we admit that, 

the problem is internalization yet. In fact, both authors suggest in some sense that 

internalization involves cognitive activity from children and consequently the process should 

be seen as a sort of dialects. Thus, the process involves some negotiation with the external 

world and with other people and internalization becomes a dynamic process as a construction 

of thinking. It means that internalization would not be a static process. We propose that the 

problem is dissolved if we understand differently what the interaction between two 

interlocutors is. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

7.4. DIALECTIC AND DIALOG 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is common to describe Vygotsky's and Mead's strategies as "dialectical", and just a few 

times as "dialogical".  The distinction is significant for our argument. 

Originally, dialectic was fundamental in Plato's Academy  later, the concept was 

adopted by many authors with several distinct forms, for example, Hegel's notion of it 
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conceived from his critic of Plato. Dialectic did not designate a process between two 

individuals in which one of them imposes theses, but a process in which both together intent 

to reach an agreement about some topic, by respecting the requirement of reason. The final 

objective is always the truth. In fact, Plato's dialectic is not even a debate; it is a spiritual 

movement of two souls towards the intellectual Ideas or Forms70. Consequently, a Platonic 

dialectic is not a contention about some question seeking to identify who knows more; it is an 

impartial search for the truth by individuals aiming to transform themselves. It is neither a 

competition nor the process of overcoming another individual. It is an agreement. Thus, every 

stage of discussion is more accurate than the prior stage and it is not an individual perspective 

that emerges in each stage; the dialogical perspective prevails, that is, a perspective that 

includes non-individuals' point of views. In this sense, each stage of an argument should 

contemplate all individual's perspectives and so individuals reach a non-individual 

perspective. Conversation reaches a truth submissive to rationality itself, which is superior to 

individual perspectives. Thus, Plato's dialectics allows individuals achieve transcendental 

positions, knowledge that is beyond their individual conceptions. Even when individuals do 

not reach the truth, they arrive at a common position and some premises that both need to 

admit because the force of reason imposes that; this knowledge then is what they share with 

each other. When the discussion finishes with aporia, individuals know something about 

them (to know nothing) and share that at least. Thus, dialectic lets individuals to indelible 

objects and objective truths and this form of philosophizing must be understood as the 

appropriate manner of guiding life. It is not a search for knowledge by knowledge; it is a 

mode of living as a development of the individual by process of gradually ascending to the 

knowledge. 

This is why the oral discussion is superior to writing, since it involves two individuals 

living, changing, and really merging their perspectives; it is not a static or finished theoretical 

knowledge. Dialect is always alive, dynamic; it is not an immutable and fixed process. 

Consequently, the information is not transmitted but mutually built. More important is the 

own process, by which individuals pay attention about what it knows or not. So, dialectics is 

beyond individuals. It is a non-perspectival knowledge, neither subjective nor intersubjective 

knowledge. In this sense, it aims the objective truth. Even though Plato's dialogs never ends 

with final truths, they always point to the objective truths, non-individual knowledge that can 

                                                 
70 See Pierre Hadot (What is Ancient Philosophy? Harvard: Harvard University Press, 2003; Exercices spirituels 
et philosophie antique. Paris: Etudes augustiniennes, 1981).  
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be shared by all souls. The idea is inspiring. However, it requires metaphysical 

presuppositions. All we need is some model that preserves the basic insights of the 

communicative practice and dialectics with no metaphysics, as seen in Bakhtin.   

Mikhail Bakhtin is a Russian philosopher who is popular in contemporary studies of 

language and in Pedagogy. Often, he is compared and confronted with Vygotsky because they 

have much in common. Vygotsky was concerned to understand the development of 

individuals as social products, but Bakhtin was interested in language as the tool of socio-

historical transmission across generations (language as the practice of mediation among 

individuals). Despite similarities and dissimilarities in them, irrelevant for us in this study, 

there is one point that makes Bakhtin distinct of Vygotsky, and this is the point that we 

discuss now.  

Bakhtin rejected all forms of subjectivism that attribute to the interior the 

responsibility for the development of individuals. But he also rejected the abstract 

objectivism. His conclusion is that the exterior is the source of development of the individual, 

precisely the expressivity presents in the public language. Bakhtin claims that dialectics is the 

process of overcoming dualities between internal and external (individual and social) and also 

posits the individual within a socio-historical process by synthesis. However, his dialectics is 

not like Vygotsky understanding of that concept. Language, for Bakhtin, is the process by 

which individuals become awareness of themselves and the world (because the use of 

language). The "enunciation" specifically is much more than a physical production of a 

sound: it involves all elements of the intersubjective socio-historical environments. Unlike 

Vygotsky, therefore, to whom language is only a tool for communication, for Bakhtin the 

public language is wider. If, for Vygotsky, the language is the primary tool by which external 

(social) is internalized by children, for Bakhtin there is no internalization: there is a sort of 

dialogical process of the institution of content, a dynamical and perennial process. Therefore, 

this is not the classical notion of "dialectic" but a sort of perpetual dialog with the exterior, 

using the public language. The personal discourse depends on other individuals as well. For 

example, death is not experienced by the own individual, however, through the death of other 

individuals and the discourse about it the concept of "death" acquires meaning (by the 

interaction with other individuals as a process of mutual construction). Before the individual 

institutes himself as a person, he experiences those intersubjective, changeable processes. The 

dialog comes to be established before individuality and it is the source of individual 

discourse.  
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Therefore, we are arguing that though researchers use "dialectics" and "dialog", in 

social studies of mind, as analogous or even identical processes, there are not; and if they are 

not, so they can have different philosophical consequences. In fact, Bakhtin is a critic of 

Hegel's dialectics because it is a mechanical process of overcoming the opposite thoughts 

towards a synthesis; this is monological (not truly dialogical). There is an objective voice 

behind dialect. Bakhtin's dialect is a real dialog. It is not the process of reaching truths or an 

objective synthesis. There is a lack of objectivity. Everything is living, rebuilding, moving. 

So, the dialog dynamically involves emissary and interlocutor, their lives, the living 

language, interior and exterior, and so forth. The consequence is not the necessity of 

embracing internalization of interpersonal processes as intrapersonal processes; to possess a 

language is to acquire the means for using the language and then to build the world, that is, 

words from others are transformed in personal words. Individual consciousness involves 

others but is not merely an internalization of others' words. Language is never a closed thing, 

and individuals do not internalize a complete or static language, already defined and ready-to-

use; they are instituters of differences (instituters of language or perspectives) and thus they 

are part of the whole set of language users. We return to this notion of mind formation using 

the concept of "dialog" in the next Chapter, when we discuss more about mutual 

interpretational scorekeeping.  

Bakhtin's use of language (like Sellars' transcendental linguistic) is not a traditional 

dialectic, but a dialog, and we propose that dialogism is analogous of Brandom's 

scorekeeping. Individuals in the dialog manage their own discourse and the other's discourse 

as well. The discourse or dialog is the place where emissary and interlocutor have contact 

with each other, see their differences, and make their perspectives without to ignore the 

others. If Vygotsky claims the otherness appealing to internalization, as Bakhtin we propose 

that the process of dialog dismisses internalization and sharing. It is not a classical sense of 

dialectic. In the traditional dialectic, individuals search together a shared perspective then 

dialectics is an intersubjective process but not an inferentialist, non-perspectival one  we can 

see the Plato's intelligible world of Forms or Hegel's Objective Spirit or State as playing the 

same role of community as an objective voice, a non-individual objective perspective that is 

source of mutual understanding. Because in inferentialist model anything is shared, dialectics 

is a form of interaction just partially similar to scorekeeping taken as dialogical scorekeeping. 

We are asserting that this process is dialogical (inter-individual) but there is no sharing 
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process in it. We suggest a model of interaction understood as an assertive dialog in which all 

relations and contents are functionally instituted by individual experiences. 

To sum up, the main problem of social models of mind formation is the idea of 

internalization they require. It implies that one must accept that the exact same content should 

be intersubjectively shared and to accept the existence of objective contents. In fact, there are 

several contemporary approaches concerned to explain this internalization process, but we 

also can find many other studies rejecting internalization. If the capacity of explaining the 

process of internalization is hard, a harder problem is to explain how relations and rules 

already internalized can be correctly interpreted by two different individuals  a problem 

dissolved in our model because all contents emerge together with applications and are 

implicit in practices. 

This issue is much important since there is a philosophical and non-philosophical 

feeling that there really are objective rules. Human beings think, talk, and act as if these 

objective relations exist. People also teach their children as if objective rules exist. In other 

words, human beings live as if their individuality is actually restricted or suppressed by 

objective facts and objective rules. This misunderstood objectivity is the essence of the 

dialectic process in which individuals perspectives are overrun by objective relations present 

in the community or something else. Therefore, dialect implies a model of objectivity through 

a process of thesis-antithesis-synthesis or other. Since we are suggesting the dialogism 

without sharing and internalization, we could accept a process of interaction among 

perspectives without objectivity. 

Scorekeeping seen as a dialog is distinct of those radical social models, like Vygotsky, 

and those non-social models as well, as Piaget71. Furthermore, our intermediary strategy 

could be thought through connectionism. 
 
 
 
 

"In such [connectionist] models the belief that guests should be offered something 
to drink is not a sentence in a 'language of thought' but rather a tendency of units 
representing aspects of guests and situations to activate other units (and those, still 
other units) that in the end, with sufficient training, initiate the behavior of offering 
an appropriate beverage. In this framework a schema (e.g., for company manners) is 
not a set of sentences but rather a pattern of interaction among strongly 
interconnected units. It follows that for connectionists, schemas vary in their 
schematicity, depending on the strength and density of the interconnections among 
the units of which they are composed. Schemas such as the one for company 

                                                 
71 He claims a set of prior information available for helping the individual to model the experience allowing the 
individual to go beyond experience's information itself. 
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manners are typically learned when repeated participation (either as guest or 
host) in these sorts of social interactions creates a gradual strengthening of the 
weights of association among these units" (STRAUSS & QUINN, 1997, p. 52, 
my emphasis). 

 
 
 
 
 
Implicit patterns are as templates to react to the individual, non-shared experience (they 

replace the role of schemas in orthodoxy cognitive models). Therefore, connectionist allows 

the idea of mindedness as a weak form of cognitivism that is non-static, in which social 

context can play an important function. Connectionism allows seeing cognitive modeling as 

flexible, as an adaptable, and functional stability can explain sociability. Meaning and rules 

are individual but dependent on intersubjective processes of institution. Cognition is not 

shared. However, it is inseparable of practices by which contents and rules were acquired. It 

explains how individual contents are socially restricted, as responses to the experience. In the 

next section, we argue that there is no reason to suppose that connectionist models, as self-

organized models, cannot be organized to include social contexts (and other features such as 

perception, body or action) and be a robust strategy for cognitive studies. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

7.5. CONNECTIONISM AND THE SOCIAL 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The last six chapters introduce a model of intentional content based on intersubjective 

relations, setting the social dimension in evidence without any form of internalization or 

compromise with fixed, shared or transcendental cognitive frameworks. We also discussed a 

connectionist model of cognitive processes with an understanding of norms as skills, 

claiming a dynamical, relational, and implicit model of neural networks. This session returns 
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to the ideas of sociability and social learning of competencies and their relation to 

connectionism.  

Nowadays, many cognitive models are accepting the idea that normativity is not the 

possession of rules, in a broad sense, or even representation of rules. Philosophical or 

scientific backgrounds distinguish these models. For example, some of the important models 

called "situated cognition" are inspired by the phenomenological idea of "being-in-the-

world"; others, as connectionism, does not need to deny this idea, however, it concentrates in 

the plausibility of models inspired by studies on cognitive architectures of real human brains. 

However, it is a mistake to think that connectionism cannot be used to extend a social model 

of mind or experience, or even to be joined with these situated strategies. 

 Connectionism is not a new theory. However, in almost 50 years of history the critics 

consider its results as unsatisfactory or inexpressive. In the beginning, the discussion was 

restricted to classical cognitivism versus connectionism; now there is another intense debate. 

After classical cognitivism and connectionism assume the leading positions in the initial 

debate, some strategies emerged in the scene  we can mention, in addition to the situated 

cognition already cited, enactivism, embodied cognition, ecological cognition and ecological 

psychology, situated robotic, etc. All these post-connectionist models intend to overcome the 

limits of classic cognitivism versus connectionism debate by focusing on some sort of 

existential, corporeal or practical strategy, that is, they primarily are centered in organism 

living in situations and then they suggest models of agency and social cognition. It is worth to 

say that situated cognition is frequently described as the model inspired by Vygotsky's work 

and enactivism is based on Merleau-Ponty's Phenomenology. The main objective of this 

section is the defense that connectionism is compatible with this situated or enactivist 

direction. The model could be thought as a sort of "social connectionism"72, a scorekeeping 

that just happens in social contexts by the modeling of sets of individual repertoires in a sense 

similar to the being-in-the-world model.  

Enactivists as Varela and his colleagues see cognition as non-representational, non-

fixed, and non-pregiven cognition. In The Embodied Mind: Cognitive Science and Human 

Experience, Varela, with Thompson and Rosch, discuss representational cognitivism and 

connectionism and reject both strategies because they would be representational theories 

                                                 
72 The expression comes from Frank Van Overwalle. See: VAN OVERWALLE, FRANK. Social Connectionism: 
A Reader and Handbook for Simulations. New York: Psychology Press, 2007; VAN OVERWALLE, FRANK. 
In: Social Learning and Connectionism (In: SCHACHTMAN, T. R.; REILLY, S. S. (Eds.). Associative Learning 
and Conditioning Theory. Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 345-375, 2011). 
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according to them. Moreover, they see connectionism as an associationist theory  in fact, 

they present a very positive description of connectionism but also show they do not 

understand it. Perhaps there is no significant gap between enactivism and connectionism. 

They say,  

 

 
"We propose as a name the term enactive to emphasize the growing conviction that 
cognition is not the representation of a pregiven world by a pregiven mind but is 
rather the enactment of a world and a mind on the basis of a history of the variety of 
actions that a being in the world performs" (VARELA, THOMPSON, AND 
ROSCH, 1993, p. 9).  
 
"[..] to situate cognition as embodied action within the context of evolution as 
natural drift provides a view of cognitive capacities as inextricably linked to 
histories that are lived, much like paths that exist only as they are laid down in 
walking. Consequently, cognition is no longer seen as problem solving on the basis 
of representations; instead, cognition in its most encompassing sense consists in the 
enactment or bringing forth of a world by a viable history of structural coupling" 
(VARELA, THOMPSON, AND ROSCH, 1993, p. 205). 

 
 

 
 

The difference seems to be restricted to the idea that in connectionism, there really are 

schemas (though dynamical) and enactivists reject even this dynamical approach to pre-

structured cognition.  
 
 
 

"[..] cognition as embodied action is always about or directed toward something that 
is missing: on the one hand, there is always a next step for the system in its 
perceptually guided action; and on other hand, the actions of the system are always 
directed toward situations that have yet to become actual. Thus cognition as 
embodied action both poses the problems and specifies those paths that must be 
tread or laid down for their solution" (VARELA, THOMPSON, AND ROSCH, 
1993, p. 205). 

 
 
 
 

Therefore, Varela, Thompson, and Rosch think that connectionist cognition is only problem 

solving (the capacity of acquiring skills to resolve the problems and situations of the 

experience or existence73)  what connectionism is  and they reject that.  

                                                 
73 Brooks, the roboticist that designs robots for being as immerse in situations without any internal 
representations of the world inside them, presents according to Varela a perspective similar to enactivism. 
Brooks says (p. 146), "An activity is a pattern of interactions with the world. Another name for our activities 
might well be skill emphasizing that each activity can at least post facto be rationalized as pursuing some 
purpose" (BROOKS, R.A. Intelligence without representation. Artificial Intelligence 47 (1991), 139 159) 
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As we said, Varela's enactivism is inspired by Merleau-Ponty's Philosophy; however, 

other post-connectionist models have different theoretical foundations. One of the leading 

ideas behind most of the Vygotsky-inspired strategies is the radicalization of the importance 

of social contexts in cognitive processes, that is, the admission that human cognitive activities 

(especially knowing and learning) are entirely context-dependent. Thus, knowledge is a 

construction involving performances of individuals always regarding social information. 

Accordingly, all cognition is socially shared (or distributed, another word used) because it is 

always immersed in a social perspective or public context (context-based processes). 

However, although our agreement about the necessity of high-level cognitive processes be 

partially understood without references to social environments, many of post-connectionist 

strategies claim that social model alone is incomplete since it does not incorporate organisms' 

bodies, actions, perception, and so on. So, many branches of the neo-Vygotskian situated 

cognition assert that knowledge involves the socio-cultural and also brain's processes, the 

body, etc. 

 Traditional models of connectionism do not contemplate body reactions. However, 

this fact seems to be a technical deficiency or the actual incompetence of implementation, not 

a theoretical restriction of the model. Therefore, we can believe that in the future some 

models will generate templates or models of activation to handle body sensations or 

emotions. They need to do that. Let us suppose a little boy selling lemonade on the street in a 

big city. The child's brain needs to absorb many distinct patterns, for instance, to give the 

correct change for the clients and even much more: he is modeling his internal processes to 

understand what sort of people buys lemonade, the best day and hour of the week to sell it, if 

they pay with coins, if weather matters, if the child's clothes have any influence in the selling, 

and many other things involved in the process of selling lemonade (like empathy, language 

and body language, etc.). Probably it is not a single network able to perform all these things 

but thousands of neural mechanisms working all together as a whole system reacting to the 

experience of selling lemonade. In this sense, templates are constructed (not absorbed or 

internalized) considering all these factors. And like Strauss and Quinn (1997, p. 99) say, "In 

addition, in connectionist models even well-learned schemas do not dictate an unchanging 

response, because the response that is suggested depends on all the features of any given 

situation and situations are rarely the same"). Finally, because we think that the idea of 

culture and consciousness (even gender and others) are individual constructions, 

connectionist could contemplate them in its model. Therefore, connectionism needs to be able 
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to contemplate situated or distributed cognition among people, empirical objects, body, self-

consciousness, some social or biological categories, and emotions as well. This is why 

connectionism is not an opponent of situated cognition; they can be conciliated.  

 
 
 
"[..] virtually all connectionist models within social psychology have dealt with 
specific cognitive structures and processes, such as stereotyping or attitude 
structure. Two important future directions for the cognitive sciences as a whole 
include modeling of complete agents by incorporating perception and action rather 
than modeling specific, isolated tasks; and modeling interactions of multiple agents 
over time. Connectionist models are well suited for exploring these two areas of 
embodied and distributed cognition" (SMITH, 2009, p. 72) 

 

 

Thus, we could expect from connectionism not only solving theoretical problems74 but even 

be joined with a social perspective. For Smith (2009), connectionist models generally are 

used to address issues in cognitive and developmental psychology, however, he claims, these 

models can be used to attend important discussions in social psychology.75 His paper tries to 

help us to understand "why should social psychologists pay any attention to connectionist 

models?" His enthusiastic answer is found in two main arguments. First, connectionism is a 

perspective that integrates many common dichotomies in mind discussion and dissolves 

many other theoretical issues. Second, the study shows the advantages to seeing thing in 

connectionism terms  for instance, one of Smith's conclusions is to show how differences in 

the way of conceiving representations produce different consequences about how to see the 

social or situated behavior and finally he encourages social psychologists to reject the 

standard model of representation as storage and retrieval. 

We saw that the connectionist model is a distinct view on representations and 

representations of rules. Inferentialism does not deny representations, but it understands them 

                                                 
74 Seidenberg (SEIDENBERG, M. S. Connectionist models and cognitive theory. Psychological Science, 4, 228
235, 1993) describes many other "several dichotomies" that connectionism solves, including cases of following 
a rule and cases of error. 
75 He says, "a single connectionist learning mechanism [..] is capable of producing emerging properties that 
explain a rich set of empirical data in social cognition. As far as I am aware, no other theory in social 
psychology is capable of doing that" (SMITH, 2009, p. 371). He exemplifies, "Smith and DeCoster [..] on 
stereotype learning and application, Queller and Smith [..] on stereotype change, Kashima and Kerekes [..] and 
van Overwalle and Labiouse [..] on impression formation, van Overwalle and Siebler [..] on persuasion, Smith, 
Coats, and Walling [..] on self-perception and group identification, and Monroe and Read [..] on attitude 
structure and function. Several models are collected in edited books by Read and Miller [..] and van Overwalle 
[..] Other discussions of the implications of connectionist thinking include Bassili and Brown [..] on attitude 
change and Mischel and Shoda's [..] CAPS model of personality and social behavior" (p. 71-2). See also Frank 
Van Overwalle's Social Learning and Connectionism (In: SCHACHTMAN, T. R.; REILLY, S. S. (Eds.). 
Associative Learning and Conditioning Theory. Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 345-375, 2011).  
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as functional ones (derived from the roles acquired in the inferences). It means that 

representations are not fixed, immutable or innate. This idea of functional representation 

produces an interesting consequence, a sort of context or situated sensitivity or dependency. 

Smith (2009, p. 68) says, "Conceiving of representations as reconstructed (rather than 

'searched for' or 'retrieved') allows us to understand that all aspects of the person's state (e.g., 

mood, goals, physical location) will influence the exact details of what is reconstructed; in 

other words, reconstructions will differ across time and contexts". Thus, concepts have their 

internal configuration remodeled all the time according to the context or situation  though 

they certainly obtain a functional stability at some moment, as we said in Chapter 4; they 

become stable but never fixed. This fact can be explained because representations are the 

pattern of activation founded in the experience of the individual; thus, fixed representation 

and independent of context are not essential in those systems. 

In connectionism the pattern established in the model is composed of the whole 

structure (inputs and outputs), that is, the network's ability in doing some task depends on the 

processing of stimuli and net connections (nodes and the strength of links among them). 

Thus, the pattern always involves external and internal factors. Unlike other strategies, 

connectionism is neither bottom-up nor top-down  it is not ascendant (from the brain to the 

world, as cognitivism) neither descendant (from the world to the brain, as contextualism); it is 

mixed and compatible with these two main strategies. In connectionism model of cognition, 

taken as social connectionism, all parts involved in human experience are necessary; change 

in any element must cause an impact (so, there is no special element or principal factor). 

 If we accept that connectionist nets can be modeled in social tasks, it matters to see 

how to understand what emerge from the social experience. Connectionism still is a cognitive 

approach because suggests that there exists a cognitive model which is build  it emerges  

from the individual experience. But connectionism involves a personal construction of 

experience according to social facts as well. Furthermore, studies of cognition can emphasize 

the cognitive structure (the organization of the brain, memory or innate rules, etc.) or the 

dynamics of cognition (the processes behind cognition). Connectionism appeals to the 

structure without ignoring the dynamics, thus we can think about process occurring within the 

structure but not limited to it. Connectionism combines a form of cognitive structure with the 

principles of social psychology, the internal modeling of external or social information. These 

ideas and the role of the whole structure participating in cognitive experience suggest 

similarity with some contemporary post-connectionist strategies that Smith calls as 
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"complete-agent" or "whole-agent". In them, the complete system emerges  this is analogous 

to the Gestalt theory when we say that the emergent whole is more than the sum of its 

individual parts. What emerges from social connectionism is a complete system that is not 

explained by internal connections or by context, but all together: "Complete-agent models 

(whether implemented as embodied robots or as simulated agents within a simulated 

environment) are not limited to a specific task but seek to capture the entire set of processes 

by which an agent senses its environment and behaves adaptively, for example by finding 

food or avoiding predators" (SMITH, 2009, p. 72). Thus, we need to take individuals as a set 

of processes, as persons. This concept must involve the cognitive structures and 

environments, contexts, emotions, actions, bodies, etc., as a cycle repeatedly feeding the 

system. Each of these aspects can influence the next moment, that is, the next experience.  

 

 

 

 

7.6. PERSONS  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vygotsky aims a Psychology not as a mere subjective phenomenon or a product of external 

stimuli. Bakhtin proposes a Philosophy of Language not as a subjective system or an 

objective static system. For both of them, individuals are products or a relation of two factors. 

In this case, a philosophy of consciousness or a theory of individual mind can be neither a 

reductionist research nor a radical emphasis on some particular social structure or cognitive 

structure. Individuals are a junction of social attitudes, use of public language, and internal 

processes. A philosophy or psychology of individuals should study individuals as full 

individuals, with several characteristics, like persons. As Sellars said, the concept of "person" 

involves the normative framework or the manifest image of the man-in-the-world, therefore, 

norms, values or standards are related to what people are and do. We are now asserting that 

what people are and how they think and talk must include emotions and feelings, body 

sensations, and so forth, side by side with thought and the use of the public language. 
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Normativity is a personal phenomenon and cannot be separated from persons as multi-faceted 

agents. Therefore, the concept of "person" is essentially normative and social because there is 

not any single isolated person in this world. Since human beings are born, they interact with 

other human beings, so, since the beginning human beings are inserted in a normative realm. 

We can accept that human beings are not human beings without this normative raising 

(consequently, they are not human beings since the starting point). Human beings become 

human beings. Their emotions, feelings, and instincts are adapted to our normative 

environments, which human beings create and institute for themselves. 

 One of the consequences of this argument is to see learning as an everyday experience 

and as an essential part of normative cognition. The model presented here is cognitivist but 

not in the classical sense. It also is not radically contextualist. Therefore, we deny a biological 

determinism or a sociological determinism. Our model tries to include both factors and 

additionally other such as emotions, personal history or individual conditions76. The personal 

experience is part of the individual formation of functional abilities, however, emotions or 

feeling, for example, must influence this formation77  even if we do not know how exactly it 

happens. In the ending point of the process, it must be seen all partial processes working 

simultaneously and adapted to human experience. Therefore, we accept the definition made 

by Peter Jarvis in Human learning. The interrelationship of the individual and the social 

structures: 

 

 
"We define learning [..] as the combination of processes whereby the whole person  
body (genetic, physical and biological) and mind (knowledge, skills, attitudes, 
values, emotions, beliefs, and senses)  is in a social situation and constructs an 
experience which is then transformed cognitively, emotively or practically (or 
through any combination) and integrated into t " 
(JARVIS, 2005, p. 117). 

 

 
 
Cognitive development and learning, especially the normative dimension of human behavior, 

require individual capacities that emerge only in context, that is, the history of individual 

                                                 
76 Unlike approaches directed to just one of those aspects, for example, Piaget (cognitive), Freud (psychological) 
or Vygotsky (social). 
77 This idea is analogous of some contemporary studies in neuropsychology from Antonio Damasio, to whom 
cognition influences emotions and vice-versa. See Descartes' Error: Emotion, Reason, and the Human Brain 
(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1994); The Feeling of What Happens: Body and Emotion in the Making of 
Consciousness (New York: Harcourt, 1999); Looking for Spinoza: Joy, Sorrow, and the Feeling Brain (New 
York: Harcourt, 2003). 
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experience in the world, in different situations, making him a human being. The individual 

constructs with his cognitive and non-cognitive material his knowledge of the world. 

Learning is the process of connecting internal and external, as relations established in neural 

activities relatively to each experience, always considering the brain structures and 

environment. There is a significant influence in this process made by emotions and the role of 

other individuals because the social aspect of the being-in-the-world is a relevant issue of the 

establishment of neural patterns. The knowledge of normative practices emerges from the 

interaction between individuals and world as an implicit, non-awareness model, which design 

the mechanism to face the individual experience (pattern or template to classify experience). 

It means that knowledge is different in two individuals though they engage in the exact same 

regulated social practices. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCLUSION 

 

 

 

 

In this Chapter, we discussed some ideas related to theories of normativity as they appear for 

relevant psychologists. For them, the mind is a social phenomenon understood as a 

development of a cognitive process by individuals engaging in social environments. A central 

premise of these strategies is the idea of internalization of social knowledge (as concepts or 

relations, even schemas) by individuals. Thus, these theories link the transcendental argument 

with and the social mediation. We must think these strategies as based on modeling of 

experiences according to the internalization, adequately fitting mental and neural features of 

the human beings' species. Illustrating the strategy, we described Vygotsky's and Mead's 

projects; both of them present analogous notions in the philosophy of intersubjectivity. They 

see the categories that structure human experience are historical-cultural forms of thought, 

internalized by each one of us. However, we reject these models because we are rejecting 

since the Chapter 2 all ideas of sharing and internalization. Unlike the internalized, shared 

mode of acquiring knowledge, this Chapter reinforced the notion that normativity is a social 
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phenomenon understood in terms of skills. It still claims that social contexts are fundamental 

in normative practices; however, a sort of social connectionism could explain the 

phenomenon. This can be made if we replace an idea of dialectical process by an idea of 

dialogical process, rejecting a sense of objectivity that permit to see a functionalist model of 

human experience. 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

CHAPTER 8  

 
THE DIALOGICAL SCOREKEEPING, IMPLICITNESS, AND 
CONNECTIONISM 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We are presenting a practical theory of normativity in which norms are skills or abilities that 
do not require the presence of explicit knowledge or even the consciousness of the 
formulations of the rule. These skills playing the role of "implicit norms" are socially 
restricted, but not socially shared or internalized. In fact, they are personally instituted by 
each individual interacting with another individual. This Chapter discusses some final issues 
on Brandom's scorekeeping as an interpretative dialogical game, aiming to show how it can 
be conciliated with our notion of "social connectionism" and dialogism. 
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8.1. TURNER ON SOCIAL PRACTICES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We have called "skills" those abilities required to engage in practices as language or any other 

norm-regulated activity that involves non-explicit or non-conscious processes. Moreover, we 

have called "implicit" the source or foundation of those skills. But we already said that the 

philosophical literature defines the concept of "implicit" in many distinct ways.  

For the studies of social practices, in a broad sense, the idea of "implicit" means a sort 

of knowledge neither explicit nor conscious (or certain unacknowledged pieces of 

information or meaning). Often, the concept also is related to abilities that agents learn 

directly from their experience or informal training, that is, without any training with explicit 

or formal instructions or rules. We exemplified this idea when we mentioned skillful 

language-users unable to give any explicit knowledge of the grammatical rules that they use 

in everyday language. A different example comes from Science. Harry Collins (2010) argues 

how hard to make Science could be just following explicit instructions, like those found in 

books or manuals; making science is not to follow a cookbook mechanically, it is something 

else than the domain of theoretical premises. Collins concludes that some scientific practices 

depend on implicit (tacit) knowledge78. In another context, Stephen Turner discusses a very 

interesting case. He mentions the trireme, a Greek fighting ship that we just know about the 

existence from the ancient texts. In the 1980s, a project tried to reconstruct the ship based on 

these documents. They made a well-succeed ship, but a few capacities never were 

appropriately duplicated. Then Turner asks, "Do we know what a 'trireme' really meant?" 

(2014, p. 147). Is the knowledge in explicit or theoretical mode all knowledge required to 

build a trireme?  

A requirement for accepting the existence of the implicit knowledge comes from the 

Epistemology. Turner quotes the regress argument as a classical argument to justify the 
                                                 
78 Polanyi (2009) offers the same view. For him, it is impossible the reduction from the scientific knowledge to 
mathematical models or formulas, so, we should not expect to be able to put the scientific knowledge using 
sentences that reflect all we know about that matter. He says that the tacit knowledge is an intuitive conception 
of certain things that, in Science, also must include the atmosphere of the scientific community, and then it 
indicates much more knowledge than formal or theoretical (explicit) one. 
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necessity for appealing to the tacit. The idea behind the regress is a foundationalist 

assumption: some knowledge needs to be taken as independent (primitive) or explicit 

knowledge would not be possible79. The regress stops if there is a justification of some 

fragment of knowledge, information or even the complete structure. This is Turner's 

argument: 
 
 
 

"1) There are no infinite regresses of this kind in actual reasoning. 
2) For there to be a regress of the Tortoise type the Tortoise would have to deny 
rational common ground  to fail to acknowledge the reasons of Achilles, 
indefinitely. 
3) To end a regress is to arrive at and acknowledge a reason that is shared. 
4) Reasons are normative. 
5) Reasons come in connected structures of reason. 
6) To acknowledge a reason is thus to arrive at a common normative structure. 
7) The regress stops when we reach this common normative structure of reasons, 
concepts, categories, synthetic a priori truths, or the like.  
8) There is, because there must be, a common normative structure of this sort.  
What is in common in these views, and common to dozens of thinkers who could be 
added, is the idea that there is some kind of more or less autonomous shared 
structure external to the person which must be grasped or internalized as a 
precondition of mutual understanding" (TURNER, 2014, pp. 179-80). 

 
 
 
 

Another reason used for accepting the implicit or tacit knowledge is the traditional 

philosophical view of the understanding; for two individuals come to engage in 

communication or understanding with each other, they need to share the same premises or 

ideas. Thus, the classical mode of comprehending the rational interaction among individuals 

is by claiming that they share the same structure (framework, categories, concepts, rules, 

schemas, presuppositions, innate premises, whatever), and traditionally the implicit 

knowledge has occupied the role of what is shared. Therefore, the existence of implicit 

derives from a theoretical necessity  mutual understanding is explained by supposing these 

shared implicit structures. However, Turner argues, there are two traditional ways of seeing 

communication and understanding appealing to sharing: a causal account (represented by 

those adepts of theories of habits) and a transcendental account (represented typically by 

Kant and neo-Kantianism). Both are explanations based on the idea of shared knowledge but 

the first one appeals to collective knowledge and internalization process, and the second one 

appeals to common internal structures. 
                                                 
79 According to Turner, Wittgenstein (2009) and Brandom (1994) give arguments like this, but here we are 
claiming a distinct interpretation of both authors (an argument against foundationalism). 
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 For adepts of theories of habits (Hume and neo-Humeanism, for example), human 

beings share a framework to provide mutual understanding because they interiorize all 

collective knowledge as tacit knowledge ("habits"). There is a process of learning from the 

experience with an internalization (or interiorization) of the public knowledge, by every 

individual, in the form of implicit rules, ideas or concepts  mindedness comes from 

collective to the individual. Though Sellars does not adhere to a theory of habits, we saw that 

he denies all forms of innatism and defends a process similar to this internalization model 

(analogous to Durkheim's ideas as well) with a transcendental linguisticism. A contemporary 

approach to a social theory of tacit habits is offered by Harry Collins' work. For him (2010), 

tacit knowledge cannot be made explicit after all and we acquire much information from the 

society that we cannot make explicit; this fact is intrinsic of what means to be a human being. 

The tacit knowledge cannot be reduced to individuals because it is in collective processes 

("collections of brains") that we are parasites and become part of it, by socialization. As 

Collins claims, his alternative is a sort of Durkheimian account without Durkheim's concept 

of "collective consciousness"80. We are "parasites on the social group, sucking up social 

knowledge from the super-organism" (COLLINS, 2010, p. 133). The tacit knowledge passes 

from collective to individuals as the "result of 'being immersed' in society" (2010, p. 133). 

Therefore, in that view, there is a collective knowledge which is needed to the individual tacit 

knowledge be transmitted and shared in the community. 

Turner asserts that the biggest problem with this sort of argument is the defense that 

what is shared is a collective knowledge reproduced in every individual (implying "the 

transmission problem" and "the downloading problem"). Since The Social Theory of 

Practices, Turner claims that the tacit knowledge, as collectively shared, is a profound 

mistake; "Can people obtain perfect reproductions of the tacit possessions of other? In other 

words, can people 'share' extremely complex common framework. If so, how?" (1994, p. 69). 

Consequently, Turner's book argues against the thesis that people engaging in the same 

                                                 
80 "There is nothing even remotely strange about saying that the seat of knowledge is the collectivity of brains 
because the collectivity of brains is just as much a 'thing' as my individual brain is a 'thing'; my brain is a 
collection of neurons separated by (if we were to examine them on an atomic scale) huge distances so the 
distance between brains in the collectivity is no obstacle to their comprising one 'thing' between them. The 
collectivity of brains is just a large-scale version of my brain  it is just a bigger collection of interconnected 
neurons  and, as with synapses, the weights of the connections change whenever social and technological life 

is located in the collection of brains while remaining philosophically conservative. We can even say that the 
tacit knowledge that is associated with speaking language is located, not primarily in the individual brain but in 
the collection of brains. Interestingly, the very concept of the neural net shows us how to think about it this way 
without invoking anything mysterious like 'collective consciousness'. The metaphysically bashful can just think 
of all brains linked by speech as making up one big neural net" (COLLINS, 2010, p. 132). 
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practice share the same presuppositions; he repeats the same idea in Understanding the Tacit: 

"To share a presupposition, for example, is to share the same presupposition. But what means 

of acquiring a presupposition guarantees sameness? There is none, I argued" (2014, p. 103).  

An important barrier to collective tacit knowledge is that Turner calls "the 

transmission problem", found in all conceptions that require "some sort of means of getting 

from the collective object into the individual that preserved the sameness or unitary identity 

of the collective object" (TURNER, 2014, p. 103). The theorist needs to admit that not only 

tacit knowledge need to be internalized but several other things should be internalized as well 

(formulas, perspectives, point of views, etc.), and "the more that need to be incorporated the 

more difficult it become to explain how it all can be incorporated in every member of the 

group" (TURNER, 2014, p. 11). If people engaging in the same practices acquire and 

internalize the same framework, philosophers accepting this idea need be able to show the 

mechanisms that satisfy this criterion. His conclusion, "There is no plausible mechanism by 

which the tacit stuff can be reproduced in different minds, or 'shared'" (TURNER, 2014, p. 

100). The transmission problem is "insurmountable" and the transmission thesis is 

unjustifiable, a "little short of magical". These arguments are important conceptual insights 

for all studies of the social practices. 

 Therefore, a reason to deny shared knowledge is our inability for explaining how the 

same, unique, collective tacit conveys between individuals. Furthermore, if people engaging 

in the same practices share the same rules, how to explain that two people with the same rules 

make mistakes in different parts of the practice? Additionally, if they really share these rules, 

we need a mechanism for acquiring rules more accurate than training, because training, even 

formal, hardly inserts in the head of trainees the exact same rules. 

 An alternative to clarify sharing is the transcendental argument: for to do the same 

things, people need share the same structures and rules, therefore, they share the same 

structures and rules. Kant and his school offer the best-known alternative for this argument 

appealing to transcendental principles. Human beings engage in the same practices because 

they share the same cognition (the conditions of possibility of knowledge are the categories 

shared by people, as rules in cognition). Thus, individuals are part of society because they 

share the same cognitive structure. This argument became popular in Philosophy, Psychology, 

Anthropology, Linguistics, and Social Sciences, and the idea of a normative cognition 

became a constitutive feature of the human nature. However, the argument is not trouble-free, 

making hard for us to understand the concepts of objectivity and universality. Relativism is a 
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challenge to transcendentalism as well since it is a fact that social and historical groups have 

different ways of interpreting the world and themselves. Could the cognitive structure be 

different in different cultures or groups or in the course of time? We also saw that one of the 

undesirable consequences of transcendental arguments is to see every learning process as an 

unimportant element.  

 A theory of habits acquired from a collective knowledge faces the problem of 

internalization. And the transcendental arguments involve mysterious premises. Turner 

asserts that the best option still is an account concerning a theory of habits since it does not 

need to be described as a collective approach  an account of individual habituation can 

explain the same capacities that Kant explained without appealing to obscure arguments. 

Denying the idea of collective intentionality, one could deny sharing. That is, Turner does not 

deny tacit knowledge; he denies tacit knowledge taken as collective, shared knowledge 

(collective forms of understanding the notion of "tacit knowledge"). He adds some others 

barriers against these theories; one of Turner's relevant arguments is called 

"underdetermination".   

By "underdetermination", we can think the lack of evidence to support a theory. In the 

context of our discussion, it is the absence of evidence to sustain the conclusion that the same 

implicit knowledge exists in different people just by appealing to the fact that people reach 

the same results in common practices (because many do the same, we suppose that they have 

the same tacit knowledge behind their actions, thoughts or language). Computer Sciences 

inspires Turner's underdetermination argument against this idea. It emerges from 

computational cognitive modeling, attractive when the cognitive revolution had started a few 

decades ago, and when that science presented several models to explain some aspects of 

human cognition, including the tacit knowledge. From the one hand, there are "natural" 

projects, represented mostly by experts by whom we could attribute the possession of tacit 

knowledge to do a particular task. From the other hand, there are "artificial" projects, 

represented by different computational models that can achieve the same result  computers 

can be built for performing tasks that involve tacit knowledge and multiple models are able to 

do these identical tasks. The conclusion is that there is not a definitive reason for accepting 

the idea that the same outcome implies the same source; therefore, identical results do not 

imply the same tacit knowledge. If different models solve the same problem, the same thing 

could happen with human beings; different tacit knowledge could produce identical 

outcomes, and so there is no reason for accepting a unique, fixed, shared tacit knowledge 
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underlies these outcomes. The underdetermination and the transmission arguments let Turner 

denies the idea that communication or understanding require a sharing of identical structures 

and any social dimension of knowledge. Thus, underdetermination argument is contrary the 

idea of shared and collective knowledge.  

Turner (2014) also appeals to Donald Davidson to claim that humankind does not 

share a common schema. He interprets Davidson as arguing that there is no internal structure 

that we need access to know meaning or norms  thus Davidson avoids the "possession 

model", which suggests that we possess a schema or equivalent that permit engage in a 

conversation, etc. For Turner, we learned from Davidson that, "When we deal with other 

people, we are constantly doing precisely what the anthropologist is doing: We are 

interpreting their behavior, revising our interpretation in light of our attempts to make sense 

of it, and attributing beliefs to them, attributions that often include error hypotheses. We 

could not function as language users or human beings without doing this" (TURNER, 2014, 

p. 48). According to Turner, for Davidson, 
 
 
 
 

"Recognizing something as rational is a matter of being able to follow someone's 
thought  to simulate their thinking well enough that what they say or do that is 
different from what we would say or do can be either allowed for as 'normal 
enough' or explained as error and thus made intelligible. The normative element is 
not rigidly fixed, unarguable, or even free from conflict, such as conflicts that arise 
when there are inferences that we can follow which lead to conclusions that conflict 
with what we believe. This is not the kind of rationality that provides the kind of 
constraint and ultimate justificatory ground that is the concern of Brandom or 
McDowell. The only constraints are interpersonal: We are constrained in our 
understanding by the limits of what we can follow, constrained in communication 
by the limits of what others can follow, and constrained in what counts as thought 
by the requirements that for something to be recognized as thought, it must be the 
kind of thing the recognizer can follow" (TURNER, 2014, p. 51). 

 
 
 
 
 
Turner's conclusion about Davidson's ideas is to see normativity as a capacity of being a 

rational interpreter  a solution that could be naturalized regarding the brains' abilities. This is 

why Turner devotes much time to discuss the Cognitive Sciences, especially connectionism 

and neuron mirrors81. Connectionism, he argues, represents a challenge to the shared models. 

Turner (2014, p. 10) claims, "the fact that tacit learning requires feedback makes it radically 
                                                 
81 Mirror neurons, for Turner, shed some light on the problem of "sameness" or convergence of habits, as an 
alternative to the issue of learning and transmission of tacit knowledge. For him, mirror neurons fit well with 
individualism because the explanation is based on emulation of the knowledge of other's minds. 
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unlike explicit learning". Feedback mechanisms, in connectionism, it would be equivalent to 

repeated experiences. 

 

 
"I concluded that acquiring the tacit possessions that people need is an imperfect 
training  like a feedback process that could not guarantee that people would 
'share' anything tacit, but could only, like training at its most successful, assure that 
people had certain habituated capacities to perform. Training of this sort only affects 
external similarities of performance: It tells us nothing about sameness of tacit 
possessions. Learning 'from experience' is likely to produce an even greater 
diversity than formal training, because the feedback is uncontrolled rather than 
specifically designed to produce a specific kind of uniformity of response" 
(TURNER, 2014, pp. 69-70). 

 

 

 
By "feedback mechanism", Turner refers to the process of training suggested by connectionist 

models; in fact, all learning-based or sample-based models challenge the idea of "sharing". 

Thus, connectionism is an appropriate path to investigate learning process and discussing 

another model of mind without sharing, an individualized model  the learning history is not 

collective after all.  

Is this defense of a theory of habits (neither transcendentally fixed nor collective 

shared knowledge) feasible? How could it be? Turner's account is an alternative that 

dispenses concepts as "frameworks", "categories", "presuppositions" or "premises" and so 

without the sharing problems and its implications. Making an analogy with routines of 

machines (in which different routines can generate the exact same result), if the same 

knowledge can be constituted by a set of different presuppositions, what sort of theory could 

be presented? 

As consequence of his investigation and considering all problems he identifies, Turner 

adopts a "simulationist" strategy. If "traditionalists" say that a person understands another 

because both have the same internalized set of contents, simulationists say that a person 

understands another if he or she is able to assume the role of the other person82. Turner's 

thesis is that the tacit knowledge is the condition of interaction and communication among 
                                                 
82 Turner sums up his position, which he attributes to Mead: "all that understanding another person means to 
understand is to be able to interact, and this means to play the relevant roles, to take the attitude of the other in 
the relevant stereotyped ways, and to employ the significant symbols in this activity of attitude-taking. What we 
'acquire' is no more than the results of our own attempts to interact on the basis of our hypotheses about the 
attitude of others, and the feedback that enables us to improve our attempts to take the attitudes of others is the 
success and failure of our interactions. There is no more than this to understanding, and specifically nothing in 
the way of 'a system of conceptions' that must be 'inherited' in order for us to understand" (TURNER, 2002, p. 
68). 
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people, and the best alternative to the sharing idea is the defense of the capacity of "mind 

reading"83 based on the concept of "empathy". For him, this concept was discussed by authors 

as Weber and Brentano under the label "Evidenz", an immediate or self-evident understanding 

of other human beings84. Because empathy means that something is self-evident, empathists 

do not need appeal to notions such as "collective", "community" or "shared". Instead of that, 

they claim that the explanation of mutual understanding depends on emulations and the 

notion of "empathy". It is beyond our objective to discuss empathy in details, but it is 

important for us to see it as a mode of interpretation as well. Therefore, Turner's account of 

normative practices regards empathy is an alternative to those traditional models based on 

shared frameworks or schemas. We return to this later. Before that, we should see some of 

Turner's ideas of Brandom's work.  

 
 
 
 
 

 

8.2. TURNER ON BRANDOM'S VIEW OF NORMATIVITY 

 
 
 
 
 
 
According to Turner, any theory of tacit aiming to explain communication and mutual 

understanding, regulated skills, and their relations with social facts, must attend some 

                                                 
83 Though Turner does not claim anything like that, the next quotation seems to approximate emulationist theory 
and connectionism: 
 
 

"This 'emulationist' account of mutuality is also an account of culture, or rather an 
alternative approach to the phenomena that are usually explained as 'cultural.' 
Acquiring a culture, in this approach, is nothing more than acquiring the ability to 
take the attitude of other with respect to stereotyped roles and significant symbols. 
Culture is thus not a system that to be 'inherited,' but a set of learned capacities 
organized around objects, such as symbols, ritualized actions, and so forth. The 
capacities are individualized in the sense that personal history of learning is not 
irrelevant, but disciplining, mutual interaction, and experiences around particular 
symbols may tend to make people respond in ways that are outwardly uniform" 
(TURNER, 2002, p. 68). 
 

84 The concept of "self-evident", Turner says, was weakened since Frege and Husserl gave hard attacks to the 
Psychologism. 
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conditions, as the problem of construction of the tacit (origin), the connection between tacit 

and explicit knowledge, relativism, etc. Although accepting the tacit knowledge, Turner 

denies traditional ways to understand it because many problems with the tacit knowledge 

appear only when one takes it in analogy with the explicit knowledge  we acquire explicit 

knowledge from books, overt speech, formal rules, etc.; therefore, implicit knowledge must 

require the same collective process of transmission among individuals. We have seen Turner's 

criticism about norm-regulated practices in theories that sustain a shared and collective 

understanding of norms, therefore, authors like Kant, Durkheim, Sellars or Polanyi are under 

his attack. However, Turner also considers Brandom as an authentic philosopher that adopts a 

version of the sharing theory. Turner says in Brains/Practices/Relativism (division and 

enumeration are ours), 

 
 
 

(1) "The [philosophical] problem [that Brandom is revived], put simply, is this: 
what is the ultimate basis on normative assertion? Brandom's answer is that explicit 
normative assertion must be based on implicit norms, hence implicit norms exist" 
(TURNER, 2002, p. 120).  
 
(2) "What I will try to show is that Brandom's thesis is in part a thesis about how 
norms must be explained and that he needs a plausible solution to the problem of 
the origins of normativity. In the course of the discussion I will show that his 
solution to this problem is less plausible than competing accounts" (TURNER, 
2002, p. 120). 
 
(3) "The problem is not merely an issue with Brandom, for Brandom's argument is 
closely related to similar claims in the history of social theory, notably Parsons's 
claim in The Structure of Social Action [..] that the 'normative' is an ineliminable 
dimension of all action explanations, and to the claims of ethnomethodology" 
(TURNER, 2002, p. 120). 
 
(4) "The world came to us, so to speak, enchanted: we disenchanted it through 
explicitly theorizing about it. We do the differentiating between normative and 
factual on our grounds, in the course of improving our expectations about the world. 
There is no process of imposing norms on the world, such as Brandom supposes" 
(TURNER, 2002, p. 138).  

 
 
 

 
Let us discuss all these quotations.  

In (1), Turner believes that the regress argument and gerrymandering force Brandom 

to adopt a theory of implicit norms that would be taken as a very simple social theory  

implicit norms cannot be governed by other implicit norms or even by explicit norms, 

therefore, there should exist implicit norms that are ultimate and self-applying. By a "very 

simple social theory", Turner thinks "there are such things as implicit norms, or practices, and 
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they explain why the things that are taken to be normatively correct are taken to be correct" 

(TURNER, 2002, p. 121). Nonetheless, his conclusion is not the only one that could be 

designed for someone adopting a theory of implicit norms. Brandom never offers any clue 

that implicit norms exist in the sense that Turner attributes to him. Making It Explicit does not 

claim that implicit norms exist ontologically or that people share the exact same implicit 

norms (we already discussed this idea in Chapter 2, and again next). Regress and 

gerrymandering show the necessity of a solution based on implicit norms, but "implicit" and 

"norm" are vague concepts and, as we propose, can be defined differently from Turner's view. 

According to the interpretation being discussed in this work, implicit norms in Brandom's 

work are not norms in the head or any other traditional way. Turner also argues that Brandom 

chooses to stop the regress with implicit norms that are self-applying; however, this 

conclusion only derives if one accepts that implicit norms are applied as explicit norms are. 

The self-application is dissolved if we accept a theory of patterns. We propose in the next 

section that, since implicit norms are embedded in practices, they are better understood as a 

sort of embodied or neural knowledge.  

(2) Turner also says, "Brandom is not justifying normative justification. He is 

explaining the phenomenon of normative justification" (2002, pp. 123-4), and Turner 

concludes, "To put the point in a somewhat different way, Brandom's task is sociological 

rather than normative" (2002, p. 124). Even if such claim is correct, it does not imply that 

Brandom "needs a plausible solution to the problem of the origins of normativity" as Turner 

argues. Philosophers do not need to run to the last level of explanations to be philosophers. 

Moral philosophers, for example, do not need to explain virtues or vices regarding physical 

particles to be moral philosophers. Thus, Brandom does not need to offer an account of the 

origins of the norms and still can be a philosopher of normativity. As we saw, Brandom 

explains implicit norms regarding normative attitudes, even though he does not explain what 

norms are. He is an expressivist, mainly concerned with the process by which human beings 

make explicit what is implicit, whatever implicit is. It is Brandom's choice does not present 

any explanation of the origins of norms in terms of something different from attitudes 

because all required to describe normative practices are attitudes85. It is pragmatic theory. 

Brandom (1994) is an account of how normative practices works and such account does not 

require any ontology of norms or description beyond practices (origins). Since there is a 

distinction between the explanation of the practice (conditions of existence) and the 
                                                 
85 "The issue of what it would be for norms to be implicit in practice ought to be kept distinct from the issue of 
how such practices might in fact plausibly arise (BRANDOM, 1994, pp. 658-9, note #45)" 
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explanation of the origins of norms, we argue that it is not correct to say that Brandom needs 

a solution to the problems of the origins of normativity. Consequently, the problem of the 

implicit norms is an open question in Brandom's Philosophy. 

(3) Sellars' theory of cognition is concerned with normativity in language, mind, and 

rationality, then, one needs to think, talk and act normatively to be a person. The intentional 

content used in language and thought are rule-regulated, classified by their role in inferences 

(therefore, they are ontologically irreducible). The conceptual function or classificatory role 

is all that any content needs consider being normatively used and accepted by a community 

of persons. We said in Chapter 1 that some Sellarsians privilege Sellars' ideas on scientific 

realism, that imply a reductionism about normativity, and others privilege the normative 

characterization of the logical space of reasons, implying a non-reductionist; Sellars himself 

adopts a via media, defending the ontological reducibility of norms and the irreducibility of 

normative discourse. It means that normative vocabulary is irreducible to non-normative but 

norms are not. Brandom is clear about that. The normative vocabulary cannot be reduced to 

any other more basic vocabulary; however, this position is not the defense that commitments 

and entitlements exist as entities. The irreducibility is conceptual.  

(4) Brandom inherits from Sellars the premise that the world does not contain norms; 

human beings create and impose (institute) norms. This notion of normativity is related to an 

original attitude found in human life, which is the tendency of creating and following what 

we call "norms", but simply understood as regulated habits that can be discussed and refined 

using the public language. Thus, norms exist as concepts or relations established by people 

for people. There really is a process of imposing norms on the world. 

 Our final commentary on Turner's statements about Brandom is that, like many other 

readers, Turner attributes for Brandom incorrect thesis, ignoring the philosophical context in 

which Brandom thinks: inferentialism, pragmatism, and expressivism. In the next section, we 

discuss more on Brandom's implicit norms but, unlike Turner, we offer an interpretation of 

Brandom's Philosophy that is reconciled with the basic assumptions that we are adopting in 

this work.   
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8.3. REVISITING BRANDOM'S SCOREKEEPING 

 

 

 

 

 

The starting point of Brandom's discussion of norms is his large enterprise presented in 

Making It Explicit. It definitely is not an account of origins of normativity; it is a description 

of the game of giving and asking for reasons using Brandom's own normative vocabulary. 

Commitment, the basic normative concept, is explained by the attitude of attributing a 

compromise in a fictional game in which gamers produce and consume articulate inferential 

contents  scorekeeping is the game of attributing and acknowledging inferential contents. It 

describes permissions, obligations, and incompatibilities, as a web of valid or correct 

transitions of conceptual contents. Therefore, scorekeeping is Brandom's linguistic version of 

Sellars' game of reasons. It is a model of linguistic rationalism described in terms of 

inferentially articulated contents used by beings capable of recognizing the normative 

dimension of those contents in their lives. The strategy well succeeds because it is an 

expressivist account of human beings' capacities, thus, firstly Brandom explains linguistic 

practices and after he justifies the strategy appealing to the expressivism. He supposes to be 

justified in doing that because believes that Wittgenstein's Philosophical Investigations 

teaches us that the task of explaining normativity is to give an answer to this question: "In 

what sense can norms (proprieties, correctnesses) be implicit in a practice?" (BRANDOM, 

1994, p. 25). Making It Explicit aspires to be the answer. As we discussed in Chapter 2, 

Brandom explains norms in terms of attitudes, commitments, and sanctions, but everything 

can be reduced to attitudes; therefore, it is a sanction-based normative pragmatics (or a 

"retributive approach to the normative"). 

Through the description of scorekeeping, Brandom explores normativity in three 

progressive stages86. First, a "phenomenalism about norms", which considers the norms taken 

correctly in practice. The second stage is a "normative phenomenalism" that considers the 

norms correctly taken as correct in practices. This is confusing. Brandom's phenomenalism 

about norm is an account of attitudes that institute norms and normative phenomenalism is an 

account of norms governing the attitudes that institute norms  therefore, phenomenalism 

                                                 
86 Maroldi (2015) discusses in details why Brandom needs to do that. 
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about norms is described in terms of attitudes and normative phenomenalism in terms of 

commitments for such attitudes. He says,  

 

"The (normative) phenomenalist strategy that has been pursued throughout is to 
understand normative statuses in terms of normative attitudes  in terms of 
(proprieties of) taking to be correct or incorrect. This strategy dictates two questions 
concerning proprieties of scorekeeping practice. First (apropos of phenomenalism 
about norms), what must one be doing in order to count as taking a community to 
be engaging in implicitly normative social practices  in particular in deontic-status-
instituting, conceptual-content-conferring discursive scorekeeping practices? 
Second (apropos of its being a normative phenomenalism), what is it about the 
actual performances, dispositions, and regularities exhibited by an interacting group 
of sentient creatures that makes it correct or appropriate to adopt that attitude  to 
interpret their behavior by attributing those implicitly normative discursive 
practices?" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 628). 

 
 
 
 

However, the fundamental idea to understand Brandom's scorekeeping is the third level of the 

explanation, as a sort of interpretational game  that is, normativity explained in terms of 

interpreters that can interpret a linguistic community attributing and recognizing inferentially 

articulate commitments to their members. Thus, the primary explanation found in Making It 

Explicit should be understood in terms of a game in which two scorekeepers interpret each 

other all the time, attributing normative relations for both at the same time. Nevertheless, the 

interpretation needs to be the correct one, an interpretation governed by norms as well. A 

good scorekeeper, therefore, is a good interpreter: 
 
 

 
"Adopting the correct interpretation, the interpreter takes the interlocutor being 
interpreted as committed, according to proprieties that correspond to the inferential 
contents of the commitments. So, to correctly interpret a community is taking it as 
bounded by implicit proprieties that articulate the conceptual contents of their 
practices. Considering that, one can specify the structure an interpretation of the 
activities of the community must have for their members to treat each other as 
exhibiting normative behaviors, in terms of commitments" (MAROLDI, 2015, p. 8). 

 
 
 
 

Brandom's discussion on interpretation is based on the contrast between someone interpreting 

the members of his own community (an internal interpreter) and someone interpreting a 

community from outside (as a mere observer or an external interpreter). However, the 

difference is not about the internal versus external interpretation; the fundamental distinction 

is between explicit and implicit interpretations, an expressive matter. In the phenomenalism 
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about norms, the implicit interpreter plays a simplified scorekeeping in which attributes 

commitments to which the subject should acknowledge only implicitly in its behavior. In the 

complete scorekeeper, scorekeepers can make explicit, using normative vocabularies, the 

articulation of his normative attitudes. The latter is the more complex case of interpretation, 

the capacity of distinguishing normative relations (commitments) being acknowledged and 

undertaken by individuals, and to attribute those commitments explicitly by attitudes of 

attributing. These explicit interpreters, Brandom calls "logical" creatures; they can make 

explicit themselves as normative beings, theorizing about their own practices and norms. 

They are capable of discussing their conceptual and normative space of reasons because they 

can project their own normative interpretation towards their community, as we discuss next.  

 

 

 

 

   

8.4. SCOREKEEPING AS AN INTERPRETATIONAL GAME 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We saw that empathy, to use Turner's vocabulary, is a sort of interpretation. In fact, empathy 

is better understood when Turner distinguishes empathists from structuralists. By 

"structuralists", Turner thinks strategies that require something internal, which is shared by 

individuals engaging in the same social practices. However, the problem emerges when we 

observe that Turner considers Brandom's scorekeeping as a case of the structuralist idea of a 

cognitive structure or schema. We tried to show that this view would be true only if we 

understand implicitness as Turner does when describes Brandom's work, taking implicit 

norms as shared norms. Contra Turner, however, we propose to see scorekeeping's implicit 

norms as individualized but not shared, a premise that allows the adoption of a connectionist 

route as well. 
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For Turner, Brandom learned from Davidson that normativity is located in individuals 

interpreting each other87. Nonetheless, Turner sees scorekeeping as a sort of interpretational 

game in Davidson's style that accepts the sharing model. Thus, Turner sees Brandom's as 

arguing that human beings, for being taken as correct interpreters, internalize norms (as 

implicit norms) to become good interpreters. The confusion intensifies because Brandom 

makes clear that human beings need to learn the correct mode of interpreting. Maroldi writes, 

 
 
 

"When they [human beings] are born, they are not following any norms, but they 
already have the capacity to become a normative being. When they start to speak 
the first language and to act in non-linguistic but normative situations, they start to 
perform their normative ability. This is to say that normative creatures start to learn 
how to do what they naturally can do: to attribute and recognize norms, to be a 
scorekeeper. Then, from the start, they learn how to make a normative 
interpretation. (In fact, they never really know what is not to be a normative being, 
because they are always inside a normative social perspective)" (MAROLDI, 2015, 
p. 9). 

 
 
 
 
The idea of an objective interpretation seems to imply sharing. However, inferentialism does 

reject all sharing, so there is nothing that two scorekeepers share but the form of 

scorekeeping. Individuals learn relations that are objectified in the interactive, mutual system 

of interpretation (dialogical scorekeeping), but these relations are not objective by themselves 

(due to the authority of community or experts or anything else different from the own dialog). 

As we saw, Brandom appeals to the perspectival form of the linguistic practice of giving and 

asking for assertions. 

                                                 
87 In fact, Brandom thinks that his perspectival structure of interpretation permits to clarify some of Davidson's 
lessons. Brandom cites Davidson's Thought and Talk (pp. 169-170): 
 

"If this account of radical interpretation is right, at least in broad outline, then we 
should acknowledge that the concepts of objective truth and of error necessarily 
emerge in the context of interpretation. The distinction between a sentence being 
held true and being in fact true is essential to the existence of an interpersonal 
system of communication [..] The concept of belief thus stands ready to take up the 
slack between objective truth and the held true, and we come to understand it just in 
this connection [..] Someone cannot have a belief unless he understands the 
possibility of being mistaken, and this requires grasping the contrast between truth 
and error-true belief and false belief. But this contrast, I have argued, can emerge 
only in the context of interpretation, which alone forces us to the idea of an 
objective, public truth" (In: Inquiries into Truth and Interpretation. New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1984). 
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Scorekeeping is a communicational game. It well succeeds when an individual A 

asserts "p" and "p" becomes available to be used by an agent B  from the inferentialist view, 

when B is able to use the assertion "p" in his own inferences. However, since A and B possess 

different collateral commitments, "p" could let both individuals to assume very different 

inferential consequences of "p". Despite that, they can talk and understand each other. They 

do not share the exact same commitments and can disagree about their reasons. Therefore, 

individuals do not share the exact same intentional content and rules because their individual 

perspectives can be much different. For example, it is sure that Stephen Hawking and I 

understand distinct things when we say, "time is continuum", because he is a physicist and I 

am not. But we still can engage in a conversation with each other that involves some 

assertions with the concept of "time" or that initial assertion. How is that possible? 

Undoubtedly, this is the most important inferentialist question. Brandom's solution is the 

rejection of all theories of communication and understanding based on sharing of information 

from one individual to other  John Locke is the one he uses to illustrate what is wrong with 

these assumptions. 

 
 
 

"The motivating picture is at root a Lockean one: the speaker has an idea in his 
head, and his uttering the words he does succeed in communicating that idea to me 
if the idea hearing them uttered arouses in me is the same (repeatable) as the one he 
has. The meaning or content is, as it were, to be transported from his head to mind, 
or reproduced in mine" (BRANDOM, 2007, pp. 666-7). 

 
 
 
 
Brandom's is an inferentialist and so he cannot adopt a non-inferentialist solution for the 

mutual interpretation. An individual understand other if he can use the assertion from the 

other in his own assertions. The solution is then based on cooperation. An individual A 

understands an individual B if A can keep track the assertion from B according to B's point of 

view (A needs to track sentences from B and his own sentences in the same time). And A can 

do that if he can translate sentences  Brandom's reading of Wittgenstein's notion of 

"substitution" discussed in Chapter 2  from B to sentences from A that possess the same 

inferential connections88. Consequently, there is no sharing, but only a sense of inferential 

perspective in conversation and understanding; and such perspective is functional 

                                                 
88 Making it Explicit shows how to make this using an extensive explanation in terms of a semantic description 
called ISA (Inference, Substitution, and Anaphora). 
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(inferentialism is a sort of functionalism). Thus, the understanding just happens if A can use 

"p" from B's and A's perspectives, then, we can see scorekeeping as a perspectival game. The 

capacity for understanding another individual depends on the capacity of navigating across 

perspectives from A and B, to navigate through A and B's collateral commitments. Individuals 

A and B do not share commitments; they share a perspectival form of interaction found in the 

dialog. Therefore, they share something, 

 
 
 
 

"But what they share is like the dance that Fred and Ginger are doing together  one 
and the same dance, even though individually they are doing different things (him 
going forward, her backward; she dipping, he holding; she twirling, he leaping...). It 
is not like the cadence that the soldiers marching in step share: something visible 
already in what each is doing individually, simply repeated across them all. We can 
think of conceptual (that is, inferentially articulated) content as like Fred and 
Ginger's dance: something that is essentially perspectival, in that grasping it (like 
engaging in the dance) requires doing different things from each individual 
participating (in the conceptual case, depending on the background constituted by 
their other commitments). This is a different model of understanding and 
communication from the Lockean repetition or reproduction model  the soldiers 
marching model. An account of this shape will count as leaving communication 
unintelligible only to those who insist upon the Lockean model as the only way to 
understand understanding each other" (BRANDOM, 2007, p. 688; see also 
BRANDOM, 2000). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
In the sharing model, the soldiers marching model, all soldiers do the same. But in Fred and 

Ginger's dance, the couple do different things or different dance movements (when one walk 

backward the other walk forward, and so on) but they still are doing the same, the exact same 

dance. Understanding and communication are like Fred and Ginger's dance. They assume 

different commitments but share the same perspective; "What is shared by all discursive 

perspectives is that there is a difference between what is objectively correct in the way of 

concept application and what is merely taken to be so, not what it is  the structure, not the 

content" (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 600). In scorekeeping, all is shared is the practice, not any 

content. This is why scorekeeping, as a practice of understanding or communication, depends 

on interpretation and substitution. It involves an interpersonal (mutual perspective, without 

any sharing but the form of the dialog) and an intrapersonal (inferential commitments) 

dimension. 
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"This combination of the personal-based authority (invoked by deferring to the 
claim of another) and content-based authority (invoked by justifying the claim 
through assertion of other sentences from which the claim to be vindicated can 
appropriately be inferred) is characteristic of asserting as a doing. This constellation 

 of commitment and entitlement, of authority and responsibility, and of an 
inheritance of entitlement to assertional commitment that is interpersonal and 
intracontent as well as intrapersonal and intercontent  constitutes a fundamental 
substructure of the model of assertional practices presented here" (BRANDOM, 
1994, p. 175). 

 

 

 

Unlike Turner's analysis of Brandom's work, we finish this section seen scorekeeping as a 

game and so as rule-regulated, but scorekeeping rules are not shared by scorekeepers, nor 

necessarily explicit. It is a functional game (the underdetermination argument can be revived 

here). Thus, Brandom's scorekeeping is personal, not a shared game, even though is still a 

rule-regulated game. However, norms are not shared entities. We can describe and discuss 

implicit norms just paying attention in practices; therefore, implicit norms are a sort of ability. 

But the big question is: what sort? 

 

 

 

 

8.5. THE TACIT AS EMBODIMENT OR NEURAL NETWORKS 

 

 

 

 

 

We have described Brandom's account of normative practices as based on implicit norms, and 

since he does not clarify that notion, it is hard to understand what implicit norms really are. 

We also argued that this obscurity is not an enough reason for taking implicit norms as shared 

norms, internalized in each individual from the linguistic community  an alternative, for 

example, is to take implicit norms as embodied; however, in this work, we are proposing 

another hypothesis. 

Brandom's conception of normativity appeals to the attitudes of taking a certain 

practice as rule-regulated and attributing norms or relations to other individuals. This own 
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attitude is normatively described, thus the attitude of attributing norms can be properly or not. 

Some practice is normative if individuals take it as normative, as a practice described as 

correct or incorrect when they interact with each other. So, normativity is not original, but 

instituted. Normativity is not part of our natural world (there are no natural norms; we make 

all norms). Consequently, wrong interpreters take Brandom as a non-naturalist because he 

claims that "norms way down". We are offering a distinct perspective that sees Brandom as a 

naturalist and still shows how his ideas could be extended by other additional naturalist 

projects like connectionism or other.  

Like Sellars, Brandom tries to explain how an individual become a normative creature 

appealing to the idea of classification. Normative and non-normative creatures classify the 

experience, but only the normative creatures classify the experience appealing to concepts  a 

classification by concepts, the difference between "sentience" and "sapience". Using 

Brandom's vocabulary, they go from "reliable differential responsive dispositions" (RDRD)89 

to the conceptual (normative) behaviors  which allow "to distinguish possessors of genuine 

observational belief and knowledge from merely reliable differential responders" 

(BRANDOM, 2002, p. 350). So, how exactly sentience become sapience? 

Brandom's RDRD is now much discussed and equally misunderstood. It suggests a 

model of reacting to stimuli classifying them, an ability called "sentience" that animals share 

with humans. But sentience is a high-level mode of cognition and requires the application of 

concepts and to master its normative relations with other concepts (according to an inferential 

semantics, for example, treating "red" as entailing "colored"). This is a pragmatic ability, the 

expertise to distinguish in practice what inferentially follows from an application of a 

concept. Thus, these norms are embedded in practices and sometimes we are not aware of 

them. Our practices are regulated because we can institute and follow these relations (and 

give reasons for them), that is, our mode of being can institute these regulated practices. The 

more general assumption would be the adoption of an interpretation of implicit norms as 

shared public norms, interiorized in individuals as transcendental cognitive structures  and 

Brandom would be a traditionalist about norms. However, he is arguing that there is a layer of 

normative behaviors emerging from our socialization, as a special sort of normative habit, 

however, emerging as individual and no sharing. Brandom's work (as might also be observed 

of Sellars') tries to explain how this happens, the way by which the conceptual layer emerges 

                                                 
89 "The concept of an RDRD is meant to capture the capacity we genuine knowers share with artifacts and 
merely sentience creatures such as parrots that the basic thesis of empiricism insists is a necessary condition of 
empirical knowledge" (BRANDOM, 2002, p. 350). 
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as normative. Surely, this is a rational strategy: normative behaviors are acquired and justified 

by relations that individuals institute and justify to them from the point of view of applying 

concepts to their experiences. Therefore, the main idea is to explain how natural or animal 

reactions become normative reactions when a creature use and justify concepts or give 

reasons to them. However, every description is made from the perspective of linguistic 

practices and practical attitudes (pragmatism on norms). This is all for Brandom. The end of 

history finishes with attitudes. However, conceptually Brandom could adopt two ways of 

explaining those implicit norms that are beyond the practices: embodied or connectionist 

models.  

Brandom is a linguistic rationalist. For him, conceptual relations are instituted and 

consolidated only by the public language. If we focus on this idea, we could see Brandom's 

philosophy as Turner's sees it, as shared relations in public language (because language is 

shared by the community, it is internalized and shared, as implicit norms, by all linguistic 

individuals), taking the language as the framework of cognition. In fact, Brandom preserves 

the idea of linguistic relation and, at the same time, rejects sharing. Therefore, implicit norms 

should be implicit according to some embodiment theory or neural mechanisms. Perhaps, it 

could be explained by a strategy as Ruth Millikan's90, in which the structures of 

communication are biological functions  though Brandom seems receptive to this idea, we 

believe that is impossible conciliate Brandom's and Millikan's projects because Millikan's is 

non-inferentialist one. So, we suggest another option. 

We reject Brandom's linguistic rationalism and accept a non-linguistic form of thought 

supported by a theory of social connectionism. The disagreement implies a theoretical 

distinction. Brandom's implicit norms are norms molded in language, that is, those relations 

that individuals have acquired by a public language (even if they are unconscious of that), 

reflected in their practices91. We have argued that implicit norms are patterns acquired from 

experience; they are not linguistic relations. Even so, we are not distinct from all those 

philosophers of the tacit knowledge. However, our scorekeeping does not require language (it 

means that for us, it works without linguistic sharing); therefore, animals can be scorekeepers 

 even though they cannot be real normative beings because they do not see each other as 

                                                 
90 See Language, Thought, and Other Biological Categories. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1984; Language: A 
Biological Model. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005. 
91 In that point, Brandom could adopt an ecumenical connectionism as we did in Chapter 6, in which language 
can be possible by connectionist nets manipulating symbols or he should take a mixed model that embraces 
connectionism and symbolic approach. Nevertheless, he could not accept a radical connectionism. 
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normative instituters; they do not possess the normative attitude or normative perspective 

(they follow our rules, not theirs). 

Thus, our argument suggests seeing scorekeeping as based on implicit norms taken as 

neural patterns. To follow a rule is to apply an implicit pattern or template to a situation. 

These patterns allow a classification of the situation (external world, other persons, social 

expectations, etc.) and a reaction or anticipation about what or how to do. Thus, we construct 

a theory of human experience as an implicit, unconscious, non-linguistic structure of 

experiences, and normativity is part of this construction. This view also is an implicit 

psychology, that is, our folk psychology is therefore an implicit theory92. What is implicit is 

not the internalization of something explicit; explicit is the externalization of something 

implicit. Connectionism allows maintaining the notion of implicitness while still offering a 

theory of normative practices from individual perspective, without sharing. Moreover, our 

patterns include non-individual point of views. This is why intersubjectivity involves 

interpretation and differentiation between others and me (reconciliation or recognition). 

Interpretation means to evaluate others persons and myself regarding our normative 

expectations, which involves individual perspectives and neural constructions.  

If implicit knowledge is individualized in human being's brains, we do not expect to 

find the same physical or psychological structure in each person that can engage in common 

practice. A person is a complex system formed by internal and external conditions that always 

are distinct in each individual, but they can be functionally equivalent. This is an appeal to 

look at the practice itself, not trying to find an explanation beyond the facts. Normative 

behaviors can be explained by individual's condition and their experiences. There is no 

transcendental point of contact among individuals. An implicit pattern acquires a role; it 

possesses a function. This explains why is uncommon to find two people presenting the exact 

same rule to cases where the rule is not explicit  for example, people give different 

explanations to the fact they permit the elders to go first in the supermarket cashier ("I should 

be polite with elders", "I should obey a suggestion of the supermarket", "I should be nice to 

impress other people", "I do not know", and so forth). 

Implicit norms also can explain those practices like science, nursing, criminal law or 

academic edition, performances not fully explained like individuals following all explicit 

knowledge. To be a nurse is irreducible to a theory of nursing and its rules; in fact, it depends 

                                                 
92 The idea is incompatible with Sellars' view of Psychology; for him, folk psychology comes only after the 
public language. 
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on a practical expertise acquired only by experience93. We cannot teach a robot to read a 

philosophical paper and decide if the paper is good. Just trained person  in Philosophy and 

editorial politics  could know if the paper must be published. To accept or deny the paper is 

not only theory-based or rule-based activities, and it requires some ability or implicit 

knowledge. We can add inside a machine (a text processor) thousands of grammatical rules 

and style, however, this fact is not enough to the machine judge a paper adequately as human 

beings do. Practices regulated by implicit norms cannot be explained only by explicit 

knowledge. 

Because implicit norms are functionally described, they do not need to be 

ontologically described. Implicit norm is a concept on skills, modeled by experiences, that is 

non-explicit, non-representational, non-shared, and non-propositional. An implicit rule is a 

neural pattern. What we call a "rule", in a strict sense, is an explicit rule; it is a concept to 

describe a relation founded only in language. When we make explicit what is implicit in our 

behavior, we use that concept. So, firstly, we are normative beings; we are expressive beings 

just later. All the risk is to begin to see explicitness as the origin of the rule94 or believe that 

these rules emerged from our theoretical reason. 

 

 

 

 
 

8.6. PRAGMATISM ON NORMS AND EXPRESSIVISM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We can sum up our discussion claiming that normative practices emerge from attitudes of 

creatures that interpret themselves and their pairs according to such attitudes. The normative 

realm involves skills and interpretations; individuals must be capable of attributing 

                                                 
93 See, BENNER, P. From Novice to Expert: Excellence and Power in Clinical Nursing Practice. Boston: 
Addison-Wesley, 1984. 
94 This is the same argument of Sellars' Myth of Jones, in which human beings invented psychological concepts 
("mind", "thought", "introspection", etc.) and much time later, they forget that fact and start to assume such 
concepts as the source of their explanation. 
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commitments to themselves and others. Therefore, it is not the case of considering these 

practices like mere acts, but be able to assume a position before those acts. This position, 

which is acquired and cultivated, is the normative reign itself, and only normative creatures 

institute it and live within. Normative creatures identify themselves as subject to normative 

behaviors (taking certain things as valid or correct). 

 Although pragmatic, it does not exclude the necessity of interpretation by individuals. 

However, this ability does not need to be understood as a model of linguistic rationality, as 

Brandom does. We propose a non-linguistic sense of interpretation, a primitive capacity 

found in some creatures. Brandom also accepts that interpretation is a natural ability, but he 

requires that individuals be trained in linguistic practices. It is easy to see how an infant 

instantly recognizes other infant or how animals recognize their pairs; thus, some basic 

interpretation must be feasible using non-linguistic capacities or empathy. Our strategy 

considers intentional relations without a fixed structure, as functional patterns molded by 

experience. But the problem of the ontology of the implicit norms precludes some 

philosophers to concentrate on the normative action itself. The only way in which norms exist 

is in linguistic form, but this is a second stage of the normative action theory. Before that, 

normative creatures follow patterns and interpret the community; since the beginning, it is a 

normative interpretation (human beings learn how to be good scorekeepers, thus, it is valid 

Brandom's maxim, "Norms all the way down", like the idea that the intentional is always 

normative).  

Our contribution tried to show how to understand scorekeeping's implicit norms from 

a connectionist perspective still compatible with expressivism. In fact, we propose to see 

expressivism as the natural effect of our emphasis in denying sharing. Since there is nothing 

shared in dialogical scorekeeping, and because norms are not internalized (as norms) from the 

society, all we have are practices called "normative"; but no norms. In this sense, we see 

expressivism as opposite to those theories based on internalization and sharing. Nonetheless, 

we adopt a partial version of expressivism. Human beings are expressive beings, that is, 

expressivism is part of they are  consequently, the ability to make explicit is part of human 

beings are (without such ability they are not humans). However, to be able to make explicit 

themselves using language is accessory; language is only a small part of what creatures 

express when they express themselves  this is very distinct of Brandom's expressivism and 

linguistic rationalism, by which there is no thinking without language because thinking is not 

considered independent of its form of expression. Unlike Brandom (and the modern 
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expressivism), we adopt a weak version of expressivism in the sense that to make explicit is 

desirable, not necessary. Making ourselves explicit does not require language. 

 Brandom's approach also involves a phenomenological understanding of normativity. 

Phenomenalism about norms argues that norms are in the eye of the agent, and these norms 

are the permission and obligations we can find in the conceptual relations. However, the 

normative phenomenalism argues that these norms are not the norms really in the eyes of the 

agents, but the norms that should be in the eyes of the agents. We do not need to discuss this 

interesting idea here, but it is important to see that norms are always norms in the eyes of the 

agent, as individual perspectives, though the normative phenomenalism adds a requisite of 

objectivity explained by perspectival scorekeeping. When Brandom says that scorekeeping 

involves not only interpretation but also the correct interpretation, he means a certain set of 

implicit norms in front of the eyes of the interpreters. So, in the normative phenomenalism, 

norms can be in the individual's eyes, which individual imposes to himself to classify some 

experience, but they must be a certain set of norms  so, scorekeeping is Brandom's version 

of Hegel's recognition in an inferentialist conception of the language and mindedness. It is a 

phenomenalist approach because norms do not exist in nature or society; they exist within 

conceptual relations that the interpreters institute. From this perspective, our approach is 

phenomenological as well, since norms are always creative human inventions that are not in 

natural world, but exist only in certain creatures interpreting themselves in the world. In this 

sense, norms only exist as a phenomenon seen by the agent in such and such conditions. 

Norms are a sort of projection. Moreover, if norms are implicit in individual's behaviors, they 

cannot be linguistic norms: they become linguistic norms. For Brandom, making explicit 

what is implicit is a requirement to engage in real scorekeeping. Unlike that, this work argues 

that making explicit what is implicit is a bonus; and human beings still are what they are even 

if they cannot use language to make explicit wherever. Expressivism allows an improvement 

of high-level cognitive tasks, but it is not essential. So, explicit norms are humans' projections 

grounded on implicit relations that individuals follow non-consciously. Our normative 

attitude institute patterns that we project on the world and ourselves. Everything we have 

available to make Philosophy is this explicit layer because it is hard to prove the existence of 

implicit patterns  in fact, we are skeptical about the capacity of a skilled individual, even an 

expert, to be able to put into words what he can do. Even if he can, the knowledge still is 

imprecise and makes sense only to that person. Consequently, our implicit knowledge is a 
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defense of unawareness, and we do not know even if is possible to make it adequately 

explicit. It is like to breathe or cry when we were born, we just know.  

How can the implicit knowledge be discussed if they cannot be verbalized or 

explained? Though we adopt expressivism, we need to accept the limitations that we have to 

make ourselves explicit. However, the problem of expressivism is methodological. Our 

argument is that individuals act normatively if are normative beings; the presence of explicit 

norms or language does not determine if they are normative beings. Their attitudes determine 

that. Thus, implicitness should be understood as a set of unconscious individual information, 

sometimes made explicit when individual thought and think about it. There are practices one 

learns called "normative practices" because they always involve a conflict, a way of doing 

right or wrong, correct or incorrect, and so on. To be able of engaging in these practices does 

not require the possession of a language. And we still can act normatively if we never create 

words to express this aspect of our lives. In any case, we agree with Brandom's important 

conclusions in the final pages of Making It Explicit, the expressivism over any ontological 

account:  

 
 
 
 
"So the theoretical attempt to track down the 'source' of the normative dimension in 
discourse leads us right back to our own implicitly normative practices. The 
structure of those practices can be elucidated, but always from within normative 
space, from within our normative practices of giving and asking for reasons. That is 
the project that has been pursued in this work. Its aim is not reductive but 
expressive: making explicit the implicit structure characteristic of discursive 
practice as such (BRANDOM, 1994, p. 649). 

 

 

 

Although our agreement of that, we tried to extend Brandom's project towards a sort of 

ontology theory, based on connectionism and implicitness, to finally come back and see how 

all that really matters are the practices. The deconstruction that we made shows why all we 

have are our attitudes.  
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CONCLUSION 

 
 
 
 
 
 
To take the knowledge as the intentional content internalized as rules or premises comes from 

the fact that explicit knowledge is essentially the paradigm frequently accepted by 

epistemologists and psychologists. Denying that, we suggested seeing scorekeeping as an 

authentic dialog, without any sharing but the perspective itself. Thus, scorekeeping is 

perfectly appropriate to the connectionist models, and it could explain how different 

experiences can produce the same behavior (or identical capacities to engage in practices). In 

other words, scorekeeping joined with a connectionist perspective could show how different 

social practices within the same structure produce the exact same implicit knowledge. 

Normative creatures acquire patterns through interaction with the others and external world, 

changing their responses and classifications of internal and external experiences. Therefore, 

we do not need the concept of "sharing". Distinct individuals possess in common only the 

process of interaction with each other, form of living (experiences), and formal and informal 

training (using or not the public language). This is why all we have to study normativity are 

practices  regulated, but not by explicit rules. If we aim to make ourselves explicit, if we 

think this could help us to understand ourselves, as creatures, so we should see what we do.  
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

CONCLUSION 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Often, normativity is described as the concept of the difference between how things are and 

should be. It is prescriptive about thinking, talking, and acting. Thus, philosophers have 

adopted non-descriptive or non-empirical theories of the normative practices, mainly rational 

and metaphysical solutions. Our work has appointed another path. Unlike authors as Sellars, 

who see norms in everywhere, we offered a deconstruction of the concepts of "norm" and 

"rule" through the adoption of pragmatic assumptions and the defense of the implicitness 

knowledge. After to do that, everything we still have to discuss on normativity is our own 

practices. Also, we expected to have shown how the deconstruction allows avoiding many of 

ontological and epistemological issues that we can find in those traditional accounts of the 

normative phenomenon.  

Theories of the normative explain the mechanisms by which regulated behaviors are 

instituted and transformed, appealing to distinct views (for example, transcendental, 

theological, teleological, habituation, etc.). Since a theory of normativity can assume several 

designs, authors need to choose between individuality and collective, innate and learned 

norms, and so forth. If norms are individual, is the theory based on brains or bodily 

knowledge? If norms are collective, is the theory based on society, transcendental cognitive 

frameworks or platonic reign? The theory still can be constructed on cognitive ("rules", 

"representations", "schemas", etc.) or non-cognitive concepts ("skills", "practices", "abilities", 

and so forth). Moreover, it can be described regarding the existence of linguistic statements 

or not. Finally, it can be a sort of implicit (or tacit) knowledge or not, and conscious or not. 

Considering those, our discussion must be taken within the debate involving 

transcendentalism or non-transcendentalism and individuality or collectivity. 
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Transcendental strategies explain communication and mutual understanding according 

to internal frameworks, schemas, rules, presuppositions, premises or principles, thought in a 

similar way to the traditional explicit knowledge, that is, by supposing an internal knowledge 

guiding the cognitive tasks. Cognitivism, the contemporary revival of the transcendental 

argument, was established as an analogy with digital computers  the brain is an information 

processor system that operates according to fixed rules and representations, and human 

cognition makes operations on symbols that represent the world. Therefore, if we know the 

cognitive system, and how it works, we can understand, explain or even predict the cognitive 

life and so questions as normativity and morality. However, these strategies lack to say 

something on the social institutions of these mechanisms.  

 The difficulty of explaining internal mechanisms let scholars adhere to a version of 

the transcendentalism as a theory of sharing. If we accept that meaning, for example, is a 

social phenomenon, we should accept that its conditions of possibility are the principles or 

schemas full shared by individuals. Persons are naturally part of the society because they 

share the same cognitive structure  society is the natural effect of the individuals' cognition. 

If these cognitive structures are innate, we have some form of neo-Kantianism; if they are 

not, we have some form of neo-Humeanism or psychologism. The former idea appeals to 

structures that people are born with. The latter idea appeals to collective facts and 

internalization. But both options have in common the idea of "shared knowledge". The main 

issues involving sharing were discussed in our work. One of them is primary: rules need to be 

interpreted to be applied, thus, how to explain that different individuals apply (interpret) the 

same rule in the exact same way? Regarding this, we presented an alternative that preserves 

individuality  human experience demands that  without ignoring sociability, and it is 

independent of sharing, internalization, and innatism. The approach is individual, learning-

based, and inspired by pattern-governed practices. We give attention to the idea of "normative 

attitudes" as well. Since norms are patterns implicit in practices, "implicitness" is another 

core concept.  

Somehow, implicit norms are a cognitive concept if indicate some piece of knowledge 

based on capacities that can be investigated and described; they are non-cognitive if refer to 

capacities that cannot be made explicit using any other vocabulary. But we claim that implicit 

norms are individual patterns, functionally defined  so, only its effects should be described.  

These patterns or templates (established by situations of failures, errors, applauses, 

feedbacks, etc.) are functions for classifying an experience. Sometimes individuals master 
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explicitly the patterns and other times the normative is in the implicit mode. Thus, we do not 

ignore the importance of the function of cognitive mechanism and internal structures, which 

permit human beings to process more information that the information as given by stimuli; 

however, we also do not ignore the necessity of situated experiences and social development, 

including social learning. The consequence is a via media between cognitivism and social 

approaches. 

We introduced the progress of the concept of "normativity" saying that Hegel's shift to 

the social side was essential. Since him, several philosophers have contributed to the debate. 

The turn from the transcendental understanding of the normative to the social account was 

discussed by analysis of writings from Wittgenstein, Sellars, and Brandom. And so, we 

suggested a theory based on the mutual interaction and interpretation (or recognition). The 

premise behind interpretation is that we always judge our pairs according to ourselves. A 

normative status (commitment) is an implicit, unconscious expectation. The capacity for 

recognizing other normative creatures is linked to the natural ability called "the normative 

attitude", by which creatures recognize other creatures as normative  creatures that possess 

the capacity of knowing that are bounded by non-individual perspectives. To be a human 

being involves being able to see oneself and peer creatures as normative beings. This is an 

implicit capacity, most of the times it is unconscious. And these creatures do not need to be 

rational to engage in these practices of mutual interpretation; they can engage in social 

practices by a sort of primitive ability. Animals have certain natural abilities, but some 

animals have this normative ability.  

Normative creatures make conceptual projections on the world. For them, every 

meaningful experience involves causal and normative relations. However, the emergence of 

the normative layer cannot be explained only through causal processes, and it requires a new 

vocabulary. Human beings live in a non-reducible space of norms because the manifest image 

is normative  Hume, Moore, Sellars, Brandom, McDowell, and dozens of others give several 

anti-reductionist arguments. If we want to talk about this side of our nature, we need to create 

and use a normative vocabulary. This is why our naturalistic approach to norms adopts all 

tools and methods from the natural sciences but without implying a logical reductionism 

about norms  the prior example with the robot impotent for judging a philosophical paper 

shows that normative practices are logically irreducible to the facts. Therefore, investigations 

of norms cannot go beyond practices and be done without a normative vocabulary.  
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Even so, we tried to extend the discussion aiming to see if we could clarify the notion 

of a "normative practice". This is why the thesis is supported by connectionism. Its models 

are not capable of doing the same things that humans do because human experience is surely 

richer; actually, we do not have models for simulating what the experience is with all its 

features. However, connectionism is good enough in situations in which we are not secure 

about how to justify the use of rules; we just do, without awareness of the application.  

How connectionism sees learning is an advantage to understand norms as patterns 

modeled by experience. There is no cognition on rules, in the classic sense, but cognition on 

experiences. For engaging in a regulated practice, one does not need a rule behind the 

behavior; the pattern is implicit in the way of being in the world. Thus, there is no fixed 

structure or pre-installed frameworks. Cognition works on experienced inputs. Patterns are 

functions for classifying an experience and an experience is the activity that changes the 

neural connections and activations among neurons, permitting to the individual to interpret 

and react to stimuli. Of course, individuals engage in common activities because their lives 

are connected, overlapped  they go to similar schools, are trained in public matters, grow up 

having similar experiences and habits, etc. Another part of the account involves the explicit 

use of language, when the social practices are constantly translated (made explicit) to 

linguistic expression by family, school, television, and so forth, and individuals reach a 

discursive comprehension of what they are, do, talk, or think.  

We believe that any theory of normativity should involve other non-typical 

connectionist components as well, as some description about how emotions could influence 

the system. Social connectionism must involve historical processes, emotions, actions, 

contexts, perceptions, and language. This is needed because the normative phenomenon is 

complex. (It is not permanent. It is not based on explicit instructions or training. It is not 

based on linguistic entities. It is not an obligation. It is not made by fear. It is not coercive. It 

is not automatic or mechanic. It cannot be reduced to any other explanation. It is much 

vague.) In fact, the normative behavior is a way of being in the world. And there are many 

things that we do not know and never will  this is the reason because a radical cognitivism is 

a misguided project. The discussion about norms should be only the discussing about who we 

normative beings are and do.  

 We disagree of Sellars' school since we reject the radical linguistic rationalism. 

Without language, we still can engage in normative practices (therefore, regulated behaviors 

exist in non-linguistic forms). Patterns are explicit in the mode of certain creatures live 
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because everything in nature follows patterns. But non-linguistic animals do not follow rules 

since they are not normative instituters, and just can follow the rules of their instructors. 

Consequently, they cannot reflect about what they do, reformulate their rules or see 

inconsistencies with them  they do not understand the process of instituting and maintaining 

rules. For animals, all normative constraints come from outside. For using Wittgenstein's 

expressions, animals do not acquire the logical determination of their regularities.  

 Besides, our strategy is not a psychological theory of human mind. We are not doing 

empirical research as well. Some internal processes are required in normative practices, and 

we do not expect to explain normative behavior only appealing to connectionism; we cannot 

know exactly what emerge from our neural activity and how it emerges. Thus, we do not 

know how the normative behavior really emerges. This is the same reason by which we are 

not doing a neurobiology of norms. Everything we have is what we do, our practices. 

However, this work cannot be identified with any regularist theory of norms. Connectionism 

can be understood as the model that institutes normative behaviors, not regularities. 

Therefore, we are not defending a gerrymandering solution.  

 Lastly, how about Ethics and Morality? 

Kant claims that the doctrine of moral is the philosophy grounded on a universal, 

necessary, and absolute duty. Since no principles extracted from the experience are universal, 

the moral law requires a "pure" philosophy, that is, metaphysics to investigate the a priori 

fundamentals of all moral norms. The Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals purposes to 

find "nothing more than the search for and establishment of the supreme principle of 

morality" (KANT, 1996, p. 47, 4:392), that means the grounds to find the "supreme norms" 

by which human beings appraise deontological moral-practical reason.  

Kant begins his moral discussion by asserting that "good will" is the unique thing that 

is good without limitations  honor, passion or money are good only in specific contexts. 

Thus, moral philosophy needs to investigate this pure will, good in itself (apart from its 

effects). According to Kant, only reason itself can recognize and produce good will, finding 

its satisfaction or purpose in doing so  for example, a "pure sincerity" is a duty a priori 

grounded on reason, it is irrelevant if pure sincerity has never been practiced in our world. 

However, how to find a rational principle that can determine good will independently of 

personal ends or inclinations? He says, "The representation of an objective principle, insofar 

as it is necessitating for a will, is called a command (of reason), and the formula of the 

command is called an imperative" (KANT, 1996, p. 66, 4:413). Imperatives use the word 
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"ought" to express a relation between an objective law and subjective good will. They can be 

categorical or hypothetical. 

If one appeals to everyday experience to establish an imperative, the outcome will 

always be conditioned by personal passions or incentives, but moral duties require the use of 

a pure practical reason. A categorical imperative is a synthetic, a priori proposition directly 

connecting the action to and a free reasonable will. This imperative represents an action 

necessary in itself, that is, it represents the good in itself. It is an apodictic practical principle. 

Thus, imperatives of morality need to be categorical. What is the criterion to verify if an 

imperative is categorical or not? For Kant, the criterion is the universality of the imperative. 

Categorical imperatives can be found by every rational being who asks himself, "can you also 

will that your maxim become a universal law?" (KANT, 1996, p. 58, 4:403). Therefore, all 

moral imperatives can be extracted from this formula because rational beings must desire that 

the maxim becomes a "canon" of general (universal) conduct.  

It means that a human being can represent the law linguistically and ought to act 

accordingly to this representation. In other words, a rational agent should obey a moral law 

because of its representation (and not by fear, etc.). Morality is based on the autonomy of 

will. Consequently, rational beings are the authors of moral laws  the rules they ought to 

respect are not "those according to which nature guides the human being in his conduct" [..] 

but only those that he himself makes" (KANT, 2007, p. 305, 7:197, §42). The "kingdom of 

ends" is a set of universal, objective laws produced from rational beings to rational beings. 

Kant concludes, "it is not because the law interests us that it has validity for us [..] instead the 

law interests because it is valid for us as human beings, since it arose from our will as 

intelligence and so from our proper self" (KANT, 1996, p. 106, 4:460-1).  

Moral imperatives are grounded in an objective necessity; however, Kant admits non-

moral imperatives as well. Hypothetical imperatives represent an action as a mean to achieve 

some conditioned ends. They can be imperatives of "prudence" or "skill". Imperatives (or 

counsels) of prudence specify the means to reach happiness. They are not analytic because 

happiness is an undetermined concept, extracted only from experience  long life for one, 

money for another. Thus, imperatives of prudence cannot represent a necessary command. 

Even though it is impracticable to offer a priori the concept of happiness, every human being 

wishes it, and can adopt some counsels from the experience that teaches him how to reach 

happiness. Thus, if a person is rational and wishes happiness, then that person should wish 

those means to reach happiness. For example, one can think that happiness is to be in good 
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shape, and then he or she will act considering all appropriate means to reach that (to do 

physical exercises or a diet, etc.). The other sort of hypothetical imperatives is related to the 

solution of empirical problems. "Technical" imperatives or "rules of skills" indicate what 

ought to be done in practical contexts by specifying the means to achieve one end when that 

end is not happiness itself. They command a "subjective-practical" necessity: if one wishes a 

particular end, one should also wish the means to that end; if one aims to bake a pie, one 

should follow a cookbook. Those imperatives then are related to "the capacity to achieve any 

purpose one chooses" (KANT, 2007, p. 308, 7:201, §43), by the development of an individual 

skill, which "designates a certain degree of will, acquired through the frequently repeated use 

of one's faculty" (KANT, 2007, p. 259, 7:147, §12).  

We saw how regulism and the emphasis on the power of reason make Kant give an 

insignificant importance to the training and social practices. The role of samples is reduced to 

the role of only helping the faculty of judgment becomes more accurate. Examples cause 

"some damage" since the individual accustoms to take norms as principles (not as formulas 

that require a formal reasoning). That is, Kant defends that examples serve only as 

"encouragement" but cannot justify nor be a guide to any normative activity. Let us take a 

moral case. Examples do not help a moral decision because every example, to be considered 

as valid, must be evaluated in agreement with imperatives of morality. To be an example, 

thus, it needs to suit to the principles of moral, so it could be a moral example. Then, the 

individual already knows if that example is a valid one (if it fits a categorical imperative 

formula) and the example will be useless. Examples can be used to ratify a moral law or to 

make it more familiar to individuals, nothing else. Finally, for Kant, imitation also has no 

place in normative practices. Unlike Kant, we argued that normativity could not be 

understood appropriately without a theory of the learning, training, imitation, etc. And there 

are more problems with Kant's theory. 

According to Kant, normative moral principles appeal to the "force" that duty has to 

influence the "human heart", this force being more effective and powerful than any other 

incentive. It is to endorse, as we said, a notion of "sincerity" even apart from sincere human 

beings in the world. It seems quite implausible and romantic to believe in any norm separate 

from human beings lives, their behavior or institutions. Kant's normativity claims that norms 

and moral values are not dependent on human attitudes. They are not products of the attitudes 

of human beings. Norms are absolute values. For Kant, what institutes a norm or value is not 

men interacting with each other, but the reason. The normative attitude that Kant thought 
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requires the use of reason to decide freely institute and choose a norm. However, appealing to 

a transcendent realm of norms cannot help us to understand what we are, as normative agents. 

Also, Kant's model of rule-following practices rejects heteronomy. He keeps away everything 

external and all natural inclination or passions. His account is based on a tension or conflict 

between nature and reason, in which rational beings must struggle against their preliminary 

animal tendency. The normative behavior or judgment is unnatural; it needs to be subdued. 

Norms, especially moral ones, require a use of reason. It means that being a normative being 

does not naturally happen. Accordingly, it is easy to observe that this normative system 

depends on autonomous beings capable of extracting the correct norms from their own 

intelligence. Nonetheless, all reason-oriented strategies of normativity need to be able to deal 

with significant issues concerning with the incapacity of individuals to make good decisions, 

that is, they need to explain some paradoxes of irrationality related to the normative 

behaviors. For instance, hypothetical imperatives appeal to the analyticity of such principles, 

but analyticity requires formal and material inferences that human beings are not naturally 

capable of performing  most of the time, humans are doing rational judgments inefficiently, 

including those normative ones.  

Sellars redesigned Kantian ideas in all philosophical areas in which he wrote.  

According to Sellars, there is no person without a linguistic community. Thus, there are no 

norms from an individual perspective, not even ethical imperatives. Sellars' communal 

intentions, as personal commitments that reflect social commitments, open a perspective to 

see intentionality as a collective phenomenon. In this respect, Sellars' Ethics intends to be an 

adaptation of Kant's idea of duty because of the rule (imperative), but rule as derived from the 

community. Ethical principles are rules that must be generalized to become imperatives, and 

interiorized by the linguistic community. Rules come from generalizations that become 

universal values within the community. Therefore, the normative discourse encompasses 

epistemological, aesthetical, moral, logical norms, and so on, and signalizes the 

presupposition of a social agreement. Language, therefore, encompasses the transcendental 

categories by which human beings' experience is organized, internalized as a set of intentions 

and its connections. In this sense, human beings share ethical rules because they are in the 

same community, sharing the same public language. That is, people learn norms from social 

contexts, as a product of social, linguistic experiences. Nevertheless, Sellars still preserves 

the sense of autonomy and universality in Ethics, even though he shifts Kant's conception 

from a radical individuality to an intersubjective perspective. Consequently, Sellars' solution 
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does not need to appeal to an absolute reason as a source of decision and judgments, and he 

can reject the formalism about normative judgments, appealing to intentions built over social 

interaction and learning, and the desire of universalizing principles. Individuals share the 

exact same ethical rules because interiorize the same collective intentions and make 

judgments on them.  

Sellars' account is significant. He believed that it harmonizes teleological and 

deontological themes within a Kantian perspective, that is, Kant's categorical imperatives 

would permit an interpretation concerning to teleologism. Ethical judgments are made by 

principles, but principles bounded by an ultimate goal. Moral principles are categorical 

imperatives, in fact, but their validity derives from a new understanding of intersubjective 

intentions, relative to certain sort of actions, that is, communal intentions that maximize 

common welfare. In this sense, Sellars claims that the communal happiness is consistent with 

Kant's categorical imperatives.  

 As we see, this social, linguistic turn made by Sellars on Kant's imperatives is truly 

positive; however, our perspective goes beyond the Sellarsian suggestion. We also believe 

that even moral rules are based on experience, environment, and context. And we reject 

Kant's distinction between categorical and hypothetical imperatives and the idea that only 

categorical judgments can be moral. In fact, the expressions made with words like "should" 

or "ought" do not involve any difference. Both categorical or hypothetical imperatives could 

offer good reasons to act or not, that is, "should", "ought" or "may" can be used categorically 

or hypothetically. The same is valid with deontological sentences with other structures. For 

example, a rule as "No smoking" is not a moral rule, but in some contexts is a command of 

reason (a categorical statement). The use and the context make it a categorical statement or 

not, because it is not true the idea that only moral judgments take its justification from reason. 

Rules of etiquette can be reasonable and some moral imperatives cannot. There is no intrinsic 

distinction between moral and another sort of rules, commands or maxims. Individuals can 

follow moral rules or mere rules of etiquette without reasons for doing that, or they can refuse 

them still having good reasons to accept them. We do not achieve a realm of norms; we 

produce our norms, sometimes by reason and many other times appealing to many other 

principles. Therefore, all statements involved in normative contexts are just contingently 

supported by reason  often, therefore, rules are irrational. What makes the difference is the 

sense of obligation they have acquired in social environments, for example, because there is 

much more pressure on them or because community appreciates them and punishes the 
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opposite behaviors. Some claims seem universal or special since they are taught and 

reinforced in society, by education and intolerance to its fault. In other words, all imperatives 

and normatives are identical; the difference is a matter of living a human social experience. 

Since we argue that people can engage in normative practices without the conscious of the 

explicit rule, we can apply the same argument for non-explicit normative practices. The 

difference in varieties of ruled-behaviors is an empirical difference grounded in social 

education and learning  and we do not need any utilitarian principle behind it; in fact, it is 

more natural to think that there are no principles. Not only linguistic rules are special because 

of the education and learning; all behaviors called "regulated" are instituted and reinforced by 

contexts, education, and learning. The experience of an individual, including social sanctions, 

shapes the ways he or she react to the situations. Therefore, we are back to the idea of 

practices molded by individual experiences  and Ethics only must be a Virtue Ethics. 

Interpretation is always a game that involves the individual, contexts, situations, experiences, 

and other individuals. Thus, regulated behavior depends on how we see ourselves and other 

people, how we interpret them and adopt (or not) their behaviors like ours. We are always 

trying to find a stable, secure position between our self-instituted norms and those socially 

restricted norms  the distinction between individual and social normative attitude. This 

tension involves our individual's desires, the sense of being part of something much bigger, as 

the community or group (to be an individual among others), and the risk of sanctions and 

penalties. Therefore, human experience is an interpretative game. And norms are instituted 

due the game (they are not prior to the game). Normativity always involves our self-position 

established between our individual tendencies or desires and all social constraints 

(individuality versus collective). As Ram Dass poetically once said, "Our interactions with 

one another reflect a dance between love and fear". 
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